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CHAPTER IV. {continued).

YEDO.—FROM TllK /.f'" TO THE IS™ OF SEPTEMBER.

Ci)iiclusion.—A Dinner at the llestaurant Yaozen.—Audience of

the ]\[ika'lo.—The iMiglisli Legation.
—

Departure.

Septemher 14.—It raiiis in torrents. They are the first

autumn rains—tlic (lisao-reealjlc season for tlie inhabit-

ants of Japan(^sc houses. The damp pervades them alh

The paper partitions beeome unpasted : there is no

longer any protection from the wind
;
and although it

is mild out of doors, inside one shivers. In summer

one suffers terribly from the heat
;
in winter there is

no Avav of guarding oneself from the cold. It is only

duiiug the short spring and towards the end of

.•iuluiiiii tliat one tiiids oneself really comfortable.

I li;i\e been hunting ;ifler old bo(jhs in several

libraries. In the \\\>[ few }'ears the [)rice of l)ooks is

very nuieh fallen. The ojdy sale is for encyelopajdias,

translated from English, Ereneli, or German. 1 have

purchaseil an illustrated description of the town of

V, 1
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Kiy6to, in eleven volumes, for which I have paid four

hous—that is, a little over five francs. Last year this

edition was worth six rios, or upwards of thirty -six

francs!.,.
,,, ,.,,,;;

Sejjter/i^fer 1^:^.-
—It is a fine day, and we want

to give ourselves a Japanese dinner at the famous

Japanese restaurant Yaoen. It is the '' Cafe de

Paris" of Yedo. The house is situated behind Asa-

kusa, at the opposite extremity of the town, and at

eleven or twelve miles from the lesfation.

Our hostess led us to a pretty room on the first

floor, made us take our places on some fine matting,

and advised us to simplify our toilets. A Japanese

always makes himself comfortable and at his ease

before eating. The sash alone is indispensable ;
other

garments are accessories
;
he wears them or takes

them ofi" according to the season and the weather.

The taste of the people is to aim at simplicity. They
like to play, it is true

; they surround themselves very
often with heaps of superfluous objects ;

but they
are just as willing to do without them, if necessary ;

and they have always all they need, for, whether in

good or bad times, they are content with what comes
'

within their reach. The dinner was excellent— every
kind of fish, raw, cut in slices, boiled, or broiled

; a

delicious fish soup ;
various kinds of sweetmeats

; and

at the end, a dish of vermicelli, made with a root of

which I do not know the name
;
the whole being

served in little- porcelain cups, placed before eacli

guest on a, small lacquered tray resting on four
legs.

Near us four young girls, richly dressed, played the
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newest pieces on an instrument like a lute, to which

they added occasionally vocal accompaniments. In

the entracfes they talked and laughed ; but there

was nothing that ^vcnt beyond the strictest propriety.
These girls are very careful of their reputations, I am
told, and are never known to forget their position,

unless tempted with an extra glass of said. Even
then it only makes them rather more noisv

;
and this

cxuljerance of spirits disap})ears with the fumes of the

li<piid. Two other girls danced, or rather acted, a

kind of ]iant(»mime. They tried to express, by gestures

and poses, the words of the singers. The music did

not follow the dance
;

it was rather the dance which

completed the song. The subjects of these pantomimes
were all tender scenes. A young man goes and visits

his love in secret. To show the hidden nature of the

meeting, and at the same time the resistance which

the voung lady makes to the entreaties of her lover,

the dancer l)en(ls forward and hides her face and neck

liehind her fan. At last she listens to the young man.

To express the departure of the lover, the daneer

imitates the movement of a samurai, when he slips his

two swords into ids waistband, and ]>uts on his hat.

At last, to denote the liap})iness of liotli, she counts

on lier fingers tiie nund)er of times of meeting. The

dancer could not have Itcen more than fourteen, but

she was alreadv a woma.n. She had beautiful eyes,

and a rather delieate look, regular featui-es (as far as

the Mongol typi' will allow), an expression of soft

melancholv, and an extremely modest manner. Her

attitudes were full of grace, though in some ways
rather exaogerated, showing the analogy in this respect
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with all Japanese productions. Her toilet consisted

of a bluish-grey silk gown, fastened round the waist

by a scarlet sash. In the course of the evening she

and her companions retired two or three times to

chano;e their costume. The entertainment went on.

The first singer, who was rather older than the rest,

took a more prominent part in the recitative. She had

pretty features, and the easy, elegant manners of a

woman of the world. A startling event had lately

happened in this quarter. An actor had carried off a

married woman. The couple had been seized and thrown

into prison. To be sent to prison in Japan means death,

or at any rate the extremity of misery. It is true

that a commission, accompanied by one of the students

of the English legation, went recently to Hong Kong
to see the penitentiary of the English colony there,

which is a model of all the perfections that philan-

thropy has invented for the incarceration of criminals.

But this question is only in embryo, and in the mean-

time the prisons are the most horrible dens imaginable.

Unless they have iron constitutions, those who are shut

up there must die either of hunger, cold, or disease.
' A

man sent to prison is, therefore, and with reason, a

subject of commiseration to his fellow-citizens. Our

singers, therefore, were eloquent in deploring the fate

of the unhappy actor
;
but—and this is a characteristic

trait—they approved of the imjitrisonment of tlie

woman ; because, they said, when a woman says to a

1
According to the last news (September 1872) great ameliora-

tions have been introduced into the great convict j)rison of Yech).

The prisoners, though all condemned to forced labour, are suffi-

ciently fed, and treated with greater humanity.
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man that slie loves him, what can the poor devil do

but yield to her wishes ? To act otherwise would be

to violate all the laws of gallantry ; it would be dis-

graceful ;
it would be mean. What do you say to this

code of morality ? There is another fact which I do not

like to omit, as it throws a strong; lic^ht on the move-

ment which is now going on in men's minds, especially

as represented by the youth of Yedo. The inde-

fatio;able Satow, while chattering; to these fair ladies,

carefullv transcribed in his note-book the soncrs which

we ha ve just been listening to. Among the rest here is a

specimen :
—" Ah I would that I could travel by tele-

graph ! for the jinrikisha is terribly slow
; it drags

along painfully, bruises your limbs, and crushes you if

it falls." This is an echo of young Jaj)an ; progress,

imitation of Europe, despising of native things.

On our way back we were shown, from a distance,

tlie house of the chief of the Etas. It is situated

not far from Asakusa, on the left bank of the Sumi-

dagawa. The house seemed very tidy and well kept,

and in no way betrayed the al)je(;t position of its

proprietor. It was impossible to visit it. We should

have been considered tainted for ever, and our hettos

W(juld have left us on the spot. These Etas are the

pariahs of Japan. They live amongst each other,

and are employed as gravcdiggers and in all other

trades whi(;h are considered infamous.

Septeiuler IG.— My audience with the Mikado,

which was fixed for to-day, gave rise to several inter-

views with ^1. Satow and Iwakura. The words that

the emperor would address to me were duly commu-
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ricated to me, and I had to supply answers. I .also

had sent me the plan of the pavilion where my
audience was to take place, on which were marked

not only the throne, but all the places which each of

us was to occupy on the occasion. As to the etiquette,

it was regulated after the precedent furnished by the

previous audience granted to Mr. Seward, the former

Minister of Foreign Affairs in the United States.

This morning, accordingly, a chamberlain came to

fetch us in a kind of phaeton, built at Hong Kong,

probably the only carriage belonging to the imperial

court, where the use of such vehicles is unknown.

The Mikado never goes out.^

At twelve o'clock, Mr. Adams, M. Satow, and I left

the legation, preceded and followed by the English
orderlies on horseback and by about twenty Japanese

cavalry. The hettos ran on foot by the side of the

carriage. The distance which separated the castle

from the suburb of Takanawa is about four miles.

All along the road the cross streets had been barred

by cords to prevent the influx of passers-by : sentinels

were placed at shprt distances. The guards at their

respective posts presented arms. A dense, curious,

but not hostile crowd stood closely packed behind

the barriers.

Arrived at the gate of the first inclosure, we found

^ Some months after, in consequence of the advice of the I^ew

Reform Ministry, the emperor showed himself in an open carriage

to his amazed subjects. This summer (1872) he was seen driving

through the streets of Yokohama in a hired conveyance ! The son

of the gods wore a fancy European dress, half of an admiral and

half of an. ambassador !
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troops under arms, and the same at the entrance of

the second court and at every avenue leading to tlic

palace. Armed and partly dressed in European
fashion, these soldiers looked well, only a little em-

barrassed by their new uniforms. On the other hand,

the Yakunins and the other military and civil officers,

who wore their native arms and costumes, were really

magnificent to look upon. After having crossed the

List bridge, thrown across the deep ditch or moat

wliicli runs round the castle, we alighted, and were

conducted to tlic ])rivate garden of the JMikado,

strictly inclosed and liermetically sealed from ordinary

mortals, with the rarest possible exceptions. This

garden is a narrow, circular space, which on one side

surrounds tlie castle, and on the other is bounded by
the moat. But neither moat nor castle is visible.

They are hidden behind a double curtain of bamboo

and other trees planted by Taiko-Sama
; fine coni-

ferous specimens with their red trunks
; maples with

tlieir fine starred leaves, evergreen oaks, cryptomerias,

laurels, and fruit-trees, chosen for the beauty of their

flowers, the only ones to be found in tliis enchanted

spot. There is no attempt at flower-beds, and only
one path througli the thick, fresh, nicely-kept lawn.

Tlie gi'ound is artificially formed into a mountainous

region. Here and there they have built little chalets,

like tlie suinmer-houscs that we had seen in the

gardens of other palaces. We had been walking for

about five minutes when we were received by Sanjo,

the President of the Council
; by Iwakura ; and by

three other members of the Privy Council, Kido,

Okuma, and Itagaki, the delegates of the Chosiu,
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Hizen and Tosa clans, who, with Saigo (the chief of

the Satsumas, and unfortunately absent at this

moment), effected the great revolution of 1868.

We found ourselves, therefore, in presence of

the men who, according to the views of opposite

parties, will be the regenerators or destroyers of

Japan. I have already spoken of Iwakura and Sanjo.

Both look what they are—men of the highest class.

Okuma, who on the eve of the revolution was only
a poor student at Nagasaki, is become, with Kido,

one of the leading men of the day. The others,

before their promotion to their present posts, were

simply samurais or kotos, and their elevation has

not given them manners. But they have interesting

heads—more interesting even than those of their

noble colleaojues. Intelligence and boldness are

stamped on their countenances, with the assurance

of the gambler, who, feeling himself in a good

vein, is determined to play his last card. Certainly

their nails are not cared for, and their rough, abrupt
movements are wanting in the graceful ease of the

Japanese of high rank. But they are not the less the

masters of the position. On them rests, in a great

measure, the final issue of this struggle between those

who will gain by the reform and those who will lose.

1 shall speak at greater length on this subject when

examining into the political position of the empire.

It is enough to say that, thanks to their popularity,

these four counsellors, tln^ee of whom are at this

moment sitting opposite to me, decided their clans to

take up arms in 18G8 and to continue to support the

radical reforms which are to change the face of Japan.
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After a short conversation, they came to announce

that the j\Iikado was ready to receive us. We resumed

our march, and, accompanied by these dignitaries,

who all wore o-rand court dresses, we arrived at the

open door of the pavilion called
" The Cascade." In

spite of my extreme curiosity to see the emperor, I

could not help casting a glance around me and

admiring tlie poetic beauty oF the site. The pavilion

is placed on tlie edge of a little circular plain backed

by gigantic trees. In front, some granite blocks,

cxfpiisitely grouped, form a steep rock, over which

falls a stream which gives its name to the kiosk.

We are conducted to our places in the inside, and

find ouis(,'lvcs in the presence of the son of the gods.

Tiie audience chamber was about 24 feet long- and

from 1() to IS feet wide. The floor was covered with

the finest matting. There Avas no furniture save the

pedestal about two feet high occupied by the jMikado.

On coming in, th(3 room seemed dark
;
but by a lucky

chance, a rav of sunlight, gliding between the blinds

and a craek in the ])aper pai'titions, threw ;i vivid glow
o\ci' the

pei-s()ii
of the emperor. In the rai'e ollicial

audiences which are ahvus given in tlie castle itself, a

half-h)Wei-e(l curlaiii hides the head of the soven'ign
from tlie indiscreet gaze of the ])ersons who a}>proach

him. Jiei'e, no such precaution had been taken. He
was seated on a fooistool, his leifs crossed, and holdino-

his hands leaning against one another. It is the exact

attitude given to all the statues of Buddha.

The emperor is twentv vears of age, but he se(^ms

to be thirty. His surname is Mutsuhito. I had a

uood deal of trouble to find this out. ]M. Satow alone
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could give me the required information. Among the

people, the sovereign is never known but by the generic

appellation of
" Mikado." It is only after his death

that he will be given the name by which he will be

recorded in history. The features of Mutsuhito bear

the character of the Japanese race : his nose is large

and flattened
;
his complexion is sallow

; but his eyes

are sharp and brilliant, in spite of the immobility
which etiquette prescribes. I had often met faces like

his in tlie streets of Yedo. His costume was as simple

as possible
—a dark blue tunic, almost slate colour,

and wide scarlet trowsers. His hair was done in native

fashion
;
but he wore a colossal aigrette, made of bam-

boo and horse-hair, which, fixed behind the right ear,

rose vertically at least two and a half feet above his

head, and shook violently at the least movement. This

is the insignia of supreme rank. Neither the Mikado

nor any of his ministers wears jewels. Except at the

moment of speaking, his Majesty held himself as

immovable as a statue.

Behind him, a great dignitary bore the sword of

state carefully thrust into its sheath. Woe be to him

who should behold it naked ! It would be his death.

To the right of the throne, leaning against the parti-

tion, stood Sanjo and the three members of the privy
council

;
to tlie left, Iwakura. Mr. Adams and I, accom-

panied by M. Satow and the court interpreter, were

placed in the middle of the room, in front of the

emperor, and at a ,few paces from him. During the

first few minutes, a deep silence reigned in this little

pavilion, which at that moment held the arbiters of

the future destiny of a great empire. Notliing was
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heard but the buzzing of the Hies and the chirp of the

grasshoppers.

jMr. Adams, who had been requested by Iwakura

to proceed with the presentation, then spoke and

stated that, in the absence of the Austrian representa-

tive, who was a resident at Shanghai, he had the

honour of introducing me to his Imperial Majesty.

The ]\rikado replied in a few courteous words, and then

turninL!' to me, cono-ratidated me on havin2: crossed

both oceans without accident—to which I made some

answers suitable to the occasion. Then the Mikado

s])(ike again.
"

J hear,"' lie said,
"
that, for a long time, you have

filled important positions in your own country, and

that you have exercised the office of ambassador on

several occasions. I do not exactly understand what

has been the nature of your occupations. If, from the

results of your experience, you have learned things
which it would be useful for me to know, I beo- of vou

to speak without reserve to my principal counsellors."

In accordance with etiquette, the emperor, when

speaking, oidy murmured the words between his

teeth, emitting almost inarticulate sounds. Sanjo

repeated them in a loud voice, and the dragoman of

tli(^ palace translated them into English. Our answers

were translated into Japanese by M. Satow. Each

time tliat the emperor spoke, he turned towards us,

and, looking at us straight in the face, his features

assumed a kind and benevolent expression. lUit

Avhcii he cIoscmI his mouth, his face again became

grave and serious, or I'ather, insignificant.

When it came to the moment of retiring, the em-
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peror remained immovable, but fixed his eyes upoa
us. Neither on our arrival nor at our departure did

he bow to us. The ministers followed us out and

made us take a turn in the garden. They showed us

a little model farm, whereby they hoped to make their

sovereign understand and give him some ideas upon
the cultivation of the soil by his subjects. I was also

allowed to scramble up the sides of the moat, from

whence I enjoyed a beautiful view over Yedo. After

this, a delicate luncheon was served to us in one of

the pavilions. It was impossible to help admiring
the symmetry and elegant simplicity with which the

table was served.

At the moment when we were about to rise from

luncheon, Sanjo, acting under his master's orders,

begged me to give him my ideas upon Japan. I

excused myself on the plea of my ignorance, while

all the while applauding the efforts of the new
minister to ameliorate the condition of the country
and introduce salutary reforms.

" The wisdom of

the eminent men whom I see around me," I added,
"
will guide them in this arduous task. They will

take into account the habits and ideas of their

countrymen ; they will understand that many things
which are good in Europe cannot be so in Japan ;

they will avoid precipitating radical changes ; and

will proceed with extreme circumspection."

Thus ended my audience. The dignitaries of the

court accompanied us to our carriage, and at three

o'clock we found ourselves once more returned to the

legation.

In the evening the Mikado sent us some boxes fiUed
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with sweetmeats and preserves of a curious shape, and

a quantity of sugarphnns of different kinds. These

boxes were of plain wood
; for in tlie imperial court,

in accordance with an old tradition, they disdain to

paint or have lacquered wood.

I do not think I shall ever forwjt the scene of this

morning : that fairy-like garden ;
those mysterious

])avilions ; those grave statesmen in their gorgeous
court dresses, walkino- about with us In the shrubberies

of those beautiful })leasure-grounds, and that oriental

potentate who presents himself like an idol, and who

believes and feels himself to be a god. It surpasses a

tale in the " Thousand and One Niohts."

Septemher 17.—I met this morning one of the four

members of the council who had assisted at the

audience of yesterday, and we had a talk over public

affairs.
" The heads of the reform movement," he

said,
"
are sure of success. They say and believe it,

and I share their opinion. We do not anticipate any
serious opposition. In three years the work will be

accomplished." (This is exactly what Iwakura had told

us.)
"
Perhaps we are not quite sure of the south,

nor of the Satsumas in the island of Kiushiu ; there,

I think, we shall have a good deal of opposition ;
but

they will end by yielding. As for me, I have never

doul)ted of our final success. One of our great plans
is to unite the small clans into one great one, and to

divide surli rhins as are too huge, and in consequence
too powerful."

1 was struck by the analogy of these proceedings
with what often takes place in Europe. Provinces

are divided into departments, and the electoral districts
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are changed. In Japan a similar fate awaits the

clans, who are the historic elements of which the nation

is composed.
"
Already," continued my interlocutor,

" we have

suppressed the rights of the daimios, the feudal prin-

cipalities ;
there remains the grave question of the

samurais, those gentlemen of each clan attached to

the persons and service of the daimios, and who, until

now, have lived on the rations of rice and the liberality

of their chiefs. This is our proposed plan :

' We
shall reduce their incomes by one-third

;
the two

other portions will be paid them for ten years as a

pension. The remainder, with compound interest,

will make a public fund with which to liquidate the

pensions.'^
" All the daimios without exception will be com-

pelled to live in Yedo, or to establish themselves

here for a certain part of the year with their families.

They will have leave to visit their properties and to

travel in foreign countries.
" Our reforms are a response to the prayers of the

nation. Many of the clans had addressed petitions

to us in this sense, and what we propose to do is

exactly what they asked for."

The truth of this is, that the central leaders give
the word to the leaders of the clans, who draw up

petitions under their dictation, which pretend to

emanate from the free initiative of the clans them-

selves. Who is not struck liy the rcscmlilance of these

^ Tliis financial oporation lias been simplifiod. I liear from

Japan (April 29, 1<S72) tliat the rations of rice of the two-sworJed

gentry have been almost all suppressed.
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proceedings with the means employed by our European
Eadicals ?

I ask myself if this be the natural fruit of certain

tendencies and circumstances, or of foreisrn influence

acting in secret ? I fancy that both causes are at

work, only I find it hard to persuade myself that

Europeans or Americans would interfere, even in-

directly, in the movement going on in Yedo. No
doul)t the Japanese ministers, who are extremely
anxious for all the information they can glean on

European matters, have taken the habit of consulting
the envovs of the o-i^eat powers on such or such an

administrative or financial measure
;
and I have been

told that when thus interpellated, these diplomats
have not alwavs refused to o;ive their advice. The

future will perhaps prove that they would have been

wiser to liave abstained ; for tlie o-ivers of counsels arc

always looked upon as morally responsible, although,
in reality, they can only be answerable for their ideas

in proportion as they may have been called upon to

cany them out, wliich is not the case here. But on

this point T suspend my judgment. I am only
makino- a o-oneral ol)S('rvation, and not a diso-uised

criticism, on the conduct of such or such a minister

acci'edited to the ]\likado. Of one thing I am firmly

])ersuaded, and that is, that not one of these diplomats,

if even he had been consulted, would have taken

upon him to encourage the Government to rush into

the unknown, or to furnish a programme for the future

constitution of Japan, based on European models.

However disposed one may be to see the countiy

inaugurating wise and necessary reforms, it is impos-

VOL. IT. c
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sible not to understand that these attempts, however

laudable in themselves, may, if they should fail, bring

about a serious reaction, and that this reaction might

very easily compromise the interests, the prosperity,

and perhaps the lives of the European residents.

Nevertheless, the analogy between the proceedings

here and those employed by our Radicals is so striking,

that I repeat one cannot deny the action of European
and American influences. These are, I expect, the

first-fruits of the journeys of the Japanese in foreign

parts. Already these influences are making them-

selves felt. They will be still more powerful when all

those young Solons return from Europe and America.

In the evening, Kidt), whose acquaintance I made

yesterday at the palace, dined at the Legation. He is

the leader of the Choshiu clan, one of the principal
movers in the revolution of 1868, and the author of

the celebrated petition to the Mikado by which the

daimios asked for their mediation. He has the look

and manners of a man of the people. In fact, before

filling the place he now occupies, he was a simple
samurai. But I have not met any face so clever or

intelligent in this country. When he speaks, his whole
features light up ;

he expresses himself with readiness

and ease. No one can look at him without seeing that

he is a man quite out of the common. We made him
talk a good deal after dinner, and the summing-up of
liis conversation was, unlimited confidence in the work
of reform. He also declares that three years will be
sufficient tu displace all hereditary rights, to change
the habits and transform the ideas of his countrymen !
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The British Legation at Yedo is composed at this

nioiiient of Mr. F. 0. Adams, minister
;
of a second

secretary, now absent, whose pkxce is supplied Ly Mr.

Dohmen, vice-consul at Tsukiji ;
of Mr. E. Satow,

Japanese Secretary of Legation, and although scarcely

thirty, one of the best Japanese scholars living ;
and

of four "students," who, placed undei- the care of the

interpreter-secretary, are learning the language of the

country. They live in some nice cottages in the inclo-

sure of the Legation, and their pay during their studies

amounts to £200 a year. On the mail days they work

at the office, which initiates them into the routine of

business. As soon as they are sufficiently advanced,

they are placed as interpreters either at the Legation^
or at one of the five treaty })orts. The consular

service is equally open to them
;
but they enter into

an engagement only to serve in Japan. This system

pi'odaces excellent results. These young men, full of

zeal and emulation, make rapid progress, become pas-

sionately fond of the country where tlie greater part
of their lives will be spent, and will contribute some

day to brinii' liuht into the darkness which still en-

shrouds the empire of the rising sun.

liut it is not only the students who care to learn

the language. This wish is shared by every member
of the Legation. The}' s}»eak nothing but Japanese
and of Japan. The unknown always })icpies one's

curiosity ;
it is a puzzle which one tries to decii)her.

Besides the diplomatic C(jips, there is a doctor, an in-

spector, and fbin- orderlies ^\ho follow the minister on

horseback on state occasions, or when there is a ques-

tion of dano-er. Their business is to N\'atcli over theO
C 2
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safety of the members of the Legation within the in-

closure, and alternately to do the night service.

Until the new embassy is built, which is to be

erected at Soto-Jiro, the English Legation occupies a

yashki, situated in the neighbourhood of the Takanawa

suburb, at about a mile from the western gate of Yedu.

Like all these habitations, it is a group of little houses

in wood, or paper, united by passages, raised two or

three feet above the soil, opening on one side to the

courts, and on the other to a large and beautiful gar-

den. A strong wall surrounds the whole. There are,

certainly, one or two weak points on the side of a

sacred wood, belonging to an old temple ;
but the

orderlies keep it in sight. The principal buildings are

in the centre. Some beautiful trees do not let you

forget that you are in Japan. In fact, both house and

garden are thoroughly characteristic of the country.

Close to the house stands the pole which bears the

British flag ; outside, in front of the great porch, which

is always an important feature in the yashki s, is

placed a guardhouse, occupied by thirty yakunins, or

soldiers, whose business it is to watch over the safety

of the members of the Legation, and to accompany
them when they go out. I have often tried to slip

through them and go out without being perceived.
Vain attempt ! Three or four men, throwing down
their cards or pipes, and quickly slipping their great
swords into their waist-bands, spring forward and

dodge my steps. To escape them I jump into a

jinrikisha and cry to the coolie :

"
Quick ! quick !

to the Shiba !

"
But, alas ! scarcely have I reached the

tombs of the Sioguns, than three other carriagres follow
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in hot haste and deposit on the pavement m}' three

yakunins. They bow profoundly and smile some-

what malieioiisly, then surround, follow, and never

leave me till I have again reached the gate of the

Leo-ation.

The approach to this palace is not easy. A long

and steep hill, broken at intervals by some wide steps,

l)rings you to the door. Luckily, both horses and car-

liages are used to it. The garden, although without

flowers or any kind of luxury, is nevertheless very

beautiful. It has a fine avenue, and is situated on a

risino: ground, from whence one discovers, above the

heads of the trees, the Gulf of Yedo, the maritime

forts, Avhich are now dismantled, and, in the horizon,

the blue hills of Ivanagawa. In this solitary spot it

is delicious to pass the hot hours of the da}', enjoying

the fresh sea-breezes, and listening to the sound of the

o'ono's of the temi)le callinu; to their o-ods, and to the

thousand strange, confused sounds, which, tempered

by distance, mount up from the gulf, and the lower

parts of the town to these aerial heights.

Tlicsc are my last hours in Yedo, and we are all sad

at the prospect of our ap])ruaching separation.

The guest or tlie fellow-traveller of ]\Ir. Adams for

more than a month, and enjoying besides the daily

intercourse of ^I. Satow and the other members of

the Legation, I feel painfully the termination of a visit

so full of interest and enjoymc-nt. My regrets are, I

think, shared by my host
;
for in this brilliant but dis-

tant exile one has rarely the opportunity of meeting

persons with whom one can talk of men and things in

Europe. Great distances affect the mind as a gauze
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curtain does the eye. Home news, cut short and im-

perfectly rendered, as it often is, in telegrams, arrives

first by the electric wire and two months after by the

mail. In the interval, very probably, the whole posi-

tion of things in Europe has changed. It is hardly

worth while to read the newspapers, the cream of

which has been already given one by telegram.

Such is the state of mind of most residents in the

extreme east. The news of their country comes to

them just as the sounds of a concert, in a house with

the windows shut, do to the passers-by in the street

below. They hear the big drum, but the finer parts

of the music escape them. Your heart may still be

in your native country, but you despair of being able

to follow the rapid course of events there. Certainly
the lives of these courageous and devoted men are not

always enviable. The merchant comes to make his

fortune ;
the missionary, faithful to his vocation, is

supported by the inward satisfaction consequent on a

life of self-abnegation and sacrifice. But the diplo-
matic and consular functionaries are neither attracted

here by the love of gold nor by the hope of those
eternal rewards reserved to apostles and martyrs.
Exc3pt for some doubtful chance of ultimate promo-
tion, only a feeling of duty can induce them to remain
at a post of such danger. Yes, I repeat it, a post of

(langer! Look at this English Legation, the only one
which inhabits the Japanese capital. The Gulf of

Ycdo, owing to its shallow waters, is inaccessible to
men-of-war. And even supposing that some gunboat
were in the roadstead, waiting to receive you, it would
be necessary to cross some of the most crowded streets
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before you could get down to the shore. Without a

miraculous interposition of Providence it seems to me
that in case of a sudden rising of the populace or of

the troops, no member of the Legation could possibly

escape with his life. Their existence depends abso-

lutely on the loyalty of the Japanese Government, on

the means it may have (or not) of defending them, on

the incalculal)le and more often mysterious movements

of its political leaders, and on the conduct of the

opposition, which to-day is silent and contained, but

not resigned, and which, at any given moment, and

when it is least expected, may very likely rise and

strive to regain the power it has lost.^

At this moment I am quite willing to believe what

everyone tells me, that there is no danger. But in

Japan more than anywhere else days succeed, but do

not resemble each other. \t Yokohama there are

more guarantees for the safely of the life and property

of the residents. The troops and the European men-

of-war in the harl)our would probably insure sufficient

time for embarkation in case of attack. Compara-

tively, but not absolutely, you ai'e there in safety.

But the diplomatic corps has already furnished several

victims. J\[. Heusken, Secretary of Legation of the

Ignited States, was massacred in the heart of the city

of Yedo, close to the famous bridge of Niphon-bashi.

Sir Ptutherford Alcock, the ])redecessor of Sir Harry

Parkes, was scarcely installed in a tem])le not far from

1 This spiring (1872) a body of ariDcd men penetrated into the

palace of the :\lika(lo. After a desperate light with the guards

they were overpowered and massacred. It was a desperate attemjit,

but it proves that the lire is still snionldering below.
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the actual Legation, than he was attacked at night by
a body of armed men, and one of his orderlies and

his cook were killed. Mr. Oliphant, the clever writer,

then Secretary of Legation, was severely wounded a

few days only after his arrival from London. Honour

and glory then be to those men who accept these

perilous situations, who fill them with such devotion,

who watch over the interests and safety of their

countrymen, maintain the honour of their country's

flag, and by their arduous studies of the language and

customs of Japan open new roads for the conquests of

science !



CHAPTER V.

OSAKA.—FROM THE 10™ TO THE 22^^ SEPTEMBER.

Kobe and Iliugo.-
—The Bar of Yodowaga.— Osaka.—Its com-

mercial importance."
—Its gcn<-ral ap])eaiance.— The Street of

Tlieatres.—The Castle of Taiko-Sama.—The Chi-i'u-Chi.

Scpternher 19.—At four o'clock in tlic afternoon

I went on board tlie Costa liica, one of the fine

steamers of the Pacific Steamsliip Company, which

kecj) Vi\)
a regular service between Yokoliama and

Shano'hai, touching' at (Kobe) Jlioo-o and Xaiiasaki.

These vessels start and arrive four times a week.

The Englittli P. and O, Com[)any and tlie ]\lessa-

geries Francaises follow the older and more import-

ant line Ijetween Yokohama and lioii<2' K0112; : but

they only run twice a month. But eveiy week one

has the opportunity of going either to the north

or south of Cliina. Very few Ja})anese take advan-

tage of it, except the tourists and students sent by
the Government ; but a m-cat manv of the southern

Chinese come this way to Japan, and their brelhi'cn

in the north (natives of Kiangsu and Shantung) ai-e

beginni]]g to follow their example. Little by little
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the Cliinese element increases in the treaty ports, and

especially at Yokohama and Nagasaki. When the

interior of Japan shall be open to strangers, the

children of the Celestial Empire will pour in in

masses; for the expansion of this race is only equalled

by its activity, perseverance, and extreme frugality.

If the reforms which have been lately inaugurated in

Japan should be accomplished without a revolution,

and the interior be consequently accessible to every-

one, Europeans will find the Chinese formidable

competitors in the commercial working of the

country.

Some of my friends have come on board to see me
off. How they envy me ! But he who is leaving is

not disposed to feel light-hearted. To quit a country
with the certainty of never seeing it again is always

painful. You look back and you feel that this episode

in your life is closed for ever. It is like a foretaste

of death. Anyhow, it is a solemn moment which

calls for serious reflection, and, when one has been

loaded, as I have, with kindnesses and hospitality,

for the deepest and warmest gratitude.

Towards nightfall we are out of the gulf. By the

dim twilight we distinguish the outlines of the

Island of Enoshima and the two peaks of Hakone.

An Olympic brightness: inundates Fujiyama.

Srptemher 20.—The Japanese seas have a bad re-

putation especially at this season, which is the time

of the change of the monsoon. It is the most

dangerous in the year on account of the frequency of

typhoons. But l)y a rare exception, the weather is
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glorious and the sea like glrss. What adds to the

perils of iinvigation in these waters is that they have

no good nautical charts. The captains follow a certain

course where they are sure to keep clear of shoals or

rocks
;
but if a gale or the changeable currents, whicli

are little known, drive the ship from the beaten track,

all is left to chance. At this moment France and

Eno'land are niakino" a hvdroo-raiihic reconnoitrino- of

these waters, and the publication of their charts is

impatiently looked for.

AVe are only a small party on board, and of not

very interesting materials. Ijut tlie fore-deck is loaded

with Japanese passengers. There are a few also in the

first-class cabins. They arc all going to Kiyoto or to

the Island of Kiushiu. As soon as they go on board

a foreign vessel the} drop their usual ceremonial, and

they are quite right to do so
; but when they affect

to adopt European habits, they are simply insupport-

able.^ Of course, I admit that there may be ex-

ceptions.

Altout three o'clock in tlie afternoon we near

the shore, which is, in all points, like Yokohama
;

with rugg(}d mountains covered at the base witli

luxuriant vegetation.

Sepfemher 21.—At two o'clock in the morning, the

Costa. Rica was at anchor before the establishment of

Kobe, situated a "mile to the west of the Japanese

^ Mr. Medhurst, the English consul at Shanghai, makes tlie

same observation on the suLject of the Euro)>fanised Chinese, lie

cnWii i\\Qm yiost insuftrahle creatures. See "The Foreigner in Far

Cathay." London: 1872. P. 170.
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hen, Hiogo. The distance from Yokohama is 342

miles (60 to a degree). Kobe is one of the five

treaty ports. It has only been opened for three years ;

but already the
" Concession

"
is covered with fine

houses and spacious shops. The number of inhabit-

ants, even counting the floating part of the popula-

tion, does not exceed 200 or 300
;
but there is a

A

future for Kobe, for it is in reality the port of Osaka.

Mr. Grower has been kind enough to offer me the

hospitality of the English consulate, of which he is

the chief. His house is a perfect gem of comfort and

good taste. On the side of the mountain, he has a

Japanese house, which he had transported from Osaka ;

it is surrounded with a garden, and from thence you

enjoy a beautiful view over the gulf. Behind this

little Tusculum, a staircase leads to a temple half

buried in the foliage.

I have here made a very interesting acquaintance.

The P. Mouico, of the Missions Etrangeres at Paris,

who is at the head of the Catholic establishment in

this growino; town, o;ave me a deal of curious in-

formation on the sad and yet glorious position of

the Japanese Christians, and on the cruel persecutions
of which they are the object.^ This devoted and

excellent priest is a native of Tarbes. He is a perfect

type of a missionary
—

pale, melancholy, but noble

features, with an expression of the greatest sweet-

ness and resignation. When he speaks, his face

1 I shall profit by it in treating, later, of this subject. Father

^Monico, who died only a few weeks after my visit to Hiogo, leaves

a terrible gap in the missions of this country and universal regrets

in the circle in wliich he exercised his holy and devoted ministry.
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becomes animated, and a rather sarcastic smile liohts

up the thin lips of the ascetic. The residents of

Kobi', although mostly Protestants, speak of this holy
man with the greatest veneration. He is also an

excellent Japanese scholar.

The Gulf of Osaka runs inland from south to north.

Hioo-o and Kobe are situated on its western shore.

Towards the east, the great town, the Fa of Osaka,

stretches along both banks of the Yodogawa, which,

runnino!' from north to south, after havino- traversed

the Fu, flows into the gulf a little below the town.

From Kobe to Osaka by sea, in a straight line, they

reckon fifteen miles, and twenty-two l)y land, i.e.,

makino; the round of the fi'ulf. A multitude of little

steamers belonging to native companies, but com-

manded by Englishmen, ply between the two towns.

One of these boats (of which the ditferent parts were

Iniilt in Germany) takes us in an hour and a half to

the Bar of Yodogawa, which is always difficult to

cross, and sometimes dangerous. A few minutes after,

we arrive at the first houses of Osal^a, and at eleven

o'clock in the morning, after a passage of two hours,

at what is called the
'"

Con(\'ssion,"' which is small

enouoh. Inside the bar, and a little above its mouth,

the river is very narrow, and in consequence deep
and rapid. The houses on its banks, like all the

Iniildiuf'S in this town, have only a o-round-floor.

On both shores, before tlie houses, double and triple

rows of junks of all sizes narrow the bed of tlie river,

and add greatly to the difficulties of the navigation.

Osaka (one of the three Fu) reckons from 400,000 to

.300,000 inhal)itants. The g;round on whicli it stands
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is less extensive than Yedo ;
on the other hand, there

are fewer yashkis here, fewer temples and sacred

woods, fewer private gardens, and less cultivated

ground. I should, therefore, be tempted to think that

half a million was below the truth. Three branches

of the Yodogawa and another smaller river traverse

the town. These water-courses are joined by a net-

work of canals. Iliere are more than 260 bridges,

almost all of wood : some are of great length. Osaka

is the commercial capital of Japan. AH the foreign

merchandise destined for the interior passes through
it. In spite of the bar and the slight depth of this

part of the gulf, the influx of native boats is incredible.

In fact, the busy activity on the Yedo river seems to

me less than that which one meets with here. Steam

begins to play a great part in Osaka, and in this

respect the Japanese are ahead of their Chinese neigh-
l)ours. These last have never yet learned to work a

steam-engine or direct a steamer, but the Japanese is

capable of both. The Prince of Tosa (Isle of Shikoku)

possesses several fine steamers, of which both captains
and engineers are natives. We saw outside the

town three fine steamers at anchor. They belong to

this daimio, and trade between Yokohama and the

little ports in that inland sea. As the price of the

passage is so much less
^ than that of the American

company, they are always overloaded with passengers.

^ The passage from Kobe to Yokohama is, on hoard the

AiiK.'rican steamers, for first class 30$,. and only 18$ on Tosa's

boats. In these last it is fair to say you are not fed, you go slower,
and >ou run the risk of foundering or being blown up. But,

nevertlicless, they are always full.
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From Osaka the foreign mercLandise is carriecl up tlie

liver Yodogawa to Fujimi, and from thence by hmd
to Kiyoto. Other boats, going still higher up the

river, reach the great central lake known under the

names of Biva or Omi.

I was welcomed bv ^Ir, J. J. Enslie, the Eno-lish

vice-consul. Althouo-li still youno-, he is one of the

oldest of the British consular stafi" in this part of the

Avorld. He has been in the country for ten years, is

well acquainted with the language, and especially with

the men and things in this part of Kiplion. He is

going to have the kindness to accompany me to Kiyoto.
This is an enormous favour, for in this countiy, still

closed to strangers, and where there is not a ghost of

an interpreter, good or bad, as in Egypt or Turkey,
one would be coni})elled to give up any attempt at

travelling in the interior without this efteciual official

protection.

The quarter allotted to foreigners, entirely sur-

rounded l)y the river or by canals and carefully

guarded, is situated at the southern extremity of the

town. It contains two or three European houses, the

British Consulate, which is established in a })retl;y

Ja})anese yashki, and some native huts ada})ted to

tl]e use of the
" white barbarians," A few fine trees

are the sole ornament of this exile which bears the

stamp of a somewhat Americanised "Young England."
In this settlement there are about twenty Europeans
and Americans

;
an equal nundjer employed at an

exchange which has lately be(!n built at the southern

extremity of the town
;

and four or five French

masters who live at the castle—in all, aljout fifty
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whites. White women are not to be seen. There is

neither church, priest, nor minister. The spirit of the

native population w^ould not bear the public exercise

of the Christian religion. Besides, the right to erect a

church in the
'' Concession

"
seems doubtful Osaka is

not a treaty port, only a town which has been opened
to a few strangers. Everything here struck me as

precarious and provisional. The foreign merchants do

very little business. Their best customers were for-

merly the daimios, who used to reside here for some

months in the year. But since the downfall of the

Siogun, they do not come any longer. The native

merchants are jealous of strangers, and the authori-

ties (secretly, it is true, for fear of provoking demands

for redress from the consular agents) throw every pos-

sible obstacle in their w^ay. The little colony, there-

fore, remains stationary, and many residents talk of

leaving. The population, formerly secretly excited

against the foreigners by the government functionaries,

have remained hostile. When walking in the streets,

one sees parents whispering words of abuse to their

children, which these latter, w^ho dodge one's footsteps,

repeat in a loud voice. The soldiers of the new im-

perial army, whom everyone strives to avoid, are

remarkable for their insolence. Thanks to the ener-

getic representations of the foreign ministers, however,
the authorities have received orders to put a stop to

these hostile demonstrations, and at this moment, there

is consequently a better state of things.

I had hardly crossed the threshold of the Consulate,

when the governor of the town, who had received

notice of my arrival by a special courier from Iwakura,
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anDoimced liis visit. A few minutes after, he made
his ap^^earance accompanied by the vice-governor and

an interpreter. He \vas a type of the great Japanese
official— courteous, dignified, rather awkward, which,

however, did not misbecome him—with his features

contracted for the occasion, according to etiquette,

whereby his face assumed a certain set and stupid ex-

pression. This is rather like the conventional style of

our Foreign Office, which is neither brilliant nor remark-

able, but which has the advantao;e of subordinating

the character of the individual to the exio-encies of the

affairs of which he treats. Besides, with Japanese

officials, after having exchanged the usual common-

place phrases, their faces relax, their natural expression,

which is generally gay and often benevolent, returns
;

and they set aside the official mask, only to resume it

at the moment of departure. The Chi-fu-ji [or gover-

nor ofuFu], with a headdress of lacciuered black paper,

wore his great court dress, an ample robe Avith large

stiff sleeves, of a rich stuff embroidered in silk and

gold. His two sabres, one of which was of an enor-

mous and the other of an ordinary size, w^ere richly

carved. His companion had a good open face, a

sonorous voice, and a frank, hearty laugh, which made

one forget the extreme irregularity of his features.

He wore a colossal Phrygian cap of lacquered paper,

and a dress of violet silk embroidered with pink roses.

The governor congratulated me with effusion on the

unheard-of honour I had received of being allowed

to approach the Mikado
;
and told me that the em-

peror had given orders that during all my travels in his

country I Avas to be considered as his majesty's guest.

VOL. II. D
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These great personages having taken their depar-

ture, we started in jinrikishas to see the town. Mr.

Enslie sent away the yakiinins, which in Yedo would

have been impossible ;
so we had the pleasure of going

alone through this enormous Fu. The inhabitants of

this busy town are evidently equally determined to

work and to amuse themselves. The look of the place

is somewhat uniform
;
but its animation makes up for

its monotony. The streets are all in straight lines,

very narrow—not above four to eight feet wide—very

clean, very long, and meeting at right angles. There

are some quarters where, being all shops, the houses

are composed of long low parallelograms divided into

open courts with projecting pent-houses. Above, a

species of attic serves as a shop, and supports the

heavy flat roof. To the eye they seem like one great

block furrowed by a network of streets. Black and

grey are the predominant colours. Nothing can be

sadder, or less graceful ; but one has not time to study
the houses. One is absorbed by the riches, the variety,

and, I would add, the strangeness of the objects ex-

posed for sale, and by the motley crowd of foot-pas-

sengers. Amidst this mass of human beings, who are

perpetually crossing one another, though without dis-

order, there are very few horsemen or jinrikishas. One
of these streets, running from south to north and

crossing several bridges, traverses the greater part of

the town. It is the Oxford Street of Osaka. In a

parallel street rise two large and very ancient Buddhist

temples. They belong to the sect of Monto, which is

important enough to require careful handling by the

Yedo innovators. One of the ministers said to me :
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" We dare not touch tliem yet ; for among the Montoitcs

are some very important persons." Shaka, the Buddha
of the Japanese, reigns, therefore, here supreme. Xo
one interferes with him, nor with his under-gods, nor

with his sanctuaries. His temples go back to the early

ages. Neither ]3ainted nor laccjuered red and green,

like the other temples I had seen before, they have

preserved the natural colour of the wood, which, in

the lapse of centuries, has changed from reddish brown

to a light grey. The sculptures in the interior are

rich, but sober. There are no alto-relievos, nor any
of that harvfjue Italian taste which struck me so much
in the buildings erected under the auspices of Taiko-

Sama and his immediate successors. Their heavy roofs,

like felt hats turned up at the sides, give a feature to

the town, and break the monotony of its aspect. We
quit our little carriages to climb up on foot the steps

leading to the upper town. Xow we are in the street

called :

" Of the Theatres." Along the whole length
of these buildings, hung above the gallery which runs

along the facade, are j)ictures, in vivid colours, painted
in gouache, and representing scenes from the plays

most in fashion, especially historic dramas. At the

doors there is a dense crowd of all ages and both

sexes struggling for admission. I see some quite old

men breathless with their efforts to make way for

themselves. A sort of feverish impatience could be

read no their pale, emaciated faces. All of a sudden

a body of dancers and musicians, the former highly

painted, with their hair ornamented with three or four

pins, and wearing rich silk stuffs, approach the great

entrance. Five or six of them form a special band.

D 2
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The crowd gaze on these privileged beings with curi-

osity and benevolence, and do their best to make room

for them. In the meantime we are almost carried

away by the current. The throng is enormous, but

they do not hustle one another. Here, as elsewhere

in this country, the colour of the crowd is blue and

bronzed flesh. Among the people are many men of

high rank, but not one woman of the upper classes.

It is not their dress which would distinguish them—
for that is alike for all

;
but their clearer and more

delicate skins, their carefully kept nails, and especially

their high-bred appearance. We see also a good many
of the two-sworded gentlemen. Above this human

chaos, and the pictures hung to attract visitors, is a

perfect forest of poles, standing out against the sky,

ornamented with festoons, flowers, and flags of differ-

ent sizes and colours, waving in the breeze. All the

world seems gone mad with a thirst for the play !

It is a strange sight ! where eloquence and grotesque-

ness walk side by side ; but where, as a whole and in

the details, good taste and propriety predominate.

At the end of this street we scrambled up some more

large stone steps, and came into the "Street of

Temples," In the pleasure quarter there was plenty
of life, but in the gods' quarter complete solitude. On
both sides, the outside walls of the inclosure, pierced
with great gateways, showed the little courts in front

of the sanctuary. However narrow these may be there

is always room for some magnificent ichos—some
cedars or cryptomerias, of which the twisted branches,

stretching over the street, give a pleasant shade to the

passers-by. On the threshold of the doors sit the
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bonzes, their heads shaved, in dirty dresses of yellow
and violet silk. They smoke their pipes, and look at

us out of their little eyes in a curious, malevolent

manner. It was in one of these temples that the

English, French, American, and Netherlands ministers

were lod2;ed when the events of 1868 brouo-ht them

to these coasts, which no European before them had

ever visited.
^

We have arrived at the highest point of the town.

It is occupied by the castle, which, built by Taiko-

Sama,- has so many times, and quite lately, at the

downfall of the Siogun, played so great a part in the

history of Japan. It is a double inclosure, formed of

Cyclopean walls, of which the houses, slightly bulged,

are ranged in curved lines. Two enormous ditches,

w^alled in the same fashion, protect it
;

but from

incredible ignorance of fortification, two large solid

bridg-es facilitate to besico-ers the access to the fortress.

In the middle of the second inclosure, and on the

highest point, stood the palace. The Siogun bunit it

in 1868 when he found he would be compelled to

evacuate it. On that occasion, too, he also burnt to

the ground the great yashki of Prince Satsuma, on the

banks of the Yodogawa, as he considered him one of

the causes of his downfall. The palace is completely

destroyed, l)ut the second inclosure is still intact.

From one of the four towers that flank it, the panorama
is mafrnificent. This immense town is stretched at

our ft'ct, crossed by an infinity of water-courses and

1 Some years before, Sir Rutherford Alcock had passed tliere,

but without stopping.
* In 1590.

"5i -. "^^ -^ ._.
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streets, looking in the distance like so many white

ribbons. Above this confused mass, the roofs of the

two temples are seen, as in profile, against the silvery

waters of the vast gulf Beyond are the mountains,

gilded by the setting sun, and here and there,

shadowed by the light clouds which the evening
breeze scatters on the azure and rose-coloured ground
of the sky. Such is the view to the south-west and

north-west. To the north, a large flat valley opens

out, which is the bed of the Yodogawa and our future

road to Kiyoto. To the east, the green mountains,

with their graceful outlines, rise near the town. A
narrow and well-cultivated strip of plain separates

them.

In front of the castle, on the other side of the stream,

proudly rises the new Exchange, built at the expense
of the government by English architects, and directed

by officials belonging to the same nation. It is an

enormous edifice, which has cost millions. The furni-

ture of the pavilion destined for the reception of the

Japanese functionaries has alone cost 10,000 dollars!

They will want time to learn how to sit in those

gorg(.^ous arm-chairs and sofas covered with Lyons
velvet. The rest is in accordance with it. The

Exchange begins to work
; the new rio has answered

very well.

AVe ended our walk by a return visit to the governor,
who received us in his official yashki, placed on the

canal in the centre of the town. Here we enjoyed
one of those magic effects of light which are only pos-
sible in this latitude and in Japanese houses. The

great doorway leading into the court, which had been
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hastily opened for us—for etiquette does not allow

people of rank to pass through the postern-gates
— is

painted black, and the flooring is of bricks of the same

colour. In front of this portal, the vestibule, also

framed in black, is wide open. Beyond, in the interior

of the palace, a beautifully fine yellow matting is

spread, while the partitions are, as usual, in white

paper. The sun's disk, visible between the houses

which are on the opposite side of the canal, touches the

horizon. Its rays, which are nearly horizontal, j)ass

through the wide gateway, glide over the })ebbles of

the court, fill the vestilmle, and light up that and the

rooms beyond with a fiery gloAv which is almost in-

supportable ;
tints of dead and shining gold illumine

the yellow matting, while all around is a transparent

halo of light, with the deep-black background of the

dark walls. It was a picture never to be forgotten.

We passed through a multitude of ofiices, which at

this moment were deserted
;

a labyrinth of rooms,

where they have just placed, for the use of the clerks,

some tables and chairs. This is in itself a complete
revolution. The Japanese writes standing or squatted
on his knees, his head bent forward. He holds his

brush vertically, so as to enaljle his Chinese ink to

flow freely. If he sits against a table, he must

necessarily slope his brush l»ackwards. It would

be necessary, then, to replace his Chinese ink with

ours, and anyhow to substitute a pen for a brush,

although a pen does not lend itself easily to tracing

Chinese characters, which are wide and fine at the same

time. He must, therefore, adopt other methods, and

introduce European writing
— a revolution which
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would hardly tally with the essence of Mongol lan-

guages. I dwell on these details, puerile though they

may seem, because they have in reality a great signifi-

cation, and give an idea of the almost insurmountable

obstacles to be encountered by the imitators of European

fashions. ^

The Chi-fu-ji received us in a room opening on the

o-arden. He invited us to sit round a table. Anothero

functionary,
"

not without the previous prostrations,

took his place by our side. Two pages, who are never

wanting in the houses of the great, and three two-

sworded knights, were squatted on a matting at a

respectful distance. The conversation turned on the

culture of the tea-plant, on which the governor gave
me some very interesting information. The province
which grows the best sort is Udji ; the next is Kiyoto.
Then he gave us a lesson as to how we should make

it
;
and joining practice to theory, he made the pages

place on the matting the tea-tray and teapot, squatted
down beside them himself, and gave us some of the Udji

tea, which was the most delicious and finely perfumed
I ever tasted. Here is his receipt :

—Make the water

boil in an earthenware pot, and not in a metal one.

Then you must calculate exactly the quantity of leaves

and water required for each cup ; drink the tea scald-

ing hot, immediately after the infusion, and never

^

According to the American papers (September 1872), a pro-
fessor of Kewhaven, accompanied by about a hundred teachers,

liad been sent for to Japan, to establish seven normal schools in

different parts of the empire. The government of the Mikado
had decided that English should be the learned language taught

•

and that in the native tongue the Chinese characters should be

replaced by the Roman alphabet.
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make a second. They gave us different kinds of

sweetmeats, which I thought rather insipid ;
but they

all had a delicate, refined, perfumed taste, which

answered to the smell of different flowers. Japanese

palates are less blase than ours in Europe, and are,

therefore, more apt to seize the shades of taste which

escape us.

Our return to the settlement was made by water on

a delicious evening. The palace of the governor is, as

I have said, in the centre of the town. Nevertheless,

in spite of the speed of our rowers, we were nearly an

hour in getting home. A number of tea-boats, lit by
coloured lanterns, and full of young men and singers,

glided alongside of our barque. We also met a quan-

tity of junks returning from Kiyoto, overloaded with

passengers. At the angles of the canals were a number

of tea-houses, brilliantly lit up, and flooded likewise

by the magic rays of the full moon. Everywhere we

heard laughter, joyous cries, and songs, accompanied

by flutes or guitars.



CHAPTER VL

KIY6T0}-~FR0M the 22^d to the 25TH OF
SEPTEMBER.

On tlie Yodogawa.—Fujimi.
—The Capital of the West.—The

Palace of the Mikado.—The Castle of the Siogun.
—The

Temples.
—Yiew of Kiyoto.

—Guion-Machi.

September 22.—Besides the great rowing boats

employed in the transport of travellers and merchan-

dise, some small steamers leave Osaka every morning,

and, according to the variable state of the Yodogawa
current, arrive (or do not arrive !) towards evening, or

in the night, at Fujimi. The captain, engineers, and

sailors are all natives. This accounts for the fre-

quency of the accidents on board. Luckily of late

there have been no explosions. Accordingly, on

board one of these little steamers we embarked at seven

o'clock in the morning. Thanks to the intervention

of Mr. Enslie, our guard of honour has been reduced to

two civil functionaries, two officers, and four soldiers.

The cook and servants belonging to the consul

complete our suite. The Chi-fu-ji, in spite of my pro-

'

Kiyoto is marked Miako on European maps. In Japsm this

name has fallen into disuse.
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testatioDS, had reserved the quarter-deck for us entirely,

as well as the cabins of the ship. We are therefore

very comfortable. We pass before several palaces.

The largest is, or rather was, that of Prince Satsuma,

burnt, as we have seen, by the Slogan, at the moment
of his retreat. The walls of the inclosure alone are

left standing. Further on, we pass by the imposing
buildino's of the new Exchano-e. At last the houses

yield to fields and gardens. The banks are too high
to admit of our seeino; the whole of the o-round : but

what we do see o-ives us a wonderful idea of the fer-o

tility of the soil. Soon the banks of the Yodogawa
begin to get flatter. We are steaming between tufts

of bamboos and fine groups of maples, larch, and

weeping willows. Market-towns, great and small

villages, all looking populous and prosperous, succeed

one another at short intervals. Whilst they put down

and take up passengers at these different stations we

watch various little scenes of village politeness. They

accompany the departures and welcome the new

arrivals at the piers with every demonstration of

respect and friendship. They make little groups, and

talk to one another in the attitude required of people

who have been well brought up : that is, the legs bent

and the hands resting on the knees. Solitary spots,

where woods and thickets replace houses, are rare, and

of a thoroughly Ijucolic character. But on the river

the scene is always busy and gay. The boats are fur-

nished with one large single square sail, formed of

narrow Ijauds of junk, arranged vertically and bound

toQ-ether bv a slio'ht cordao-e. Both lii»'ht and wind

pass through them. Curious and singular sights meet
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you at every turn and remind you that you are in the

heart of Japan, where everything seems new to you,

because everything is strange. By special favour of

the stream we arrive at four o'clock at Fujimi. A
brilliant reception awaited us. The authorities in

court-dress received us at the landing-place, and led

us to a beautiful apartment, ornamented with flowers

and carpets, and where chairs and tables even had

been placed for the occasion. These useful articles,

which the governor has been obliging enough to place

at our disposal, will follow us throughout our journey.

Fnjimi has often been mentioned in the history of

Japan. It was there that was fought, only three

years ago, the battle which decided the fate of the

Siogun. Other remembrances are attached to this

town. St. Francis Xavier lived here, when, a crucifix

in his hand, a wallet on his back, frozen feet, and a

body covered with ulcers, he boldly presented himself,

with two catechumens, at the court of the Mikado.

The road from Fujimi to Kiyoto winds up a gentle

declivity, on both sides of which houses are built

without interruption. One leaves Fujimi and arrives

at Kiyoto without finding out where the one ends and

the other begins. The whole road is but one long
street of three ris, or a little less than eight miles.

The country preserves the idyllic character of the

Yodogawa Valley. On our road we visited two cele-

brated temples of great antiquity. In the first,

Inarino-Yajiro, a little building dedicated to the Sin-

too rite, there were a quantity of foxes sculptured on

the beams and the wainscot. At one 7'is further on
is the large and ancient Buddhist tem]^lp of To-fu-
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Kuji, founded, if we are to believe our Japanese

friends, by the Siogun, Yoritomo, at the beginning of the

thirteenth century. The greater part of these Japanese

temples have been rel)uilt several times. This one, to

judge by the colour of the wood and the sculptures,

must be very ancient. A sacred wood surrounds it,

and a bridge is thrown over a deep ravine, shaded by

gigantic maples and ichds, which would seem to be as

old as tlie temple itself. Followed by a crowd of

functionaries and officers, with an escort of thirty

soldiers, sent by the Chi-fu-ji of Kiyoto, Mr. Enslie in

a norimon, and I on his beautiful Japanese pony, we
make our way slowly through a mass of people who
have rushed along our path to enjoy the rare spectacle

of two European travellers. At six o'clock we enter

the capital of the west, and half-an-hour after arrive

at the door of a fine hotel in the south-east quarter of

the town. Under our balcony flows the Kanagawa
River, which at this hour of the night is full of

pleasure-boats. The Dai-Sanji, or vice-governor,

comes to pay us his compliments, and to announce the

visit of the Chi-fu-ji, the following morning at seven

o'clock
; adding that the governor had chosen that

early hour so that we might see the town before the

great heats of the day.

The distance from Osaka to Fujimi is ten vis ; from

thence to Kivoto three vis—in all about tliirtv miles.

Septeinher 23.—The two Osaka functionaries have

just taken leave of us and been rephiced by the vice-

governor, Dai-Sanji, and another personage, both com-

missioned to do the honours of their town and accompany
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US in onr walks. Tliey come at sunrise and unroll

before us a paper six or eight feet long, on whicli are

marked the names of the different temples we are to

visit. It is with some difficulty that Mr. Enslie per-

suades them to cross out some of them. The chief of

our guides is a little gentleman with a commonplace

countenance, and a face terribly marked by the small-

pox, but with bright, quick, intelligent eyes. He wears

a cap of lacquered black paper, which looks like a plate

with a point in the middle, and he has covered it, after

the fashion of the Anglo-Indians, with a great veil of

white muslin. A tunic of violet silk with a white

border, and trousers and boots of European fashion,

make up his costume. By an ingenious contrivance

he has passed his two sabres through the gussets of his

waistcoat, which takes the place of the ordinary hand-

some Japanese waistband. One of these swords,

which is a masterpiece of chasing and incrustation,

has belonged to his family ever since the reign of

Taiko-Sama. Altogether, the appearance of this little

gentleman is highly comic. He is also a perfect type
of a bureaucrat of the first water. Very respectful

towards his superiors, and of an exquisite politeness

towards us, he is stiff with his subordinates, and sucks

in with evident delight the profound salutations which

he receives from the people. His second, more ad-

vanced than himself in the path of progress, wears his

rough, stiff, and badly-brushed hair in the European
fashion. His greatcoat and trousers fit abominably ;

the use of a shirt or a cravat is still unknown to him
;

his varnished boots are evidently a misery to him, for

whenever he can he replaces them with the sandals of
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liis country. He is a young man with a frank, open

countenance, and if dressed like a Japanese, woukl be

a o;ood-lookino- fellow : but the costume of the
"
bar-

Ijarians
"
makes him appear both awkward and vulgar.

At seven o'clock precisely the Chi-fu-ji appears at

the hotel. On his arrival there is a regular low-toiu.

Everyone prostrates himself before him, and we hear

the noise of all the foreheads knockino; ao-ainst the

oTound. This orcat man overwhelms us with civili-

tii'S. Intimately connected with the authors of the

reform movement, he has only occupied his present

post for a short time
;
but he has already done great

things for public education, and opened several schools

for young girls. Until wow, with rare exceptions

among the upper classes, women were never taught to

read or wTite. Like Iwakura and Kido, he affirmed

that the transformation of Japan would be accom-

plished in three years. I admire this strength of

conviction
;

it is a pledge of success, if success be

possible.

To go from our hotel, which is in the south-east

quarter of Kiyoto, to the castle of the Mikado, which is

at the extreme north, we have to cross the town in all

its length. At the head of our procession marches

the functionary belonging to the governor, a samurai

mounted on an enormous bii!' black horse, which,

according to the taste of these two-sworded gentle-

men, has been trained to caper and kick out at his

neighbours. Six guards on horseback immediately

precede us. The sanji and his second are on each side

of the Europeans. The hettos foUew on foot. It is

with great difficulty that we prevent their seizing the
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bridles of our horses. Six yakunins with two swords

and on horseback and a body of foot-soldiers form our

rear-guard. Altogether we are more than forty people,

so that our triumphal march produces a great sensa-,

tion. The passers-by stop, the merchants and shop-

keepers rush to the doors of their houses All prostrate

themselves before the sanji, and salute the other officers

to the ground. Towards the two barbarians they make

attempt at civility. We are stared at with curiosity

and coldness ;
in certain quarters, inhabited, I suppose,

by conservatives, or by wrong-thinkers, as our sanji

says, the looks cast upon us are anything but friendly ;

decidedly, we are not popular. My eyeglass makes

a great sensation. When we halt, the principal persons

draw near and ask permission to try it. They pass it

from hand to hand, and having excited, the admiration

of some hundreds of persons, it is given back to me
with endless demonstrations of respect and gratitude.

The Mikado's palace occupies a vast space. The ser-

vants' quarter and the lodgings of the smaller officials

and samurais are built within the first inclosure, and

are only distinguished from the rest of the town by
that solemn calm, that indescribable court atmosphere
which one generally breathes in the neighbourhood of

royal residences. Here, in the same way, everyone
seems to feel his own importance, and to take part in

the splendour of the emperor whom he serves, but

whom, unfortunately, he has lost for ever.

In the second space, i.e. that comprised between

the first inclosure and the second, and called
" Of the

Nine Doors," which, in fact, form a very high wall,

are the palaces of the court aristocracy, the Kuges.
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Their yashkis, like those of the daimios, are sur-

rounded with little gardens, where laurels alternate

with dwarf cedars, and w^itli the very largest weeping
willows I have ever seen.

One of the principal objects of my journey to

Kiyoto was to visit the emperor's castle, the pied-d-
terre of this mysterious personage, whose real home
is in Olympus, since he is the son of the gods. To

compare his palace with the magnificent r(\sidences of

the Sioguns at Yedo, Osaka, and Kiyoto even, would

be, I
lio2:)ed, to lift a corner of the veil which still

hangs over the relations between the Sioguns and the

Mikado, and which are so little understood. But at

Yedo and at Yokohama, everyone had said to me :

"
Don't think of it. The abode of the gods is in-

accessible to mortals." Tliat might be very true
;
but

I did not despair. Thanks to the amiable and always
efficacious intervention of ]\[r. Adams and M. Satovr,

after a good many hesitations, Iwakura had furnished

me with a letter for the superintendent of the palace,

containins]f an order to let me see within the
" nine

doors
"
of the second inclosure

;
that is, to admit nic

Avithin the kuges' quarter. "From thence," he said,
"
you can see the palace perfectly."

Hut, arrived on the spot, and finding that through

these famous gateways, which were fortunately open,

one only saw another wall and not a sign of the

palace, I insisted upon entering the second inclosure,

which led to the third. The sanji could not conceal

his surprise, not to say his displeasure. What un-

heard-of pretension ! That may be
;

but still, I

insist. The matter becomes serious. Our frien ; is

VOL. II. E
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evidently shaken. His remonstrances give place to

entreaties, to forced laughter, and finally to an em-

barrassed silence. At these symptoms of indecision

I put spurs to my horse and pass quickly through the

forbidden portal, dragging after me the two great

functionaries and our whole escort.

Arrived in this second court, we look at one another

in silence. Consternation is depicted on all these

countenances. A great sacrilege has been committed !

That is evident. But they accept it at last as an

accomplished fact, and we make the tour of the third

and last inclosure called of "The Six Doors." We pass

successively before the great portal called "The South;"

before that of " The Sun," which faces the east, and

those of "The Garden," "The Mikado's Wives," "The

Kitchens," and the "
Functionaries ;

"
turning to the

north-east, north-west, and south-west. All these

doors resembled the portals of the temples. They
are made of wood, which has become grey under

the influence of centuries. Here and there are

remains of sculpture and gilding which is hardly

perceptible ;
but there is neither lacquer nor painting.

The inclosure consists of a basement of cut stone on

which rises a sloping wall, made of wood, covered

with cement, painted grey and divided into compart-
ments. A little roof of black tiles protects it from

the rain. It was impossible to see anything of the

palace save some gables and a few trees. Some of

the six doors were closed ; others were half-open.
AVhencvcr I tried to peer into the sanctuary, the

imploring looks of the sanji stopped me. Mr. Enslie

in vain exhausted himself in arguments which might
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overcome liis scruples. The answer invariably was :

" The superintendence of the palace is not in the

province of the administration
;
the superintendent

belonged to the old court party who were hostile to

the present ministry, to progress, and especially to

Europeans." As a last favour the sanji leads us to the

door of the kitchens and lets us see, above the low

roofs of certain small houses, the gable end of the

great hall of the palace.
"
Well, are you satisfied ?

"

he exclaimed with a forced laugh :

" on your return

to Europe you will be able to boast of having
seen what no one sees—the emperor's palace." And
he hastens to turn his bridle, adding that it is late

;

that the Chi-fu-ji was waiting for us at the castle
;

that the road was long ;
that it was very hot

;
and

that it was time to think of breakfast.
"
No," I

replied, "I am not satisfied with your conduct. How!
You imitate our customs, you dress yourself up in

our costume, you think yourself in the full vein of

civilization ; and yet you are superstitious enough to

exclude us from the residence of your sovereign !

How they will laugh at you in Europe when tliey

hear that the permission to cast a look at the Mikado's

kitchen is all that your pretended civilization amounts

to !

"
j\Ir. Enslie had scarcely translated these words

than a complete silence fell upon them all. As far as

his jMongol tint will allow, the sanji blushes. A short

conversation in a low voice takes place between him

and his subordinate.
" You are right," he said at last,

"they would laugh at us." He then offered to go
and find the supeiintendent, adding, however, that he

did not expect any favourable result from tliis step,

E 2
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as, except Sir Harry Parkes and his three colleagues,

whose short apparition produced such a ferment and

occasioned the massacres, no European has ever set

foot within this inclosure. In the meanwhile we rest

under a magnificent lime-tree. A group forms itself

round us at a respectful distance. They are the

servants of the kugds. We are struck by their

costume and by the coquettisli coiffure of the maid-

servants. In the rest of the inclosure there is not a

soul : nothing but the monotony of the walls. The

eye involuntarily rises towards tlie summit of the

trees and the blue mountains which form the horizon.

Half an hour passes like this. At last, our

ambassadors joyfully return. AYe are to be admitted.

The superintendent and his assistant only beg leave

to be allowed time to put on their court dresses. After

another quarter of an hour's delay they make their

appearance. They look very sulky ;
but they put a

good face upon it and allow us to cross the threshold

of the forbidden city. We enter by the
" Func-

tionaries
"
doorway. In spite of a broiling sun, every-

one bares his head. As for us, we are requested at

least to fold our parasols in token of respect. The
men in our suite throw themselves on the ground and

pick up the little pebbles with which it is strewed,

inviting us to follow their cxampl(>. Tliese stones are

talismans, which are thought to preserve them from
illness. We find ourselves in a spacious and solitary
court. A profound silence reigns iiere. In the shade
of a doorway, three guards, like statues, are seated

immovable on their heels. Behind them, a great
screen, ornamented with paintings on a gold ground,
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prevent profane eyes from penetrating into tlie

interior. At tins moment, a kuge, in a great robe of

cloth of gold, with wide stiff sleeves, crosses the court

with measured steps, passes before the guards, who do

not budge, and disappears behind the screen. This

court, like all those we have seen, is surrounded by a

covered gallery which folio vrs the liue of the wall.

The columns are painted red and white
;
one finds

the same colours in all the temples of the Sintoo rite.

xVrrived at the end of the gallery, the superintendent,
whose embarrassment and bad humour are on the

increase, is about t() make us go back the same way
we came. But this time our sanji openly takes part

with the barbarians
;
he gesticulates, screams, and gets

crimson with rage. Mr. Enslie backs him up ;
and in

spite of the angry protestations of his subordinate,

the scruples of the superintendent are at last over-

ruled. Similar scenes are renewed at each door
;
but

fortunately all are open and I go boldly through them,

as soon as 1 see the autliorities beginning to waver or

give wav. I had been told at Yedo :

" The Ja}»anese

JAiruaucrats are stupid and liravy, and delight in

creating diiiiculties ; but with patience, civility and

firmness you can get over them."' This advice stood

me in irood stead to-dav.

AVe are in the court of honour, at the bottom of

which, in front of the southern gate, is a great

isolated building, called the hall of audience. A

projecting piece of wall serves as a screen to this

sanctuary and protects it, even when the door of the

inclosure is open, from the curious eyes of the passers-

by. It was in this hall that Sir Harry Parkes and
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his three colleagues, with their suite, were admitted to

the emperor's presence; the first, and until this moment
the last time that Europeans had set foot in it. The

diplomats are introduced by the great door and are

re-conducted by the same way. The other parts of

the palace remain, consequently, inaccessible. The

hall of audience is of wood ; the flooring is raised

four feet above the soil and a large staircase leads to

it. The building is a parallelogram. One side looks

on the court and makes a handsome fagade. The roof

is double, very high, very heavy and overhangs the

walls by several feet. The ends of the beams which

support it are richly sculptured and gilt. The wood-

work, according to the taste and traditions of the

court of the Mikados, is neither painted nor lacquered.
This hall was rebuilt about twenty years ago. There
are no interior fittings save the usual fine matting on
the floor. The darkness of the room did not enable
us to examine the ornaments on the panels, if there

were any. Eound the court of honour there is

another gallery painted red and white.

In an isolated pavilion had been preserved, from
time immemorial, the mystic insignia of supreme
power among the Mikados, namely, the sword of

state, a casket and a mirror. These j)recious objects
were last year transported to Yedo. After frcsli

discussions, ending by fresh concessions, we passed
into the court which leads to

"
the Portal of the Sun "

or the east. To sum up all in a few words, the
]\Iikado's palace, which, if you leave out the two
kuges' and servants' quarters, covers but a small space,
is only distinguished from the yashkis by rather
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larger dimensions and by the essentially sacred

character of its architecture. It is a labyrinth of

courts, of narrow passages formed by separate build-

ings, of pavilions, corridors and simple partitions.

The roofs, like those of all the Sintoo temples,

rest on horizontal beams, lacquered white and red

and gilt at the extremities. They are likewise

ornamented with little sculptures some of which are

real chefs-cVoeuvre. At the angles of each building
are projecting pieces of wall serving as screens, built

of stone, or wood, and covered with cement. The

partitions are like those in all the other houses : i.e. mov-

able and covered with little square pieces of white

paper. Sometimes they are protected by wooden

gratings. I admired their design, which was at the

same time varied, simple and elegant. The shutters

have also kept the natural colour of the wood, only

varying with age, from pale mahogany colour to light

grey. Here and there the sameness is relieved by
rods of black lacquer. The eftect of the whole is

indescribable. The sober and soft harmony of the

colours, the beauty of the details, the finish of the

ornaments, which seem to be ke}»t in the background
rather than startle the eye, the excpiisite taste, the

elegance and noble simplicity which pervade this

mysterious and inaccessible place, make you forget

the barbaric character of the architecture. There is

nowhere the smallest trace of those o})en-work

sculptured alto-relievos which we admired in the

Shiba of Yedo, and in general in all the Ijuildings

erected by Taiko-Sama
;

the taste ;iud the Sintoo

traditions of the ^likados probaljly disdained them.
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" But where are the living rooms, the bedroom of

the emperor V "In the garden."
*' Let us go then

into the garden." "Impossible. Two doors alone

lead to it. One, the door of honour ;
this one is not

to be thought of
;

it would wound the susceptibility

of the people beyond bearing. The other is nailed

up. Therefore, you see, it is absolutely impossible."
" We never thought of pretending to the honour of

entering by the great door. We are modest people.

But nothing is easier than to pass by the one which is

nailed up. A pair of pincers and a little good will

are all that is needful." This time, I own, before the

visible despair of the sanji and the superintendent,

and before the scarcely-repressed rage of his sub-

ordinate, who, in a low voice, was evidently conjuring
his chief not to yield, I was disposed to stop and give

up any further attempt to penetrate into the holy of

holies. But Mr. Enslie had no idea of being so easily

discouraged. He enters into conversation with our

( erberuses and actually succeeds in wheedling them.

We therefore enter the garden by the postern gate,

I need not add that, as to the nails, they had only
existed in the fertile imagination of the steward.

The Mikado's garden contained nothing but a little

pond affecting to be a lake. On two sides there are

some fine old trees. On the third a wall : and on

the fourth, two low houses, resting on beams and
united by a corridor. This was the residence of the

Mikado and of his wives ; we did not see the inside :

they told us that all the mattings and the precious

objects which it contained had been sent to Yedo. A
zigzag bridge was thrown over the little lake. This
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strange shape, which is very much the fashion in

China, is intended to resemble a serpent and indirectly

a dragon, the synihul of supreme power. The state of

neoiect in which we found the garden of the son of

the gods sufficiently explained the extreme reluctance

of the steward to let us in. The whole place spoke
of the absence of the master. The little piece of water

was covered with dead leaves and vegetable matter.

Grass was growing over the walks : only a few

flower-pots arranged before the houses, testify to the

existence of a gardener. But even without dwelling
on the absence of care, everything here is small and

mean, excepting the trees. What a contrast between

the truly imperial park of the Yedo palace, the work

of the Sioguns, and this miserable tea-garden of the

son of the gods 1

On leaving the palace, we went to the Castle
;

it

is situated in the western part of the town. To arrive

there we had to cross Kiyoto in all its length, and

that in a heat which was almost unbearable. I will

only Ijrit'lly mention what struck me most in this

other curious and magnificent building. Eebuilt from

the ground l)y Taiko-Sama, it bears the stamp of the

genius and power of this great man. Before it is a

vast es})lanade bordered on ojie side by magnificent

trees. The outside wall is like that of the palace,

only more solid. The entrance door, in grey wood,

leads into a spacious court. In fr(jnt is the portal

of the main building; I admire the sopra-jjorta ;

it is most richly worked with l)irds and flowers in

high relief, painted and gilt, reminding one of the

windows of the Shiba.
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The apartments, which are a repetition, only on a

larger and finer scale, of those which one sees in the

palaces of the daimios, are specially remarkable for

their height ;
for in Japan the houses are ordinarily

low. Everything here breathes of the splendour of

that epoch w^hich w^as the golden age of the Sioguns
and the golden age of the arts.^ On ceilings of dead

gold, the sculptured beams cross one another in a kind

of chequer-work, and rosettes of gilt bronze elegantly

carved, are placed at the intersection of each square.

We passed through several rooms before arriving at

the great hall, which is eighty feet long, thirty feet

wide, and tw^enty-two feet high. The ceiling, which

is in the same style as the one I have described

above, is of rare beauty. On the walls and mov-

al^le partitions are painted great trees in a free, bold

style, but not altogether without the exaggeration a

which are according to the taste of the country.^

Kound this hall runs a lobby, of which the windows

i)ierced high up in the wall, like those of the Shiba,

are of a wonderful richness and variety. There is the

same style, although less rich, in the apartments where

the Sioguns in old times received the daimios and the

^ This epoch embraces about half a century, from 1580 to 1G30,
2 I took advantage of a moment when our host was absent to

make a sketch of this hall, which I compared later with a drawing
made by Englebert Kaempfer, in 1691, and which is precisely the

same. Perhaps it was in this very room that the Dutch Legation
had their audience, at which the clever German assisted. We
know that the Mikados often lived in the castle, especially during
the visits of the Sioguns, to whom it belonged until the dignity
was abolished. See the French "

History of Japan," by E.

Kaoinpfor. Translated from the German. The Hague, 1729.
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kuges. The room which the Siogun himself occupied
is ornamented with panels in old lacquer-work and

contains some valuahle pictures, which refute the

generally admitted supposition that the Japanese were

ignorant of the rules of perspective. The Siogun

emhlem, a trefoil surrounded by a ring, is here

repeated ad injlnitum.

After a collation served in the great hall, the Chi-

fu-ji took us all over the apartments in the castle, and

then through the official rooms, which within the last

few days have been fitted up with chairs and tables.

The clerks were sitting at them awkwardly enough,

writing as Cjuickly as they could, for, of course, on

the appearance of their chief, etiquette alone would

have jjrescriljed redoubled zeal. In each room is a

stand for the swords of the company. That is an

important piece of furniture
;
for they do not play

at swords in this country ; and such of the officials

as belong to the military took care not to let you

forget that, before everything, they were gentlemen.
The sabre is the essential—the pen, or rather pencil,

is the accessory. There was a little circumstance

whicli ha})})cncd two or tliree months ago illustrating

this feeling. Two members of the diplomatic corps

of Yokohama came to Kiyoto. In a little town in

the neighbourhood, during a halt, one of them, l)y

accident, touched the sabre of a yakunin with his

foot. This man thought himself dishonoured. His

colleagues ffi'st, and then the idlers of the town, all

began io pity the unfortunate yakunin, wlio declared

that he could not survive such an affront, and that he

must [terform //.ari-Icrwi. The ]»osition of tlie h^uro-
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peans was becoming critical, when one of the Japanese

interpreters had the happy inspiration to say to the

yakunin : "You left your sword on the mat and not

in the stand as you ought to have done. It was,

therefore, by pure chance that the stranger lord

touched your sword; and with no intention of offend-

ing you. Your honour is safe." This interpretation

satisfied everybody, especially the officer, who was

spared having to open his belly, and the two travel-

lers, who hastened to leave a country where the

population Avere so ticklish on a point of honour.

The governor was amiable enough to have a dinner

prepared for us at the town hall, which, according to

his programme, was one of the places we were to

visit. In a fine hall of this building they had laid

the table, which was covered with a silk carpet, and

ornamented with an immense nosegay of flowers,

five or six feet high, such as we see in the temples;

an English carpet covered the matting, and on the

chairs they had thrown some beautiful shawls.

Places were laid for the two Europeans and the

two sanjis. The officers of the suite dined in the

same room, seated on the floor, and the others in

the adjoining rooms. The repast was copious and

the dishes were very varied. The principal one,

of course, was the famous Tay fish. It is cut in

slices alive, and they hastened to put it on the table,

pouring into its eyes some drops of vinegar. The

muscles give a convulsive movement. The slices

wriggle asunder and the wretched animal seems

to expire. This time the experiment did not suc-

ceed
;
but several Europeans have assured me that
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they were eye-witnesses of this cruel and disgusting

spectacle.

" Ma io nol viJdi, ne credo che sia."

xVlono-side of the dinino;-hall is the school of the

quarter
— a great room filled with great and little girls

and great and little hoys, all busy in blackening paper
which was already black enough. In Kiyoto there

arc sixty-four schools. The present governor, who is

a man of progress, has the merit of having opened the

greater number.

After having })aid a visit to the Sintoo temple,Kitano-

-tenjin, consecrated to the memory of a celebrated

warrior of the fifteenth century, we passed through
some interminable streets, always going westward. At

last we got out of the town. Long avenues of fine

trees, growing on the banks of a stream, lead to a

chain of w(X)ded lulls. Above, and at a distance of

some miles, high mountains close the valley of Kiyoto
towards the west. AVe have come to the end and

object-of our walk : one of the richest of the Buddhist

temj>h'S, nami'd Kin-kaku-ji, and dedicated to Tojimizu,
one of the heroes of Japan. This liuilding, erected

towards the year 1420, is only distinguished from the

other temples before Taiko-8ama 1>y the beauty and

extent of its shrubl)eries. The art of Japanese gar-

dening is brought to the greatest perfection here, but

at the same time o'oes to the utmost limits of the

grotes(jue. To give an example, they have turned u

colossal }iine into a boat, the trunk being the mast,

the u}»per branches forming the yards, and the lower

ones the oars. The real poetical charm of this place
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consists in its wonderful solitude, and the beautiful

peeps one has of the neighbouring country, while the

town is entirely hidden behind a thick curtain of

foliaga
At a little distance is a rising ground, from the

summit of which I feel sure there must be a beautiful

view of Kiyoto. Unfortunately, this spot is not marked

in the governor's programme. The good sanji points this

out to me by unrolling the paperon which is our itinerary.

But emboldened by my success in the morning, I quietly

go up the Mamelon by myself, leaving Mr. Enslie to

pacify the guards. Seeing that I was thus determined,

they hastened to dismount and follow me, irreverently

fastening their horses to the balustrade of the temple.
The ascent is very steep, but the view amply rewards

us. At our feet was spread the whole town and

valley of Kiyoto. The centre looked like an ocean of

black roofs, surrounded by an equally wjde ocean of

green trees. The frame of the picture was composed
of mountains bathed in tints of grey and pink. But
what a rose-colour ! and what pearly-grey tints !

In spite of our putting our horses at a quick trot,

we took an hour and twenty minutes to reach our

hotel. It is pitch-dark when we arrive. On the river,

like yesterday, there is a kind of Venetian fete:

pleasure-boats, with their coloured lanterns dancing
on the water

; songs, music, cries of various kinds—
the whole shrouded in the soft darkness of a mild
summer's nijrht

September 24.—The best artists of the town came
to us to-day, bringing a heap of curiosities

; amongst
them there are some real chpfs-cVmiivre. Unfortu-
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natcly, the rich people in Japan like collecting too,

so that the prices are exorbitant. The things in

modern lacquer and the ivory sculpture seem to me

infinitely superior to those one sees at Yokohama or

even at Yedo. As to the bronzes, they are quite

exceptionally beautiful. I chose a cup and a metal

box, incrusted with gold and silver, both of them the

work of the famous Goroza. An inscription on the

back gives the name of the artist, and it is said that

this illustrious family of goldsmiths, the Cellinis of

Japan, has flourished for nine generations.

At seven o'clock we resume our walks round Kiyoto,

Xishi-hon-guan-ji, the great Buddhist temple of the

]\[ont6 sect, erected in the thirteenth century, and

almost entirely rebuilt by Taiko-Sama, is composed of

two separate buildings united by a gallery, and

standing; at the bottom of an oblonjx court. There

is only one tree, but it is the growth of centuries.

Two doorways give access to this vast inclosure. The

two temples are of the era of the great Siogun. One

is consecrated to Shinranshozo, the founder of the

Monto sect, the other to the goddess Amida.

We enter the great hall, which is in the form of a

parallelogram, 124 feet long by 5G feet wide. The

lower end is filled by five separate chapels, divided one

from another by partitions. The middle one is the

sanctuary. One would think that the artist had

studied and imitated the gothic churches of Florence.

In front is a passage railed oif from the hall by a

balustrade. Tlie roof is supported by columns without

capital.'^, in the natural colour of the wood. The temple

was full of men and women dressed in white. Even
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those who had nothing but a piece of linen round

their loins wore a little bit of white paper in their hair.

White is the colour of mourning. They were allowed

to pass through the passage by turns. They prostrated

themselves in the sanctuary, said the prayer for the

dead, which was an affair of a moment, and then

poured out to the right and left, laughing and talking.

In spite of the enormous crowd, there was neither

press nor confusion. The faith and devotion of these

good people were a source of great amusement to our

sanji. Like all men of his stamp, his object was to

make us see how little he believed in any religion.

The panels of the chapels and the backs of the doors,

which were all wide open at this hour, are richly gilt

and ornamented by sopra-portas, also finely sculptured

and
gilt.

The sanctuary is really magnificent. On
the altar, which is lacquered black, stands a bronze

teinpietto, or tabernacle, richly chiselled and
gilt.

It is closed, but I conclude that it holds the idol.

Before the altar is an oblong table, covered by a silk

carpet, richly embroidered in theJ^yzantine style. On
it stands the incense-burner, two tablets, and two

beautiful china vases, one of which contains an im-

mense nosegay of fresh flowers. Six low stools in

])lack lacquer, ornamented w^ith gilt arabesques, are

placed symmetrically on both sides of the altar. The

panels of the sanctuary are ornamented with paintings
on a dead gold ground. Four great lamps, hung from

the ceiling, and also gilt, mingle their pale lights

with the reflection of tlie sun's rays from the court

outside, glide through the forest of columns in the

hall, and concentrate themselves in the sanctuary.
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which they flood with a brilliant glow, like an

illumination.

The residence of the goddess is like that of the

god. This great and celebrated temple, one of the

glories of this ancient capital, and at the same time

one of the most venerable sanctuaries of the empire,
is richly endowed. Until lately, it was served l)y a

multitude of bonzes. But notwithstandin<2: the con-

sideration which the importance of the ]\Iontoite sect

requires of the ministry, financial embarrassments

have prevailed over the rules of prudence, and the

respect due to vested rights. The Government has

consequently reduced the numl)er of these priests,

confiscated part of their revenues to the profit of the

state, and appropriated to itself some of the finest

buildings belonging to the temple. At this moment

they are being converted into apartments for distin-

guished guests. In one of these was a beautiful

picture representing three women going into a palace.

It is worthy of one of our finest old masters, and the

perspective is excellent. All these buildings, temples,

and houses, excepting a little gateway, evidently much

more ancient, bear the stamp of the baroque style of

Taiko-Sama and his immediate successors. The em-

blem of the great regent,^ is again found here : only

it is composed of three trefoils, which meet in the

middle and are inscribed in a circle. The shape ol'

the leaves is heraldic, and not of that natural kind

^ Taiko-Sama was never a Siogun. His name was Toi/otomi

Ilidiyoshi, and his official title Kuamhaku, which means regent.

When he abdicated in favour of liis son, lie took the title of Tnlkn^

or regent in retreat.

VOL. TI. F
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which the Japanese know so well how to imitate.

The sacred wood, which stretches a long way behind

the temple, is supposed to be the finest and largest in

Japan. Its palms and bananas give it a tropical look.

Everywhere one meets with souvenirs of the life and

actions of Taiko-Sama. Here he rested during the

heat of mid-day ; there he would stand to look at the

full moon
;
there two birds, which are nearly rubbed

out on the wall, are his painting, &c.

I have paid a visit to a multitude of other temples,

which I pass over in silence. The most remarkable is

Higachi, in the style of the one I have just described,

and also the work of Taiko-Sama : a fire has lately

destroyed a large portion of it. Mr. Enslie possesses

a MS., giving the dates of the foundation of these

sanctuaries,^ several of which, if this document

is to 1)6 believed, date from the ninth and tenth

centuries.

In spite of the interest attaching to these temples,
one very soon tires of them. Heaps of questions

present themselves to one's mind : but no one can

answer them. Our knowledge of the sacred and

mythological history of Japan is still very incomplete.
(Jn tlic other hand, the bonzes, in a suffocating heat,

make you rush up and down, scramble up perpen-
dicular and very shaky ladders, plunge into caverns,

and all this to show you a stone, a kiosk, or a hut,

to which some absurd miracle is attached or some

ridiculous legend, deprived of all historical interest.

1 The oldest dates are 839, 870, 950, 1162, 1185, and 1240.

According to this MS. the Temple of Taiko-Sama, which I have

just described, was built in 1578, and the Higachi in 1592,
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The temples of Kiyoto and its ueiglibourliood arc

really innumerable. Some of them are endowed with

lands, and at this moment these are being mercilessly
seized by the Government. Others have a subvention

from the State, which consists of rations of rice
; but

a large number of the priests live upon alms.

One curious fact, attesting the great part once played

by the Sioguns who were Buddhists, in the residence

and under the very eyes of the Mikados, who officially

at least are Sintooites, is, that Kiyoto reckons more

than 3,000 Buddhist temples.

To the south-east of the town, beyond Kanagawa,
are the Guion-machi and Shima-barra quarters, con-

secrated especially to houses of entertainment and

pleasure-gardens. They cover the sides of the moun-

tains which bound the Kiyoto valley towards the east.

The most elegant tea-houses (the favourite resorts of

young men and dancers) succeed one another without

intermission. We turned towards Guion-machi, and

there fancy-fairs and feasts seem permanent institu-

tions. Everywhere you saw poles ornamented with

flags, festoons of flowers, or strings with little bits of

])aper, stretched across the streets from house to house.

The sound of o-uitars and flutes mino-les with the sonos

and noisy laughter of the guests, A very steep path
led us up to the most fashionable of these tea-houses,

from whence the view is really magnificent. 1 need

not dwell on the
"
imperial

"
repast which the Chi-fu-

ji,
in the name of the Mikado, had prepared for us at

the "Piocher do Cancale" of Guion-machi ;
nor on all

the delicacies served to us l)y the master of the establish-

ment, accompanied by an endless number of Jcoic-tows.

F 2
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On leaving this elegant feast, we passed before a little

sanctuary, where about a dozen bonzes, squatted on

the ground and ranged in one line, sang litanies, each

beating a big drum. Close by, the crowd was amusing

itself, without paying the smallest attention to the

priests. Under a shed, a little further on, an old man

offered me some photographs. He had never seen a

European before, and had learnt his art from a native.

From a technical point of view, his photographs perhaps

might have been improved, but he possessed another

talent, which is heaven-born ; and that is, the art of

seizing objects by their prettiest and most picturesque

side.

At a little distance is the temple of Chionin, which is

become historical by the residence of Sir Harry Parkes,

during his short apparition at the court of the Mikado.

On our return they made us follow the route which

witnessed the procession of the British Legation to

the imperial palace, on the 23rd March, 1869. Mr.

Enslie, who was one of the eye-witnesses, showed me
the very spot where the attack was made. Sir Harry,
on horseback, like all his secretaries, wore the full dress

of an envoy ; but to conform to the custom of the

country on such occasions, and to prove the pacific

character of his mission, he had given his sword to

one of ]iis suite. Thirteen English orderlies on horse-

back preceded him. Fifty men of a line regiment,
from tlie garrison of Yokohama, brought to add to the

eclat of the embassy, and, if necessary, to protect it,

followed the chief and the members of the legation.

A mass of Japanese functionaries, samurais, and

soldiers closed the column. There were between a
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thousand and twelve hundred men in the procession.

An enormous crowd was tightly pressed against the

houses. The first half of the escort and the minister

himself had just turned the corner of a narrow street

opening on one of the great thoroughfares, when signs

of disorder appeared at the head of the procession.

Two great swords flashed in the air. In an instant

nine out of the thirteen orderlies fell grievously, though
not mortally, wounded. One of the assassins, a samurai,

brandishing his bloody sword, then rushed upon the

envoy Sir Harry, though not armed, with that won-

derful intrepidity which he gave proof of during his

terrible captivity in China, did not betray the least

fear. Already his assailant had lifted his sword
;
but

at the moment of striking, he slipped his foot and fell.

All this was the affair of a moment. Covered with

w^ounds, the samurai crawled awav and took refug-e in

a shop. Some Japanese soldiers pursued him, dragged
him from his hiding-place, and dispatched him. TJie

other murderer, a bonze, equally badly wounded, was

spared, thanks to the intervention of one of the envoy's

secretaries. He was afterwards, however, tried in a

native court, condemned, and executed. Mr. Enslie,

who was in the suite of the minister, had not turned

the corner of the street. He heard confused and

sinister sounds and guessed there was some mischief,

but could not advance. Looking back, he saw only
the fifty English soldiers, whom the obstruction—caused

by the horses and orderlies stretched on the ground
—

prevented from being able in any way to lielp the

minister. The functionaries, samurais, native troops,

and inhabitants, who, a moment before, crowded the
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streets, had all disaj^peared as if by magic. A void

had been made round the Europeans, who hastened to

regain the temple which they had left. While this

horribly bloody scene was taking place in one of the

most crowded thoroughfares of the city, the Mikado,

seated on his throne in his palace, «-nd surrounded by
all the great dignitaries of the empire, waited in vain

for the envoy of the Queen of England. The whole

population were in a state of silent ferment
;
a repe-

tition of the attack was to be apprehended. However,

the audience took place ; after which the envoys re-

turned to Osaka.

The judicial inquiry which was soon after set on

foot, and other information gathered from the best

sources, prove that this attempt, like all those directed

against the Europeans at Yedo and in the neighbour-
hood of Yokohama, arose from political fanaticism.

A sudden inspiration, perhaps a stronger libation of

saki than usual, arms these murderers, who have

already made the sacrifice of their own lives. It is

evident that for two men to attack a column of more

than a thousand men, all armed, they must have

made up their minds to die. The presence of the

English Legation had stirred up that hatred against
all foreigners which is so universal among the upper
classes in Japan, and nowhere more than in the former

residence of the Mikados. These two men had simply
made themselves the interpreters of the popular will

in attacking the English with the rapidity of light-

ning and the boldness which a resolution to perish alone

cauld give. It is always the same story. Two samurais

fli'ink together in a tea-house. They begin talking of
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the foreigners. One gets excited and says,
"

I am

quite determined to kill one of them." Another gets

up and cries,
" Tm your man—we'll go together."

They go out and with their swords, which are as sharp
as razors, they cut in pieces the first white man they

may chance to meet. They do not for a moment for-

get that their own lives will be forfeited by the act.

They make up their minds beforehand to sacrifice

them. They know very ^^'e\\ that they shall be exe-

cuted, and if they are nobles that they shall have the

privilege of performing liari-hori} But in any case,

they are dead men. Never mind ! Their name Avill

go down to posterity, their tombs will never lack

branches of trees or incense, and the veneration of

future generations will surround their memories with

the aureola of heroes and martyrs. This fanaticism,

which is essentially political and not religious, seems

to come out of the very bowels of the nation. It is

clothed with the veil of chivalry among the nobles,

and justified in their eyes by the contempt of death
;

while it strikes its victims with an unheard-of boldness

and rapidity. This is, for Europeans, the only real

danger of journeys into the interior.

Kiyoto, situated in the province of Yamaskiro," has

been, according to native historians, the residence of

the ]\Iikado ever since the eighth century, that is,

in 798. But this very ancient Kiyoto has well nigh

^ An edict, published in consequence of this attack, and which

was first put in force in 1872, deprives the samurais who shall have

killed a foreigner of the privilege of committing suicide.

- This central portion of Japan is called Gukinai. It consists of

five provinces : Yamaskiro, Yamato, Idsumi, Kavaji, and Setsu.
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disappeared in consequence of a succession of fires.

Before the transfer of tlie court to Yedo this town

reckoned more than 400,000 souls. In the last two

years this number has fallen to 200,000. I need

not repeat that these statistics rest on approximate

calculations. The streets traverse the town in a

straight line from north to south, and from east to

west, crossing one another at right angles. Seven

of these streets being wider and inhabited by the

higher classes, are distinguished by numbers, No. 1

belonging to that which leads to the imperial palace ;

they are from twelve to twenty feet w^ide, and their

length varies from three to five miles. The cross

streets, which are less wide and not more than two

and a half miles long, are honoured with names. The

houses are all built of one story, like all the other

towns in this country. Each contains a shop. Since

the departure of the court a great many proprietors

have followed the emperor and shut up their habita-

tions at Kiyoto, but they have not dismantled them.

I have already described that second inclosure of the

palace, the "Faubourg St. Germain" of the kuges.

One hundred and twenty of these noble lords have

remained here with their families. The rest have gone
to settle in Yedo. Excepting the two or three great

thoroughfares I have mentioned, the streets of Kiy6to
are not very lively. The principal source of its

prosperity has dried up, and its very life is waning.

Only foot-passengers are to be seen, no jinrikishas, no

carriages, very few horsemen. Sometimes, though

very rarely, one meets carriages drawn by bhick oxen.

The inhabitants are of a much fairer tint than the
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population of Yedo, and the women seem to me to

deserve their rejDutation for beauty. For the last fort-

night, two Europeans in the Japanese service have

been living at Kiyoto ; one, an English engineer,

employed in the preliminary plan of a railroad, which

is to unite this town with Osaka
;
the other, a Prussian

schoolmaster, who has been sent for to teach German

to the children of the Eising Sun. I regretted very
much not having seen either of these two pioneers of

civilization.

According to what they tell me, opinions are very
much divided among the upper classes at this moment.

The reformers scandalize the old conservatives in a

thousand ways ; they go so far as to defile themselves

by eating meat at Kiyoto. As at Yedo, a butcher's

shop has just been established, and once a week the

innovators may eat beef. The Japanese, in general,

have a perfect horror of meat. They live on barley,

rice, fish, and only on rare occasions, allow themselves

poultry or pork, which already in the eyes of the

orthodox is a great sin. Bread, which they scarcely

ever touch, is called pa?? (pao). This is tlie only trace

which the Portuguese have left of their passage in the

sixteenth century. The princes of Tosa and Choshiu

are amono; the reformers. Choshiu had ordered his

soldiers to eat meat "
to fjive them strcnoth/' as he

announced in his edict. This innovation created a

tremendous opposition, and it rerpiired energetic mea-

sures to overcome the objectors.

The Prince of Tosa wished to replace the straw

sandals of his soldiers with leather shoes
;
but as any

contact with the skin of an animal is looked upui] as
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a defilement, excepting for etas, who are themselves

impure, no one could be found who would undertake

to make shoes of this kind. The prince finally over-

came this resistance by promising, by an edict, titles

of nobility to such shoemakers as should second his

views of civilization.

During these two days, which have been entirely

spent on foot or on horseback, we have gone to every

part of the town and visited an immense number of

temples and monuments, but unfortunately not half

of those which the governor had inscribed on our

itinerary. Our sanji, in consequence, is very much

put out. He fears the displeasure of his chief; and

besides, he personally had set his heart on showing us

certain stones and mystic inscriptions which had

worked prodigies ; for, strange to say, or less strange,

perhaps, than one might fancy, this man, all free-

thinker as he is, believes in the most absurd miracles.

But in spite of his regrets, he took very good care not

to press us to stay. If it be true that Kiy6to is the

hot-bed of the conservative and anti-European oppo-

sition, wc ought to congratulate ourselves that no

disagreeable adventure has troubled the sojourn of

two white travellers like ourselves wandering alone in

the heart of Japan.



CHAPTER VII.

THE LAKE OF BIVA.—FEOM THE 25™ TO THE 27™
OF SEPTEMBER

Otsu.—The Lake.—Isliiyama.
—The Governor and his Dai-sanji.

—
Owaku.—Udji.

—Eeturn to Osaka.—The Arts in Japan.

At peep of day the sanji and his subordinate make
their appearance in my bedroom. They are come to

wish me good-bye, and have resumed their handsome

Japanese dress. We can hardly recognize them, so com-

pletely have they the look of high-bred gentlemen in

their natural costume. I cannot help complimenting
them on the subject, which does not please them at

all, as they picjue themselves on their likeness to

Europeans.
We started at eight o'clock. Preceded, surrounded,

and followed by an escort of guards of honour, and

spies (who drove us to despair), we crossed the

great bridge of Kanagawa, and entered a mountainous

gorge to the east of the town. In less than forty

minutes we have attained the highest point of the

defile, and turning to the north, descend rapidly

towards a little ])]aiii. That part of the Tokaido
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which we are now following is like the high street of a

populous town. Nothing can be more busy than the

scene : foot-passengers, travellers, messengers, (those

Mercuries of Japan), men bearing great baskets of fish,

which they have brought from the great lake, or the

Northern Sea, coolies with their long bamboos, women,

pilgrims, and a great number of carts drawn by oxen.

The road is very well kept. Flagstones, placed trans-

versely, preserve it from the ravages of the mountain

torrents and heavy storms which are so frequent at

certain seasons
;
the wheels of the carts leave deep

traces on the stone.

The great suburb of Yamashina occupies the centre

of a little table-land formed by the two crests of the

mountain-chain, which, running from south-east to

north-west, divides the Kiyoto valley from that of the

great lake. We leave the Tokaido to take a shorter

cross road, which, however, is more mountainous. We
are going in the direction of north-north-west. The

country has the general character of Japan, but it is

less smiling. However, one sees everywhere culti-

vated fields. Following the windings of a narrow

gorge, of which the flanks are cultivated up to the

top by a succession of little terraces, and passing by
rice-fields, which seem to be hung between the rocks,

with thickets of bamboo, laurels, and maples, we reach

the second crest of the mountains at about half-past

nine. Then, after a short but very steep descent, we
arrive at the great temple and first houses of the town
of Otsti. The distance from Kiyoto is three ris ; or a

little more than eight miles.

The temple of Midera, of the Tendais sect, is one
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of the most coDsiderable Buddhist establishments in

Japan. Its foundation dates from the ninth century.

Its revenues are 50,000 kokus of rice, representing a

value of 40,000 rios, or mure than 120,000 francs;

an enormous sum, if you consider the present high

price of specie. The Government, in consequence, is

about to remodel the convent, and to reduce the bonzes

to 300. Long, steep stone staircases lead up to the

temple. The sanctuaries, the priests' houses, and the

pilgrims' cpiarters are admirably kept up. Eound

the whole are the usual magnificent trees, like all the

other sacred woods, but which one is never weary
of admiring. Our yakunins told us laughing that

women are only admitted into the garden once a year,

for fear they should trouble the devotions of the priests.

The great curiosity of this place and the glory and

joy of the monks is a huge bell covered with in-

scriptions in Japanese characters, which dates from the

first centuries of our era. Like all the bells of these

temples, it is placed on a high wooden scafi"olding ;

a kind of weighted battering-ram, hung close by,

replaces the cla})per. Whilst we are lounging about,

enjoying the cool shade of the beautiful trees, curious

and somewhat lugubrious sounds fall on our ears,

softened by distance, but evidently coming from the

neighbouring heights. AVe are told that they are the

trumpets of the tenda'ite, priests who are wandering
over the mountains seeking for and calling on their

gods. But what most of all attracted my attention

was this great mysterious lake, so rarely beheld by

Europeans. The ken of Otsii, which is the capital of

the province, is placed on the slope of the mountain
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which runs down to the lake. The lower part of the

town stretches towards the shore. Seen from our

present point, Otsii only presents a confused mass of

grey and black roofs. Immediately after the last

houses, to the east and south, rise magnificently-

wooded mountains, the narrow gorges of which give

access to the town. Before us, from west to north,

above the sombre roofs of the houses, lies the lake,

placid, silent, and solitary ;
not a sail enlivens its grey

waters ; only in the far distance we perceive to our

surprise, a black, spiral column of smoke from the

funnel of a steamer which is approaching. To our

left, towards the north, low promontories richly culti-

vated, and groups of trees, forming a succession of

little bays, break the line of the lake. They are the

last spurs of the mountains, and prevent our seeing
the extreme northern end of it. In front of us,

towards the east, is spread a line of low hills, sur-

mounted by the peaks of a high chain of mountains

called Shigarakidane, which, running from south to

north, forms the eastern border of the basin. These

fantastic-shaped rocks, barren and bare, and, which is

rare in Japan, without trees,
—

though, I am told,

covered with lichens,
—fall sheer down into the lake,

their precipitous sides surmounted by peaks or

domes. Thus, while the western shores of this sheet

of water have all the charms of an idyllic poem, the

opposite banks revel in a kind of wild and savage

grandeur. To the north-north-east, and on the limit

of the horizon, is another distant chain of mountains.

One €an clearly distinguish their outlines in spite of

file distance and their hhio tints, which are nearly as
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light as tlic sky. This chain forms a kind of natural

dyke against the furious blasts of the North Sea which

dashes against its base.

The Lake of Biva—literally, "a late ivith four

strings,''
—which in the old Jesuit maps of the sixteenth

century is marked Oits (Otsu), and some modern

charts call Omi, form a kind of irregular square, of

which the length and breadth are from eighteen to

nineteen ris : or forty-five to forty-eight miles. Its

shores are toleraljly well peopled. The most important

points are the little towns of Hadjemanje on the east

bank, and on the northern, Hikoncno-Mayebara, and

Kaitsu. From this last place to Tsuruga, the nearest

port to the North Sea, the distance is not more than

seven ris: or about seventeen miles. A traveller

leaving Otsu in the morning by the steamer, and

walking the I'cst of the way, would easily reach

Tsuruo;a in the evenino;. The distance from Osaka to

Kiyoto is twelve ris ; from Kiyoto to Otsii three ris ;

from Otsu to Hikoneno eighteen )'is ; from Hikoneno

to Tsuruga seven ris ; in all forty ris ; or one h undred

Eno-lish miles. One must dedu<!t the windingjs of the

road, which are very consideral^le in the mountains
;

and those on the Yodogawa River, whereby the dis-

tance from Osaka to Tsuruga would be much

diminished. Thus tlie heart of the principal islands

of Japan, wdiicli extend in a diagonal line from the

34th to the 42nd degree of latitude, is composed of a

great sheet of water separated from the two seas only

by a narrow chain of mountains—strange configu-

ration ! of wdiicli the globe, I think, contains few-

other examples.
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On the northern bank of the lake silkworms are

largely cultivated. The cocoons are sent to Otsti,

and from thence to Osaka and Hiogo. For some

little time a company of native shareholders has

established three steamers which leave Otsli in the

morning, make the tour of the lake, and return at

night. They have absorbed all the traffic, and

are the cause of the disappearance of the sailing

ships.

At Yokohama the fertile imagination of certain

speculators has conjured up a wonderful picture of

the fertility of this soil, the possible development of

trade, and the superabundance of population in these

regions, which they have never visited. To believe

their statements, this enormous amount of produce

only needs an outlet. It is a sort of Promised Land

which must be opened to civilization and European
commerce. The Government of Yedo, entering, to a

certain extent, into their views, has sent, as we have

seen, an English engineer to Kiyoto. He is employed
to make a plan for a new line of railroad from this

town to Osaka, and to prolong it eventually to Tsiiruga.

Without wishing in any way to prejudge the develop-
ment of which the agriculture and commerce of this

part of Japan may be susceptible, I own that this

solitary sheet of water, surrounded by rocks and rice

fields, and to the north only, by some mulberry plan-

tations, that this much vaunted lake, I say, of which

the whole traffic is easily done by three little steamers,

does not seem to me to accord with the brilliant

hopes of the speculators of Yokohama ;
or to be

likely to reward the pecuniary sacrifices, which these
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projects, if realized, will entail on the state treasury,

already so impoverished from other causes,^

A little boat took us to the other side of the lake.

On running along the southern shore, we passed by
a great feudal castle. The proprietor, one of the

principal daimios of the province, and a partisan of

the new ideas, has asked for and obtained the per-

mission to demolish his old castle and its appendages
in order to bring the land under cultivation. Every-
where one meets with signs of the working of reforms

in men's minds. AYe are nearing the spot where the

Yodogawa rises out of this lake. It is here called

Setogawa, and flows first towards the east, bathes

the feet of the mountains which divdde Kiyoto from

the lake, crosses the province of Udji, of w^hicli it

takes the name (Udjigawa), then turns towards the

west, till it arrives at Fujimi, to flow afterwards

towards the south under the name of Yodogawa, and

then empties itself near Osaka into the Pacific. At

a little distance from its rising in the lake it forms

a little island, which the Tokaido crosses on two

bridges. These bridges and this spot are exactly

described by Dr. Kaempfer." We passed under one

of these bridges, and coasting along the delicious Ijanks

of Setogawa, arrived at a little village coquettishly

placed on the edge of the water at the foot of a steep

1 These details about the Lake of Biva were given mo by tlio

bonzes of Midera, by the Vice-Governor of Otsii, and by several

other competent authorities in this town. They are identical with

the accounts I obtained at Kiyoto and Ishiyama. I therefore have

every reason to think that they are founded on truth.

2 In 1G91.

VOL. II. f>
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rock, surrounded by large trees, and bearing on its

summit the old and celebrated temple of the granite

mountain, Ishiyama. The distance from OtsA is two

vis, or five miles.

This temple, of which the foundations are lost in

the night of ages, is like the Asakusa of Yedo, con-

secrated to the goddess Kwanon. Its antiquity is

shown by the simplicity of its construction, the grey

shade of its woodwork, and the absence of all orna-

ment in the columns which support the roof. But on

consulting my notes on other temples and the chrono-

logical information given to me, I cannot believe

that the actual temple is older than the twelfth

century. A tem2netto with two roofs put on like

parasols, the lower one ending in a flat cupola, charmed

me by the elegance of the design and the clever way
in which the architect had made the beams work into

each other, the ends being richly sculptured and form-

ing the sole but graceful ornament of this little gem.
The merit consists in the way in which the architecture

is adapted to wood, as I have often before remarked.

A little house, raised above the ground, on poles,

several feet high, holds the archives or depdt of their

holy scriptures, and strikes us by its simple and in-

genious construction. I had never seen anything like

it. Mr. Enslie, who has visited the ports of Man-

chouria and the Russian establishments in the North

Pacific, tells me that this little building is of the

same type as the cottages in Siberia. If it be so, the

fact is very curious, and, like many other things in

this enigma of Japan, lays down problems which no

one at present can solve.
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From the suiiiniit wlicrc wc arc now standino- the

view embraces the nortlicni shore of the hike. Wc
admire, as we did at Kiyoto, the clear, traiis]3arent,

soft tints of the atmosphere.
Before the temple we met three young gii'ls,

dressed

with o-rcat elco-ance and evidentlv l)elono-ii]o- to the

upper classes. In passing before us, they turned their

heads and hid their faces behind their fans ; an indis-

pensable ])rc('autioii, according to the imperial fanc-

tionaries, for young- girls who have not yet blackened

their teeth or pulled out their eyebrows ; prudence

requiring that their wonderful beauty should be

hidden from the looks of bold barbarians.

The little village of Ishiyama is, what it appears,

a simple place of pilgrimage. It consists of a single

row of houses backed by the mountain and looking

upon the river. Almost all the htjuses are inns, and

very well kept. Before them is an avenue of dwarf

conifers, and at short distances, stone lanterns and

little altars, which add to the essentially ecclesi-

astical character of the spot. Here and there are

some small sheds where they sell rosaries and miracle

pictures of the sanctuary. Little children are phiying

in the streets ; men are lounoimx about under the

})ine-trees. Pilgrims come and go. Everybody looks

with stupefaction but not with nialc;volence at the

two strange beings comfortably installed in the

veranda of the tea-house, and seated, not on their

heels, but on chaii's and round a table ornamented

with vases filled Avith flowers, Thi'V are the same

articles of furniture with which we nuule aetpiaintance

at Fujimi, and which have been, ever since, our

G 2
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useful and inseparable companions. A profound
stillness reigns over air, earth, and water. Everything
breathes of the sanctitas loci.

On returning at nightfall to Otsti we received the

visit of the Chi-ken-ji (governor of the hen). He
was a silent and timid young man. Before speaking
or answering our questions, he looked anxiously at

the dai-sanji, who was his right hand, probably also

his factotum, his mentor, his spy, and the being

whom he seeks, fears, and detests the most ;
the man

who embitters his days, but without whom these very

days of office and power would perhaps be counted !

Alongside of this specimen of timid official authority,

the ease and ready talk of the dai-sanji formed a

marked contrast. But the one is necessary to the

other, and I suppose that at Otsti, as elsewhere, public

affairs go on smoothly enough.

September 26.—At seven o'clock in the morning
we return the visit of the Chi-ken-ji, which brings us

back to the temple of Midera, for it is there he is

lodged. He occupies the apartment of the high priest,

since the Government has taken possession of part of

the convent on the ordinary pretexts :

" We want room

for the public offices and there are more monks than

are necessary. Besides, the pontiff is an absentee—he

is always making excursions." I committed the in-

discretion of questioning the governor on this subject

and the dai-sanji had the goodness to answer. In other

countries, when they suppress religious houses, similar

explanations are given. Only, in Japan they are more

frank,
" And the high priest," T asked the governor.
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"is he pleased at seeing you installed in his apart-

ment ?
"

The poor ken-ji looked at his sanji with a

scared expression. This last answered smiling :

" No
;

but we are the strono-est."

To-day we are to cross a country hitherto unvisited

by any European.

Departure from Otsii at twenty minutes past eight

o'clock. Direction south-east. Arrival at the village

of Oiwaki at nine o'clock.—Here we left the Tokaido

to turn towards the east, to the Udji district, famous

for its ten, which is the best in Japan. I am travel-

ling on horseback and it is pouring with rain
;
but

the temperature is soft and pleasant. We passed by a

great market-town, Daijingoji, where we saw a great

temple in the middle of a sacred wood of great extent

and surrounded with a fine white wall. AYe went on

through a succession of villages and temples inclosed

in the like manner and all bearing the stamp of an

old and refined civilisation. At eleven o'clock we

halted at Tissomura, another considerable market-

town. Departure at midday. Half-an-hour after we

are at (Jwaku—that is, before the portal of one of the

most renowned Buddhist tem})les. It consists of the

usual amount of courts and separate buildings. In

one of the largest halls is an altar, in the form of a

table, on which arc the ordinary objects :
—a great

vase in the centre, with the brancli of a tree
;
l»efore

the vase an incense-burner. On either side, a small

and a large candlestick
;
at tlie two extreme ends,

other vases of a purely classic design, filled with the

most beautiful fiowers. Behind the altar on thre(^.

isolated pedestals or terms, in the Italian haro<iuc
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style of the seventeenth century, are three large statues

of gilt wood : the one, a colossal figure in the middle,

representing Shaka, the Buddha of Japan : the two

others, as large as life, his two favourite disciples,

Anan and Kashu. Buddha is sitting : but they have

not given him his usual pose of supreme quiet : he is

lifting his right hand to give benediction. A great

aureola or nimbus in the form of an elliptical conch-

shell, starts from the pedestal and forms a sort of

niche round the god. The two disciples are absorbed

in adoration. Anan turns his face towards his master

lifting up to him his clasped hands. Kashu has his

hands bent and his head slightly inclined forward.

The attitudes and expressions of both figures may be

seen in any Catholic church. All along the lateral

walls of the hall are seated, on a kind of platform,

eighteen statues, nine on each side. They are also of

gilt wood, and the size of life. In these chefs-d'ccuvre

of Japanese statuary may be traced all that charac-

terises art in this nation—respect for truth, a strong

feeling for nature, technical perfection, a taste for

contortion, and with the grotesqueness, a certain

decided amount of humour. Some of these heads are

monstrous, and yet true to life—terrible, and yet
ridiculous at the same time. But such as they are,

no one can deny their artistic value.

We leave the temple at one o'clock. The weather

has cleared, and we enjoy the beauty of the scenery,

always composed of the same elements, but to which,
since leaving Owaku, tea-plantations are added. A
large dike is carried across them, and leads us to the

banks of the Udjigawa, which, flowing precipitately
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through a iiarrow-Avoodcd gorge, runs through the pLnin,

which it docs not leave till it empties itself into the

sea. Ill front is Udji, the chief town of the district,

which produces the best tea in Japan. A ferry-boat

takes us to the opposite side. Before visiting the

plantations, we rest in a pretty little hotel adjoining.

I must say that nothing can ])e more ugly than the

grounds devoted to the cultivation of tea
;
—rows

upon rows of stiff little bushes, arranged in squares,

tlie spaces between full of manure, and everywhere
the most detestable and mephitic smell.

At Udji our guard of honour left us to return to

Otsii. It is a grave infraction of their orders, for they
were told to follow us to Osaka. But, thanks to the

eloquence of Mr. Enslie, we have got rid of them, and

now breathe freely. One can scarcely believe the

importunity of these men. Neither during the

journey nor during our halts will they leave us in

peace for a single instant.

At half-past three we started in a 1joat. The shores

get flatter as the liver o;ets wider. After havinofo o o

glided gently between islands covered with grass, we

passed under the Fujimi bridge ;
and the darkness

not allowino- our wretched boat to lifo further, we dis-

embarked towards seven o'clock on the right bank of

the stream, wliicli already here takes the name of

Yodogawa. From this solitary spot to the village oi"

Yavata they reckon half a vis. Our servants having

Gfone on before us in another boat, ]\lr. Enslie decided

to remain in charge of our property till T could send

him back some one to fetcli it
;
and so I started with

two of the boatmen, carrying a lantern, hoping to reach
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the village on foot. The night -is dark ; it rains in

torrents; the only road is at the top of a high dike,

hardly a foot wide, with the river running on one side,

and a marsh on the other. The ground is soaking.

At every step I slip, and leave my shoes in the

mud. At last one of the boatmen takes me on his

back. Resting his hands on the back of his com-

rade, who walks first to find out where it is safe

to place one's foot—always on the point of falling

either into the river on one side or the marsh on

the other, and stumbling at each step, this good
fellow still goes on without falling. After this pro-

cession had lasted twenty-five minutes—it seemed to

me an hour—we perceived in the distance a bright

light. This was the inn. I was received with open
arms. Men, women, and children, cluster round me,

look at me with immense curiosity, ask me half-a-

hundred questions, which I don't understand, and

overwhelm me with care and kindness. In half-a-

minute, and in spite of my protestations, I am, coram

populo, deprived of my streaming clothes, and plunged
into a bath of water hot enough to boil a lobster.

I'hen they pour cold water over me. This is the

Japanese fashion, and it is a capital one. I am wrapped

up in a new tunic belonging to the innkeeper, and left

on a fresh matting in the best room, where some cups
of boiling Udji tea set me up altogether.

The distance from Otsii is eight vis, or twenty
miles.

Septemhei' 27.—We are rapidly going down the

river. At twelve o'clock we had reached the first
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houses of Osaka, and at half-past one we had landed

in the foreigners' quarter. This will give an idea of

the extent of this the third town of tlie empire.

Whilst our little junk was gliding quietly between

the banks of the Yodogawa, and 1 was lying at the

bottom of the boat, I began to think over the art

treasures I had seen in this country, and jotted down
in my note-book the following reflections :

—
Kiyoto,

Kamakura, and Yedo possess the temples most re-

nowned for their antiquity, richness, and beauty of

construction. The sanctuaries of Kamakura have

been partially destroyed. Among the tombs, those of

the Shiba hold the first rank, and are, with the chateau

of Taiko-Sama and the two temples at Kiyoto, the

greatest chefs-cVceuvre of Japanese art. Round the

two capitals of the east aiid west are grouped a

number of sanctuaries of the first class. The districts

to the east of Kiyoto, between the Lake of Biva and

the north of the Yodogawa valley, are covered with

sacred woods and temples. That of Owaku is the pearl

of the whole. At Nikko, to the north of Yedo, there

are some Siogun tombs, and to the east of Kiyoto
some of the Mikados, which I could not manao-e to

visit. But saving these two necropoli (very inferior,

they tell me, to that of Shiba) I have seen all the most

celel)rated monuments of Japan. As to the different

art productions, Kiyoto is their great centre. Yedo

only holds a secondary rank. I was able to see and

examine a mass of different objects. Nagasaki has the

monopoly of the manufactory of vases, l)ut wliich, in

the actual state of this 1)rancli of commerce, can hardly

be counted amono- works of art.
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Now we will sum up our impressions.

Architecture.—This word perhaps is misapplied.

The temples, castles, palaces, middle-class houses, and

poor cottages, all are composed of the same elements

—a fioorino; raised a certain number of feet above the

soil (which is a necessary precaution against damp and

reptiles), then four or more vertical beams, and a heavy
roof The partition walls are only frames covered

with paper, running in a groove. The outside wall is

replaced by wooden shutters, fastened during the

night. In the temples, castles, and yashkis, there is,

besides, a real wall of stone, covered with cement.

All the rest is in wood. It is the most ^Jriniitive con-

struction possible, and at the same time the most

suited to the climate, and to the financial position of

the nation. It resists earthquakes and typhoons infi-

nitely better than the stone houses of the Europeans.
It is more exposed to the danger of fire ; but even if

injured or destroyed by fire, wind, or the earth's con-

vulsions, the evil is remedied both promptly and

easily. The terrible typhoon of the 24th of August
in this very year, had destroyed in Yedo half the

suburb of Takanawa
;

it had also done much damage
at Yokohama, in the European quarter, and especially

at
" The Bluff's." One of the English government

buildings, the residence of the judge, was entirely un-

covered, and threatened with actual ruin, in spite and

perhaps on account of the solidity of its walls. The

repairs will last for months, and cost considerable sums ;

while the reconstruction of the Takanawa houses was

nearly completed when, only nine days after the dis-

aster, I returned to Yedo. Architecture, then, in the
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ordinary sense of the term, does not exist at })resent

among tlie Japanese ; but tliey adapt themselves to

circumstances, and possess, in the highest degree, tlie

understanding of the material which they most cmplov—that is, ^yood.^

Sculpture.
—The greatest ciK'fs-cV'Cuvre which Ja])an

has producfd in this line, in my opinion, are, tlie

Daibutsu, near Kamakura. a work in bronze
;
and the

wooden statues of Owaku
; also, though in another

way, the figures representing the forty-seven ronins.

Those of Asakusa also deserve mention. The Greek

sculpture of the golden age aspired to absolute beauty,
and tried to realise the ideal of human perfection.

The great Italian masters of the Renaissance followed

a more complex idea. They, too, souglit for ideal

beauty, but with an arriere-pensee ; they wished to

subordinate beauty to a symbol indirectly expressing

the dominant idea of the times or of the individual

who had ordered the worlc. Thus, for example,

]\Iichael-Angelo, who was employed to execute the

tomb of Juliur; II., com}iai\'S this Pope to Moses, who

becomes, under the hand of tlio master, the symbol
of divine insjiiratitMi and supcrluiman strength. On

lo(iking at this uiii<pie creation one feels seized, as it

were, bv fear. Owe looks down, surprised and intimi-

dateil at tlie sight of the supernatural. Beauty and

^ Last spring (^^~2) a fire destroyed another great quarter of

Yedo. The Government ordered tliat tlie liou^es shouLl be rL-luilt

in the European style. Tliis innovation supposes a change of cli-

mate, a total transformation in the habits of the country, and. what

is more serious, a great increase of iiecuniarv resource-, which at

present are altogether -wanting.
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truth are sacrificed to grandeur. The Japanese sculp-

tor tries to render the different emotions of the soul ;

the absolute quiet of Shaka (Buddha), the ecstasy or

the profound recollection of his disciples; a gentle

and yet sarcastic melancholy ; fear, anger, hatred,

surprise, gaiety, rarely tenderness. The naked form,

that great problem of ancient statuary, has no interest

for him
;
he only produces it as a portrait. But when

he sets himself to do it, he succeeds. Not that he has

studied anatomy, of which the very name is unknown

to him
;
and besides, no Japanese can touch a corpse

without being defiled. But he has the nude con-

stantly before his eyes ; living bodies whose muscles

are constantly stretched either in carrying weights, or

in handling an oar, or in lifting some heavy object
—

not models whose pose is always forced and put
on for the occasion. His works consequently, however

imperfect they may be in other ways, have a quality
which is often wanting in our modern statuary ; they
have animation, real life. Jn general, a Japanese
artist looks for truth before beauty. Like the painter
and the poet, he is, they say, a humorist. But his

humour makes itself felt less in the attitudes of his

subjects than in the expression of their faces. He

exaggerates, it is true, but it is only in a certain

degree and without sinning against taste. In his

reproductions of animals he excels
;
he knows how

to give to their faces and even to their attitudes a

reflection of human passions and affections. No one

can look at these productions, which are at the same

time droll, touching and childish, with an astonish-

ingly technical maestria—no one can look at them, I
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repeat, without feeling inclined to laugh ; only this

laugh is kept back by surprise and admiration and a

feeling of half sadness. But that is precisely what

constitutes humour. They seize at the same time the

comic and the grave side of everything. The result

is a conflict of feelings which pique the curiosity and

please the eye ;
and hence a kind of tension of mind

mingled with an agreeable stirring of the soul. It is

like something in cooking, between sweet and sour, or

between cold and hot. Anyhow it is a great refine-

ment which one i-s astonished to find in a half savage
nation.

Goldsmith's ivork—Bronzes.—It is at Kiyoto, espe-

cially, that these two arts have been the best preserved.

The bronzes manufactured for the Enolish market and

sold at Yokohama are miserably inferior. They are

slop-work, of which the only merit formerly consisted

in the difficulty of procuring anything better
;

l)ut

which now has no business to exist.

Painting.
—It treats of heaven and hell, earth and

water, creatures both animate and inanimate. Indian

theology, passing from the banks of the Ganges to

China, from China to the Corea, and from the Corea to

Japan, left some of its teiTors behind it and accommo-

dated itself to the taste of this childish race, which

likes to laugh and cry at the same time. More tlian

this, the world has changed. The gods have left the

ethereal heights of Olympus ;
and if they are not gone

down to the very last scale, if no Japanese Offenbach

has yet been found to make them dance to the profane

sounds of his l)ow, it is not the less true that tlie days
<,>f their reioii are nunibcre(l. 1 have not found a sin'-ie
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man of rank or education, who, when talking of

religion, did not use the language of the great philo-

sophers of the last century.
" Shaka ? The gods ?

bah ! They are all the invention of the priests ! We
have a little more sense than to believe in them, and

laugh both at the priests and their gods ;
but it is very

good for the people."

One understands that with such Maecenases, religious

art and sacred painting and sculpture can scarcely be

said to flourish. They still manufacture and sell to

the common people, for half a tempo, a quantity of

images of gods in a rage, with green or red faces,

seated on a dragon, vomiting flames, brandishing their

swords, or fighting to the death. But the gentlemen
who wear silk tunics, especially if they have any pre-

tensions to learning, make a mock of them all. I saw

plenty of proof of this when I was shopping at Yedo

and Yokohama. AVe must leave then the representa-

tions of heaven and hell, or rather of purgatory, for

Buddhism will not admit the doctrine of eternal pun-
ishment. Let us pass to real life, to the art of paint-

ing, such as it is ];)ractised to-day, without excluding
the old pictures, none of which seem to me to be

anterior to the seventeenth century. All that I have

said of sculptors applies equally to painters, with this

difference, that with the latter humour has a wider

field. But even their exaggeration and love for the

grotesque is kept within bounds by a respect for truth

and an earnest desire to copy nature.

Tiiere is one point on which I ought not to be silent.

It is generally believed in Europe that perspective is

unknown to Japanese artists. I have seen and men-
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tioned above several chefs-cVceuvre of art
; three pictures

of the date of Taiko-Sama which prove the contrary.

How are we to believe that artists so clever in repro-

ducing and copying nature exactly had no eyes for the

effects produced by distance ? This is inadmissible.

There is no doubt that they are ignorant of the laws

of geometry, and in consccjuence, of the strict rules

of perspective ; just as their sculptors have no idea of

anatomy, which does not prevent their modelling very

correctly ;
lait if their painters would, they could

reproduce, with more or less exactitude, all the effects

of a landscape as it is presented to the eye. There

are in Europe a number of landscape-painters who
have never studied perspective, but who, by intuition

or the habit of copying, arrive at pi'oducing correct

drawings. For my part, I believe that the Japanese

painter purposely sets aside the rules of perspective.

With us, art is put to the service of the Church, of the

state, of the rich and elegant world, of all classes in

easy circumstances. Here the painter works for

everybody : he wishes to and must Ije understood l)y the

people. Well, the people in all countries understand

little or nothing of perspective. On the part of the

artist as of the public, perspective supposes and exacts

a certain amount of mental work and cultivation of

mind. Put before any ordinary peasant a picture of

his own village
—the fountain, the old trees, and above,

the spire of the belfry. The man, quite })uzzled, will

not understand what you show him, and will be vexed

at not finding in the picture the whole church, or the

town-hall, or such and such a buildinif which is the

glory of the inhabitants. You strive in vain to explain
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to him that this is impossible, as these objects are

hidden by the trees and the fountain. He will not be

the less disappointed. Then, to satisfy this good

fellow, you get upon a high ground from whence you
can look over the whole village. You can then bring
in all the principal buildings ; but take care not to

represent them as you see them—that is, in a bird's-

eye view. The villagers do not understand the fore-

shortening of objects. To satisfy them, therefore, you
must set aside all rules of perspective. This is even

more necessary in interiors, which are so much liked

by the Japanese public, for here the artist must unite

in one small space several groups of persons ;
and

unless you paint them all of a row, or one above the

other, one group must hide the others. This explana-

tion is only a hypothesis, and as such I note it down
in my journal. But I affirm that Japanese painters

all know or have understood perspective.

There are three kinds of painting
—

historical, land-

scape, and screens. As to lacquered objects and vases

of modern china, they cannot be reckoned amidst art

productions. Historical paintings, besides the mytho-

logical subjects mentioned above, perpetuate, according
to certain traditional forms, facts and events known to

the people. Then there come illustrations of the most

popular novels, pictures which are in themselves per-

fectly innocent, but which represent scenes that are

not so. A great number of these drawings and

sketches represent only a woman or a girl's head.

They are always portraits, most often of courtesans,

done by or for their adorers. It would never occur to

any of them to order an artist to paint the face of a
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woman only for her beauty, not even a Gabrielle

(I'Estrt'es, unless lie were her Henry IV. Pictures of

certain celebrated beauties arc now and then to Ijo

found in shops ;
but they owe their origin, not to the

worship of abstract beauty or artistic feeling, but to

some personal or family moti\"e.

Their landscapes, both in design and colouring, are

very inferior to their figures. l>ut as
"
collective

portraits," if I may be forgiven the expression, they
are invalual)le. I bought a great number of these

coloured drawings, rather coarsely done, of wliicli the

subjects are taken from the streets of Yedo. They
are not views : vainly have I hunted for any places

that they may represent ! 8uch places simply do

not exist
; though the painting admirably renders the

general character of the sul)ject. Houses, bridges,

canals, trees, fio-ures. evervtiiing is there. Lookino' at

these drawings, anyone who knew the place would

exclaim,
" Here we are at Yedo I

"
Even as a like-

ness (though always generalized) the finest of 31.

Jjeato's photographs will not bear a comparison.

Fan-painting demands a se[>arate notice, for its

productions are spread among ever}' class in the

nation, from the ^likado down to the poorest coolie.

It is a trade
;
but it is also an art, where you find

reproduced all the characteristic signs of Japanese

statuary and painting. Chea[uiess is the first con-

sideration. If some of the fans are dear, I never

niyself saw any. The carved ivory fans, which pass in

Europe for being Japanese, are all made in China.

Those painted in this country are all of paper, and

represent every conceivabh,^ subject : scenes from

VOL. ir. II
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novels, Fujiyama, the plants and trees of Japan, the

four seasons, works of agriculture, the temples of

Yedo and Kiy6to, the plans of these towns, and other

similar subjects. All these come naturally. But there

are other designs still more simple and graceful which

excite one's curiosity, and strike one by the contrast

presented between the scantiness of the principal

object and the immense space given to the ground-
work. As an example : a stork holding a fish in its

beak. It skims over the waves of the sea, of which

the horizon is lost to sight
—which adds to the im-

pression of the infinite. Another fan : a starry sky,

or else a dark sky with the sun setting on one side

and the moon rising on the other,
—

one, two, or three

little birds are flying
—one asks oneself where they

are going. The effect is always curiosity mingled
with anxiety ;

and it is produced by the simplest
elements : a little bit of triangular paper, some

Chinese ink, and three or four colours at the out-

side. Add that these little chefs-d'ceuvre are sold for

a few centimes. I have then reason to say that art

has penetrated to the lowest classes.

I have already mentioned in my first volume, that

art is cultivated by the upper classes, and that you
find artists among women

; but I also remarked that

their productions are more like a clever trick, in which
certain subjects are learned by heart, or varied ac-

cording to the inspiration of the moment. I do not

think 1 am mistaken in thinking that the best of the

modern drawings (saving some caricatures of loco-

motives, telegraph posts, strangers in European
costumes, with red whiskers, &c.) are simply feeble
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reproductions of the past. In these days no one

invents anything new. The gift seems exhausted—
a characteristic sign of decadence. I'o prove this

inferiority one has only to compare what is done

to-day with the worlds of ancient art, of which the

finest are in Europe, where they have been sent by the

Dutch from Detsima.

The Japanese themselves own tlie fact, but the

exphmation they give is as shallow as themselves.

Rich people, they say, no longer pay as they used to

do. To be al>le to live, an artist must produce a

great deal, and in consequence must work fast. He
has no longer the time to work well. If that were

true, it would ho, the consequence, not the cause, of

the decay of art. But, on the contrary, amateurs pay

very dear
;
and the proof is in the extraordinarily

high prices which are given for the beautiful things
made at Kiyoto. But it is quite true tliat rich

people do not like to buy second-rate articles at the

same price as their fathers gave for chefs-cVceuvre.

Everywhere there is a demand for something original,

and the artists of to-day do not know what to invent
;

so they only reproduce, and that imperfectly, the

old forms of which everyone is tired. What has

been preserved is a gift which Heaven alone can

bestow—taste and perfect comme-il-faut in little

things.

In Japan, there are neither workshops, nor aca-

demies, nor picture-sellers. Art is transmitted in the

same families from father to son. Hence its stereo-

typed character. Ordinarily, an amateur who gives

an order, calls the artist, jiays him three or five rio3

n 2
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(eighteen or thirty francs) a month, boards and lodges

him during all his work-time, and in return, expects

a certain number of pictures, which, painted on silk or

paper, are kept rolled up, or else are pasted on little

bamboo rods, and hung in a niche, or on the im-

movable part of the partition in the best room of the

house. It was just in this way that Murillo, passing

five years in one Seville monastery and ten in another,

produced his masterpieces, and painfully and miserably

gained the aureola of immortality.



CHAPTER VIIJ.

XAGASAKI.—FllOM TILE 28^^ SEPTEMBER TO THE
j\D OCTOBEll.

]'.ipenLerg.
— Detsima. —Xative Cliristians.—Pijlitical position of

Japan.

Si'pfemher 28.—After .sponding a very pleasant

day at Hiogo with the English eonsul, AIi'. Gower,
and his friends, I enil)arked in the night on board the

American steamer, Xew York, Captain Furl)er, one of

the most amiable men I have ever met on board ship.

September 21).—Tlie JVeiv York set sail at three in

the morning, and steamed away for what is called the

iitncr sea. At sunrise I was oii deck. On both sides

are conical islands and to the south rise the high
mountains of Shikoku.

At two o'clock we are before ^Fehara, situated on

the continent, that is, on the great-island of Xi})hon.

Steaming close to the shoi-e, we pass before the great

feudal castle or }'ashki of the L'rince of iviushiu : to

the eye, it seems only like a huge high wall, [lierced

at e(pial distances by great gateways. The princ(3 is
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there ;
armed men swarm round the gates and on the

shore. Close to it is the han, or principal village

of the fief. On board, all round me, people are

asking themselves if all this power wdll really

crumble ja^ay like; the-iwarils of Jericho, before the new

edicts froni Yedq*^ The iV^?^ York keeps to its regula-

tion .

'epele'd ; of , 'teai . ,mtle.& . • an hour. The scenery,

everywhere renowned for its indefinable beauty, is

similar to what I have before described. The sea,

which to-day is like glass, is half river and half lake.

Everywhere we see a number of extinct volcanos,

flanked by rounded blocks like the waves of the ocean.

An abundant vegetation covers them from head to

foot. The sides of the gorges are cultivated in

terraces ;
the tops of the mountains are crowned with

fine trees. Between their trunks one sees the blue

sky. Compared to the mountains, the trees appear

gigantic, and yet, seen through this veiled and hazy

atmospheric prism, the mountains seem both distant

and high. This is a strange optical effect, which

accounts for some of the oddities in Japanese paint-

ing. Very often what seems to us extraordinary, is

only a faithful reproduction of nature.

The shore is indented with a thousand little bays, in

the depths of which rise up white houses and villages

and fishermen's huts. Boats swarm in the little

creeks and all along the tiny piers which run out into

the water. Above the roofs you catch a glimpse of

the mountain peaks standing out against the sky.

Steps cut in the rock lead to the temples buried in

the thick foliage of the sacred woods. From time to

time the deep and lugubrious sounds of the gong.
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calling upon their gods, break the silence and stillness

of the lake.

September 30.—The finest part of this interior sea

is the Strait of Shimonoseki, known in Europe as the

scene of the attack of the English and French

squadrons (in 1864). Unfortunately we passed it a

few hours before the sun rose. On the other hand,

to-day's voyage is even more varied and beautiful than

that of yesterday, and changes with every turn of the

wheel of our little steamer. The sea widens as well

as the horizon. To the south is the island of Firando,

celebrated for the preaching of St. Francis Xavier,

the outlines of which are more than usually fantastic.

The mountains of the great Kiushiu island, which

play such an important part in the history of the

day, form an imposing background. The scattered

rocks are j)ierced by grottoes and caves, where the

waves Inx'ak and roar. Some of them, deprived of

all vegetation, but crowned with tufts of gigantic

trees, are like giants' heads with shocks of rough hair,

which a master-hand has sketched boldly on a sheet

of grey pa[)er. One of these islands seems to have

white rnys from top to bottom. They are deep
crevices inhabit(,'d by millions of white sea-birds.

AVe are at the entrance of tlie Bay of Nagasaki.

A hiizh, h>n2; mountain stretches like a iireen curtain

behind a labyrinth of little islands. One of tliem,

which is simply a sheer wall crowned with trees, is

ra})enberg. It was from the height of this rock that,

ill 1G;]>;, 4,000 Christians were precipitated into the

sea. Here, therefore, the only civilization in Japan
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was destroyed. To-day Papenberg is the rendezvous

and tlie object of the expeditions of the European
residents of Nagasaki,

" AVe make all our pic-nies

there," one of them said to me. Of the 4,000

martyrs he seemed to have no kind of remembrance.

At five o'clock the New York cast anchor in the

harbour of Nagasaki. The town rises like an amphi-
theatre. To the east is the European quarter, which

trenches on the waters of the bay, the soil having been

reclaimed from the sea at considerable cost. On the

highest point stands the Catholic church, shaded by a

magnificent acacia, and the imposing buildings of the

Eno;lish consulate. Below is Detsima, the former Dutch

factory, and behind it, the native town, the whole sur-

rounded by high green mountains. The sea is like a

lake. Several foreign men-of-war and other large ships,

with a multitude of junks, enliven the roadstead. •

I left autumn at Yedo and Hiogo ;
here I find

summer. Seated on the deck of our steamer, breath-

ing with delight the soft and perfumed air, we are

enjoying the indescribable beauty of an almost tropical

night. Together with the perfumes of the forest the

sounds of music are wafted to us by the evening
breeze. It is the band of the Ocean frigate which is

playing "God Save the Queen,"
" Weber s Waltz," and

other dances. We are both charmed and touched
;

it

is like a breath of Europe.

October 1.—I made the round of the town. The

shops and offices of the European merchants, which are

closed to-day, being Sunday, occupy the lower part
of the strangers' quarter. Their houses, surrounded
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by gardens, are scattered in and out of the mountain

gorges or crown the heights. Here, as at Yokohama
and Hiogo, the comphiints as to the stagnation of

trade arc universah On tlie other hand, the English,

French, and American squadrons from the China seas

constantly visit this port, and the steamers of the

Pacific Company touch liere reguhirly. The cliurch,

wliieh is served Ijy priests Leionging to tlie Foreign

jMissionary College at Paris, was fidl of sailors and

soldiers from the EnL!lisli frigate, but the rest of the

congregation consisted of three men (including myself),

and not a single woman.

The former Dutcli factory at Uetsima ^ can be seen

in all its length in about three minutes. It is only
a few steps wide. Except the house, which is now

occupied l:)y
the Netherlands consid, all the rest is pos-

terior to the last fire, wliicli, thirteen ycci^s ago, entirely

destroyed the old establishment, or rather the narrow

prison of the Dutcli merchants. These men never

dared to quit it, and were always watched. Everyone
knows the sad and disgracefid part Avhich the membors

of this factory })lay('d at tlie time of tlie terrible perse-

cution against the C^hristians. It is only to be exphdned
b\- religious and political aiiti}tathies

—the States-

Ceiiend being then at war with the crown of S})ain,

whose subjects the missionaries were,—by connnereiai

rivalries, and l)y the wish of evicting the Portuguese,

who at that time had iiourishinu' counting-houses at

several points in Japan. According to some Catholic

authors, the Dutch indirectly helped hi the extcr-

^ Founded in 10-'5S, and .suppressed after tlic treaties \u l^oS

which opened the I'ort of Nagasaki to all nations.
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mination of the Catholic Christians, whether foreign
or native. This fact is not proved ;

but what is certain

is, that the Dutch never ceased to excite the suspicions

of the Sioguns against the missionaries, accusing them

of being the political agents of Spain, sent to prepare
the people's minds for an intended invasion by the

king. For this reason a great part of the fearful

evils which fell upon the apostles and their neophytes
must be laid to the charge of the Dutch. Not to be

included in the ruin of the Christians, they strove in

every possible way to make the Japanese understand

the difference between the Protestant and the Catholic

religion. They thus obtained and kept for more

than two centuries the exclusive and lucrative

monopoly of European commerce. On the other

hand, their habitations were prisons, and their lives

a misery. The magic power of gold alone can

explain how they could subaiit to Such tortures.

Every four years a kind of embassy of obedience

was to be sent to Yedo to the Siogun, and sometimes

also to the Mikado. I have already mentioned the

German doctor, Engelbert KaempfFer, who was

employed at the Detsima factory, and has become so

celebrated by his excellent work on Japan. He has

left us a most thrilling description of one of these

forced embassies of which he formed a part. To judge

by the exactness with which he describes the different

localities, which I was able to verify on the spot, his

veracity is indubitable. The delegate or ambassador

of the factory and his suite travelled in closed

norimons, and were always treated as state prisoners.

They were received with certain honours, but, with
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very rare exceptions, they were not allowed to see

anything. It required marvellous address on Kaemp-
ffer's part to observe and take notes of things as he

did, and still more to make the furtive sketches which

appear in his book. When admitted into the presence

of the emperor
—

Siogun or Mikado—whom neverthe-

less they never saw, for he remained with the empress
behind a grating,-

—-the members of the embassy, saving
the ambassador himself, who was exempted, were

forced to perform a kind of theatrical representation.

They were to talk to one another in their own

language, abuse one another, feign to laugh, to fight,

to be drunk, and to dance. It has l^cen asserted that

they were also compelled to trample on the cross.

Kaempffer says nothing about this, and I suppose,

until it is proved, it is better to disbelieve the accusa-

tion. But it is certain that several times at Nagasaki

during the time of the great j)ersecutions, this cere-

mony took place in presence of the mem])ers of the

factorv, and that the sanjis, like well-educated men, had

the delicacy to warn them of it beforehand so that they

might look another way. In the last years which pre-

ceded the opening of the Nagasaki port and the closing

of the factory, the burlesque scenes of which I have

spoken ceased to exist. The Sioguns were sufficiently

edified by the Dutch way of quarrelling and getting

drunk. It is fair, however, to call to mind that the

government of the Netherlands was the first to stipu-

late in their last treaty with the Siogun for the abolition

"of all such practices as were injurious to Christianity."

In the bazaar one may see the vases, once so cele-

brated, of the peculiar lacquered porcelain of Nagasaki.
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Quantities are still exported to the United States and

to Europe.
The English consulate is a large house, beauti-

fully furnished. You might fancy yourself in the

country-house of a nobleman of Old England. It is

the luncheon hour. The ch-fu-ji (governor), his dai-

sanji, with his interpreters, Captain Hewitt, of the

Ocean and the different consuls, are all gathered
round Mr. Annesley's hospitable table. The con-

versation turns on the reforms announced
'

at Yedo.

The governor is overwhelmed with questions.
" Will

all these innovations be accepted 1 Will there be

resistance, or perhaps an insurrection ? Will the

daimios lend themselves to the enormous sacrifices

asked of them ? or will these grand edicts remain

a dead letter ?
"

To all these questions the governor
and his dai-sanji give the same answers that the great
functionaries gave to me at Yedo, Kiyoto, Otsti, and

Hiogo :

"
Everything will do well, and go on swim-

mingly." The winding-up invariably is,
"
that in three

years the reforms will be accomplished.'' Evidently
the government of Yedo knows how to give the word

of command, and to enforce obedience on its agents.

But will the daimios obey them 1 Will they be in a

hurry, in pursuance of the public
" order in council

"

of the ]\Iikado, to perform this political and financial

hari-kari ? This is the point on which opinioije are

divided. During my last journey into the interior I

heard that the great feudal lords had not the smallest

intention of dispossessing themselves of their powers
and authority

—that they meant, on the contrary, to be

stronger than ever. They laugh at the Yedo decrees.
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The Princes of Satsuma, Hizen, Cliusliin, and Toza,

make believe, it is true, to sacrifice tlieniselves to tlie

cause of progress ;
but in reality they are only going

to work it for their own benefit, and to share, witli the

leaders in the ca|)ital, tlie spoils of such of the daimios

as are weak and simple enough to take these reforms

seriously.
" The chiefs of the four clans, or rather tlie

makers of those chiefs who, with Iwakura, constitute

the actual government
"

(said a man of high station to

me),
" have formed themselves into a kind of oligarchy,

and hope to become the masters of the country. They
ask great sacrifices of the daimios. The four princes

feign to sacritice themselves, all the time determining
in their hearts to oive little or nothing: and o-ain a

great deal. The future will prove if their calculation

1)0 justified, or if they will themselves fall into the pit

they have dug for others."

An event which took }ilace three weeks ago seems to

confirm the general opinion in the provinces, tliat, until

now, the ministers of tlie Mikado have not dared to

insist, with the chiefs of the o-veat clans, on obtaining-

tiie execution of the new decrees. There was a ques-

tion of laving down the electric cable which was to

unite Nagasaki with Slianghai. The company having

asked the minister for the re(piired authority, the latter

answered, "that the })oint ^^here the cal)le was to be

fastened was on tiie territory of the Prince of Ifizen,

and that it was to him that the com}>any were to

address themselves."' Now, Hizen is the chief of (-»ne

of the four great clans which made the revolution of

1868, and are to-day the heads of the reform move-

ment. There are, therefore, mysteries wliich one
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cannot possibly understand. On the other hand, a

series of facts prove that the ideas of progress and

reform gain strength from day to day. I mentioned

how one daimio had levelled his castle to the ground
to obtain a greater amount of arable land. Here it is

remarked with satisfaction that a good many samurais

show themselves disarmed in public, or armed with a

single sword
;
some because they fear to lose their

rations of rice if they do not conform to the new

regulations ; others, because they have themselves

embraced the new opinions. In either way, since

these gentlemen have taken to walk about like ordinary

citizens, there are fewer bloody quarrels, fewer murders,

and far greater security for Europeans. I cannot pass

over in silence what a personage of the country
said to one of the consuls : *'AVe have exchanged our

bows and arrows for the guns and cannon of the

Europeans becausewe have recognized their superiority.

Perhaps the day will come when it will be the same

thing with religion." This is a remarkable speech, dis-

closing, as it does, in few words, the frivolity of the

innovators of the day, ready to sacrifice everything to

their ideas of progress
—customs, traditions, constitution,

and even the religion of their country. They ignore
the fact that all religion presupposes faith ; and that

faith takes its birth in the depths of the heart, and not

in the calculations of worldly and material profit ; and

yet perhaps this prophecy may be realized. A clever

member of the diplomatic corps of Yokohama said to

me :

" Before fifty years are over Japan will be a

Christian country." That is possible. The innovators

who have roughly destroyed the idols of the jDcople
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may create a belief in iiotliing ;
and out of this

nothingness may arise new aspirations and a desire for

truth. But I fmd it dithcult to behevc that the paths

of Radicalism, the infraction of right, and a superficial

imitation of European things, with the tendency to

level everything, and the whole enforced by arbitrary

power, can lead young Japan to endjrace seriously the

sublime doctrines and practices of Christianity.

When, soon after the conclusion of the treaties,' the

priests of the foreign missions of Paris arrived in this

])art of the extreme East, the existence of native

Christians was entirely unknown. It was generally

thought that the great persecutions of the seventeenth

century had destroyed the last vestiges of St. Francis

Xavier's work. Three years only after their installa-

tion at Xao;asaki the French fathers learned that not

far from this town, and in the interior of the great

island of Kiushiu, several villages,- and amongst
others the great market-town of Urakami, situated

several vis from the town, were inhabited by Christians.

The missionaries went there at once to exercise their

holy ministry. Later on, owing to an order of the

vicar apostolic, ]\Igr. Petitjean, which was issued at

the instigation of the French minister at Yokohama,

they were forced to abstain from going beyond the

limits assigned to stranj^ers.o

^ 111 1858 tlicy were provisionally establislied in tlie islands of

Liukiu, and aficrvvards in the five p )rLs (ipeii to Kuropcans.
- It will b(; understood why I al)staiu IVoiu naiuint,' lliese sc.its of

Christianity, known to the missionaries, but perhaps still ignored by

the persecuting government.
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It is, therefore, an ascertained fact that, in spite of

the terrible persecutions and the entire absence of

native or European priests (no missionary since 1638

having set foot on the soil of Japan), the Christians have

remained faithful to their faith—have preserved,

together with the fundamental dogmas of Christianity,

the form of baptism ; and that in each Christian

community there have been men performing the func-

tions and bearing the name of baptizers. They belong
to certain families, and their dignity is hereditary.

They also found some prayer-books, the gift probably
of the Franciscan fathers, for in them there is an invo-

cation to the saint of that order. Later on, it was

found out that in the islands of Goto, and in the south-

east of Niphon, a large number of hamlets still

preserved the lights of Christianity, though darkened, it

is true, by ignorance, superstition, and pagan practices.

An edict, lately published in the official journal of

Yedo, condemns the Christian inhabitants of a villa o;c

in the neighbourhood, and reveals at the same time a

ftict unknown until now—that Christianity had pene-
trated into countries far removed from the seat of the

labours of the first missionaries. One supposes, there-

fore, that in the times of the ancient persecutions, as

in the more recent ones, the government transported
the Christians into the interior, and that they have

thus been disseminated in different parts of the empire.
From the preaching of St. Francis Xavier until the

final catastrophe (the massacres of Papenberg) is ninety

years ; and the epoch of great preachings and number-

less conversions is hardly spread over more than half a

century ;
and yet, notwithstanding periodical persecu-
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tioiis and constant vexations, tlie Christian traditions

have l)Con maintained to this day.

At the end of 18G9 a vague nnnonr of the cruel

perseeution carried on against the Christians in the

island of GJoto reached Yokohama. Sir Harry Parkcs,

who, on l)oard a man-of-war, was then visiting the

treaty ports, went to the spot to ascertain the truth.

I do not know ^\•hetller he was able to verify the fact
;

but, on his return to Xagasaki, he was witness of the

fearful treatment inflicted on the Christians in the

vllhige of Urakami. On Xew Year's Day, 1870, 4,000

persons, men, women, and children, (dd and young,
were torn from their homes, garroted, and thrown,

pell-mell, almost entirely naked, into some junks, to be

transported no one knew where. Sir II. Parkes, justly

indignant at this revolting sight, instantly addressed

an energetic protest on the sul)ject to the minister of

foreign atfairs, and asked the o'overnor of Xao'asaki to

suspend provisionally the execution of his orders.

Tliis funetionarv having excused himself, alleging the

pcremptorv instructions he had received from head-

cjuartej's. Sir Harry iiastened to return to Yokohama.

Tlie terriblv disti-e-siiiLf news fi'om I'rakami had pre-

Ceded liini. 'i'he members of the dipk)n"iatic cordis

lia<l Ijeeii iiorriiied, and, without any previous agree-

ment witli each other, had, one and all, enei'getieally

}»rotested. They only waited for the arrival of the

English minister to concert as to the measures whieh

should be taken in common. All the heads of the

missions went to Yedo. A conference took place, at

whi<;h tlie ])rime minister, Sanjo, and Iwakura (then

only a member of tlu^ pi'l'^T council, but already the

VOL. II. r
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soul of the imperial government) assisted. The

English minister detailed the facts of which he had

been in part a witness. In his language he was forced

to adopt a tone of great reserve. He appealed to the

sentiments of humanity, which, he said, doubtless

animated the counsellors of the Mikado, and made

some allusion to the bad effect which such acts—so

little in, harmony with the ideas of the age or the

projects of reform entertained by the imperial govern-
ment—would have in Europe. M. Outrey, while

warmly expressing the sympathies of France for his

co-religionists, used a like caution, and put himself on

the same footing as his English colleague. Mr. De-

long, the envoy of the United States, pleaded the cause

of the Christians in energetic terms. Iwakura then

spoke. To the remonstrances of the diplomatic body
he opposed the grievances of his own government.
The gravest accusations alternated with the most

puerile ;
but all tended to establish the essentially

political character of the crimes imputed to the

Christians.
" The native Christians," he said,

"
refuse to join

in the w^orship of the country. This is a direct act of

rebellion against the Mikado, the Son of the Gods, and

the chief of that religion which the Christians despise.

"The Christians refuse to furnish flowers for the

ornamenting of our altars.

"They avoid passing through the forks (the isolated

portals placed at the entrance of the temples), or

crossing the ground round the sanctuaries.
"
They recognize the authority of stranger priests,

and refuse obedience to the magistrates.
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Contrary to our customs, they Jo not invite the

bonzes on the occasion of Ijirths, marriages, deaths, or

burials in their families. In other words, they refuse

the fees exacted by them on such occasions.
'' In one word, therefore, they are conspirators, for

they hold their meetings in secn;t
;
and they are rebels

against their sovereign, wlio is the head of religion ;

and against the laws and customs of the country,"
Tlie representatives of the different powers en-

deavoured to refute tli-ese arguments, and finally

demanded that the Japanese government should

reinstate tlie exiled Christians in their homes. In

return they promised, with the consent of ^Igr. Petit-

jean, to take care that no foreign priest should 2)ass

beyond tlie limits of the treaty })orts, or exercise his

ministry in any localit)' inhabited by native Christians.

Sanjo and Iwakura having declared that, before

oivino' a decided answer, they nmst confer witli their

colleagues, tlie sitting was brought to a close, lint

the final decision of the government was not long in

l)eiiig announced., it was a decided and categorical

refusal. The two ministers went to Yokohama to

impart this disap[)ointing news to the foreign envoys.

"Togo back," they said, "from a policy sanctioned by

the eni})eror,a]read\' carried out, and generally a]i[)roved

by the country, would Ije an ontrage to the authority

of the .Mikado, and would set public opinion at

deiiance. In one word, it is impossil)le." At the same

time, tliev delivered the following memorandum to the

envoys in justification of their conduct :
—

''The government of the Jlikado has learned with

reo-ret that certain measures taken with regard to some

I 2
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of the subjects of the Mikado, inhabiting Urakami, and

calling themselves Christians, have given displeasure

to the foreign ministers.
" The value they attach to the friendship and good

opinion of these powers, with whom they are living in

friendly and commercial relations, leads them to

explain the cause of their conduct. A brief recapitu-

lation of the motives for this apparent harshness will

clear up all possible misunderstanding.

"Nothing is furtherfromthe intentions of the Japanese

government than to punish their people because they

profess a strange religion, unless they show, as at

Urakami, symptoms of rising and rebellion.

"Never has the government thought of meddling in

the religious opinions of its sul)jects. Several indi-

viduals who have arrived in Japan as Protestant mis-

sionaries are to be found in the service of the state.

They teach sciences and foreign languages in our

colleges and public schools. No prohibition interferes

with the circulation of foreign books—even of those

which treat of religious matters. They are translated

into our own language, and are to be found in all the

libraries. The government brings forward these facts

as a proof that it wishes to act in a liberal spirit on all

religious questions.
" But when our own subjects embrace Christianity in

order to be able to conspire freely, and throw discredit on

the fundamental laws of the country ;
when these com-

munities of native Christians call in question the

spiritual authority of the Mikado
;

and their cate-

chists promise them the protection of foreign powers—that is to say, impunity ;
then the government
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canii(_)t remain silent. In se]f-(lefen('e, and to maintain

the autliDiitv of tlie cmpcroi-, it must take sucli

iiK.'asures as sliall 1»riiiLi; liack its misguided sul)jeets

to respect the huvs and institutions of their C(juiitry.

This conduct is imposed up 311 the o-overnment Ijy

necessity, and still more by public o})inion, Avhicli ha?

kept in remembrance the de[)lorable events which

occurred two centuries ago, when the Catholic mis-

sionaries brouuht Christianity into Japan. Even now

}»ublic opinion demands that this cause of 'discord

bi' removed, which in old times nearly upset the

governme]it, and threatened the inih'pendeiice of the

S(.>vi 'reign of the' countrv."

Thus this matter ended in a non-acceptance of the

proposals, and the only result of the negotiation was

the weakening of the j)i'esti(/e of the foreign ministers,

without in any way am(di<jratiiig the condition of the

Christians ; added to which, an engagement was entered

into with the Jai)anese government which forljade the

exeri-ise of tlie Catholic ministrv bevond the narrow

limits assigned by the treaty.'

'

(III tin; 'JlIi rt'lii'uary, lS7l', a iiiiiuorous de])utation from the

K\'aii,L;(;lir:il Alliaiii'c ine-fiilcil tlu'mselves at tlie Foreign OlUce, to

e.iU the attculiou of llir |>iiiiei[)al Sccrelary of State to the persecu-

tions directed a-aiu.-t the Jai)aiie3e Cliristiaus. The (^hieeu's

minister in daiJau heing tlien in England, Lord (Iraiiville begged

him to att(nid tlu; audience and he his mouthpiece. I borrow from

tho suminarv ot the 7V//^x (.if the ll'lli of February, 1672) the

main fuatures of >Sir 11. Parkes's speech :

— " He admits the exist-

ence of religious pui-secati'in in Ja[)an ;
but it is a heritage of

old times, the persecutions having continued since the seventeenth

century. Tlic liistory of llic last two centuries is always jtrescnt to

the minds of the Japanese. It was the revolt of the Christians
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I have stated that in this memorable conference the

envoy of the United States distinguished himself by

which caused the expulsion of the missionaries from Japan. The

law has not been changed since. Once it was exercised with such

rigour that twelve Japanese were executed solely for having

embraced Christianity, One fact is certain, and that is, that Chris-

tianity undermines the authority of the Mikado, who, in the idea

of the masses, is of divine origin. To authorize the propagation of

a strange religion would be to condemn the national faith. It is

true, that the population of the village of Urakami was exiled
; but,

according to the Japanese government,
'

this measure was taken in

the interest of order, and to prevent an explosion of religious senti-

ment.' (lam translating literally.) The foreign ministers received

assurances that the exiles should not be ill-treated. Having heard

that the government had not kept its word, he (Sir Harry) had

instantly sent an officer to the spot to inform himself as to the real

state of things. The result of this inquiry was, that in only one of

the three localities visited by the agent the Christians had suffered

cruel treatment. As soon as the Japanese government were

informed of it, they hastened to disavow the acts of their func-

tionaries and to condemn them publicly in their Court Journal.

More than this, the Japanese ministers affirm that, in spite of the

necessity of conforming to the laws, especially to those which treat

of religion, they would not oppose the development of new opinions

in matters of faith, any more than they would hinder the introduc-

tion of new political and commercial ideas. Changes in matters of

religion would imply changes in men's minds and convictions
; and,

in spite of its liberal dispositions, the government was powerless

to overcome the prejudices and traditions of the people in such

matters. The envoy concluded by saying that he was authorised

to protest without hesitation if the Japanese government showed

itself cruel or intolerant towards the native Christians. Similar

instructions had been given to the ministers of other nations, who,
in such circumstances, had likewise protested. He does not think

that these remonstrances have been without their effect; and he

hopes that, thanks to the rapid progress of public opinion, which

is becoming in Japan every day more and more enlightened, and
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tlie energy of his remonstrances. The government of

Washington, listening to the representations of the

Bible Societies and to the voice of humanitv, so cruelly

outraged under the very eyes of its minister, not only

approved the conduct of Mr. Belong, hut declared itself

disposed, in concert with France, to come to more

decided measures. Overtures in this sense were made
at Paris, and communicated to the English cabinet.

The war between France and Germany put a stop to

these negotiations.

We have seen that, accordino- to the formal assurances

of the Japanese ministers, the exiled Christians were

treated with humanity. The entire falsehood of this

statement was soon proved. Divided into little bands,

and spread in the interior of Niphon, these nnfortunate

thauks to tlie measures taken by tlie Japanese government to

second tliis moyement, the wishes of the Evangelical Alliance

will eventually be realised, unless any imprudent attempts at

propagandism should throw fresh obstacles in the way."

It is for the future to justify or destroy these hopes. The same

Evangelical Society pleaded the cause of the Christians with the

Japanese ambassadors who were then iu England. The very

reserved answer given by Iwakura was reproduced in the Times of

the 7th December, 1872, and deserves the serious attention of Sir

II. Parkes. Here is a summary of his reply :
—

" The rumour that avc have carried out the laws against the

Christians with fresh vigour is false. The government acts only

in the interest of its subjects. It favours liberal ideas in matters

of religion as in civil affairs. Such is our policy, and our conduct

proves it."

In the meantime the unhappy Christians arc suffering and dying,

by inches in the dungeons of this government which calls itself

liberal, and of which Iwakura is the soul, the head, and the mouth-

piece. What hope is there then for an alleviation of their

sufferings ?
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people were confided to the guard of certain daimios,

or dragged into the neighbourhood of Yedo and Kiyoto.

They were lodged like brute beasts in miserable sheds ;

those who could be prevailed upon to apostatise were

allowed to go out during the day to work and gain a

few temijos ; but the "refractory," that is, those who'

remained faithful to their religion, were shut up night

and day in stinking holes ; both one and the other

received, besides, only the most miserable pittance of

food, not enough to live upon, and were decimated by
huno-er and disease. It is to a Protestant American

missionary that we owe the first authentic information

of the fate of these noble confessors of the faith.

An officer in the consular service, sent into the

interior by Sir H. Parkcs, has confirmed it. He
found but two places where the Christians were

treated with common humanity, and he visited only a

few of these depots.
^

It is affirmed, and I fear with truth,

that by the end of last year more than a third of the

poor exiles from Urakami had ftdlen victims to cold,

hunger, and moral miseries of every description. I

could not obtain the exact numbers
; but it is certain

that a very large ]3roportion of these confessors are

dead. Exposed to long and atrocious tortures, some

of them abjured Christianity, hoping thereby to obtain

their liberty. The only improvement in their con-

dition, however, was the permission to work outside

^ From the last accounts, the government has relaxed its hard-

ship m favour of the apostates. I>y virtue of a decree of the 2nd

March, 1872, all Christians who nvidd ahjtire their faith were to be

sent back to their homes. Those who remain faithful are treated

with the same cruelty.
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tlu'ir prisons during the day. The otlicrs, woi'thy

dcseeii(hmts of the trhmo us martyrs of tlie seventeenth

ccntuiy, continue to give an cxam})]e of heroic con-

stancy and mialteralJe attacliment to the faitli of Christ.

Tlie measures, tal^en hy tlie foreign ministers,

although little known in detail, have l)eeii variously

judged. The Ea]'()})ean residents generally are thankful

to have avoided complications which might seriously

have affected their commerciad transactions. Some of

tliem, however, with a con.-;ci()Usness of the outrages

committed on humtiiiity, l)lame tlie weakness of the

foreign ministers.
"

If,"' tiiey say,
"

all had held the

same determiued language, and let the Ja})anese

governnu'nt see that, in case of refusal, acts of re})risal

Avouhl he the result, Iwakura and his coUea^'ues

"would liave taken o-ood care to chano-e their tone ; tlic

envoys would have Jiad the merit of saving four thou-

sand of their co-religioiiists, ai]<l wouhl have been

s})ared the humiliation and pain of seeing a multitude

of inolTensive Iteiugs kiUed hy inches, the victims at

one and tiie sa.me time of tlie religious and political

finaticisin of tlieir execul ioners.' There are, besides,

at ^'okohanla many fervent- ( 'hristians, hot h (-Catholic

and Pi'otestant, who dej)!ore the fate of the Aielims,

and consider that- the JiCgations were more or less

res})o]isil)le. They also think that, with a little more

energy and firmness, they would easily have overcome

the resistance of the -lapanese govermneiit. h\»r my
])art,

I feel to the fidl the sidl'eririgs of the martyrs and

indignation at their kite ; hut 1 do not agree with the

judgment jtronounced on the conduct of the diplomatic

body. This incident at Urakami touches on such
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grave international questions, that it seems to me to

deserve careful investigation.

I am willing to grant (altliough even that, I think,

doubtful) that, if all the foreign representatives had

held absolutely the same language
—if certain shades

of difference, which could not escape the penetration of

Iwakura, had not weakened their authority
—

they
would perhaps have obtained a more satisfactory

result. But that is precisely the great difficulty in all

collective diplomatic action. Each one of these repre-

sentatives, besides the common and transitory cause

which he is about to defend, must protect the

particular and permanent interests of his country ;

and these interests are not always identical with the

interests of the other states represented by his col-

leagues. Those who have had a seat in European
conferences know well how difficult it is, even between

the plenipotentiaries of powers who are closely allied

with each other, to establish and maintain a joint re-

sponsibility of language and conduct. In the case

before us, considering the large amount of English

capital embarked in the Japanese trade, a grave

responsibility rested on Sir H. Parkes. From hence

arose his great caution, and the apparent timidity with

which he is reproached. The mission of France is

to protect Catholic interests in pagan countries. This

explains the comparatively greater warmth of M.

Outrey ;
but this warmth was tempered by political

considerations, and by the regard due to French com-

merce. Evidently he did not wish to separate himself

from his English colleague, who, it was equally evident,

would not make the affair a casics helli. Iwakura
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must have understood this. I do not know what line

Avas taken hy the envoy of the North-Uernian Confcch;-

ration. I fancy that he must liave been divided

between the wish to s})eak out strongly, as a great

power shouhl do, and the fear of compromising the

commerce of the merchant seamen of Germany, which

is very hiro-e in these seas. The American miiiister

was certainly very energetic in his protest. But his

colleagues did not know if he would have the approval
of his government, or whether he would be prepared
to act alone, and to act in the probable case where

England, and in the possible case where France, would

remain passive.

Russia, whose commercial interests in Japan arc

nil, and who has no missions there
; Austria, whose

political and commercial interests are equally nil in

this country, and who at this time has not even

any diplomatic relations with the Mikado-—Austria

and Eussia were not represented at the conference.

They enjoyed, therefore, the real benefits of absence.

People say : "If the foreign ministers had employed

menaces, the Japaiiese would have yielded."' 'J'hat is

not so certain ;
and oreat nations cannot threaten

unless they are resolved and prepared to act. After

having tlireatened, if those threats were not attended

to, they would have been obliged to proceed imnu'di-

ately to the employment of coercive measures. ?Iad

the envoys a suthcient military and naval force at

their disposal to commence hostilities ? Evidently not.

They had no alternative then l)ut either to retreat

dishonourably, or to launch into hostilities and provoke

events, the bearing of which might be incalculable.
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Such a course would involve the fall of the men in power,

who, comparatively speaking, are friends of the strangers,

the advent of the old anti-European party, an entire

cessation of commerce, a recommencement of isolated

assassinations and attacks a.Q-ainst the factories. To de-

liver four thousand Japanese from prison, the ministers

would have exposed to ruin and perhaps massacre

two thousand Europeans, and involved their respective

governments in war with Japan. As to what touches

the cpestion of right, I seek in vain for any legitimate

plea wdiich should justify the intervention of the

foreign diplomats. The treaties only guaranteed to

foreigners the free exercise of the Christian religion in

the open ports. Not a syllable was said as to native

Christians. The plenipotentiaries. Lord Elgin and

M. Gros, simply ignored their existence
;
and the

Japanese government keeps to the engagement made

before with the Dutch to abolish all injurious practices.

Looking at it fairly on both sides, it seems to me
that the reserve of the English minister and his col-

leagues w^as justified. For, do not let us deceive

ourselves—they could not invoke any general principle.

Modern states—states without an acknowledcced relio:ion—seem to me to have renounced the right, except
under very special circumstances, to intervene in order

to protect sucli or such a faith in a foreign country.

They may lift up their voice in favour of humanity, but

their action is limited to that. They could only employ
force on the vague and indefinite ground of philan-

thropy. Looked at from this point of view, the

remedy w^ould probably be worse than the disease.

The plenipotentiaries of the foreign powers, after
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having vaiulv appealed to the prudence or generosity

of the Japanese govennn"nt, .s;i\v tlicmscdves therefore

con(hemned to the ignolde j'olc of iteing passive specta-

tors of the tortures inllieted on their co-reHgionists.

Octoher 2.-
—Tlie hist shoi-es of Japan, the ishmds of

Goto, have disappe;ired on tlic horizon. The New
York is steaming away at tlie regnhition speed of ten

knots an liour. Tlie YeUow Sea, setting aside its

usual ruugli inanners, is treating us with uncommon

courtes\". it is a very good moment to recapituhite

one's im])res-ions on the political position of Japan.

The }?(jrtuguese were the first pcojile wjio })enetrated

into tlie ports of Iviushiu, the mo.^t southerly of the

four great islands of which this empire is composed.
At the same time St. Francis Xavier, accompanied hy
a few priests, set hjot on the s<.)il of the country of

which he wa,s t(j hecome the ajtostle. That was the

era of hrilliant commercial transactions in the

Portuguese factories, and of the great con(pi(\sts of

Christianit\'. This was from l.lJl) to 1G3S, a period

of about ninel V \'ears. Fahulous pi'olits, reseiuhling

the enoi'mous gains which in our d;i\'s were made for

a few A'e;irs at Slianghni and l[<aig ivong, eirriched the

town of Macao, then the great em[)orium of the Tor-

tuguese trade, in the extreme east. The successful

preaching of th(3 missionaries fostered the most sanguine

ho})es. The island of Kiushiu, the ])rincip;ility of

Xag;do (Choshiu), the territory of the I'riiice of Toza,

and the islands of (Jdto and Tirando were covered

with Christian communities. ]^\'en at Kiydto, tlu' very

stronghold of the Milvado, the ('ro>s made uuml)erless
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conquests. But these brilliant successes were to be fol-

lowed by as signal reverses. The hatred of the bonzes;

the boasting of the Portuguese, those parvenus of

fortune ;
the growing distrust of the Sioguns, aroused

by the indiscreet talk of a Castilian traveller, who had

spoken of the irresistible power of Philip 11.
,
then

master of Portugal ; the taking of the Philippines by
the Spaniards ;

the intrigues of the Dutch, who had

become formidable rivals of the Portuguese
—all seemed

to conspire against the latter, and still more against

the work of the Catholic missionaries. Eestrictive laws,

partial persecutions, and absolute prohibition, on pain of

death, to the natives to embrace Christianity, fill the

last years of Taiko-Sama's reign and that of his suc-

cessor. The rising of a body of native Christians, in

which the Portuguese were implicated, finally brought
about the catastrophe. That same year (1638) the

Portuguese residents were expelled, the Dutch (who
had established a factory at Firando, to the north of

the islands of Goto) were admitted into the Por-

tuguese settlement of Detsima (Nagasaki), and

Christianity was drowned in the blood of its missionaries

and of many thousands of native Christians.

From that moment until the arrival of the American

squadron,' that is, for more than 200 years, Japan was

hermetically closed to strangers. During all that time

the Dutch merchants, shut up in the little island of

Detsima, had the entire mono23oly of European com-

merce. What the world knew of this mysterious

empire it owed to the former missionaries and to

1 Coinmodore Perry arrived in 18-i i, and concluded his famous

treaty the following year.
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the Dutcli merchauts
; specially to two Germans, Dr.

Eno'elbert Kaemptler, who at the end of tlie seven-

teenth century })ractise(l his art in the Dutcli factory ;

and Siehold, who might almost be called a contem-

porary, and who was equally established at Detsima.

But these two savants, closely watclied in this little

island, and only travelling in the suite of the factory

delegates, who every four years visited the court at

Yedo, or Ki}'6to, obtained their information from

indirect sources. Carried in closed norimons, their

ol)servations were necessarily incom|)lete. Before this

time the missionaries liad travelled over the country

freely en()Ugh ; and, though their vocation was the

saving of souls, and they had little time to give to scien-

tific researches, nevertheless, their correspondence con-

tained some valuable information. But, however rich

might l)e the materials furnished both Ijy one and the

other, they did not suffice to give a clear idea of Ja})an.

There were great gaps in their descriptions, and (as

was discovered later) some essential errors
;

one of

which, as we siiall })resent]y see, was to exercise an

imjiortaiit infiuencc' on tlie destinies of -Japan.

In all times there were I'clations Ix'tween this

country and China
;

nioi'c tlian once Japan felt the

rebound of the gr(«\t events which were accomjJislied

in the Celestial Empire. The ix'uinsula of Corea,

}»laced under the nominal suzerainty of the Enn)eror

of C^liina, and frequently nivaded by Ja[)anese armies,

formed the geographical link Ijetween tliese two great

nations of the ^Jongol race. It was from China,

through the Corea, that Buddhism in\'a«h'd Japan ;

that the philosophical ideas and moral maxims of Con-
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fucius, and even political doctrines, have been imported.
The adoption of Chinese writing facilitates, with the

exchange of ideas, the political and commercial rela-

tions (formerly rare enough) between the two nations.

The more one becomes acquainted with the language,

customs, and literature of Japan, the more one under-

stands the important influence exercised on this country

by the Celestial Empire. It was on this ground that,

after the Opium War, in 1844, and on the occasion of the

opening of several Chinese ports, the King of the Bel-

gians advised the Siogun to follow the example of China.
"
If you do not do it of your own accord," he said,

''

you will be forced to do it by and by. Escape, then,

this humiliation." The Siogun's only answer was a

positive refusal. In the interest of their extensive naval

operations in the North Pacific, the government of

the United States undertook to establish relations with

Japan, and to obtain, either willingly or by force, the

opening of certain ports of refuge and for victualling

their ships. A squadron, commanded by Commodore

Perry, came and anchored in the harbour of Yedo. The

following year it reappeared, and, thanhs to the moral

influence of its cannon, after short negotiations, a

treaty of peace and friendship was signed in the village

of Kanagawa,^ Two ports were henceforth opened to

the ships and merchants of that nation, and England
and Russia, represented by Admirals Sterling and

Poutiatinc, obtained the like concessions.^

But, at Yedo, the arrival of the Europeans gave

1 The 31st March, 1854.

2 Ths English convention was signed in October 1854. The

llussian treaty lias never Leen publitlied.
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rise to bloody tragedies. The party wliicli was hostile

to foreigners rose in a body. The Siogiui was poisoned
or massacred in his palace. His son and successor

being a minor, the wise and moderate li-Kamon-no-

Kami became regent. But, suspected in his turn of

sympathy for the foreigners, he was assassinated in

open day at the entrance of the Siogun's palace, and

his head sent to, and publicly exposed at, Kiyoto.
The real author of the blow was the Prince of Mito,

one of the heads of the anti-European party. A
member of the reo;ent's suite, to avenge his master,

killed the prince's father.

The Dutch, annoyed at the loss of their monopoly,

obtained, in compensation, some advantages, of which

the most important was the promise of l)eing admitted

into all the ports opened to other nations.^ The

Detsima factory was maintained, and the Japanese

g(jvernment promised to abolish the custom of

trampling the cross under foot. Soon after, the last

Cliin(_'SL' war broke out. It was a fine opportunity
for Eno-land and France, flushed with victory, to

revise their treaties with the Siogun, and, in other

words, to open Japan to commerce and civilization.

The fleets of the two p(jwers, with Lord Elgin and

Baron Giros on board the admirals' lUig-ships, a})peared

at short intervals in the Bay of Yedo. The following

arc the principal clauses of the treaty which these

two plenipotentiaries concluded with the Siogun -.—^

^ On the conditions of the Convention concluded at Xagasaki in

Xovember 1855. Additional articles were signed in January 1S;>^.

- The English treaty was signed on the L'Cth August, tin-

French treaty on the 0th October, 1858.

VOL. II. l'^
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Diplomatic agents to reside at Yedo and consular

agents at all the open ports. These ports are Hako-

date, Kanagawa (Yokohama), and Nagasaki ; to

which were afterwards added Hiogo and Niigata.

English and French subjects may settle there ; buy
houses

;
trade ;

build churches, and freely exercise

their religion. They may also, at certain fixed times,

be admitted to Osaka and Yedo ; but only to trade

there. (This would seem to exclude the missionaries.)

The diplomatic agents and the consuls-general shall

alone have the right to travel in the interior. In a

paragraph of the article w^hich concerned the free

exercise of the Christian religion by foreigners in the

open ports, the plenipotentiaries took care to obtain,

like the Dutch, the cessation of practices insulting to

our faith. Finally, it was provided that these treaties

should be revised at the end of twelve years. The

winding-up of these acts, which opened Japan to

European commerce, while limiting the points where

it was to be carried on, was followed by the signature
of analogous conventions with Prussia, Spain, Belgium,

and, two years ago, with Austria.

According to a long-established belief, shared in by
the former missionaries, Japan was placed under the

dominion of two emperors. One governed the empire ;

the other, the souls of men. The savants of Detsima

shared in this opinion, which was impressed upon us

all when, in our infancy, we learned the rudiments of

geography. The one, the Mikado, was the spiritual

head; the other, the Siogun, the temporal. Lord Elgin
and Baron Gros believed this like everyone else, and,

following the example of the foreign admirals, who
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had made the former treaties, addressed thenisrlvcs

to the Siogiin, and negotiated and concluded the

treaty with him. It was only later that they found

out that the Sioo-un, althou<yli more or less the master

since the twelfth century of the most important part
of the country, was only legally the first vassal of

the emperor, and therefore had no power to treat with

foreigners ;
also that it was against the wishes and

orders of the Mikado that these treaties had been

signed. Already in a tottering position, as we shall

soon see, the Siogun wished to take advantage of

his relations with the foreigners to awe the court of

Kiyoto, and to defeat the machinations of certain great

daimios who were striving to induce the emperor to

l)reak openly with him. It is pretended, that to leave

the pleni})otentiaries of the two powers in ignorance
as to the nature of his authority, he took the Chinese

title of Taikoun in doalino- with them, which sio-iiifies

sovereio-n, instead of his habitual title of Sioirun,

which answers to that of goneral-in-chief. The result

of this conduct, however, was very contrary to his

hopes. It hastened his downfall and tlie abolition of

the Siogunate. Supreme ])ower throughout the em-

j)ire was hencef)rtli centred in th(! hands of the

]\likado. In reality, it passed to the chiefs of the

four great clans who had overturned the Siogun, (»r

rather to their }»rinci])al agents, who are now the

council and ministers of the emperor. There was no

doubt that the arrival of the Euro})eans would sooner

or later brino; about OTcat changes in the interioro o o

state of Japan ;
but the involuntary error of tlu^

French and English plenipotentiaries, and the fact that

K 2
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they addressed themselves not to the MiJ^ado, but to

his vassal, rallied round the discontented daimios all

the elements which were most hostile to foreigners,

and in consequence, hastened the fall of the Siogun.

The interests of the Europeans did not, however, suffer

from this mistake. The division between the native

governments, was, on the contrary, favourable to

them. But to Japan the abolition of the Sioguns en-

tailed the gravest consequences.

The treaties having been duly concluded, they pro-

ceeded to the carrying out of their articles. The

foreign missions were established at Yedo ;
the consuls

and merchants on the shores of Yokohama, where a

considerable town soon sprang up. The cabinet of

St. Petersburg, faithful to the old and wise maxim
that the presence of a diplomatic agent should always
be justified by the exigencies of the imperial interests

which the government had decided to preserve and

maintain by force, in case of need— the Russian

cabinet, I say, abstained from appointing a minister

to the Siogun court, and limited itself to establishing

consulates at Yokohama and Hakodate, and in the

island of Yesso, the nearest point to the possessions

of Russia on the borders of the Pacific. In this way
the Russian government provided for its trade and

navigation (which is not of any great importance in

these waters), and avoided, by the absence of a diplo-

matist, embarking in a doubtful and perilous path,

which it foresaw would be bristling with difficulties,

and might seriously compromise the future. The

political position was, in fact, dark, complicated, and

critical. Treaties had been concluded with the Siogun ;
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and although a thick curtain hid what was passing at

the court of Kiyoto, and in the camp of the great

daimios (who were clamoring for the expulsion of

the intruders), from the diplomatic agents, it was im-

possible not to see that all the upper classes of the

nation were hostile, that the power with which they
had treated was totterino-, that it was mined in its

foundations and ready to crumble into dust. Never-

theless, they leant on that [)o\vor, and were determined

t(j do so, without thinking (or, perhaps, because they
were unable to do otherwise) that the moral support

given by foreigners to the Siogun would only dis-

credit him more and more with his own people, give

a handle to his enemies, and hasten his downfall. At

this time the leading feature in the position was the

weakenino: of the SioQ-unate. As to the reason, no

one can give it. They speak of corruption, of venal-

ity, of treason
;

but such is still the darkness in

which the contemporary history of Japan is involved

that no one has yet been able to ascertain tlie facts.

On this capital point, as on so many others, one is

reduced to conjectures. Iwakura alone, to whom I

ventured to address the (juestion, gave me a clear

and ]>recise answer :

" The Sioguns," he said,
" were

detested l)y the Japanese nation, who are full of

loyalty and affection for its legitimate sovereign the

^tikado." "But how does it happen, then, that the

Japanese nation, so full of attachment to the emperor,

has borne with these usurpers for seven centuries; and

Avhy has their long dormant loyalty so suddenly woke

up into life ?
"'

To this question he made no answer

whatever.
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This, then, is an important fact to ascertain. The

Siogunate, established in the' twelfth century, and

maintained with various fluctuations to our own day,

was already, from some unknown cause, undermined

before the arrival of the foreigners.

At Kiyoto, the kuges
—i.e. the aristocracy of the

court—declared that the treaties concluded with the

Europeans could only be carried out with the consent

and ratification of the Mikado. This was the first

blow inflicted on the Siogun by the court party.

From this moment both the master of Yedo and the

Mikado endeavoured to make use of the Europeans,
the one to confirm his power, the other to regain it :

Kiyoto became the ^ery hot-bed of intrigues.

It seems that the south has always played a great

part in the revolutions of Japan. They sent agents

there, and tried to excite public opinion against the

Siogun, whom they accused of yielding up the country
to the barbarians. The Siogun on one side, and the

great daimios on the other, armed themselves in haste,

borrowed instructors from the foreigners, bought rifles,

and built men-of-war in Em^ope. The chiefs of the

great clans of Satsuma, Choshiu, and Toza, to whom,
later, was added that of Hizen, combined with the

kuges to demand the expulsion of the foreigners, and
addressed a petition to the Mikado that they might
all be thrown by the Siogun into the sea. The order

was actually given ; but the Siogun excused himself,

alleging his weakness. The leaders of the anti-

Europeau party, who were more and more under
the dominion of the samurais, or military class, then

demanded the pun ishment of the Siogun at the hands
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of the ]\Iika(lo, and begged the hitter to undertake a

crusade liimsL']f against the barbarians. If this recjucst

were not eomjdied with, it was only because the

Mikado at that moment found himself in the hands of

one of the most powerful daimios of the north—the

Prince Aidzu, at that time military governor of Kiyoto,

and a rehition and friend of the Sioo-un's. The Prince

Choshiu (known also under the name of Nagato),

wishing to get possession of the person of the ^likado,

tried to take Kiyoto l)y surprise.' The Choshius got
into the town, and fought a pitched Ijattle with the

troops commanded 1)\' Prince Aidzu. But, beaten and

rejected, they -retired to their own country, at the

southern extremity of Niphon, in front of the island

of Kiushiu. For the moment, therefore. Prince Aidzu

and the Siogun found themselves in the Mikado's

court entire masters of the situation. Thev drafjo-ed

out of him an order for the Siogun to punish the

Choshiu clan.
^

It Avas at this very time that the

foreign ministers went to Hioo'o to ask the Mikado for

a ratification of tlie treaties. M. Poc^he offered the

assistance of tiie Freiieh troo])S to reduce the Choshius.

This was an indirect way of intervening with a military

force in favour of tlie Siogun. Tlie ^likado declined

the offer, l)ut ratified the treaties. Xevertlieless, two

events took place. The English had in vain demanded

satisfaction of the Prince of Satsuma for certain hostile

proceedings. Thev tlierefore l)oml)arded Kagoshimu,
the capital of his ])rincipality in tlie island of Kiushiu.

The following year' the ships of all the four Europeai]

powers shelled and Inirnt the town of Shimouoseki

^ This was in 1804. ^ In 1863. - Tn 1804.
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situated at the entrance of the inner sea, and belong-

ing to Prince Choshiu. In these two actions the

Japanese must have been convinced of the incontest-

<ible superiority of the Europeans. Henceforth more

amicable relations were established between the foreign

representatives and the heads of the two clans of

Satsuma and Choshiu. The Siogun undertook two

campaigns against the latter. But during this expe-

iition he died at the castle of Osaka.
^ A few months

ifter, the Mikado followed him to the tomb/ and the

present emperor, then hardly twelve years of age,

mounted the throne of his ancestors. Keiki, the

youngest son of Prince Mito, was raised to the

Siogunate. He accepted this dignity in spite of his

father's advice, and that of the other members of his

family, who were all hereditary enemies of the Sioguns.

Keiki, established in the castle of Kiyoto, persisted,

nevertheless, in taking the title of Siogun. But to

disarm the opposition he declared his intention of co-

operating in the restoration of the Mikado, and of

relinquishing his dignity as soon as the daimios in

council should have decided on the basis of the new
constitution. To effect this he convoked a meeting ofo
the princes at Kiyoto. A great many answered to his

appeal ; but the chiefs of the Satsumas, Choshius, and

Tozas clans, concentrated their forces round this town.^

Decisive events followed one another with astonishino-

rapidity. On the 3rd of January, 1868, the troops of

Prince Satsuma penetrated into Kiyoto, and obtained

from the Mikado an order for the Siogun and Prince
^ This was at the end of 18G6.
2 Tie died at Kiyoto in Feh. 18G7. ^ Xn December 1867.
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Aidzii to "witlidraw tlu'ir troops from tho palace, which

was instaiitlv occupied 1)V Satsuiiia's band. Fcelino-

that they were no longer safe, the fSiogun and Aidzu

evacuated Kiyoto that same day, and retired preci-

l)itately on Osaka, where they arrived the following

evening. This retreat was signalized by an important
.edict issued by the emperor himself The Mikado

declared his emi )ire to be re-estal)lished throui>-]iout the

country, and that the Siogunate was abolished. Another

decree laid down the principles of the new constitution.

But Prince Aidzu did not consider himself defeated.

Dragging the Siogun into making a last attempt, he

marched with him upon Kiyoto. Near Fujirai, aljout

five miles from the capital, they met the troops of

Sat.^uma and Choshiu. A bloody battle was fought,

which ended in the defeat of Aidzu and the Sioo-un, and

their retreat on Osaka. After having burnt his palace

in that town, the Sioo-un took refuo-e on l)oard one of

his frigates, which conveyed him to his capital. The con-

querors, led l)y a mend)er of the imperial family, Avent

l)y land to Yedo and entei'ed it, without the Siogun

attempting any resistance. He took refuge in the

temple of Ueno
;
and afterwards was permitted to re-

tire to his own property, where he lives in peace, with-

out being molested l)y the imperial government.
Such was, [ifter seven centuries, tlie end of the

Siogunate. Pi-inee Aidzu returned with his troops into

jiis own dominions
;
and havini'' formed a leai-iie with

certain daimios, known umler the name of the Nortliern

(,'onfederation, continued his hostilities for a long-

time. Towards the end of the year 1SG8, however, a

.signal defeat put an end l)oth to the confeileralion
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and the civil war. Everywhere, save in one point, the

authority of the Mikado was recognized.

One knows that Yesso, the most northern of the four

great islands, is only a vast forest, containing treasures

of copper and coal, but inhabited by aborigines, who
are real savages. Some parts of the southern coast

have been colonized by the Japanese. In the extreme

end, facing Niphon, is Hakodate, an important esta-

blishment. It is this port which, on the demand of

Commodore Perry, was opened to the Americans
;
and

it is, of all the five treaty ports, the one most accessible

to Europeans. Whilst the prince's troops were march-

ing on the Siogun capital, the captain of a man-of-war

took possession of the Japanese fleet anchored before

Yedo, and sailed for the Bay of Hakodate. His arrival

with the fleet became the signal for a pacific revolution.

Captain Brunet, one of the French instructors, put him-

self at the head of the movement. They proclaimed a

republic and universal sufirage ! This suffrage, it is true,

was reserved for the samurais—that is, for the military.

All the other classes were carefully excluded. The resi-

dent foreigners, who were most of them adventurers,

and were few in number, and amongst them one of the

consuls, made common cause with the revolutionists.

For some months this droll constitution marched well

enough. Everyone, as it seemed, was satisfied, save

the Mikado's government, who at last sent a naval

squadron to bring them to reason. A naval action

was the result
;

the two-sworded republicans were

defeated
;
Brunet returned to France ; and the island

of Yesso to the dominion of the Japanese emperor.
'

^ This was in 18G9.
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The first question to be decided upon was the

choice of tlie future capital. For centuries political

life had centred in Yedo. Yedo also shared ^Yith

Osaka its commercial supremacy. Yedo held all the

strinors of government in the time of the Siooruns,

whose power extended from Yesso to Kiushiu. Yedo

was, consequently, fixed upon as the imperial residence.

The IMikado went to look at it, returned to Kiyoto,
and finally established his court at Yedo.

What was the conduct of the foreio-n ministers and

what the fate of the Europeans since their establish-

ment at Yokohama and during the civil war ? At

one moment the evident hostility of the upper classes,

joined to the weakness of the Yedo government,
seemed seriously to menace the existence of the young

colony. A series of murders committed on the resi-

dents at Yokohama and its neighbourhood, and, at the

seat of government, three attacks directed against the

British Legation, had carried the utmost consternation

into Yokohama, and imposed upon the representatives

of the four powers, and on the admirals command-

ing the naval stations, the duty of providing for

the security of their fellow-coimtrymen. The foreign

ministers, continually exposed to murderous attacks,

thought it wiser to leave Yedo. Only the represen-

tative of the United States, separating himself from

his colleagues, remained on there for some time. The

rest established themselves at Yokohama, in the midst

of their countrymen, and under the protection of the

men-of-war bearing their respective fiags. One da}' a

group of armed men assembled round the factory.

The Japanese governor })rofessed himself unable to
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defend it. The residents armed themselves in haste,

and made arrangements for embarking their families

on board the ships. It was during this period of

panic that Admiral Jaures disembarked- a body of

marines and established them at the foot of the

bluffs. An English regiment, hastily summoned from

Hong Kong, pitched their camp on the heights. This

joint occupation, with certain modifications conceded

to the susceptibilities of the present government, has

been maintained to this day ; and it would be, I

think, the height of imprudence to withdraw these

forces, which, after all, are small enough, and, in

case of a victorious attack, only sufficient to give

time to the residents to take refuge on board their

men-of-war. A short time after, the English Le-

gation again removed to Yedo. The other ministers

continued to reside at Yokohama. In these last

times all danger seems to have disappeared, and

the "Concession" enjoys, to all appearance, perfect

security.

I have spoken above of the tortuous policy (on
the whole favourable to Europeans) of the Siogun's

court, which was placed in the delicate position of

having at the same time to satisfy the foreigners and

the hostile feeling of the country. When the ministers

of the four foreign powers announced to the Siogun
their intention of chastising Prince Chosliiu by bom-

barding Shimonosdki, he hastened to give his consent

privately, while publicly protesting against the act.

The Mikado had given him orders to expel the

foreigners. He published an edict conceived in

tliis sense, yet hastened secretly to assure the diplo-
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matic agents that liis proclamation was only a

demonstration. When, under the pretext of helping
the emperor, he undertook the campaign against the

Choshius, he begged the admirals to allow his hata-

motos to he conveyed by French and English ships,

and, in order not to wound public opinion, that

they would hoist the Japanese flag. This demand was

naturally refused
; l)ut he was allowed to freight some

English merchant-men and to carry his flag. These

facts are significant. A power reduced to such ex-

})edients is already judged and condemned.

In the face of all these complications nothing could

be more delicate than the task of the diplomatists.

In the first place, they had very imperfect information.

The news which came to them from Kiyoto, the

hot-bed of the plots hatching against the Siogun, were

scarce, incomplete, and generally contradictory. A
policy of abstention was evidently the wisest and the

only one to be recommended. But how abstain when

your fellow-countrymen Avere being massacred, when

incendiary fires were the order of the clay, when one

of the Legations was openly attacked and several of

its members killed or wounded % To remain with

one's arms crossed was only to increase the insolence

of the enemy and encourage further outrages. To act

vigorously, on the other hand, was to embark in a

path of which neither the direction nor the issue was

known. Nevertheless, it was absolutely necessary to

provide for the safety of the Legations. It was in-

cumbent upon them, therefore, to ask and ol»taiii

satisfaction foi- these injuries; otlierwisc {\\v\v l>r('S^l(J(^

\V'^^^ lost, and the very existence of foreigners in Jai)an
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compromised. But what was to be done ? Would it

be wise to use persuasion, or menaces, or reprisals ?

There were doubtless some hesitations
; but, on the

whole, if I may be allowed to pronounce a judgment,
I should say that the representatives of England, who

played the principal part in these transactions (from
the importance of British commercial interests in

Japan, and from the material force at their disposal),

I should say, then, that Sir Rutherford Alcock, Colonel

Neal, and Sir Harry Parkes, who succeeded one

another as the heads of Queen Victoria's Legation,
acted in these moments of difficulty with a prudence
and energy, and, what is most essential for the public

interests, with a success, which are incontestable. The
French representative, M. Roche, took a more decided

line : he did not attempt to conceal his sympathies
with the Yedo government, and went so far as to offer

the Mikado—or, in reality, seeing the state of things at

the moment, the Siogun
—the intervention of theFrench

naval forces. After the fall of the latter, M. Roche

left Japan, and was replaced by M. Outrey. The
United States minister held aloof. The conduct of

the Netherlands plenipotentiary, although naturally of

a less important bearing on the state of affairs, was

stamped with that wise and conciliatory spirit which

distmguishes that nation. When the revolution of

the four great clans triumphed, the heads of the

movement felt the necessity of consolidating their

relations with foreign powers. The Mikado, there-

fore, informed the envoys who were charged to

preseat their credentials to the emperor, that he

would receive them himself at Kiyoto. T have
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already described the bloody episode wliicli troubk'<l

that solemnity.^

Recent researches and discoveries, which are due in

a great measure to the zeal and intelligent activity of

the interpreters and students of the Legations, have

considerably modified the old ideas in Europe on the

constitution of Japan. It is now ascertained that

the Mikado has always been the supreme master. The

Son of the Gods, invisible (until these latter days), like

Jehovah, speaking to Closes surrounded by clouds, this

man unites in his person all the attributes of Divinity.

The depositary and source of all power, he is not con-

sidered, as was thought for so long, the head of

a religion, a kind of pope, the distributor of spiritual

graces, and the guardian of the faith. He is a great

deal more than that, for he is the issue of the Divinity.

There is no recognized distinction between his s})iritual

and temporal ])ower. Since the ninth century he

has resided at Kiyoto, surrounded l)y his kuges, or

court nobles of high and ancient lineage ; and when

convoked by him, by all the daimios of the empire.

Tilt.' military power was delegated to two great func-

tionnries—one commanding the north, the other the

south, with the title of Siogun, or general-in-chicf.

( )ne of these, in the twelfth century, had the audacity
and the good luck to make this dignity hereditary in

Ills family, and, under the supremacy of the emj^eror,

to take possession of the richest and most important

provinces of Japan. It was thus that this Siogimate
was estal)lished, which was to last for seven centuries.

^ The attack of tlie two fanatics on Sir 11. Parkes on the 23rd

November, 1869.
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The Siogun was looked upon as the first vassal of the

Mikado. As to the extent of his power, it fl.uctuated

with circumstances. Since the days of Yoritoma,

one of the great figures in Japanese history, but who

belonged to an epoch too remote for us to be able to

judge fairly of his importance, the terrible Taiko-

Sama, at the end of the sixteenth century, is one of

the principal characters. Born in an obscure position,

but arrived at the height of greatness, thanks to his

genius, his energy, his great marriage, and his star,

he still lives in the legendary traditions of his

country, and has left in the two centres of Yedo

and Osaka, which are his creations, and even in

Kiyoto, the most magnificent monuments of his

grandeur. The link of vassalship, which was to a

certain degree nominal, was yet maintained by the

Sioffuns towards the Mikado. From time to time

they went to Kiyoto to make their act of obedience.

We owe to one of the envoys of the Dutch factory

of Detsima a curious account of one of these inter-

views. From the windows of the house which served

them both as hotel and prison, they saw the cortege

pass of the two potentates, of which they left us a

vivid description.

The Siogun territory was composed of eight pro-

vinces, comprised under the collective title of Kuanto,
with Yedo and the towns of Osaka, Nagasaki, Niigata,

and Hakodate with their territories. These towns

and provinces, administered by governors, were all

under the direct authority of the Siogun. He was

absolute master over them, monopolized the com-

merce, and took possession of all the produce of the
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L-ustoni- houses. lUit in the different Jians, towns,
and domains of the daimios, who had become their

vassals, tliey were obliged to reckon with them. Also,

when, i]i the negotiations with the American and

European plenipotentiaries, there was a question of

admittino; foreigners, the Siogun onlv consented to

the opening of the }i<»rts and towns phiced under his

direct authority. He took good care not to grant
the 0}tening of tlie Jkius about whicli the lords,

though his vassals, would }irobal)ly have }»rotested,

and even resisted. His armed force was furnished

by the hfitomotos (literally, men uialei' a haniwr).

TliQ successor of Taiko-Sama, l»y ennobling the

niibtary class and endowing them with lands, had

created this caste (»f hatamotos, who were bound to

serve the 8i<igun in time of war, either personally or

1)V furnishing a certain nundjer of soldiers or a certain

indemnitv in money. Thei'e were 80,000 hatamotos.

]']ngulfed in their master's ruin, they dispersed them-

selves al)out tlie country. Some became merchants
;

others, and tho.-~(i the largest portion, swelled the

raJiks of the ronins.

liesides the daimios, vassals of the Siogun, and

besides the jirinees and )ne<Jl<(fLsed counts (if it be

allowed to use sudi a term, unknown as yet in Japan),

there wei'c daimios holding directly under the i\Iikado,

more or less sulmiissive accoixling to the times
;
or

more or less deserving the title of kings, which the old

missionaries gave to the eighteen feudal lords ol the

first order. I'liose in the north were the most inde-

pendent. We have seen the important part }>]ayed by

them in the last revolution. But as a general rule,

VOL. n. L
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tlie northern part of this great island is too far off, and

perhaps too poor, to exercise a decisive influence on the

destinies of the empire. These provinces, which, owing
to the severity of the climate, lack that article of first

necessity to a Japanese—z'.e., rice, which they have

to buy from the south, are on]y partially cultivated,

thinly peopled, and far less prosperous, than those of .

the south or the centre of Japan.

Such was, only two or three years ago, the poli-

tical constitution of this country. Socially, the

nation was divided, on the one hand, by clans, and

on the other by castes. From this double point of

view, the north of Scotland in old times and India

have a certain analogy with Japan. The military

caste has the first rank. Tradesmen yield to agricul-

turists, and occupy the lowest place in the social scale.

The bonzes and scholars enjoy a certain consideration.

The peasants form a respectable and respected class.

In each village the mayor is elected by the heads of

families. There is not even in Europe an example
of a more liberal municipal council. Full of respect

towards others, and a strict observer of the rules of

etiquette, gentle and easy to live with, the Japanese

peasant is nevertheless jealous of his rights ;
and woe

be to the agent who should infringe them ! Only

lately the agriculturists of a large village, having to

complain of certain exactions, after having exhausted

themselves in jDctitions, sent a numerous deputation to

the governor. When they saw that this functionary
was not likely to listen to their just demands, they

strangled him in his yashki, and then went home

quite quietly. Everybody considered this proceeding
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as ail act of sclf-dffence, justified by circiim.stanccs.

The military profession is liereditary. It is a kind of

feudalism, horn in tlic earliest ages, devel()})e(l in the

course of centuries, animated by the chivalrous spirit

of our crusaders, and identified Avith the ideas, tra-

ditions, and cusuoms of the whole nation. We have

said that trade occupies the lowest s;-ale in the social

hierarchy of Japanese society, A sword-eutler forms

ihe sole exce})tion. He even has the rank of a noble.

When he comes to the more delicate portion of his

woik—that is, v.Jien he has to solder together the iron

and steel which fonn the Uade rjf the sword— die shuts

the front of his ^hop, and ])Uts on a couit-dress.- These

swords and dao'irers are lianded down from fatiier to

srin, and from o-eneration to o-eneration. The names of

the great sword-cutlers of Kiyoto, A edo, and Osaka,

are known to e\'ery samurai, and form constant topics

of conversation. Even ladies learn to wield a halberd.

Mr. ^Nlitford mentions that among some families of the

old stock this hal)it is still preserved. There are also

associations between people of the same caste, the;

objfjct of wliich is mutual defence, charity, and the

hcl[)ing of the ojw'ressed. In the li!uro})ean quarter of

Yokohama you will hear that all this is aui-iciit

historv—that chivalry and the feudal s\'stem have had

their dav, l)ut are now oiKsulete and used up. I will

refer to these assertions l)yandl)y. lUit whatever

peoi)le may say or think of the feudal system in

general, and of the institutions wliich haNc liiiheilo

prevailed in Japan, there is one point on which e\ei\'

one is agreed. At the time of tlie arrixal nf the

' Slt- MillV.r.l's "T.ilus of Old Japan."

L 2
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Europeans, and until very lately, the people were

happy and contented. Excepting the enormous re-

venues of the great daimios, which were mostly
absorbed by the expenses of their position, and formed

in a sort of way the common property of the whole

clan, there were few large fortunes and hardly any

p)Oor. Although several classes were armed, there

were, comparatively speaking, but few acts of violence

committed. Japanese history knows of no horrors

like those perpetrated iu China by the Tae-pings.

Public order was rarely troubled in Japan. Life and

property were better protected than in any other pagan
nation. The cultivation of the soil, the development
of certain branches of industry, the taste for and the

practice of the fine arts, bespeak a long-established

civilization. Doubtless this civilization is imperfect,

for Christianity has never shed its light freely on the

land. Certain barbarous customs tarnish the spirit of

chivalry and the feeling of honour which distinguish

this people. Gross superstitions darken and hinder

the aspirations of their souls, which are dissatisfied

with the Buddhist doctrines, although Buddhism is the

religion of the majority. The spirit of scepticism has

invaded and enervated the whole of the upper classes.

The family forms the basis of the political institutions

of the state
;
but woman, although more free and

more respected than in any other pagan society, still

awaits the hour of her enfranchisement.^ Hence arises

^ In Japan the husband simply sends away his wife when he is

tired of her, and gives notice of his intention to the chief of his

clan, "When this formality has been gone through, he considers

himself legally divorced.
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a deplorable relaxation in morals
;
but the shameful

vices which sully the Chinese people are almost

unknown in Japan. Eespect for parental authority,

fidelity to the head of the clan—who is looked upon as

the common father of all the members of these historic

groups
—

bravery, and voluntary death when exacted by
honour, were and are the most v,-idely-spread virtues of

this gay, politt.-, careless, chivalrous, and amiable people.

That the abolition of the Siogunate, which for so

many centuries had filled so large a place in the state,

should leave a great void—that the country would

have to go through a series of troubles and crises before

tilling it u])
—all this was indubitable : l)Ut no one

foresaw the extent of tlie sulA-er.-ion of wliieh this has

been the conscrpienee.

The civil war was hardjy at an eud b'.-fore its prin-

cipal authors, those who hadplanneil and accomplished

the downfall of the Siogun, Princes Satsuma, Choshiu,

Toza, and Hizcn, addressed a petition to the ^likado,

which was partlv inspired bya simple samurai ln-lungiug

to Prince Choshiu, named Kido.who is to-day one of the

most infiue'ntial memljers ctf the cmin-ror's council. In

this memora1)le petition, these iinrdt }iriiiees offered the

^likado both their lauds and their t loops. It was like

askinf for their (nvn de.-tiuetion. The nnn-iuitiated

could not Itelieve their ears. Tlic otfer was aeeeptt-d.

The other dainiios, with the excejttion of ele\en, who,

however, soon resigned theni>elves to tlie eomnion fate,

feillowed the example of the four princes. From that

moment the ]\Iikado's government ha.s jikuiLied into

the i)at]i
of reform with incredible IxJdncss. 'I he

titles of daimio (feudal loi-d), and huge (couit nolde),
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were abolished and replaced by the vague designation

of katsoku, or noble. The daimios were left at the

head of their clans, but only with, the title of gover-

nors under the Imperial Council. Soon after, a minis-

terial change took place.
' The leaders of the revolution

of 1868, Iwakura and the principal agents of the four

princes, who until now had acted behind the scenes,

were brought forward on the political stage. At this

moment they form, with Sanjo and Saijo, the ministry

and council of the Mikado.

I have before mentioned the principal acts of

the new government, as they have been told and

explained to me by their authors : the abolition of the

hayis, towns and feudal territories, transformed into

kens, that is, towns and lands holding directly under

the crown. This was, with a stroke of the pen, to

destroy the feudal constitution of the whole empire.

This extraordinarily bold measure was received by the

country in the silence of a kind of stupor ;
and by the

Europeans of Yokohama, who had applauded the first

innovations, with an ill-disguised anxiety. Everyone
asked himself whether an edict of such great

importance could possibly be put into execution

without exciting serious resistance.

The daimios, first transformed into simple governors

of their old dominions, were afterwards dismissed, to

be replaced l)y functionaries sent from Yedo. More

than this, they were ordered to live constantly in

town. We know that the daimios, subject to the

Siogun's authority, were obliged to pass six months of

the year in Yedo. But this obligation was imposed
1 lu tlio mouth of Aui^ust 1871.
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ii])on tliem at the time when they liad Ijccome vassals

of the Siogun, and in virtue of mutual agreement. The
edict of the new ministry, on the other hand, is })ui-ely

arl)itrary ;
it de})rives the highest })ersonages in the

empire of a right which is not refused to the et((s,

or even to the poorest beggar
—

I hat of living in

tlie pLice which lias vdtnessed tlieir l)irtli. Frince

Ichikusen, having drawn upon himself the displeasure
of the ministry, was shnply dismissed, repla(XHl in

his functions l)y a government otticial, sent for to

Yedo, and shut u}) in his }»alace, which is close to the

English Legation. According to ancient usage in

simihu" eases, the great door of honour in his vashki

was destroyed, and the opening closed by planks
nailed on transverse Ijeams. All tliLs passed durinor

my sojurn at Yedo. The ministers were cpiite proud
at having dared to earrv out so bold an act of

authority.

The chins of which the interior organization was

virtually destroyed by the abolition of the daimios,

ai'e likewise, as we have before said, to undergo import-
ant mod ilicat ions. 'J'he little clans are to be groii})ed

into one or two, and tlui larger ones are to be divided.

The Li-overnment annouiued its intention of fu-mini]:

an imj)eiial army. I'he great daimios recei\etl an

order accordingly to send both tr(jo}ts and materials of

war to Yedo and Kiyoto ;
and the cliiefs of the four

elans hastened, at least, a}>parently and in a certain

measure, to obey an ordei' wliicli formeil part of their

own programme.. (Jreat was tl^^ ?^likado's satisfaction,

and jjTcat the public astonishment, barracks l)eing

wanted, they took possession of part of the convents
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of Shiba. The bonzes were dislodged with or without

an indemnity. The soldiers were equipped, armed

and drilled d VEurop6ennf.
The religious question was not likely to escape the

government solicitude. The new ministers, maintain-

ing that they must go back to the purer dogmas of

the religion of the Mikado, ordered the destruction of

the symbols, statues, and Buddhist images w^hich

existed in the former Sintoo temples. If these orders

are carried out to the letter, they will involve the

destruction of the sanctuaries held in the greatest

veneration by the people, and indirectly of the

Buddhist religion, that is, religion in general. Already

the question has been mooted of the demolition of the

magnificent tombs in the Shiba, the most precious

sepulchral monuments in Japan. Everywhere they

have begun by confiscating or expropriating, in a great

measure, the large Buddhist convents, on the promise

of a feeble indemnity. To appease the clamour of

the monks, they are dispensed from the celibate.

The people look on in silence; they let the government
have its way, witliout understanding anything of this

crusade suddenly declared against their gods and

their priests.

But there is another cause of disaffection. The

state of the finances is not brilliant, and reforms cost

dear. Until now the financial system was simple

enough. The Mikado, the Siogun, the daimios, and

the peasants lived of the fruit of their ground. The

agriculturists paid a tax to the daimios, and these

latter paid tribute either to the Mikado or to the

Siogun. The hafomotos of the Siogun had certain
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lands assigned to them. The samurais of tlie ^Mikado

and the daimios, in addition to certain farms worked

l)y them, had rations of rice and a certain number of

kokus, the price of the koku varying according to

the state of tlie receipts, but representing, on an

average, twenty-five francs. This pay formed abuost

the sole resource of the samurais. Tradesmen and

artisans were exempt from taxation. When the crops

failed the tax was remitted, but spread over other

years when the (ro})S were abundant. This considera-

tion was natural in
^'I'ii^'-'cs

whose paternal spirit

rarely forgot that their subjects were members of their

family, and that the impoverisliing of the peasant fell

upon the proprietor. The modern state of things, the

complexity of its machinery, and the dearness of its

,'idministration, no lono-er admit of such reo-ard to the

feelings and wants of tlie people. To-day tlie tax

is rigorously levied without refennice to the quality

or value of the crops. Ifence, in the important class

of agriculturists, who form tlie majority of the people,

there arc universal sym|)tonis of discontent. To lighten

their Inirdens, tlie goV(,'riinieut projiose to reduce these

eliaro-es (which thev will not be able to do, owiiiLT to

the increase! of their tinaiicial eiiihaia'assinents), and

a.l.~o to tax the tradesmen and artisans, which they

will certainly attempt ;
the I'esult will be to increase

the number of the (lisatfecte(l. J>ut they have other

sources of revenue at their disposal. The daimios

have made the sacrifice of their lands, and in conse-

quence of the immense revenues derived from them.

The government while appropriating tliese, intends to ,

leave a tentli part to the former proprietors, taking
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on itself the charges inherent on the position. The

most considerable of these charges, beyond the pur-

chase of ships and of war materials, is the subvention

due to the samurais. I have said above that the

government proposes to pay two-thirds of their pension

and to fund the remainder. In this way, they hope, in

ten years, to repay the pensions. In the meantime,

all specie has disappeared : except a little copper

money, nothing is to be seen but paper. Such is a

summary of the financial measures meditated, and in

part already proclaimed, by the reform government.
But the embarrassments increase daily. They are

owing to two causes : first, to the disturbance caused,

in all the departments of the state by these sudden

and important changes, and in consequence a notable

diminution of the public revenues
;
and next, to an

enormous addition to the expenses. It was necessary
to provide for the installation of the Central Govern-

ment, copied from the expensive model of European

administrations, at least, such as they imagined them

to be
;
for the formation and maintenance of an im-

perial army and navy ;
for the introduction of tele-

graphs and railways : for the foundation of schools

of foreign and other languages ;
for the construction

of the famous Exchange at Osaka ;
and last, not least,

which is a real benefit, for the erection of lighthouses

on the coast and in the inner sea. To meet all these

requirements, Europeans are needed. They have

engaged, therefore, at great expense, English, French,

and German engineers, architects, professors, military

instructors, and schoolmasters. They send annually
a certain number of young men to Europe and to
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America, some as simple travellers, charged to take

note of and bring back vritli them all the European
ideas they can

;
others as students, to follow courses

of medicine, mechanics, and physical sciences. Their

expenses are paid, and they receive besides a grant
of a thousand dollars. Tliey tell me that the numl)er

of these voun^- emi.^saries of civilization is more than

."300, and the cost upwards of eight millions of francs.

English, German, and French l)Ooks, generally compila-
tions of popular encyclopredias, destined to propagate
vaiious kinds of useful knowledg\', are translated into

Ja})anese aiid s]ircad among the \-outii of hoth sexes.

In direct contradiction to these eh'jrts to endow

Jajian with all the bcju'tits of Euro})ean civilization,

is the hatred of Chiistianity, which seems to animate

the reformers, the persecutions to which the native

Christians are exposed, who were little molested under

the reign of the Sioguns, the cruelty exercised on their

victims, and the non-acceptance of the friendly remon-

strances of the whole di[;lomatic l)ody on their 1)ehalf

Now, who were the real authors of the revolution of

I SG8 ^ and what is tlie osten.-^iluc object and the secret

tendencies of its leaders ?

Let us first li>tv'n to tiie natives tliemselves. Iwakura

said to me and t(j all who canu? near him :

" The

nation loves and venerates the .Mikado. The Siogun

had become the object of universal execration. It was

necessary to compass his overthrow. JUit under him

were the chiefs of the clans, tJie daimios, who wei'c

dependent up<_)n him. After his downfdl they looked

h»rward to complete emancipation. It was intok'rable.

The .Mikado alone could reduce them to obedience. It
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was therefore necessary to accomplish the restoration

of his power. That has been done, and in three years

all these reforms will have been peaceably carried

out." This is the official language of the day, and

little calculated to enlighten us, it is true. But I

have a very curious document before me. I think,

without being able positively to affirm it, that it is

among the papers communicated to the English Par-

liament. It evidently dates from the first months of

the revolution, when the expulsion of the barbarians

was still inscribed on the banners of the four victorious

clans. It bears the title of Faku-ko-7^on (Return to

the old regime).

Here are some of its essential jDortions :
—

"It is believed and even maintained that the

emperor cannot continue in the supreme government
of the empire for a long succession of years. One

must be deprived of the gift of reflection and ob-

servation, and not be able to read the signs of the

times, to hold such language." Then follows a long
dissertation to prove, I think, contrary to historical

fact, that for two thousand years the Mikados had

reigned and governed without the participation of the

military ;
and that if they had for a few short years

yielded to them the reins of the state, it was by a

voluntary act. Then the author continues :

" This

time it is the people themselves who spontaneously
have taken the initiative in the re-establishment of the

exclusive authority of the Mikado. This movement,

begun by the ronins,' successively enlisted the sym-

1 Allusion is here made to the 600 renins, who, in 1865, revolted

against the Siogun, in the pi'ovinces of Yamato and Tajima, under
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])atliics of the kerais, the k'cD'os, and finally the

dalmios. Emanating thus from the })eople themselves,

it spread further and further, and ended in the return

of the whole country to the old form of government.
It follows that ere II if the Mikado icished to change
his policij, he could not do so, because the opinion

of tlie jjeople would he against sucJi a cliange." . . .

Again, it is said :

"
Ajipan-ntly the })resent movement

is a return to the o-overnment of the sovereio-n
; but in

reality its oltjeet is to place the })o\ver in the hands of

the daimios." This is an entire contradiction of the

facts of the case. The }»eople took the initiative in

the Ijusiufss, and will 1 >rino- it to a successful issue. How
could the daimios, ^vhatever niio'ht be their intentions,

work out their own ends'? ... If anyone examines

the vroceedino's of the new o-ovcrnment, he will see

that in all matters of business, even the least important,

the daimios may be consulted, but it is the ]\[ikado

who de<'ides. This is the ideal of a national and

impartial govcrument. The promoters of this revolu-

lution have d()ul)tl".-s ])ccn, in the iirst instance, Sat-

suma, dioshiu, and To/a. Latfi'tH!, the other daimios

have given them their eneigetie support. Whoever

wouhl undo tliis e(juitablc arrangement would meet

with the op})0sition of the united f(»rces of the empire.

. . . . How has it hap[)ened that the initiative in this

movement has been taken by the lower classes? "For

two hundred years the jjcojile have been in the habit

of discussino- the obedience due to their sovereio-n. They
reckoned up the crimes perpetrated in these last times

the lead of tlio kugi'^. Tlioy wero dirfpersed, and tlie kuy<'.s took

refu"e with Prince C'hoshiu.
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by the Siogunate. On the occasion of the signature of

the treaties with the external barbarians, the hitherto

contained indignation of the people was slightly mani-

fested." . . . Here the author enumerates these (slight ?)

manifestations of popular anger :
—the assassination

of the regent, li-Kamon-no-Kami ;
the attack on

the person of the second minister for foreign affairs,

Tsushima, who was grievously wounded
;

the assaults

on the members of the English Legation, the cook and

an orderly being killed, and the secretary, Mr. Oliphant,

badly wounded
;
the revolt of the 600 ronins

;
and

the division in the clan of Prince Mito, one fraction of

which declared for the Mikado.^

This memorial, evidently inspired by the chiefs of

the movement, of whom it pretends to justify the con-

duct, although filled with wilful inaccuracies and

palpable contradictions, which are easily explained by
the position of the leaders, throws a strong light on the

origin and object of the revolution. It endeavours to

refute the popular belief that the Mikados were in-

capable of governing by themselves. It tries to give to

thewhole movement an essentially democratic character.

The people, who in reality had not moved, are sup-

posed to have taken the initiative, with the intention

of dispossessing the military class—that is, these very
same samurais who, fighting under the banner of their

clan, overthrew the Siogun. The memorial maintains

that the principal object was the restoration of the

Mikado
; but it hastens to add that the Mikado would

be powerless to place his power in the hands of the

military class, contrary to the wish of the people; thus

^ These events took {>laco in 1800, 18G2, and 1865.
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putting the people above the r.likaJo. It aJniit-s that

the oTcat crime of the Sio2;uii was to have treated witli

the harbarians
;
and it puts forward, as an ideal of a

well-regulated state, the government of the daimios :

or, to speak more truly, of the tliree chiefs of the

clans who provoked the movement, and whom the

jMikado consulted before oivino; his decision. What a

?za 7/' confession ! It jjroves that those who think that

the re})lacing of the Siogun l)y an oligarchy was the

ol)ject, as, ill its present phase, it is the result of the

revolution, were not so far wrong in iheir opinion.

Now, let us look at the information gathered l)y tlie

Europeans, and I may add by the men who have the

best opportunity of iiscertaining the truth. The fol-

lowing is a summary :
—

The initiative of this great movement belonged to

the principal counsellors of the two great southern

princes, Satsunui and Clioshiu, r(jund whom VNcre

rallied certain kuges, of whom 8anjo, 1)y his family

relations, is in the highest j)Osition, and Jwakura is the

most talented and ac-tive. The yashkis of Pihice

Ratsuma and Choshiu, in the south, and Kiyoto in the

centre, were the two hotlxMls of the intrigues which

plotted the destruction of the Siogun. His complete

ruin, the destruction of his power, and the aljolition

of his dignity, were the iir.-,t objects of the (conspirators.

To insure the concurrence of the great clans, they

a^ipealed to the hatred against the foreigners, which

is so common among the samurais. The rallying cry

consequently becam<—" The restoration of the Mikado,

and the expulsion of the barbarians." AVhen the lirst

part of the programme had been carried out, the
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samurais asked to march upon Yokohama. The

leaders tried to quiet them by saying :

" These

foreigners are stronger than we are, better armed,

richer, and superior to us in a thousand ways. They
burnt Kagoshima and Shimonoseki, and they will

burn Yedo and Osaka. Have patience ! our day will

come. But before everything, we must perfect our

arms, drill our troops, borrow from the barbarians

means of action, which some day will help us to exter-

minate them." This reasoning had its effect. But

the leaders themselves, what are their feelings with

regard to the Europeans ? It is thought that their

only anxiety is to maintain their power
—that they do

not share in the bitterness of the samurais—but that

we should grossly deceive ourselves if we imagined
that their feelings towards us were really friendly.

As to the people, to whom this famous memorial attri-

butes the initiative of the revolution, they have taken

no part whatever in the matter : they do not trouble

their heads with politics, and are, what they have

always been towards Europeans
—

civil, amiable, and

indifferent.

There is no possible doubt of the truth of the pre-

ceding statement. But several important facts remain

unexplained. To lift the curtain one loses oneself in

conjectures. Thus I hear some people affirm that the

princes and the daimios in general are stupid, brutish,

and fallen almost into a state of imbecility
—that they

have become only the tools of those about them ; that

their counsellors, who are all of the samurais class,

conceived the revolution, not to re{>Lice the Siogun by
the Mikado, for they care for neither the one nor the
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Other, l)iit to shake otf the yoke of their masters (of

the very men who, if we are to believe these self-same

people, they work upon jind domineer ov^er in their

own interests) ;
that modern and demoeratie ideas,

imported from America and Europe, have bitten thein

all
;
that the feudal system, here as in Europe, has

had its day ;
that these institutions have outlived

their time
; that, ruined in their foundations, the first

l)reatli would blow tliem away ; that the contact with

Europeans has 0})ened the eyes of men of letters
;
that

as[)irations towards progress and the adoption of our

ci\ilization are more and more spread among all

classes : that the frequent travels of the Japanese

}'(^uth in Euro}>e and America develope this movement
and consolidate the reforms inaugurated under our

very eyes." To this I answered: "Do you know the

princes personally ?" Theyowned that they did not, or at

least only su})erficially. They have only seen them on

oiticial occasions, when etirpiette imposes on the great

absolute silence and idiotic faces. This, therefore, proves

nothing. It is true that many are influenced by their

surroundings, which seems to show that they are want-

inix in intelliiicnce and encroy. No fact could be brouoht

forward to prove the jtreteiided intention of the

samurais to withdraw from their vassalship to the

princes. It is, then, a mere su}>})osition. AVe have

read the history of the forty-seven ronins. I put it

down in my journal because it is the apotheosis of the

principle of loyalty, which is the basis and essence of

feudal institutions. About 150 years, it is true, have

l)assed since that tragedy was enacted
;
but the j)eoj)le

still burn incense on the tombs of the martyrs to this

VOL. 11. M
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principle. It was there that, only three years ago, a

ronin committed suicide because his admittance into a

certain clan of a great prince had been refused him.

But to prove the vitality and vigour of feudal institu-

tions as they still existed in 1868, there is another

fact which, in my opinion, is unanswerable ;
and that

is, the history of this very last revolution. The power
of the Siogun, although weakened, was still immense.

This prince, master of the richest province of the

empire, with a perfectly-equipped army at his disposal,

with 80,000 hatamotos, with all the customs-duties of

the open ports of Yedo and Osaka, with the scarcely-

disguised and very real moral support of the diplomatic

corps, yet was defeated, and defeated by three princes,

who, thanks to the organization of their feudal power,
found everything which was necessary to upset this

Colossus—moral and material resources, men trained

to arms, and determined to live and die under the

banner of their chief.

As to the existence of a strong public opinion, widely

spread in certain quarters, which asks for progress

without knowing what direction to take or where to

stop
—as to the existence of such aspirations, however

vague, the fact seems to me incontestable. The

ministers of the day have begun these transformations

by letting themselves run with the stream. In this

work they are encouraged and helped by the unani-

mous approval of the European merchants; by the

kind reception they meet with from the heads of the

Legations when they ask their opinion on financial or

administrative measures (for I suppose they prudently
abstain from giving advice on questions of interior or
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home policy) ; by the assistance of a good number of

Americans and Europeans engaged in the Mikado's

service—in a word, by the flattering echoes which come

from the other side of the globe ; by the favourable

appreciation of the American and English press ;
and

by the letters of the tourists and Japanese students

who have visited the United States, England, France,

and German}', to draw streams of civilization from the

fountain-head. It is by channels such as these that

Europe and America invade Jajxm.
I have often asked myself to what extent and in

what deo'ree the reform measures decreed at Yedo

have become a reality. On this capital point, for

want of agents and travellers who can penetrate into

the interior of the country, the information which

arrives at the Legations and at the great commercial

houses of Yokohama is rare, incomplete, and contra-

dictory. One fact, however, is ascertained beyond a

doubt. The Princes of Satsuma and Hizen, whose

kingdoms (to use their old appellation) extend over the

greater part of the Island of Kiushiu, have lost nothing
of their prestige nor of their power. This is what the

merchants of Nagasaki write, and one or two Europeans

employed by these great feudal lords. There is

nothing very astonishing in this, however, when we

remember that it is Satsuma and Hizen who, with

Choshiu and Toza, made the revolution. It is quite

natural that they should work it in their own inter-

ests. But the other great daimios who adhered to

Kido's celebrated petition, will they be forced to

commit suicide ? A person inhabiting one of the

treaty-ports, a stranger to politics, but one living in

M 2
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constant relations with the people of the country,

told me :
—

" In the interior, the greater part of the new edicts

issued at Yedo remain a dead letter. Thus the

government has abolished the haiis—dismissed, de-

spoiled, and degraded the daimios
;
but their power

was never more firmly established. As a matter of

form, they pretend to obey ;
in reality, they do just

what they please. They levy fresh taxes, make and

unmake the laws, and raise both men and contribu-

tions, just exactly as if the Mikado's government did

not exist
;
and the emperor takes good care not to

insist on the execution of his orders, and thereby pro-

voke a fresh struggle with these petty kings. In

Japan it is always the same story
—the same power-

lessness on the part of the government, whether it be

that of the Mikado or the Siogun ;
with this difference,

however, that the latter was really master in the pro-

vinces placed under his direct authority ; and that he

had the power of controlling to a certain point, and by

using delicate management, his vassals, the daimios ;

so that the action of the central government to-day is

weaker than it has ever been.'

^ This was true in September 1871 ; but in the following year
there were considerable modifications. Obeying the imperial orders,

the daimios arrived in great numbers at Yedo. Shut out from all

participation in the affairs of state, despoiled in a great measure of

their revenues, they see themselves condemned to insignificance and

obscurity. In this point of view the work of destruction is being
carried out. But has the authority of the government been the

gainer ? Has it been thereby consolidated in the provinces and in

the hearts of the clans, deprived of their natural leaders 1 My
Japanese letters are silent on this capital point.
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I find the same ideas among several of tlie members
of the diplomatic corps. "Next year," one of them
said to me,

" we shall have the negotiations for the

revision of the treaties.^ There will probably be a

question of the whole country being o])ened to the

Europeans. If the government puts any o1)stacle in

the way, it will be on the ground that they cannot

guarantee our security till a general disarmament has

been effected, and that this is a serious measure which

involves time. For this reason they will plead for an

adjournment. But the real motive is to Ije found else-

where. In theory, the Mikado's power is now uni-

versal; in reality, whatever the reformers may say, this

authority is far from being universally recognized."

The ffivourable view taken of the reforms by the

foreign merchants, thouo-li somewhat abated at the

present moment, is easily explained. The Anglo-
Saxon is naturally philanthropic, and rather inclined

to propagate his own ideas, especially of useful know-

ledge, lie gets an affection for the country where he

lives, and appr<»ves of all that seems an assimilation

to British institutions. Then comes the question of

interests. Civilization creates new wants, which

English eonimerce can su[)})ly. The Ja|»anese will be

alile to })av
—at least, they fancy so at Yokohama, if

only because they }»ossess an inexhaustil)le supply of

minerals. Xevertlieless, some i)eo})le think otherwise.

" The ministers of the day," they exclaim,
"
are acting

in the teeth of common sense : they are like children ;

they destroy all the old institutions of the country

1 On the ck'iiiaua uf the Japanese (Joveniment tliey are adjourned

to 1873.
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without having any clear idea how to replace them.

They seek for models in America and Europe without

realizing that they are incapable of appropriating

them
; they run after certain notions, of which they

cannot penetrate the sense. A perfect rage for imita-

tion possesses them just now : it will pass ;
but the

question is, whether it will leave any good or useful

trace behind. After all, they are doing very much
like the savages in the Sandwich Islands, who have

adopted European customs, trousers and waistcoat,

leaving out the linen
;
and have established, over and

above, two chambers and a responsible government V
This is the most widely-spread reasoning ; it is not

very flattering to the Japanese, whom they compare to

savages, and it does not seem to me to lie very deep.

If the reformers act in spite of common sense, how
can we hope that something useful will come out

of their aberrations ?

Lastly, let us listen to the adversaries of Japanese

progress. They are less numerous. They say :

" The

reforms of the new ministers, unless they remain a dead

letter, imply the total ruin of the daimios, who will

be despoiled of nine-tenths of their revenues, and the

entire destruction of the samurais, reduced to a state

of mendicity. It was, nevertheless, the daimios and
the samurais who made the revolution and placed the

authors of their ruin in power. Thus, those very men
who have raised you to the highest position are to

receive, without resistance, and with the very sword

which they have placed in your hands, the final blow

which is to put an end to their existence. Is this

credible ? But yet this is the starting-point of the
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reformers. Add to this, financial embarrassments,
the exhaustion of the treasury, the impossibility of

replenishing it without impoverishing the country,
inevitable bankruptcy, the puerile and ruinous attempt
to introduce institutions and administrative forms

suited only to advanced countries like England and
the United States, the confiscations of the lands and

goods of the Buddhist clergy, the growing discontent

of the peasants, of the innumerable bonzes,^ and

especially of the military, and you will have a very
fair notion of tlie difficulties of the position. In order

that these reforms (which have been begun and carried

out with a boldness, precipitation, and thoughtlessness,
which may really be called unheard-of) should succeed,

the daimios must be idiots, and the links of twenty centu-

ries between them and their elans must have been sud-

denly broken
; the samurais, besides, must be as great

fools as their masters. We must suppose, likewise,

that the peasants, so independent, so jealous of their

rights, and forming an immense majority in the king-

dom, have suddenly fallen below the level of the

fellahs of Egypt, or the blacks of Central Africa
;
and

that the Buddhist priests, illumined by a sudden

ray of divine light, have now but one wish, and. that

is, to sec their idols and temples destroyed, to lose

their rations of rice and their homes, and be reduced

to an extremity of misery. And all these miracles are

to be wrought in order to endow the nation with insti-

tutions borrowed from the barbarians, whose destruc-

tion had served as the rallying-cry at the beginning of

1 Theii- number is supposed to be (I know not on what authority)

upwards of 400,000.
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the revolution! Is it probable
—is it possible tliat

these projects should be realized without provoking

furious resistance 1 Either the Japanese nation is a

dead body, or it still has some vitality. In the first

case, the reformers have nothing to fear or to hope

for. Like remedies applied to a corpse, their reforms

will be ineffectual. If the Japanese people have any
life left in them, they will end by not tolerating these

violent attacks directed against their goods, their

customs, their institutions, and their religion. They
will rise as one man, and crush those who have been

foolhardy enough to try and overturn all they hold

most dear. Anarchy and civil war will flood the

country with blood and ruin, and the European
establishments will be ingulfed in the general

catastrophe ;
for the reaction will come, and the cry

will be :

' Death to the barbarians !'

"

Such are the sinister previsions of the pessimists.

For my own part, I hesitate about pronouncing an

opinion. To understand the reform one ought to

possess certain informations which are entirely wanting—a thorough knowledge of the national character, of

the men who have lately climbed to supreme power,
of the nature of their relations to the Mikado and to

the four great clans, of the real feelings of the latter,

and of the influence and authority of the agents charged
with the execution of the new decrees in the interior

of the country. On all these points I find myself
more or less in the dark, or reduced to scanty informa-

tion given me here and there, of which I cannot prove
the accuracy, and which very often is only supposition.

Nevertheless, in all human things there are elements
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\vliicli, saving the cliffiTeiiccs of thno and piano, arc

common to all races, are found iii all latitude's and in

all societies, and are ordinarily the most essential.

From this point of view, considering recent evc^nts in

Jaj)an under their general aspect, I liave arrived at

certain conclusions, and I give them here with every
kind of reserve. In the first place, I have l)een

immensely struck with the de})th, and at the same

time with the levity of those wlio have directed the

movement of the four clans, ami who to-day are

working out its cons»'(|uences. 1st. With the (le})tli :

it was the question of destroying the Siogun. The

authors of the scheme liciivan l)v proclaimino- their

ol)ject to l)e the rest(.)ration of t1ie ]\likado. They
thus legitimatized tlieir enter})rise hy a})pealing to the

highest princi})le, and also tiie principle most ingrained
in the heart of the nation. To insure tlie moral sup-

port and co-operation of tlios(3 who were to lend them

their swords, they ni'xt appealed to tJie ruling passion

of the day
— tlie hatred of foreigners. Their watch-

word tiiiis l)ecanu' :

"
Jlestoration of the JMikado !

Ex[»ulsion of tlie harharians 1

"
Jhit the, ^likado is

onl\';i t;dism;in— an invaluahle one, it is true—to tliost.'

who wish to inlluenee the nuisses
;
hut of ]'e;d power

•—
liuaiieial, ])olitical, or militaiy resources—there is

not a vestige. Still his moral prestige is enormous.

The Mikado has his wives
;
his kuges, who }iut on their

1)roc;ided rohes, with wings of cloth of gold, aiul their

hhu'k caps, and go and prostrate themselves hefore the

idol
;
he has also a few sannirais

;
hut he has no ai-niy.

It is this or that great daimio wjio is c-ahed ujion to

mount a'uard with the men of his clan over the saci-ect
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person of the son of the gods. Nevertheless, it appears

that, without the Mikado, no success is possible. The

last events seem to prove it. Whilst Prince Aidzu

held the castle of Kiyoto the affairs of his friend

the Siogun went well enough. Choshiu, too, before

attempting his great levy, tried to get possession of

the person of the emperor
—the first time by inviting

him to meet him at a temple outside the town. This

was a trap ; the thing got wind, and failed. The

second time his men forced their way into Kiy6to, but

they were repulsed. At last the talisman fell into

the hands of the conspirators. From that moment
the cause of the Siogun was lost. One sees, then, the

great moral importance of the Mikado, in spite of

his material powerlessness. If they had nothing to

put in the place of the Siogun but the Mikado—who
is only a principle, and not a substantive power

—it is

quite clear that no central authority could be created,

or else that it would vanish as soon as established,

and that the daimios, both small and great, would

become altogether independent. This would have led

to civil war and permanent anarchy. It was neces-

sary, at the very moment of the fall of the Siogunate,
to substitute another power equally strongly organized
and ready to accept the succession. This they found

in the authority of the four great princes
—those who

had conceived the idea of the movement, borne the

burden of the war, gained the victory, and destroyed
the enemy. If the revolution of 1868 has any

meaning at all, it means the replacing of the Siogunate

by the dominion of the four princes, under the supreme
but nominal authority of the Mikado. For this latter
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potentate all tins overthrow was reduced to a change
of residence. Yedo, the capital of the Siogiin, must

necessarily be that of his successors, who could not do

without the ]\Iikado. The talisman was therefore

transported from Kiyoto to Yedo. I do not mean to

imply by this that the present government did

violence to the feelings of the emperor. It seems

certain, on the contrary, that the young sovereign,

who was very favourably disposed in favour of the

innovations, approved the conduct of his ministers.

The new state of things is, in fact, the domi-

nion of the four chiefs of the clan, collectively

exercised in the name of the Mikado, by the ministers,

who are their proxies, and spreading nominally or

actually over every part of Japan. Thus we have a

combination which is at once clever and deep : for it

rests on a just appreciation of given elements.

To consolidate its strength this new power had to

create an army. The hatamotos of the Siogun were

dispersed. Devoted, besides, as they were to their

chief, it would not have been safe, even had it been

possible, to enlist them under the banner of the new

regime. The Mikado, as I said before, had no mili-

tary force. There remained, then, only the clans of

the four princes, who were living at the extreme ends

of the empire. Here began both the difficulties and

the levity of the proceeding. The four princes had

offered their territories to the Mikado, and the other

daimios had been obliged to follow their example.

Now it became a question of making a fresh sacrifice—
of sending to Yedo troops from all the clans, so as to

form an imperial army, which should be, in fact, the
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army of the collective powers. This serious and

radical measure was in the direct interest of the four

princes ;
it gave them the means of consolidating their

new power in the very centre of the empire, and of

rendering the other daimios harmless by disarming
them. But at the same time it destroyed the organiza-

tion of the clans, which was a fundamental institution

of the nation. Politically speaking, and with a view

to the wants of the moment, the measure was an

excellent one
;
but socially, and as regards future

consequences, I think it most disastrous, even for the

four princes themselves, who, in destroying their

clans, sapped the very foundations of their own
existence.

The Central Government is composed of a certain

number of ministers, of whom the most important is

Iwakura ; and of four imperial councillors, delegates

of the four clans, called upon to co-operate with the

ministers, and at the same time to control and watch

them. Kido, as I have before said, is the most active

and the cleverest among them. Saigo, too, renders

valuable service. The result is, that the direction of

affairs is centred in the hands of the men who, with

the four princes and their troops, made the revolution

of 1868. If they call themselves ministers and coun-

cillors of the emperor, it is to save the principle. In

reality, they are the proxies of the princes ;
their

whole power rests upon their support ;
and as these

.princes (as it is supposed) are in the hands of their

counsellors or advisers, these advisers have the real

authority ;
and they again lean on the most influen-

tial men of their clan. Tliis is how they go on. At
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Yudo an important question is mooted. Tlie plan is

instantly communicated to the counsellors of the four

princes, sent into the provinces, and there debated and

discussed in the dominant coterie of each clan. The

assent is given in the form of a petition to the minis-

ters. These men puhlish the decree or measure which

has been decided upon in consequence, as they assert,

of the strong pressure put upon them by public

opinion ;
witness such and such petitions. In a word,

it is the oligarchy of Yedo leaning on the smaller

oligarchies which lead the four clans. The comings
and goings between the capital and the residences of

Satsuma, Choshiu, Toza, and Hizen, are incessant.

Can this state of things last ? The Central Govern-

ment, under the pressure of the urgent wants of their

position, absorbs more and more tlie vital forces of the

chxns, who, to make the new organization work, give

their l:)lood and their money. They have suppressed

the daimiats—at least, on })aper,
—ruined the samurais,

and destroyed the clans
; they are forced to Ijurden

the people with taxes, and have recourse to the most

disastrous financial measures. From hence a universal

Aveakeuiug of the four clans, who nuist feel it, although

masters Ibr the nKjmeiit of supreme pcjwer. The day
will perhaps come when they will tire of the sacrifices

which the Yedo government does not cease to ask of

them, and when the reform party, who are in power

to-day, will l^e replaced by men of the old stock. On

this important question
— the true feeling of the clans

—I hav(! no reliable infoi'niation. lUit it is in human

nature, and in the natui-e of the situation, tlint snonia-

or later the governing power at Yedo will try to
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emancipate themselves from the tutelage of the four

clans. The more the organization of the imperial

army becomes matured, the more they will feel their

strength increase, and the less they will be pleased at

playing the part of simple proxies.

The ministers who came into office at the end of the

civil war had already favoured the innovations copied

from European models. But their successors—the

real authors of the revolution—launched themselves

furiously in this path. In a few days after the forma-

tion of the new administration they had despoiled and

ruined the daimios, indirectly destroyed the clans, and

reduced the military to perfect misery. They have

attacked the religion of the country, opened a crusade

against Buddhism, and, pressed by financial embar-

rassments, they have appropriated a large portion of

the lands of the clergy. Only the Montoites, on

account of the political importance and the riches of

this branch of the Buddhist sect, have been treated

with some consideration. One w^ould say that the

ministry, the more it breaks with the ancient tradi-

tions of the country and with those who hold them,

the more it seeks for a moral support in the new

opinion which strives to borrow from Europe and the

United States the models of the future institutions of

the country. I am far from wishing to cast obloquy
or suspicion on the motives of the remarkable men
whom we see at the head of affairs. Until I have

proofs to the contrary, I hold them to be animated

with the purest and most patriotic intentions. I have

no sympathy with the god, Buddha ; but I fear that in

destroying the idols and temples under the pretext of
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restoring the official worship, which is no religion at

all, they will deprive the people of their faith, and,

what is more serious, of the power of believing,
—a

bad way, in my opinion, of making them happy and

civilized. However seductive their outward appear-
ance may be, I have few regrets for their barbarous

chivalry ;
but it is closely linked with their feudal

constitution, which they are destroying without know-

ing how to replace it. I bear witness, in the upper
strata of society, to their eager aspirations towards

progress, their ardent thirst for improvement, their

genuine wish to accpiire useful knowledge, and to

endow their country with all the conquests of European
civilization. Only I do not think that the way they
set to work is })ractical. The })apers and the greater

part of the resident foreigners think that they have

entered on a right path, but that they go too cpiickly.

I beg their pardon ; but I do not think the path is a

good one. It appears to me that any work of reform

ouoht to beo'in by touchino- the hearts of men. It

ought to implant charity and the renunciation of self.

This being done, one can, with some chance of success,

proscribe acts of vengeance and violence, and establish

philanthropic institutions. By placing woman in her

proper position, the conjugal link would be purified

and strengthened, public morals would be corrected,

and the family, which is the basis of the state, would

be regenerated. The result would be, respect for pro-

perty and private rights, and honest guarantees for

public order, without which trade will never flourish.

Then the moment would arrive for telegraphs and rail-

roads. To begin by them is to set the cart before the
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horse, A man may learn to work the telegraph

wires and drive a locomotive, and yet remain a bar-

barian, sharpen his sword on the first man he

meets after leaving the station, or, if the station-

master has reproved him, perform hari-kari to avenge
his injured honour.

All these questions are naturally subjects of warm
discussion among the European residents. When I tell

them my ideas on the subject they smile archly ; they
are too civil to laugh out loud

; which, however, does

not prevent my fearing that the attempts I see made

around me will turn out ill
;
for experience proves that

the contact with our civilization is always fatal to

savage or semi-barbarous races, as long as they are

deprived of the lights and benefits of Christianity.

But a truce to these reflections. Let us limit our-

selves to bearing witness to the fact which, in the

empire of the Eising Sun, is now of paramount

importance. The ministers have embarked in an

ultra-reform movement, either to direct or work it as

a weapon against their adversaries—against the opinion

of old Japan, which remains stupefied, silent, intimi-

dated, but not so devoid of vitality as people imagine.

I do not reproach them for it
;
but Avhat I cannot

approve of, is their total want of respect for vested

rights, the arbitrary nature of their measures, the

levity which attacks everything right and left, and

the use they make to carry out their work of destruc-

tion of the name of the Mikado, whose prestige,

although twenty centuries old, might well be eclipsed

in their rash and inexperienced hands.

Lastly, in the midst of loud cheers—which, how-
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ever, the least ueeideiit would convert into reproaches
and injuries—the boat has left the shore, and is

rapidly drifting down the stream. AVill slie arrive at
a safe haven ? It is possible. AVill she founder ? It

is probable. No one can tell. Not being able either

to stop or to reascend the stream, they leave it to

chance. The sight is a curious but not a new one.

Already Guiehardin has said: "
1'liat those wlio in-

troduce a novelty into tlie machinery of the state can

never foresee tlie course tlie movement will take, and

rarely see the end of it."'

1
I venture to call the attention of my readers to a piece ^iven

in tlie appendix. It is an liist(jrical preris, of twelve months, from

the end of September, 1871 (which is the date of my departure

from Japan), to the end of September, 1872. The j^entleman to

uhom I am indebted for it is a close and benevolent observer, who

has inhabited Yokohama for some years. I will add some extracts

of letters from another resident in the same town. lie judges the

acts of the reform government with more severity than the uutlMr

of the memorial
;
but both deserve conlidence and careful attention.

I<:NI) of Till:: SKCOND PAR']'.
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CHAPTER I.

SIIAXGHAL—FIWM THE S''^' TO THE 8™ OF OCTOBEE,
AND FROM THE l.'Ji^ TO THE 16™ OF XOVEJ/EEE.

The different appearance of the " Concessions."—The Chinese town,
Su-kia-\vei.—A sympliony of Ilaydn performed by the Chinese.

—The Sisters' Orphanage.
—Fluctuations in the present state

of Trade,

October 3.—The sky is grey ;
the air sharp and cold.

A fresh breeze blows from the north-east. One mio;ht

fancy oneself in Kussia. Yesterday we were feeling

that we under the ecjuator. We hnve not, however,

left the 131st parallel. At twelve o'clock the Nciv York

is at 200 miles from the mouth of the Yang-tse-kiang,
and already the sea is paler. Towards evening it be-

comes mud-colour.

October 4.—At ten o'clock w^e entered the "
great

river," as the Chinese call it, and not without reason ;

f(jr after the Amazon and the JMississippi, it is the

largest river in the world. The left bank is invisible.

To our right the plains of the province of Kiaiig-su

stretch onward till they disappear on the horizon.
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Some large English merchant steamers are paddling

in the muddy waters of the stream, which is at this

moment lashed by the wind. Pilot-boats and junks,

with their huge sails all set, are tacking backwards

and forwards as in the open sea.

At one o'clock the New York enters the Hwang-

pu, passes before the French naval station of Wusung,
and coasts along the flat, green, cultivated banks of

the river, amongst which villages are scattered, which

recall the banks of the Humber in Yorkshire.

There is nothing in the scenery which, by its beauty
or novelty, strikes the eye or speaks to the imagina-
tion. One has seen the like a thousand times before.

Nevertheless, on the river, the animation increases as

we near the great metropolis. Already, through a

forest of masts, we see the imposing buildings of the

English town, the houses of the American quarter, and

the flags of the diff"erent consulates.

We have passed before the dockyard and the docks

of the American company, of which the great steamers

of two storys, painted all white, serve the line of Yang-

tse-kiang. Higher up you perceive, either starting,

arriving, or at anchor, the ships of the English Penin-

sular Company and those of the French "
Messageries."

Add to this the numerous English merchant steamers

which have come straight from London, Liverpool, or

Glasgow ; those of the great Shanghai houses of Jardine

and Russell
;
and near each of these leviathans, like

planets gravitating round the sun, the Chinese sampans,

employed in lading or unlading these big ships. There

are also a large number of sailing vessels
;
but since

the opening of the Suez Canal their number is sen-
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sibly diminislied. It is steam wliicli now monopolises
the seas. ]\Iy eye rejoices at the sight of a fine

Austrian corvette, the Fasana, Captain Funk, \vhicli

has just arrived from Trieste. In the hower part of

the harbour one sees nothing 1)ut a confused mass of

masts, yards, and fantastic-shaped s;iils. There are

junks of all sizes anchored under the walls of the

Chinese town. The prow of each of these 1»oats is

ornamented by two great painted eyes. Unfortunately,
the captains don't make very good use of theirs

;
or

else, passing before the European steamers, l)y way of

expressing their contempt, they provoke accidents, of

which they and their boats become the victims. These

great, staring eyes, which seem fixed upon you with

sinister intentions, never failed, I own, to inspire me
with secret terror. Being the symbol (though a lying

one, it is true) of the vigilance of these vessels, they

give them the appearance of monsters prepared to

devour you.

"We disembarked near the American rpiarter, and I

fall with joy into the ojien arms of M. de Calic(>, our

Consul-2;eneral at Shanghai, and resident minister in

China and Japan. He offers me, and I accept witli

gratitude, his cordial and splendid hospitality.

The more I examine this town the more it excites

my admiration. Certainly its site, in a ilat and

marshy plain, is the reverse of attractive. In a pictu-

resque point of view, it is about the most ugly country

one can well imagfine. It is also certain that the resi-

deuces of the rich merchants, although fine, imposing,

and pretentious edifices, are not models of architecture;
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and as for its climate, Shanghai enjoys the reputation
"

of being one of the most detestable in the world. But

what I admire is the boldness, the perseverance, the

elastic, energetic, indefatigable genius of the Anglo-
Saxon race, ever rich in expedients, who first conceived

the idea of building a town here, and who have suc-

ceeded, after a desperate but victorious struggle with

nature, and with every species of difficulty
—the silent

resistance of the Chinese government, attacks from the

rebels, commercial failures, rivalry between the immi-

grants of other countries, and dissensions even in the

heart of the British residents themselves. It is true

that the whole merit is not due to the English. The

French government has had its share. But nine-tenths

of the capital emj)loyed in the commerce and naviga-
tion of Shanghai are English ;

and the white popula-

tion, if you look to their origin, shows a proportion of

six to one between the English residents and those of

all other Christian nations. The difference between

the spirit of the French people and the sons of old

England, which is so striking in the extreme East and

wherever the two flags float side by side, is equally

remarkable here. The English factory is the creation

of individuals, helped by the moral support, and ex-

ceptionally and very rarely by the military and naval

forces of their government. The French establish-

ments arc the work of the government itself, accom-

plished with or without national concurrence.

The official agents of France march at the head of

their colonists, whereas the British functionaries only
form the rear-guard and reserve. The first inspire

and direct their countrymen ;
the second protect and
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often have to control tlicm. Tli«^ official aojents of

both countries arc the constant ohjcct of the criti-

cisms of their countrymen. The English complain of

too much interference, the French of too little. The

English exclaim: "Our consul meddles in every-

thino- ;'' the French :

" Our consul cares for nothinir."

The trutli is, that the ttisk of the British authorities

is less to direct than to control
;
whilst the Frenclt

consuls must u'tjvern and even reign. Withdraw

these officials, take away the French Hag, recall the

French ship in the harbour, and 1 would l)et you ten

to one that in a few years the whole estaljlislunent will

have disa[)peared. [nan English factory things would

be (juite dilferent. After the departure of their consul

and of the Queen's troops, the residents would set

about at once maintaining order, and, if necessary,

organising a defence against an external enemy.
There mitrht be some Ixid or anxious times to go

thrcmgh ;
but it is next to certain that the respectable

elements would get the uj»per liand, and wouhl

establisii a toleral)le if not a n-ood state of thill^s. The

French, I re[)eat, would depart in the wake of their

civil and military authorities ;
and tlie few that

remained would amalgamate with thi' natives. This

we have often seen : and it has been often before said.

If [ inscril)e it on these pages, it is that we may the

better umu-rstand Shangliai. Far be it from me to

disparage the noble French people. One may be a

great nation, and yet not have the vocation of coloni-

zation. Besides, wdiat is tlie meaning of colonization ?

Is it merely the clearing of tlie soil ? \n this point of

view the colonies of Louis X\V. m Canada would
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compare favourably with the most flourishing of those

of other nations. Is it to work the ground for the

profit of the immigrants ? In that case the English
deserve the palm which all the world allows them.

But if we understand by colonization, carrying civiliza-

tion into the hearts of the native population whose

territory you occupy, then thePortuguese and Spaniards
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries seem to me
to have been the first colonizers of the earth. Histories

written—do not let us forget it—by pens which were

anything but impartial, have tarnished (and justly, if

the facts related be true) the reputation of the Spanish
and Portuguese conquerors, and accused them of

unheard-of acts of cruelty, oppression, and wrong.
Even those who were reported gentle and humane

employed means which our own century would not

stand for a moment. But these kingdoms beyond the

seas were rich and prosperous, and the capitals of the

presidencias became the centres of civilization. The

natives flocked into them, and took back to their

homes, with the light of Christianity (though perhaps
feeble and uncertain) the ideas and usages (though

very imperfect also) of civilized life. The progress

made was real and lasting. Witnesses who are be-

yond suspicion
—travellers who, like Alexander Hum-

boldt,have visited the Spanish colonies at the beginning
of this century

—that is, at a time when Spain herself

had long since fallen from her rank among the first

powers of Europe
—

speak with admiration of the

organization she had left behind—of the regularity

of the administrative service in these colonies—of the

security and order which reigned there, and of the
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wisdom of the colonial laws, (Iriiwn up and codified

under tlie reign of the Philips. The Court of ^Madrid,

it is true, drew from its territoiies beyond the seas a

Cjiiantity of precious metals
;
but on the other liand the

mother-country o-ave her blood. The constant emio-ra-

tion wliich finally exhausted Spain is, in truth, one of

the principal causes of the rapid decadence of this

noble and chivalrous nation. Even to this day the

young men of certain provinces expatriate themselves

in crowds. In the north, and especially in the

Asturias, one only sees women and old men. The

vouno- ones are gone to Havana, to Peiii, or to Pdo de

la Plata. When traversing the hamlets buried in the

coro-es of the Cantabrian mountains I used to see

notices put up in every direction announcing the de-

parture of such and such ships from Santandur, Gigon,

and Pibadesilla, for Cuba and South America—all, it

was stated, furnished with a surgeon and a chaplain.

Alas I both one and the other are necessary, for in

these })assagcs the mortality is frightful Every one

of these emigrants (and formerlv even more so tlian

now) becomes, very often unknown to himself, an

agent of civilizatio]!. Thus, see tlie residts. AVlicrever

tlie SpJiniards liave reigiietl we iind Indian ti'ibcs who

have embi'aeed Clii'istianit \', and ado[)ted, in a cei'tain

measure, our habits and ideas. Tlie greater ])art of

the })oliticians whom we now see at the head of their

j-cpu1>]ics arc of Indian origin. I have had }>ure Eed-

skins as colleai^ues ; and I have seen ladies of the

same colour, dressed bv Worth, delighting in I^itti's

roul'idcs. I do not quote these })ersonages as models

of statesmen : or these fair critics as ureat authorities
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in music ; but the fact is none the less significant.

Well, this is the work of Spanish colonization. Can one

say the same thing of the effect of English emigration ?

Evidently not. I set aside all question of India,

which I have not yet visited. But everywhere, espe-

cially in North America, the contact of the Anglo-
Saxon race with semi-barbarous savages is fatal to the

latter. They only adopt European vices
; they hate

and fly from us, and that is the wisest thing they
can do ;

or else they perish miserably. In every way
they remain what they have always been—savages.

But what is the use of discussing the comparative
merits of different nations 1 Rather let us render to

each their due.

Now let us see what the
"
stranger devils" have done

here, and how they have set about it.

The Hwang-pu, which in reality is only a creek,

appears at Shanghai to be a majestic river, about half-

a-mile wide. It runs from south to north, and then

turns suddenly towards the east. It is in this bend

that a new comer first discovers, on the left bank, the

houses of the American quarter, or
"
concession," as it

is called. It is separated by a little stream, called

the Suchow Creek, from the English concession, which

in its turn adjoins the French, the most southern of

the three. Another little creek divides the French

(quarter from the Chinese town.

The American concession contains, besides the

Austrian consulate and the North German Confedera-

tion, some low houses, a good many sheds and shops,

and further to the east, a new street, lined with fine

houses. The English
"
concession," however, is the
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great centre of commercial activity. Tlie receipts of

the town for tlie current year, arising from taxes, i)ost-

office, &c., are reckonetl at £60,000. With the prac-

tical good sense and al)sence of prejudice wliich

distinguishes the Yankee, the principal American

houses have been huilt on the Enoiish concession.

One arrives there l)y crossing over a little bridge
thrown over the Sucliow crei'k, and there one sees, all

the length of the cj^uay, called the Bund, a row of

great l)uildings, which are perfect palaces, built in

liritish taste certainly, l)ut all having a veranda, that

indispensal)le accessory in a climate where tro})ieal

heat alternates with Sil)erian frosts. Nothino- can be

more imposing than the look of this long line of

princely residences, with their facades turned to the

quay and the view of the ITwang-pu, the centre of

their commercial prosperity. A vast in closure sur-

rounds the different buildinojs of the IMtisli consulate,

the law courts, and the residence of the English judge.

Then follow the houses of the merchant princes.

Those of Jardine & Co. and of Dent are tlie most

striking. On the quay, fronting tlie houses, is a

])ub]L(' garden. At this moment the fine trees are

l)ending under the fury of a l)lack east wind, which is

stri])})ing off their yellow leaves, and freezing the

bh)od of the })assers-by. The only thing wanting in

this fine Dund is a stone dike. Ikit stone is the one

thing needed at Shanghai, which is built on the edge
of a gr(>at alluvial plain, without any materials for

building. IJeams of wood, therefore, replace granite ;

and numberless [)lank piers, called go-doi'ms, eiiablc

those who have [)ractiscd gymnastics to reach or leave
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their boats in safety. Shanghai has two or three

churches, of which the largest has no belfry from want

of capital. Behind this curtain of palaces the English

town stretches away towards the west. Here the

taste for what is beautiful and splendid gives way
to the exigencies of what is useful and necessary.

Nothing is t-o be seen but warehouses, depots, stores,

and shops ;
these last richly furnished with all English

productions. One could fancy oneself in Oxford-

street or the Strand. In this point of view, neither

Yokohama nor any other European town in Asia,

saving Calcutta and Bombay, can bear a comparison

with Shanghai. Further on is the quarter inhabited

principally by Chinese. In the shops, kept by trades-

men with black pigtails, you find again every article

of English manufacture, not of such good quality

perhaps, but at very reduced prices ;
for the Chinaman

has the superiority over the European merchant of

being always cheap. In other words, he is contented

with small profits, and is not in a hurry to be rich,

which in the long run ought to give him an advantage

over his white competitors. All the houses are num-

bered, but the Chinese disdain figures, and prefer

words. Even the great houses condescend to adopt

the social reasons adapted to the taste of the country.

Thus, Dent & Co. calls himself
" Precious and obliging;"

Jardine & Co. have chosen the title of
" Honest and

harmonious." In the streets there is a mixture of

white and yellow men, and of a few Chinese women,

but hardly any Europeans. At Shanghai, too, that

lack of the female sex, which is the great want in the

far East, produces melancholy consequences. However,
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in the last year or two this rare and precious article

])egins to hv imported. The clerks ^vho have gone
home for their holidays come Lack married. The

number of homes in consequence increases, and the

morals and manners of the }»lace already feel the

sanitary intiuence of good and virtuous women. At

this hour the Bund is full of people
—on foot, on

liorscl)ack, in carriages, and in wheelbarrows. These

wlicell)arro\vs are built on the })rinciplc of an Irish car,

with one wheel, pushed by a Chinaman. Two persons

sit on them, back to back, their feet supported by a

plank. I saw some fine Australian and Cape horses,

which they pay very dearly for, and ,s(jme ponies of the

country of the Mongol race. For some time the gi"eat

steamers of the Pacific Company have l)rouglit horses

over from California. The heads of the ureat com-

mercial houses have iK-autiful equipages ;
their clerks,

oi^s or saddle-horses.

Following the cpiay, we come to the Frencli con-

cession. The liund goes on
;

1)ut except for the

activity which reigns round the great oftices of the
"
^lessau'eries Maritimes," and those of the " Shanoliai

Steam Navigation Company," l)oth })laced in this

concession, the ainmation and business life of the

place seem to have stujqx'd short at the limits of

the Englisli (piarter. The liouses of llie residents,

too, cannot be compared with those of the I'rili. h

colony. On the other hand, the sumptuous residence

of the consul, the great cathedral, and the municipal

palace, strike the eve at once, 'i'lie diltereiicr lictweeii

these two quarters of the town is extraordinary.

There tlu' merchants, the residents, without any pre-
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conceived plan, and according to the wants of the

moment or their own pleasure, do the whole work.

Here it is the government that watches, that thinks,

that reflects, that acts methodically and bureaucrati-

cally
—the government, in fact, has conceived, ordered,

and carried out everything. The residents are simply

the subjects of a despotic administration. If they

resist they are easily put down. It has happened that

the municipality has shown itself intractable. The

consul dissolved them at once, put the most refractory

councillors in prison, and quietly went on his way.

Our road led us to the Chinese town, situated, as I

have said, to the south of the European concessions,

and surrounded by a high wall. We went in by one

of the seven gates, and, traversing a perfect labyrinth

of streets and lanes, we looked at everything curious

around us—the great temple, with a garden where

there are more sham rocks than trees and flowers
;

the tea-houses, which cannot be compared with

those of Japan ;
and lastly, the restaurants, fre-

quented, one kind by gentlemen, the other by the

lower classes, but both being equally remarkable for

their villanous smells, for the noisy talk, of their

guests, and the disgusting dirt of the waiters and

cooks. I have read so many descriptions of Chinese

towns, that the first 1 visited did not come upon me
with the charm of novelty. I did not even take the

trouble of taking any notes. One must, however, de-

clare, to the honour of the people of Shanghai, and in

the interest of truth, that the greater part of the

travellers whose books I have read exaggerate a little

the horrors with which their descriptions are filled.
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Certainly there are corners, public places, and bye-
streets here, where one had better shut one's eyes and

stop up one's nose, and where one sees scenes worthy
of a2)pearing in Hoffmann's fantastic tales. But the

principal streets of Shangliai in the Chinese quarter
arc not worse than what one sees of this kind in the

south of Europe.
To be able to leave this untempting place, we have

constantly to cross and rccross streams of human

l)L'ings, give and receive pokes from their elbows, and

expose ourselves to other inconveniences peculiar to

Chinese crowds. In one little square the people were

gathered into a compact mass. A juggler was the

attraction. Thanks to a superhuman effort, I managed
to squeeze myself close to the ragged artist, who evi-

dently had gone without his dinner, and a\'1io, judging

by the few sapeques he receives, is as likely to go
without his supper. On his shar}), witty face, one

reads deceit, impudence, and misery ;
and yet this

})0()r (h,'\'il does wonders. I am tem})ted to ask nu'Self

if there is not some mao'ic in it. 1 actuallv saw him

swallow half-a-dozen little cu})S of fine porcelain, and

disgdige them again after a few moments. I could

not l)elieve mv eves
;
but 1 attest the fact, and I leave

it to anatomists and medical men to exphiin it. The

other dav, however, 1 was told that his conqxmion,

not Ijeing al)le io disgorge them, and having sonu?-

how missed the trick, died amidst the most horrible

sufferings.

Ijut now, thank God I we are out of the inclosure.

We are in the open country, and can breathe freely.

Hefn-e us strc'tches a flat, green plain, without trees,

Vol,. II. <:»
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and as ugly as it is monotonous. On the horizon a

pagoda of several storys high stands out against the

leaden-coloured sky. At a little distance from this

tower, and about five miles from Shanghai, rise the

large buildings of Sti-kia-wei, surrounded by a fine

garden. This is the old and celebrated Jesuit college.

Founded in the seventeenth century, engulphed at

the time of the great persecutions in the common ruin

of all Christian establishments, given back to the

society at the end of the last war, again abandoned

at the approach of the Taepings, and reoccupied

after their flight, it has risen from its ashes more

prosperous and more flourishing than ever. The

fathers—all except the superior, who is Italian,

and three Chinese—are French. All wear the

dress and the long tail of the Celestials. The

boys in the college belong almost entirely to

native Christian families. There is an orphanage for

the children of the lower classes who have been

brought here by their parents. A thing which is

curious and difficult to explain is, that the number of

children has considerably augmented since the terrible

massacres of Tien-tsin, last year, which made such a

sensation throughout the empire. People say that the

English carry their habits and traditions with them to

the antipodes, or wherever they go. The same thing

may be said of the Jesuits. The establishments of

the society are like one another all over the world.

One or two large rooms, a corridor in the middle of

the house, on both sides the cells of the fathers, small,

but beautifully clean ;
the class-rooms and dormitories

of the scholars, the kitchens and refectories—the whole
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inipros.-^cd witli tlio like stamp of onhv niid disci].lim-.

The scholars pass through a course of chissical studies

in th<' Chinese sense, and h.-arn ever}' kind of useful

knowledge. The orphans ar<.' taught all sorts of trades.

Each of these young men, on returidng to his

family, will bring hack with him the gi'rms of a new
civilization. Everybody, fathers and students, seenird

gay and ha}»py and in good health. The superior

would not l(,'t us go without having im])rovised a little

concert. Under the direction of a Chinese father, four

of the students began to })lay a symphony of Haydn's.
The reverend conductor of the orchestra, with a huge

pair of spectach'S o)i his nose, directed, cheered, and

with baton and eye kept time and guided these juve-

nile virtuosi, who, fixing their little eyes on the music,

and perspiring from every pore, managed to j.erform

very satisfactorily one of the finest eomp.>.sitions of

this great master, ilaydn performed in China and

bv Chinese ! ! Whv be ashamed to own it ? We were

all greatlv touched an<l pleased.

This mission consists of upwards of eighty fathers
;

but the greater ]»ortion ai-e spread over the dillerent

provinces of Iviangsu and Xganw liei. Twice a year they

meet here for a retreat, and to go tlii-ough the sj)iritual

exercises; after which a few d,i\"s are given to rest,

to the exchange of ideas, and the enjoyment of the

moderate European crtmfort which the college has to

ofier to these (h-voted men, whose whole lives are a

.series of labours, perils, and privations of every

kind.

At a short distance from SiVkia-wei is a house of

education for voung gii'l.-
a)i<l an (.rphanage, under the

o 2
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care of some sisters.^ The superior, a young lady of

most pleasing exterior, a soft and yet intelligent face,

did the honours of her establishment with the grace

and easy manners of a person in the highest society.

Her French is the pure Parisian of the Faubourg
St. Germain, from which she came to bury herself in

this terrible solitude, and to consecrate the best years of

her life,her health,and probably life itself, to the arduous

duties of her vocation. By a special favour, we were

admitted into the boarding-school, which is generally

closed to men. It is a large court surrounded with

little rooms, where, grouped according to their ages

(which are from five to sixteen), these young girls re-

ceive an education suited to their position in the

world. They all looked well and happy, and were

simply but nicely dressed. None of them seemed to

me to have any beauty ;
but perhaps my eye is not

yet accustomed to the style of women and things in

China. I am not then a competent judge of feminine

charms, as they are understood in the Celestial Em-

pire. Although dying with longing to stare at this

rare apparition of a European, the yellow young
ladies obeyed, nevertheless, the rule which expects
them to redouble their zeal and application in presence
of the superior. One set, their books in theu^ hands,

were repeating their lessons out loud ; others were

doing needlework ; and some few, magnificent

embroidery.

^ Of the Society of Les Beligieuses Auxiliatrices des Ames cIm Pur-

gatoire, founded by Mdlle. Eugenic de Smet, in religion Mere Marie

de la Providence
; born at Lille, in 1825 : died at Paris, 7th of

February, 1871.
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Wc were taken to tlie orphanage, tlie 'SSalle d'asile"

of tliG babies, Ijronglit to the Sisters l)y tlieir families

or picked up in the street. These poor little creature's,

all girls, who, when they arrive, are just bundlrs of

skin and bone, hardly l)reathing, devoured by vermin,
and generally full of disease and wounds, are baptized,

washed, their wounds dressed, and if they survive,

l)rought up in this house, and married to their co-

religionists, or else })laeL'd as servants in Christian

familit'S. We went into one of the large rooms. It

was spacious, l)cauti fully clran, and well ventilated.

All along the walls are ranged cradles, each containing
two children, placed head to foot. A number of

Sisters, leaning- over them, were tendino; them with the

utmost care. Strang(i and marvell()us change in these

little existences, which reekon only a few hour.s 1

Yesterday these poor little creatures had been thrown

on a dung-heap, left to l)e devijurcd by the pigs or to

expire in a slow and horril)le agony. To-day they

have found m<jtliers who, to save them, have come

from the uttermost parts of the earth on the wings of

CJoddike charity.

France is rieli enough to pay for her glory, her ideas,

her caprices, and cwn her faults. Since the days of

Louis XIV. she has held to the idea of pervading the

whole earth, and striking all nations with the prestige

of her gnnitness. The }>iirsuance of tliib policy

im}»oses upon her, it is true, in these distant regions,

sacrifices which are not strictly in accoi'dance with

the material interests of her ti'aders. lUit this con-

sideration does not sto[) her. Slic' lias given InTseli

the honourable and civilizing mi.-^^ion of protecting
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her co-religionists all over the world. Do not let us

look too closely into her motives, which perhaps are

not all purely religious. The results have been, and

are, as everyone must allow, the most important

services that could be rendered to humanity.
In the world of ideas, the French are the most

expansive people in the universe. By doing both

great good and some haiTQ, they have impregnated
the whole civilized world with their tastes, their ideas,

and even with their fashions. But no nation has so

great a dislike to leave their homes. French emi-

grants are the least numerous everywhere ;
and even

those one does meet with, are not (saving certain

honourable exceptions) the brightest specimens of their

nation. The truth is, that France offers to her children

space and means wherewith to support them, to arrive

at a comfortable independence, and, occasionally, to

riches and the highest offices in the state. Those who

quit her shores rarely find beyond them the fortune

which they have disdained to seek at home. But, side

by side with these emigrants, who are not always suc-

cessful, there are others, who, while living and acting
in comparative obscurity, surround themselves in

their distant country with an aureole of imperishable

glory. In China, as in every other foreign land,

wherever you see above the consulate the French flag

flying, you perceive likewise, in the neighbourhood,
the spire of a church, and alongside a convent, a

school, a hospital. There human minds are being

enlightened by civilization, and human hearts by
faith

;
there the wounds of both souls and Ijodies are

healed, miseries are alleviated, and the apostolic
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virtues of charity, love, self-abnegation, patience, and
devotion are exercised in the highest degree. All

these missionaries and Sisters are not French, it is

true : Italy, Spain, and Belgium have furnished their

contingent ;
but the great majority of these Christian

heroes and heroines belong to France; and it is France

which shields them with her powerful protection.

Built not far from tlic mouth of the Yancc-tse-kianir,

on the shores of a dec}) river, acccssil)le to the largest

shi])s, Shanghai was, from time inmiemorial, the

natural port of Sucliow, that rich and liourishing citv,

which, thanks to its position on tlie great canal,

amidst a network of navigal)le streams, is considered

the principal emporium of the north of China.

Canals and creeks unite the two towns. The distance

which separates them is only ninety miles. Already
in the middle of the last century, the agent of the

East India Company had recommended the establish-

ment of a fiictory at Shanghai. The execution of this

[iroject was not carried out for ninety years. It was only

at the end of the first war, and in virtue of the Treaty

of Nankin,^ of whicli one of the principal clauses

opened the land and ])ort of Shanghai to foreigners,

that the English could set foot in this town. But if

the 1)i]-lh ol' the settlement was slow, the progress of the

new-born colony was slower still, and its existence

remained a prolilem for a long while. The climate

was said to be very unhealthy ;
and was so in reality,

fur the soil of this innncnse alluvial plain, which forms

the proviu'je of Kiangsu, luirdly rises above the level

' Si-nid in iSii'.
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of the river. Both stone and wood were wanting,

and the ground was a perfect marsh. At only a foot

or two below the surface, you came upon water. It

was necessary then to build upon piles and to bring

stone from a great distance. For about ten years it

was a struggle for existence. Happily about this

time, silk rose in a most unexpected manner. Other

foreigners arrived. The governments of France and

the United States demanded and obtained "conces-

sions
"
of their own ; and the Chinese sold, for a very

small sum, the fields and gardens which surrounded

the town. It is on this land that the sumptuous

buildings of the European Shanghai are now built.

After great sacrifices the difficulties of the ground
were overcome. Sanitary works diminished those

obstacles which the climate seemed to oppose to the

permanent installation of the whites. To-day, inter-

mittent fevers and ague have almost entirely disap-

peared ; and very soon it seems as if Mr. Medhurst's

prediction would be verified, and Shanghai become one

of the healthiest towns in China.

The interior organization of the factory offered

difficulties of another kind. The new colonists had

to manage the susceptibilities of the Imperial

authorities, the prejudices of the Chinese people,
the national jealousies between the English, French,
and American residents—in fitict, to make an ap-

peal to the sense and autonomic instinct so pro-

foundly engrained in the Anglo-Saxon race, al-

though comparatively rare with the French. They
had hoped, at first, to make one solitary cosmo-

politan establishment. Tliis project was wrecked
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owing to the justifiable repugnances, as I consider

tlicm, of tlic French government The Americans,
after a good deal of hesitation, ended by a complete

incorporation of their concession with the English
one. Sir Eutherford Alcock, the British Consul-

General at Shanghai, and later on. Minister both in

Japan and China, acting in concert with his colleagues
of France and the United States, had the merit of

elaborating and persuading the possessors of the

territory to adopt a constitution, which, thougli

modified lately in tlic lil)eral sense, still governs the

Ano;]o-American settlements;^ but which, with reo-anl

to the French concession, has liad to undergo some

radical cliano:es.

The emperor being the proprietor of the soil, those

who have bouHit the land are, accordino- to Chinese

law, only tenants at will. Tliey have, however, obtained

a lease in perpetuity, on the condition of paying a

iiominal fine to the government. It is on these con-

ditions that it is allowable for the subje(!ts of the

foreign ]»owers who signed the treaty with Cliina to

acquire land witliiii the limits of tlie concessions, and

exceptionally biyond it, within a rayon of a certain

number of miles. The contracts of sale l)et\veen the

Chinese and the foreigners are de])osited at their

respective consulates, who reinit a certificate to the

Imyer, which, duly legalised by the Taotai (or gover-

nor, properly speaking,
" the head of a circle," but

1 This was in IS-") t. To uutlerstand tlie details read " Tiie Treaty

Torts of Cliiiia and Japan," hy W. F. ^Nfayor^', X. V,. Deiinys and

Ch. King ;
also the ollicial correspondence puLlished by the French

government.
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always a great pei-sonage, called
''
his Excellency "),

takes the place of a legal title to the property.

In the English and American "
concession," the task

of the consuls, setting aside judicial functions, is purely

negative, and is limited to the obligation of examining
if the acts of the municipality do not contravene the

stipulations of the Treaty of Tien-tsin. The summa
rerum is entrusted to a municipal council, composed
of a president and six members, elected every year by
the landed proprietors and other residents who have

the right to participate in this election. It is this

council, responsible to the electoral body, which dis-

tributes and levies the taxes, takes care to. keep the

piers, bridges, and roads in good order, and undertakes

to find and pay a police force, whose business it is to

watch over the maintenance of public order and the

repression of crime. Seventy men chosen out of the

London constabulary are sufficient for the work.

The officers of this corps, like all the other civil

employes, are named by the municipality. Although
the foreign concessions reckon a Chinese population of

60,000 souls, the tranquillity and security of the settle-

ment leave nothing to be desired. With regard to

British subjects, justice is admiuistered in the first

place by the consuls, and as a last resource by the

supreme court of Shanghai ;
for the other foreign

residents, their respective consuls are invested with

judicial powers. All the expenses fall on the com-

munity. The government takes no cognisance
of it.

They have also arrived at settling in a simple and

practical manner the relations of the residents with
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the local uutlioritics, and the intervention of the latter

in certain delicate matters where it is a case of pro-

ccedino' in the civ41 courts ao-ainst the Chinese residents,

or when some crimes have been committed by the

Chinese on the territory included in the concessions.

Such is the constitution which at present is in full

force in the Anglo-American settlement, which becomes

every day more cosmopolite. It is, as I said before,

entirely distinct from the municipal organisation of

the French concession, wliicli was puldished in 18G8.

In virtue of this act, the nmnicipal body is composed of

the French consul and the eight municipal councillors,

of whom four are French and four are foreio;ners, both

one and the other chosen by an electoral body, of whom
the consul oives and revises the list. It is ao-ain the

consul who convokes this assembly ;
who convokes

also the municipal b(jdy, who })resides over it and has

the right of suspending it, Avith ordy the check of

havino'to (Avg an account of his reasons for so doino; to

the French minister at Pekin, v.dio, in cases of dilliculty,

refers tiie affair again to tht' foreign minister in Paris.

The council del)ates on all questions referring to the

budget, the receipts and niu]iici[>al ex[)enditure, the

re})artition or recovery of taxes, &c., the ])lans of public

buildings, all sanitary measures, or any other business

which the coiisul may see fit to submit to them. The

results of these deliberations, however, are not carried

out without the consent and decision of tlu.' consul him-

self, who (always with the reserve of the approbation

of the French ministei' at Pekhi) ma}' refuse to execute

the measures ])roposed and voted l)y the Assembly,

whelher the}' regard llic ((insti'Uetion cf public laiild-
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ings, or expropriations, or sanitary improvements, or

what not. The council appoints all officers attached

to the municipal service, but these again are subject to

the approbation of the consul, who may put a veto on

any such appointment, or suspend or revoke at any
time the holders of these places. Again, public security

rests solely with the consul. The body of police, whose

pay is charged to the municipal council, is placed en-

tirely under the orders of the consul, and it is he who

appoints, suspends, and dismisses his agents. This

constitution, which contrasts so strongly with the or-

ganisation of the English settlement, answers its

purpose very well. But it converts the French con-

cession into a colony governed by the consul ; while

the English establishment is self-relying and in-

dependent, the intervention of the consul being

limited, as we have seen, to the exercise of a nega-
tive control.

The results of the English system have gone beyond
one's expectation. Look at this town of palaces ; count,

if you can, the masts of the ships, with which the port

is bristling ; look at those great leviathans of steamers

continually coming and going ;
examine the com-

mercial statistics of any one of these large houses, and

you cannot fail to admire the vigour, the energy, and

the vitality of the Queen of Yang-tse-kiang and of

the Yellow Sea, and the strength of the link which

binds the immense Celestial Empire to Europe, America,

and Australia ;
and all this is the work of a handful

of brave, enterprising men ! Their country's cannon

has opened the way for them
;
and the breach once

made, they have established themselves so securely
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that it is not very probable that they will ever be

dislodgccl.

Those were remarkable men, those merchant princes

of the early days ! AYork and worry have thinned

their ranks
;
others have made their furtnnes, retired

from business, and gone back to England. To-day
there are only four houses of this stamp

—
Jardiiie,

Russell, Herd, and Gib-Livingston.

During my short stay I made acquaintance with the
"

bio: wio's
"
in the financial world, and I must savthat

I never found myself in contact w^ith men of more

aa'reeable manners, or better instructed in their own

sphere. Do not believe what has been said about the

merchants in the East. The witness which im})artial

meii, who know them thoroughly, bear to their loyalty

and upright, honourable conduct on all occasions,

utterly demolishes the accusations brought against

them by certain writers, who either could not or would

not understand the real state of things. There is, of

course, one dark side—the opium trade—now perfectly

legal, but immoral in my eyes from the fact that it

furnishes a })oison to the people, the deleterious effects

of which, as far as 1 m}'self have seen, cannot possibly

be exaggerated. Those who are most interested in

this trade do not attem})t to deny it. Their only

excuse is that the excess of alcoholic drinks, so fre-

quently seen in Europe, })roduces analogous effects
;

th;it <)})ium smokers do not all fall victims to this fatal

habit
; that many of them know how to indulge in it

in moderation, and so suifer no evil consequences ;
that

the sbi, after all, cannot be said to lie at the door of

the English, as the production of opium has been
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extraordinarily increased in the interior of China of

late years/ The only real argument, they say, that

they could bring against us (and in reality it is not one),

is borrowed from the political necessity which does not

allow the Indian government to prohibit the cultiva-

tion of the poppy plants and the making of the drug.

San Francisco and Melbourne are, like Shanghai,
the work of individuals and not governments : but

the capitals of California and of the Australian

colony have sprung and grown up on their country's

soil
; Shanghai is an exotic plant, growing in the open

air, exposed to all the winds of heaven, needing

gardeners to care for it, a hothouse to shelter it,

living in its own strength, and drawing from this

foreign soil the nourishment it needs. Its short

existence (for it is not yet thirty years old) is only
a series of struggles, trials, admirable efforts, mistakes

and weaknesses instantly rectified and atoned for

by fresh attempts crowned with fresh successes. Like

Hercules in his cradle, Shanghai has strangled the

serpents of revolt. Local insurgents, taking advan-

tage of the general disorder which the rebellion of the

Taepings had caused, got into the Chinese town and

^ I find the same arguments reproduced by Mr. Medhurst, in his

book (so full of authentic information)
" The Foreigner in Far

Cathay:" London, 1872. A residence of thirty years in the

country, to say nothing of his official character, gives to the British

consul at Shanghai an authority which no one could or would dis-

pute or deny. He is especially distinguished by his great and rare

impartiality of mind. The only weak part about liis book seems to

me his att(;mpt to excuse, or, at any rate, to palliate the opium trade,

though evidently against his own convictions. I need only refer

my readers to a quotation on page 88 of this valuable work.
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maintained tlicinsclvcs tlierc for a year and a lialf.^

The factories were respected, thanks to the presence of

some men-of-war in the harl)our and to the firm

front presented by the residents. Then, for tlie first

time, Chinese families in rich and easy circumstances

came to take refuge in the concessions, and took the

hahit of livino- amono- the "
foreign devils." After the

retreat of the insurgents, however, they went home

again. But very soon the rebel hordes again siu"-

rounded them. Everyone knows what rebellion

means in China. It means l)urning, destroying, and

massacring everyone, without distinction of age or

sex : after which, epidemic diseases and famint^ ensue.

The great province of Kiangsu underwent tliis horri])le

fate. Thousands and thousands of srpiare miles were

entirely devastated. When (in May 18G0) Suchow fell

into the power of the Taepings and was changed into

a heap of ruins, hundreds of thousands of Chinese

came to take refuge at Shangliai, where a few English

troo[)s, the armcMl residents, and a squadron of French

marines, were enough to stop the fiood of the rebellion.

Tliis struggle, which had its u})S and downs, its joys

and sorrows, lasted for nearly four years,- and fo]-ms

a strange and cin'ious episode, and one without prece-

dent, I tliiids in tlie world's history. Fancy the

insurgents
—that is, as I said before, a set of mercihvss

incendiaries and assassins—fancy tliem encamped on

the other side of the Sucliow Creek, only a mile's

distance from the centre of the English town. Add to

this the dismal spectacle, night after niglit,
(»r villages

' FiMiii !^fj)teii)hi r \>')'] to Fcla-uary ISa").

- From ISOO 1. ISiM.
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in flames, and remember that these four years of

anguish and peril were, at the same time, an era of

the most furious speculation, of fabulous gains, and

of the most exaggerated luxury. It is said that the

Chinese fugitives might be counted by hundreds of

thousands. It was necessary to lodge them. Build-

ings were run up in haste. Houses adapted to the

use of the people of the country sprung up like

magic. The rich merchants sunk their money in

these ventures : those who had none borrowed it for the

same purpose. Clerks,
"
compradors," factors, servants,

everyone took part in the speculation, and everyone

gained. Shanghai was deluged with gold. Beyond the
"
defence-creek," death under its most hideous forms,

the ruin and misery of millions of human beings. Here

on the river, thousands of junks, a great number of

European vessels, and a considerable naval force. On
the Bund, and in the houses of the residents, the

ostentatious pomp of the parvenus^ doubly insolent in

the face of such terrible calamities.

But envious fate, which, if we are to believe poor

mortals, is so inclined to laugh at the best-laid projects,

l)egan to be tired of such unmixed prosperity. The

contrast between the miseries of the one and the over-

weening prosperity of the other, seemed to provoke her

anger. The horrors in China had made the fortune of

the English in Shanghai. A child of their own

nation, inscribing his name in letters of gold in the

annals of the Celestial Empire, was to be the involun-

tary instrument of their chastisement. The Imperial
armies had been beaten by the rebels all along the

line. The English forces hardly sufficed for the
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clefenco of tlio European concessions and the Chinese

town of Shanghai. Later on, they were able to clear

a space of thirty miles round the factories. But it

was impossible to advance further into the interior, or

to deliver tlie unhappy province of Kiangsu from the

scourge of the rebels. Nevertheless, an American

adventurer, named Ward, with a following of rowdies

of the worst kind, and some thousands of coolies,

formed a band, whicli was called
"
AVard's force,"

and which did o'ood service. After the death of Ward,
t]ie command passed to a certain Burgevin, who united

in his own proper person all the vices and all the

audacity of a eondottiere of the lowest class. This

monster, who was dismissed the service, passed over to

the enemy, the re1)el Tae})ings, but very soon quarrelled

with them, was shut up in a cage, marched from one

town to another, and finally i)erished miserably in

crossing a river. At this time they learned that the

English government had authorized its officers to serve

tem})(jrarily under the Chinese coloiu's. A young
otlicer of the Tioyal Engineers, Alajor Chark'S l\o])ert

Gordon, took the command of the remains of the

shattered
" Ward force," orgaiii/ed it anew, brouglit

it u}) to f),00() men, convcrtcil it into an excellent

bodv of
lr<)()}>s, inspired it with all soldier-like virtues,

led it on fi-om victory to victory, annihilated tlie

rebels, and re-established, in less than a year, peace

and trancjuillit V throughout the whole extent of this

\'ast province.

The investment (more or less strict) of Shanghai

had lasted for more than three years. It was hojied

that the greater part of the immigrants would settle

VOL. II. y
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there permanently. They had brought their wives and

children, and, thanks to the contact with the foreigners,

easily found means to earn their bread. The rich

Chinese and those in easy circumstances had acquired,

as people thought, a taste for the comforts, security,

and enjoyments of European life. Vain and terrible-

illusion ! The very day when the news of the taking

of Suchow^ (one of the great deeds of Gordon's

heroic band) arrived at Shanghai, the Chinese began to

make their preparations for departure. The upper
classes were the first to regain their ravaged home-

steads : the great mass of their fellow-countrymen
followed them in a few weeks. In less than two

years, the whole Chinese population, which reckoned

some hundreds of thousands of souls, fell to 65,000.^

All the new quarters built for their yellow occu-

1 November 1863.
2 In round numbers, taken from official sources, the following is

a tabular statement of the native and foreign population of the

Anglo-American and French concessions and that of Hongkow (the

right bank of the Hwang-pu :)

Anglo-American Concession— 1862-3 1865 1869

Chinese 250,000 90,500 8G,500

Toreiguers .... 3,000 5,130 7,200
French Concession—

Chinese 80,000 55,500 32,000

Foreigners (French) . . 300 300

The total of 7,500 foreigners
—that is, English, American, German,

and French—includes, with the residents, the floating population of

the ships. Since 1869 this floating population has diminished, in

consequence of the decrease of tonnage, in proportion as sailing-

ships have been replaced by steam. To-day, according to statistics

which I believe to be correct, the foreign population of tin; three
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})aiit.s,
wwo ubaihloiicd. Very sodii. lands wliidi had

been Ixniglit for ral)id()us siiiiis ceased lo have

any value at all, and, as th(> <j,i'eater part of these

houses had been l)nilt on credit, banki-uptcy became

tile order of the day. The consternation was such,

that at lirst they (h'spaired of sui-vivini;- th(,> ci'isis.

But if teni[>ests rava_L;-e the soil they purify the aii-.

Shanu'liai came out of this fiei-y ti'i.d wounded, tem-

p(jra]'ilv inipoverislie(l, lait rei^c Derated, warueil b\- hei'

past faults, and u.iKh'i'standing (for sexci'al I'casoiis

wliieh I sliall allude to latei') that the era of fibulous

gains and sudden and [)riiifelv foi-tunes was closed to

her for ever.

It is impossible to understand Shanuhai \vithout

taking into account the conunercial mo\cmints going

on in other ports of the ('llinise empil'e opeliecl lo

foreigners. And no one can have a coi-rect idea,

of them without kiKtwing Shanghai, ^\llich is the

(pieen, the metropolitan, and lln' regulator of all

Euro[»ean coiunierce wit h the ('clcstial Mmpii-e.

It has ali'(ad\- liciii saiil that Shanghai owes its

fortune ami its con<lilions of exislcnce in a great

mi'asure to its geogi'a|ihical position. Situated at

oidy a short (bstan<-f tVoni Sudiow, the victualling

(•(Micrs.siuiis dnca iiul iiuioiuit to more tluiii <;,-00, in the I'olliiwia;^'

propoitiiiiKs :
—

Kiiglisli .",,200

Aiiicii'Miis 1,.')00

(jleiiiiaiis TOO

French KiO

All ollhT naliojis '''OO

('hiiifcHi' pMimlation 1(i(i,(Mio

Chinf-r i;itv anil its .<ul,ur])S li.'i < (to
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centre of so many provinces ;
near also to tlie Yang-

tse-kiang, the high road which leads to the silk-

producing districts ;
at a short distance from the sea,

that road which leads everywhere, and which especially

leads to England, Shanghai is the greatest emporium
of English goods consumed in China. By Suchow,

they reach the very centre of the empire ; by Tien-tsin,

Pekin and all the northern provinces ;
and it is a

formidable rival to European commerce in the south—
that is to say, of Hong Kong, which it begins to

eclipse ;
of Canton, which is only a shadow of its

former self
;
and of Macao, that town which seems to

sleep under its beautiful sky, and only lives on heroic

memories, the trade in coolies, and its gambling-houses.
Until these last times, Shanghai monopolised al-

together the trade of the Yang-tse-kiang. It is still

and always will be the principal emporium. But

since the opening of the ports of Hankow, Chinkiang
and Kinkiang, there is a slight diminution in the

exportation of tea, the first of these three factories,

situated in the interior, 700 miles from the mouth of

the river, having begun to export directly to London,

Odessa, and Melbourne. As a general rule, the tea

of the provinces of Kiangsi and Hupeh is brought by
the American steamers which ply on the Yang-tse-

kiang, sold here, and re-exported to Europe and

America. The opening of the little trade-ports on

the coast has also, though in a less degree, reacted on

the Shanghai market. But it is not likely that this

rivalry will seriously damage it. Its distributing

power remains intact. To understand it, it is neces-

sary to cast a glance on tlie transformation which
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European commerce in China lias undergone in the
hist few years/

The times of great and startling successes are

already long since past. In those days colossal

fortunes were made, and as rapidly lost. ]\Ien

speculated, or rather I should say, gambled with
unknown elements. Men of genius guessed the wants
of the Chinese market, and founding their calculations

on the suggestions of instinct, sometimes realized

enormous jirofits. Others less happily inspired, but

also more rash, ruined themselves in the outset and

disappeared from the scene. Of rivalry, there was
little or none. By the power of capital, a limited

nundjer of great houses distanced all smaller com-

petitors, and possessed, in fact, the monopoly of the

Chinese commerce. Between these great houses,

however, the rivalry was as keen as possible. We
have all heard of the steamers which Jardine and

^ I here give a suiiiinaiy of tlie inioimaiion I have successively

obtained at Shanghai, Che-fu, Taku, 'J'ieii-tsin, Pekin, Hong Kong,
Canton and ]\racao, and I imrposely abstain from giving the tigures.

Sucli of my rea<lei'3 as may bo interested in this maiter will lind

tliem in the consular leiinrts })ublished by the J-higlish govern-

ment, and in the annual "
l^'ports on Trade," printed at Shangliai by

order of ]\lr. Hart, \vhich are very minute and full of interesting

details. What 1 wish is to give to my readers a general idea of

the recent })ha?es in European trade, of tlie causes which determined

them, and the results which probably will ensue. Mr. Hart, inspector-

general, ^Ir. Harrison, commissary of the Chinese customdiouses, the

consuls of the dilFerent nations and some leading European mer-

chants wdiom I met with in my wanderings, and last, not least, Mr.

Cliarles AVinehester, formerly consul at Shanghai, have been most

goud-nalured in giving me every kind of information, for wdiich I

take lliis opportunity of thanking them.
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Eussell used regularly to charter and send to Singa-

pore to get the last quotations of the London market,

and thanks to their extraordinary speed, to bring

them to their proprietors a few days, or it may be only

a few hours, before the arrival of the regular mail.

The amelioration in the P. and 0. Service, and that of

the Messageries Maritimes, without speaking of the

telegraph which has been established during the last

few weeks, has put an end to this kind of speculation,

which, however, deserves to be had in remembrance,

because it gives one an idea of the ways of trade at

that time. To-day we have two new elements to

contend with : the perfect knowledge which has been

acquired of the wants and tastes of the country, and

the growing rivahy not only of a great number of

Europeans, but also of native merchants. The result

is this : first, the gift of divination has no longer any
field for its exercise. There is no longer any guess-

work. Everything is known. Therefore, there are

no more speculations flying about : no more gambling
or fabulous profits ;

no more fortunes gained in a day.

People are become more solid, more prudent, and

more reasonable. Business is now done in China as

in London or Liverpool. One may grow rich
;
but it

will be slowly, by the sweat of one's brow. As to

rivalry, it has become possible since, by the establish-

ment of difierent banks, everyone
— that is, everyone

who can give sufficient securities,
—can obtain money.

In other words, the banks have destroyed the mono-

poly of the merchant jDrinces. Among the new rivals,

we must reckon the Germans and the Chinese. As

in Jiipan, and as in the Pacific States of North
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America, everywhere, in fact, where they appear in

the arena, the Germans heat the Anglo-Saxons by
tlieir greater frugality, the simplicity of their habits,

and their willingness to be contented with small

profits. But the Chinese possess all these qualities in

a still higher degree. Formerly English manufactures,

brouglit in English ships, was consigned to wholesale

merchants of the same nation
;
other Eno-lish mer-

chants, either at Shanghai or in the smaller ports, sold

them retail to native traders, who carried them into

the interior. Thus each article, before it came to

the consumer, passed through three hands. To-day
in the trade-ports, the Chinese buy direct from the

importer the goods they want, and sell them at once

to the consumer. Hence a notable reduction in the

profits of the English houses establish('d at Shanghai
and Ilong Kong ;

l)ut indirectly a great adv^antage to

trade and Eno;lish navio-ation, and for this reason :

that the goods, no longer passing through so many
hands, can be sold at a cheaper rate and consequently

in o-reater quantities.

One may attribute to other causes the diminution of

the importance, not of trade in general, for that, on

the contrary, increases, but of the returns arising from

individual operations. Thus, the opening of the small

ports, and the estal)lishment of factories in each of

them, has naturally drawn away part of the transac-

tions which formerly were concentrated in Shanghai and

Hong Kong. The opening of the Yang-tsc-kiang to

foreign navigation tends, as I have said above, to de-

prive Shanghai in part of its importance as the great

emporium of tea, the three ports situated on the banks
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of this stream having begun to export it directly.

More than this, the bhxck teas gathered in Hunan and

Hupeh, and formerly sent to Canton to be from thence

shipped to Europe, now take the shorter route of

Hankow and the Yang-tse-kiang. A look on the map
will suffice to make us understand to what an extent

the establishment of the
''

foreign devils
"
on the Blue

River and its neighbourhood makes itself felt in the

heart of this immense empire.

To sum up all I have said, the commercial history

of the Europeans in China is divided into two eras,

separated the one from the other by the disasters

brought about by the excess of building speculations

and the exodus of the Chinese from Shanghai. The

first was the reign of chance, of the unknown, of

audacity often crowned with success, of monopoly,
wild hopes, and frightful luxury. The second era is a

slow but continual transformation, which has not yet
attained to its full development; the rivalry of smaller

merchants, rendered possible by the establishment of

banks
; the cessation of the monopoly formerly pos-

sessed by the merchant princes ; the increasing rivalry
of the Chinese themselves

;
the lowering of the price

of English goods and European articles in general,
and in consequence the increase of their consumption ;

lastly, in all business transactions, greater firmness,

smaller individual profits, but increased returns for the

majority
—that is, for English and European trade in

general. In this last point of view—which is the only
one possible to impartial judges

—this new phase of

the commercial existence of Shanghai deserves our

sullrages.
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Dut the iiK^rcliaiits settled in China, and even the

heads of the oreat houses and almost all business men,

the last arrivals as well as the })ioneers of early days,

judge very differently of the present state of things.

They see their profits more and more reduced. Some

who have arrived with the hope of realizing, like their

predecessors, great fortunes in a short time, have soon

discovered tlieir delusion. Add to this the necessity

for the one to reduce their establishments, which are on

too expensive a scale for the present times, and in

their business transactions to restrict operations begun
in better days, which are of too great magnitude now;
for the others, to endeavour, by a multitude of little

privations, to square their accounts and make both

ends meet; and }'0U will understand the terrible com-

plaints heard on all sides of the stagnation of all'airs

and the decline of trade. The grounds for such com-

})laints are real enough as regards individuals, l)ut

contrary to truth witli res})ect to the general de^el()p-

ment of navigation and foreign trade. The result is,

a general feeling of discontent, felt and expressed in

different degrees certainly, l)ut real, deep, and ini-

[tortant, Itecause it miglit at aii\' moment seiiuusly

affect the political relations of the foreign [)owers with

(^hina.



CHAPTER IT.

PEKIN.—FROM THE 8™ TO THE 29™ OCTOBER.

The weariness and length of the voyage to Pekin.— Che-fu.—The

Bar of Takn.—The Pei-ho.—Tung-chow.—Arrival at Pekin.—
General aspect of the town.—Scenes in the streets.—The Temple
of Heaven.— Confucius and Buddha.—The great Lamaserie.—
Shops and Chinese curiosities.—Tlie Jesuits' Observatory.

—
The last word of bureaucracy.

—
Pei-tang.

—The Portuguese

cemetery.
—The tombs of the Mings.

—jN"an-kow.—The Mon-

golian Chain.—The Great Wall.—The Summer Palace.—The

Climate of Pekin.—The Imperial custom-houses entrusted to

strangers.
—Mr. Hart.—Position of the Diplomatic Corps.

—The

question of audiences.—Visit to Prince Kung.—Departure.

October 8.—The voyage to Pekiii is always a serious

business. In the very best weather it takes ten days

to go there from Shanghai, and eight to return. The

steamers of the great companies do not touch at any

port to the north of the mouth of the Yang-tse-kiang.

But the ships formerly employed by Jardine and

Russell to bring the first European news from Singa-

pore, and to-day to trade between the treaty ports,

hold frequent communications with Tien-tsin. The

Jardines possess eight vessels
;
the Russells eighteen,

thanks to the amount of Chinese capital embarked in
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llicir houses. Among these vessels there nrc some

magnifieent ones, which keep up the speed of former

times
; tliere are others which have suifered from the

changes of the hist few years. Fate willed it that,

except for safety, we fall into tlie worst luck possible.

The Dragon of Jardine's is a nutshell
; good in a

storm, perhaps, l)ut a horrildy slow goer. The food,

the calnns, the waiting are all equally detestable. But

the captain, an old sea dog, knows his trade. His staff

is composed of a first and second officer and an

eiio-incer. Savino- these four Enolishmen, the whole

crew is composed of coolies; for here, as in the

American Pacific 1)oats, European sailors are not to be

had
;
or if you do get them, tiiey are of the worst

|)ossil)l(' description, without control or discipline,

given to drinkino; and oamblino-, and desertino; on

every possible occasion. jMore than this, at one or

two of the most important, points, lighthouses are

entirely wanting. Fortunately, the officers of the

English and French navy have made a hydrographical

survev (.)f the coast, whicth we are alx^ut to folhnv,

i^astlv, onlv a short distance (al)out 120 miles

from Cape Shantung) separates us from the unknown

and inhospitable shores of the Corea. To visit Pekin,

Octol^er is the l)est month
;
but it is the worst for

naviiiation. At this season the Yelhjw Sea is lashed

bv the north winds, which, rising unex])ecte(lly, blow

for twelve hours with the utmost fury in tlie Culf of

Tjiatung, for twenty-four in the Gulf of Pc-chidi, and

further south for three or foui' da}s.

We left Shanghai this morning, and arriv(Ml t(nvards

noon at the mouth of the Yano:-tsed<ianu-. In eoiise-
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quence of the bad weatlier, the captain cast anchor

close to the lighthouse. Alongside of us is a magnifi-
cent steamer of E-ussell's. She left Shanghai three

days ago. AYliat a pleasant prospect ! It is blowing
a regular gale. A freezing rain is falling in torrents.

A black curtain hides the shores from us altogether.

Below us the river is foaming ; angry crests rise

above its muddy waves. In the cabin my time is

spent in hunting cockroaches. The steward smiles at

me disdainfully,
" So much time w^asted I" he says to

me in his ^'pigeon" English :^ "Manypiecy beetey." He
seemed quite proud of them. " No boat of Jardine's

has so many," he exclaimed. There are only four

passengers on board, and these four passengers are,

myself; a young Englishman; M. J. M., my amiable

fellow-traveller across the Pacific, wdiom I found again
at Shanghai ; his friend, a young American

; and

Mr. Boyce. Mr. Boyce is the principal architect and

inspector of the government buildings belonging to

the English government in China and Japan. From

going frequently to Pekin he has picked up a very
tolerable acquaintance with the Chinese tongue, and

has been good enough to volunteer to be our guide.

October' 9.—At nine o'clock in the morninsf the

Dragon weighed anchor, and went out to sea. Weather

awful
;
wind still to the north. The ships, whose

course is towards the Liatung Gulf, are obliged to

steer to the north-north-east. It is an immense way
round, but the only means of avoiding the shoals

1 xV kiud of li/igua-Franca which the Ecglish and Chinese

make use of in this country.
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(•ausod by the quaiititi(>s of slim(^ and other matters

which the Yaiio--tseddaiio- l)ri]ie-8 IVom tlie interior,

from the western })rovinces, a.nd even fi'oni the moun-

tains of Thi])et.

Octoher 12.—Yesterday and tlie day l)ef(n'e the

weather was still very bad. To-day all is changed. The

storm has exliausted itself. TIk; sun has Ix'en pleased

to unstiffen our shrammed bodies
;
the air is light and

bright. At eight o'clock we neared the jjromontory
of Shantung. The fantastic outlines of the mountains

reminded one of the coasts of rrovence
;
but the grev-

green, yellowish sea has none of the beautiful tints of

tlu3 l)right blue ]\b'diterr;inean. During the whole

mornino; we coast alono; the cliifs. At their feet is a

narrow border of green, with liere and there little

fishino:-villao'es. There is nothino' surprisino- in seeino-

houses rise np everywhere, when we remember that

this province of Shantung alone is said to contain

28,000,0000 of inhabitants. At eleven o'clock at

night we cast anchor at C'he-fu.

OcfolxT \?K—C'hc-fu is, so to speak, a colony of

Shanghai. Certain speculators from that great empo-
rium built some houses here a few years ago, which

are at present occupied by about 120 Europeans and

Americans. Jn this nund)er are inidudcd the in-

spectors of the Frencli naval station and the cosmo])o-

lite officials of the imperial custom-houses. The (con-

cession extends to the foot of a litth^ pi'omontory

crowned l)y the residence of the Englisli consul and

by a, Chinese^ lighthouse. The native town, which is
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small, is called Ten-Tai. In front is a chain of low

rocks.

We are in a liarbour full of Chinese junks built at

Bankok (Siam) for the Chinese merchant service.

There is a good deal of activity in the roadstead, and

a brilliant future is prophesied for this factory. It

will be, they say, the centre of the Corean trade, and

of that of the Kussian sea-coast. In the meantime

Che-fu has nothing to boast of but its climate, which

is the most temperate and healthy on the whole coast.

During the hot season it is, consecpently, the resort

both of the rich merchants and the diplomats. Then

this solitude is brightened up a little. One sees smart

and elegant ladies and gentlemen in bathing costumes,

all lodged in two or three wretched little houses, but

well fed by a certain Signor Pignatelli, an enterprising

Italian, who has had the courage to open an hotel (the

best in China) on this inhospitable shore. Everything
is comparative in this world. In my eyes, Che-fu is

monotonous, triste, and ugly. But to the toilers at

Shanghai and the exiles of Pekin, it is a real terrestrial

paradise.

We breakfasted with Mr. Mayers, the principal author

of a book which cannot be too highly recommended,
called "The Treaty Ports of China and Japan.

"^ At

twelve o'clock the Dragon again got under way,
crossed slowly enough the Pe-chi-li Gulf, arrived to-

wards evening before th(i bar of Taku, and there ran

fast aground in the mud !

Octoher 15.—The rising tide enables us to get afloat

^
Quoted above.
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again. The bar is passed, and we enter the Pci-ho.

This river is a perfeet sea—an oeran—at this moment.

The wlioh^ conntry. froni the mountains of ^Tongolia

to the (ndf of Pe-clii-li, m(n-e than 10.000 square

miles, is under water, and :2, 000,000 of the inhal)it-

ants ruined. Since tlie beeinnintx of this century^ tlie

province of Chi-li had never been so cruelly tried.

The Dragon passed by a multitude of villages, all

more or less submerged. Some men, S(piatted on the

banks, were striving to get a mi.^erable .subsistence by
the help of some large nets, Avhich they })lunged into

the stream by means of a kind of rocker, and which

they drew out again filled ^\ith a multitude of little

fishes. The country
— at least the small ]>ro}iorti(»n of

it which is visible— the clear and cloudless
.•^ky,

the

dry atnios[)here, the willows, the fields of maize, and

tufts of rushes, ]]iade me fancy myself on the banks of

the Lower T^anube. The houses even, which are all

l)uilt of mud, have no particular Chinese character.

The men alone remind the traveller of the distance

which sepai'ates him from lun-ope.

The Pei-ho, .so dreadeil by sailors on account of the

continual .shiftings of its current, is W(.)rse than ever at

this moment. A few davs ai/o, one of the steamers

comino- down, struck on tiie flaesof the o-reat h.iu'hroad

to Pekin, which is still under water ! From one reach

to another we steam on, slowly enough, for the stream

has endless winding.s. At last, towards twelve o'clock,

we perceive the spire of a church; about twenty (Ger-

man, Norwegian, English, and Dani.^h sailing-ship.-,

all dressed out with flags in honour of Sunday ;
and a

' The L'reat iimiidiitidii of 180;i.
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great yellow house, the English consulate. We are at

Tien-tsin. This most wearisome voyage is, therefore,

at an end. Eight days and seven nights making 750

miles !

Octohe?' 16 to 19.—This morning an unexpected dif-

ficulty
—

i.e., the absolute refusal of the Taotai, or head

of the custom-house, to giveme mypassport
—threatened

to bring abruptly to an end my peregrinations in the

Celestial Empire. Mr. Lay, the English consul, having
been obliging enough to ask for this indispensable

article for me, was answered by a categorical refusal.

" This foreigner," said his Excellency,
" has nothing

on earth to do at Pekin. He will have no passport

from me." To which Mr. Lay, referring to the stipu-

lations of the treaty, replied :

"
If you choose to refuse

him a passport, he will simply go without one." The

answer was not long in coming : "I do not choose,"

replied the great man with a black pigtail,
"
that this

foreigner should be guilty of an infraction of our laws.

Here is the passport." What do you think of this

way of masking a retreat ? As to the passport, it is a

fine specimen of Chinese caligraphy. It ought to be

put under a glass case.

This difficulty having been happily smoothed down,

we settle ourselves comfortably enough in our boats,

each of which is furnished with a great sail, and

manned by three rowers. In (.hina, without reckoning

the natural arteries of the country, an immense net-

work of canals intersects the whole territory. Every-
one prefers travelling by water. Hence they have

brought tliis kind of locomotion to groat perfection.
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At the moment I am getting into my kouse-hoat, as

it is called, I see a Chinese of superior appearance

arranging my property, making my bed, and giving
minute directions to A-kao, my young page, a charm-

ing and intelligent child, whom one of my Shanghai
friends has most kindly lent to me for the voyage.
This Chinese, to my still further amazement, addresses

me in the ]un'est possiljle French ! He turns out to

be Father Delmasure de Roubaix, a Lazarist, who is at

the head of what remains of the Catholic mission of

Tien-tsin.

Here we are fairly off. If it were not for the

draughts of air, and our unpleasant proximity to our

rowers, their snorino; durino- the nio'ht, and the odours

they exhale night and day ;
if it were not, also, for

the slowness of our progress, the -hideous monotony of

the country
—a bare and flooded plain up to the very

edge of the horizon—tliis little voyage would be very

agreeable. There is not a breath of wind
;
and our

men, who are toiling for sixteen or eighteen hours a

day, are constantly obliged to track and drag the

boats after them. Whilst they are painfully ascending
the stream we often land, and, walking through the

fields, rejoin our floating-houses at dinner-time. It is

always witli great satisfaction that I hear A-kao,

standing on the prow, cry out :

"
Bleal-fast Icatli/."

(The Chinese cannot pronounce the r.) At a given

signal the cooking-ljoat rejoins the four lu)USL'-l)oats,

and we ste}) into Mr. Boyce's, where, thanks to the

provisions brought from Shanghai and Tien-tsin, and

to the skill of our native cook, a most excellent meal

is served up to us.

VOL. IT. Q
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The villages which I go through on foot offer no

object of interest. But everywhere there is a crowd.

The population swarms. The children call me a foreign

devil; the men look at me with a cold, inquiring

glance ;
and begin to laugh disdainfully as soon as I

have passed ;
the women run away and hide them-

selves. Pedlars go from house to house crying their

miserable wares. Everything is dirty, poor, and

mean, saving Nature, who has amused herself by

creating innumerable Chinese.

Higher up the inundations begin to diminish. We
come upon well-cultivated fields—cotton, beans, the

castor- oil plants, and thousands of peasants hard at

work. Their carts have curious teams
; here, a horse

and an ass
; there, a buffalo, a donkey, and a cow. I

saw one which was dragged by three men, and another

with a woman and an ass harnessed together. On the

river we met numberless junks, some of them of great

tonnage.

To-day, the 19th October, at twelve o'clock, we

arrived at Tungchow. The distance from Tien-tsin by
water is a hundred and twenty-six miles, and eighty

by land. The ordinary time taken in the voyage is

four or five days. Ours has only lasted three.

Tungchow, situated thirteen miles to the east of

PekiD, is united to the capital, of which it is the port

(for the Peiho arrives here from the north-east), by a

canal and a royal road, all paved with slabs of marble,

but completely neglected and hardly possible for car-

riages. A forest of masts stretches as far as the eye
can reach ;

and the shore swarms with human beings—
yellow, dirty, and covered with rags. All are
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occupied with tlio lading and unlading of ships,

Boliind this auts'-nest, at a little distance from the

stream, stretch the somhre, crenellated walls of the

town. Further on one perceives a high pagoda of

several storys. Saving the sky—which, for the

moment, is l)ri2;lit
—the earth and the water, the skin

and the clothes of the inhahitants, the walls and the

beasts of l)urd(m, all are mud-colour.

Hardly had we reached tlie shore when a Cossack be-

longing to ]\r, le General Ylangali,the Eussian minister

in Cliina, folhnved 1)y a mafa (or groom) came on

boai'd. He brought me a most kind letter from the

envoy, who, warned by a messenger of my arrival,

sent me his hoi-ses, offered me anew the shelter of his

hospitable roof, and, as a man of ex})erience, gave me
some useful hints as to the way of dealing with the

Mongol X^ony which he had destined for my use. The

Cossack delights me. To evervthing that 1 sav in

German, Frencli, or English, he answers me by one

single word, of a sound difficult to seize, but which

he repents again and again, with an energy which

fills me with confidences I Icariit afterwards tliat

this magic word was "
Sluslieyu

"

(I will obey).

"I wish to start at once."—"Sluslieyu."
"
^ly com-

panions want horses too."—"
Sluslieyu."

" How are

we to get througli tiiis crowd without being suffo-

cated?"—"Sluslieyu." And tliis was not a vain

word.

This child of the steppes guessed all I wanted; with

him instinct rc}>laced the knowledge of languages.

To
l)egiii with, he pilots me admirably through the

crowd. Half-way we meet a European on horseback.

Q 2
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This was M. StarzofF, the head of the most important
Eussian house in Tien-tsin, and I think in China. He
took me outside the town to a temple, transformed

into a hotel, where (the rare) European travellers

are accustomed to lodge, presented his young wife to

me, accompanied me into the town, and, with the help

of the Cossack, found horses for all my friends.

We first made the tour of the ramparts. The

muddy waters of the Peiho, so full of life and business

near the town, but which higher up are entirely de-

serted, lose themselves in the far distance. A slight

elevation of the soil and a few trees intercept the

view towards Pekin. At our feet is a sea of black

roofs. The streets are like crevasses. You can only

just see the heads of the camels which are passing.

The crowd, which throngs and hustles one another,

screaming and shouting, remains invisible. Below the

wall, and all along our road, lies the disgusting filth of

many generations. One feels oneself in Dante's

circle—
" Pute la terra che questo riceve.'",

In some places the broken wall had hardly enough
solid stones left to place one's foot upon. But the

horrible j^^^'^spect of retracing our steps makes us

bravely face this perilous passage. Finally, by scramb-

ling over the remains of a staircase, we come into the

street. The little caravan is at last organized. Madame
StarzofF is an excellent horsewoman. She has put on

her riding-habit and placed herself at the head of our

column. The streets are narrow and crowded, the pave-
ment slippery. At each step I hear M. StarzofF cry
out :

" Beware of the camels !"
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Tliey certainly look at us with an evil eye. Evidently
the foreign devils are not popular in China. The

camels and mules bite you ;
the dogs Ijark at you ;

the Mongol ponit'S kick and rear whenever you try to

mount them. Although we went as quickly as we

possibly could, we were more than half an hour going

through the town.

Our amiable hosts of Tuno'chow took leave of us at

the fine brido-e called Palikao—Ijuilt of white marble,

and ornamented with curious sculptures
—which has

become so famous since the last war. The high road

beino- in such a wretched state, besides beino- encum-

bered by carts, horsemen, and foot-passengers, we
follow the south bank of the canal

;
but the time is

running on
;
the gates of Pekin are rigorously closed

at sunset
;

so that we had no alternative but to ride as

hard as we could, sometimes on the dikes, sometimes

in the path, sometimes across the fields. Grou})s of

trees, villages, and solitary houses, surrounded by

kitchen-gardens, contrast pleasantly Avitli the mono-

tonous l)anks of the Peilio, and especially with the

loathsome horrors of the town of Tungchow.
On coming suddenly out of a hollow road an excla-

mation of surprise and delight escaped us, and involun-

tarily we each stopped our horse short, pjcfore us

w;is the sun's disk. Just l)elo\v this setting luminary,

like a pale, transparent black band, was stretched out,

as far as one could see, an immense crenellated wall.

On three points only this straight line was l»roken by

the double roofs of the gates of the town. One can toll

the distance they are from each other by their difU'rcnt

shades. Above this sombre wall, hanging in the blue
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atmosphere like a mirage, are tlie crests of the hills,

on which rises the summer palace. Further on, look-

ing like soft white clouds, are the Mongol mountains.

Half an hour after, we passed, by the gate called Tung-

pien-men, into the Chinese town
;
and by an inner

gate into the Tartar one. This is the grand moment

for our Cossack. At our approach the armed guards
rushed to the gate to bar the way, and prevent our

entrance ;
but the sight of our Russian horseman acted

like a talisman on these Cerberuses. We were allowed

to pass without the smallest molestation. They did

not even ask for our passports. The most kind and

cordial of welcomes awaited me at the Russian Lega-
tion. At last I am in Pekin. The dream of my
childhood has been realized in the decline of my
days.

Pekin, built many centuries before our era, fallen to

the rank of a provincial town after the dissolution of

the kingdom of Yen,^ of which it w^as the capital, con-

quered by Genghis-Kahn,^ abandoned and rebuilt, has

only become again the capital of the empire since the

beginning of the fifteenth century. From this era we

may date its great wall and its oldest buildings.

Pekin, in that sense, may be called a comparatively
modern town. Its walls remind one of our strouir

castles in feudal times. Only, here, everything is

colossal : while in Europe the buildings of the middle

ages are of small dimensions. The walls of Pekin are

fifty or sixty feet high ; twenty, forty, and fifty feet

wide
;
and of a circumference of more than twenty

1 In 222 B.C. 2 In 1215.
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Eiigiisb miles ! In spite of this great extent, sixteen

gates only give access to the town.

The capital of the empire is composed of two

towns, the Tartar and the Chinese one. Seen on

a ground plan, it represents two parallelograms.
The Tartar Town is placed vertically as it were,
on one of the sides of the Chinese city. These

appellations arose from the separation which for a

long time was maintained between the con(pierors
and the concjuered^

—between the Chinese and the men
of the north, who had arrived from the other side of

the ]\Iongol mountains. To-day a great many of the

Chinese live in the Tartar town
;
and time has miti-

gated, though not entirely effaced, the antagonism
between the two races. In the centre of the Tartar

town is the palace of the emperor, the imperial town,

called the
" Forbidden City," surrounded ])y walls,

and, as its name implies, inaccessible to mortals. The

streets cross one another at right angles. Some arc

wide, and some narrow. High walls hide the houses

of the rich from the curiosity of the passers-by. The

only houses which are visible are miseral)le to look at,

being nothing but mud huts, without any attempt at

architecture or any trace of ornament. In the Chinese

town, where the commercial and industrial life of the

place seems to be coiicentrated, there are whole streets

witli nothing but shops well furnished with native

goods and a few European articles. The chemists'

shops, the tea-warehouses, and the tobacco stores, ;ire

distinguished by magnificent fronts in lacquer or gilt

work, and by some colossal sign-boards hung vertically

to some poles placed before the doors.
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In the Tartar town the interminable streets, which

furrow it from north to south, deserted at intervals, or

lined with poor cabins, alternate with beautiful shops

and walls surrounding invisible palaces. But go on

again a few steps and you come back to solitude and

misery. And yet you have never deviated from the

straight line which reigns supremely in the capital of

the Celestial Empire. These large arteries were for-

merly paved with marble, which also covered over the

streams. To-day everything is falling into ruins.

The temples are badly kept. The official residences of

the great mandarins, always placed at the angles of the

streets, are not distinguishable from the "yamens" of

other towns—an inclosure or palisade round the whole ;

a great doorway, ornamented with a coarsely-painted

dragon ;
one or two flag-staffs ;

and on the threshold a

host of beggars and place-hunters. These public build-

ings
—even the palace of the ministers, the Tsungli-

yamen—do not shine in cleanliness. That irresistible

enemy, dust, has invaded and tarnished them all—
covered them with mud, and saturated them with

villainous smells ;'for before arriving at these higher

regions it had dwelt in more humble domiciles and

whirled through the streets, which in many places are

simply immense depots of filth and impurities of every
sort.

It is not an easy task to walk about in Pekin.

Whether you are on foot or on horseback, you have

not the time to look about you ;
and yet, if everything

is not beautiful, all is curious, new, and interesting.

But your attention is absorbed by the holes which the

rain has made in the flags, by the deep ruts left by
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the cart-wlieols, by the little bridges of planks thrown

over black and stinking streams, by the long files of

camels with two humps (the height of eh'phants) which

are bearing j\Iongols with large faces, ilattened noses,

foolish laughs, but frank and loyal ex}jressions. Beware,

too, of the hack-cabs which al)ound. They are carts

harnessed to one or two ponies, covered by the half of

a cylindrical tent, and provided with a kind of hood

or awnino- which shelters both coachman and horses.

These primitive carriages circulate by hundreds, for

litters and sedan-chairs are the privilege of mandarins

of a certain rank. Here (-onies one of them. Four

coolies carry his chair
; the}' are going at a trot

; half-

a-dozen servants follow him. Their liveries are dirty

and worn, and the chair is in the same state : l)Ut the

mandarin who occupies it has a clean face and hands
;

his linen is wliite
;
his dress cared for

;
all about him

breathes an air of high bureaucracy. Furnished with

a huge pair of spectacles, lie is prof(jundly absorbed in

reading a file of papers. He is a menil)cr of the Coun-

cil of State, going to the council and preparing his

report. An oljstruction in the street coiii]»els us for a

few minutes to stop slid riglit opposite this magnate's

chair. Ife stares at us with a disdainful look, and

then returns t(^ tlie study of his pa})ers.

It is impossil)le to get on. Let us take this quieter

side-street which runs along the wall of the
" Forbidden

Citv." But here comes another difliculty
—a middle-

class marriage jn'ocession. The young couj)l<', the near

relations, and the other mend)ers of the laniily or

friends— all those who have been invited to the

wedding, in fact—are in hack-cabs. It reminded me
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of Paris and the young couples with their escorts who
drive about the Bois de Boulogne.
We wander about in this way for hours, which seem

to be only so many minutes. Our Mongol ponies, saving

sundry impatient freaks, behave themselves admirably.
We have ridden along the sides of the

"
Imperial

"
or

" Forbidden City,'' which is situated, greatly to the

inconvenience of ordinary mortals, in the very centre

of Pekin, thus breaking the diagonal line of the streets,

and compelling the passers-by to make a great detour.

Now we come into the principal thoroughfare, which

crosses the northern quarter of the town, and the im-

posing spectacle of a great funeral is before us. To

judge by its magnificence, it surely must be the re-

mains of a minister or some member of the imperial

family whom they are bearing to his last abode ? My
error is quickly rectified : he who is about to rejoin

the spirits of his ancestors is only a little official of the

fourth class. But .reverence for the dead and the

love of family—thoseHwo fundamental virtues in the

Chinese character—explain the pomp displayed in

these circumstances. Unfortunately, this proof of the

regrets with which the dead are surrounded is often a

source of great difficulties and even ruin to the sur-

vivors. The body was borne under a huge baldachino

in scarlet cloth, richly and barbarously ornamented

with fi'inges and gold baubles. Before the coffin an

empty chair, hung with white, was carried, which was

supposed to hold the soul of the departed. The

family followed in hack-coaches. Every one was in

mourning ;
even the hackney coachmen had a white

handkerchief on their hats. The family and friends
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formed the shabby part of the procession ; but the

dead man hmiself made his exit out of the worhl Uke

a great personage. To the magnificence of the coffin

corresponded the number and richness of the flags,

parasols, and gilt or laccpiered lances, which were

borne by men walking two and two on each side of

the road. I call "parasols" some long silk tu1)es,

sometimes red, sometimes blue, ornamented with

fringes, and richly brocaded in gold, some covered

with inscriptions, others with grotescpie designs of

dragons and monsters. At certain distances, men
dressed as fools, in tight-fitting clothes and caps of

scarlet silk, struck a gono- and thus reo-ulated the pace

of the procession. Bands of music played alternately—that is, filled the air with harsh and discordant

sounds.

In contrast with the pomp of this funeral scene was

the indifterence of the passers-by. I did nut see a

single one who stopped. In fact, it was as much as

they did to cast a glance at it, and that glance was an

ill-t'jmpered one, fur 1)usiness-men don't like obstruc-

tions in their way. 'i'hey are besides (^hi^r with these

sights, wliieh are repeated every day, and which

interest no one but the mourners, and especially the

dead man himself.

I like walking about Pekin, for here ever}thiiig is

difi'erent from what one sees elsewhere.

We are in a street leadino- to one of the urates of tlie

"Forbidden C'ity." I have a great wisli to ])eep in
;

and as the double gates are open 1 can give myself

that satisfaction. Only what 1 see of the JVkin

reserved for the emperor, and what I know of the
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Pekin accessible to the profane, is as like as two

peas.

Our attention is attracted by a group of people

gesticulating and howling round a half-naked man.

A Chinese woman, foaming with rage, is behaving to

him like one possessed. This man has just stolen a

little thing, which he still holds. It was a horrible

and yet grotesque scene
;
to paint it, one needed the

pencil of the artist of the
" Danse Macabre." All of

a sudden there is complete silence. An old man

appears. Gentleness is depicted on his face, and

dignity in his manner. He summons the accuser and

the accused, and puts them through a short interro-

gatory. Then he touches the thief on the shoulder

and walks away. Everyone hastens to make a line

so as to give him a free passage. At a distance of two

hundred steps follows the malefactor, with his arms

crossed on his chest and his head bent. This old man
is a police agent. The unhappy thief, who seems to

have other sins on his conscience, has been arrested :

he is going to prison, and he knows what awaits him

there—torture, the bamboo, hunger, sickness, and

death.

We have escaladed the walls, and are above the

great central gate which leads from the Chinese to the

Tartar town. It is called Chien-men. We are looking
towards the north. At our feet is the Corean quarter,

which is composed of mud huts ; further on, what

appears to be a great forest, the tops of the trees

sprinkled with dust. Above this moving mass of dead

greyish-green rises to our right the tower of the
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Eussian ecclesiastical mission. Before us are the

yello\Y roofs of tlic imperial palace
—a large group of

buildings forming a S(|uare, and surrounded by gar-

dens, of which the finest ornament is the artificial

mountain. This is the culminating point of Pekin.

The principal gateway, which gives access to the

imperial town, is at a short distance only from where

we are standing. It strikes us by its shabby appear-

ance. This, liowever, is according to the ideas of the

country. The greatest riches are hidden under a ])oor

exterior. Beyond the
" Forbidden City," though at a

great distance, one sees the two unfinished towers of

the Frencli church. Xearer to us, to our left, rises

above the trees the Portuguese cathedral. Below us,

on both sides of the gate, of which the entablature

serves us as an oltservator}', are seen imposing masses

of sloping walls, which divide the two towns. This

exterior inclosure, which is crowned Avitli fine battle-

ments, is supported by strong buttresses. The plan is

not varied
;

it is composed of two elements, whicli are

continually repeating tlicmselves ;
but the optical

effects of distance, and the consecjuent softening of the

colours, enaljle you to measure—in thought, at any
rate—the enormous dimensions of this gigantic work.

At the foot of the wall, all along a deep ditch, files of

camels couk^ and go incessantly. Turn towards the

south, and you will see a still more busy sight. A
maQ-nificent brido-e of white marble leads to tlie

Chinese town, and to a great thoroughfare always

thronged with foot-]iassengers, Ijcasts of bunh'ii, and

carts; this is the industrial quarter. On the horizon,

in front of you, rises above a curtain of trees the triple
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roof of the Temple of Heaven. Towards the south-

west an elegant pagoda, of several storys high, attracts

the eye. Beyond, stretches a great sandy plain, across

which the north-east wind is sweeping furiously, dash-

ing the weaves of sand against the walls, and sometimes

covering them half-way up. Accumulated at the foot

of the vast inclosure, these moving downs threaten

to bury the wall itself
; but the next violent gust will

scatter them all again to atoms. Nothing can be more

triste than the country round Pekin : it is a steppe

without any apparent limit. The horizon is lost in

the dusty haze of the air, so that you see the tops of

the mountains, but rarely their base.

Pekin is like a great camp of barbarians bivouacking
round the tent of their chief, and sheltering those who

till the ground. The nomad protects the tiller of the

soil. Ah ! it is indeed Asia
;
and I understand that,

in the imagination of the people of the high central

lands from Ural to Kashgar, from Kiachta to Hindu-

kush, Shuntian (Pekin) is the city of cities, the ter-

restrial paradise, the centre of the world. To me it is

the type of the ancient cities mentioned in the Bible.

It is Babel or Nineveh—grand, heroic, and barbarous.

After taking some solitary walks, I joined a joyous
and numerous cavalcade of horsemen. We are all

mounted on good Mongol ponies
—a little rough, per-

haps, somewhat vicious, and disposed to rear and

take the bit between their teeth, as children of the

steppes are apt to do, but well-fed, well-groomed, and

proud of the noble blood which flows in their veins.

We cross the Chinese city in all its length, and
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come out on a great, irregTilar sr^nare in front of a

vast inclosure, and of the gate (happily open at this

very moment) of Tientan, the Tem})k^ of PIraven,

which the emperor goes to visit once a year, and

which the rest of the time is al)andoned and closed

—closed especially to strangers since some American

travellers—men, women, and children— took it into

their heads to organize a picnic on the very altar of

the great aniuixd sacrifice. But there is a way of

accommodating matters with heaven, (jr rather with

the guardians of the temple which l)ears its name.

Onlv, in order to get in, t\w\v must he a combination

of craft, l)oldness, and money. The gates are open,

and kite smiles upon us. According to the advice of one

of our amiable guides, we pretend to be going c^uietly

on our wa^^ Then he starts his horse off at a galop,

flies past tlu^ gr(nip of guards, who wish to dispute his

passage, and enters the first court of the temple. We
follow him, and find ourselves within the inclosure.

]\rr. L
,
with his \\nx e^'es, at once perceives

that another of the gates is half-o]>en. The same

maiianivre is repeatt'<l, and in a f 'W moments we are

in the inner court. The guardians, half-a-dozen men,

whose liveries, Ixjtli as to cleanliness and apjtearance,

leave a good (h'al to b(^ desired, surround us with cries

of remonsti'ance. This is the moment to open negotia-

tions, and for our gentlemen-intei'prett'rs to show off

their knowledge of the language and their di[)lomatic

skill. Verv soon the C^hinese change their tone.

Then, in sign of respect, they let their jiigtails
fill

U})on their shoulders, which, according to the custom

of the common people, were rolled round tlieir heads.
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A few more explanations, and angry looks give place

to smiles and demonstrations of respect. In a word,

the aflfair was settled. It was a question of calcula-

tion—that is, to approximate the number of strokes of

bamboo which the guardians would receive for having
let in the "

foreign devils," and to make us pay a

corresponding number of taels. The sum having
been arranged to the satisfaction of both parties, we
are free to enter. They only entreat us, with piteous

cries, to carry off nothing and to destroy nothing, for

in that case it would not be a question of bamboo, but

of losing their heads. That would go beyond a

joke.

The Temple of Heaven, with its park and courts,

surrounded by walls and ditches, covers ground of

more than two miles in circumference. The sacred

wood, however, which is composed of cedars and other

fir-trees, has a neglected appearance. The principal

building is the sanctuary of the annual sacrifices ; it

was built in the middle of the last century. On a

circular terrace, surrounded by three balustrades in

white marble, rises the temple, which is also circular,

or, properly speaking, polygonal. The walls of the

building consist of a fine grating, fantastically sculp-

tured, and enamelled with blue glass-work. Three roofs,

placed one above the other, affecting the shape of

parasols, and composed of blue tiles, cover this building,

which is at one and the same time elegant and baroque,

fine and savage
—

disturbing to the eye from the curious

crossing of the lines, and yet pleasing from the har-

mony of its colours
;
the deep blue of the roof con-

trasting agreeably with the dark-brown walls and
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piirewlilte 1 )alu3tracles. Seen from a certain distance,

the curves in the balustrades as they descend, and tlie

curves in the three parasols, which seem to bring
them close cogether, produce the strangest possible

effect. One cannot help admiring the imagination and

invention of the architect. But the merit is not alto-

gether due to him. Tlie effect is mainly produced by
the great size of the l)uildings and certain optical laws.

Chinese ima<iination o-oes for little or nothino; in theCO o
matter.

The interior is forbidden to mortals unless to the em-

peror, the princes of the blood royal, and the personages

in the suite of his celestial majesty. Huge locks and bolts

seemed to stop us hopelessly on the threshold of the

sanctuary. Happily, none of the guards have thought it

necessary to follow us. Sure of their bastonade, and

sure also of their tai'l-^, of which they have already

pocketed a certain portion on account, they leave the

Temple of Heaven to our discretion. I therefore try

the bolts, and one of them is obliging enough to yield.

Each of us has the consciousness of being about to

commit a grave indiscretion
;

but curiosity gets the

better of us. We go in. Four great wooden columns,

sculptured and painted, and united above by four large

beams e(jually coloured, supjioi't a gallery ornamented

with pilasters, on which I'csts the cu])ola. As far as

the feeble light cnal)led me to judge, I should say the

cupola was Hat, and, like the columns, beams, and

walls, ornamented with woodwork painted and

lacquered; and it is the only one I have seen lik(> it

in China. It is from the inside that, tliaidvs U> the

light from without, one can fully apiireciate the rich

VOL. TI.
'^
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aad varied beauty of tlie trellis-work, which takes

the place of walls in this curious building, and is

like nothing but the finest spider's web. There is

no idol or statue whatever, and nothing to remind

one that you are in a house of prayer. It is simply

a magnificent and colossal kiosk, worthy of being

the meeting-place between the Master of Heaven and

the master of earth.

The uncovered altar, on which the annual sacrifices

are offered, is simply a circular platform of white

marble thirty feet high, and composed of three stages,

of which the diameters measure one hundred and

twenty, ninety, and sixty feet. Here, as in all the

other buildings belonging to the Temple of Heaven,
the number three predominates. The number of steps

is three, six, nine, and so on—always a multiplication

of three. It is the same thing with every other part

of the building, as, for example, the flags of the pave-
ment and the balustrades of the galleries. In the

Temple of Earth, situated to the north of Pekin, it is

the number two which prevails. No one could explain

to me the mystical meaning of this sacred geometry.
We also visited the kitchens, with their great

boilers, where the flesh of the sacrificed beasts is

cooked ; the great corridor leading to the hall of

prayer ; and, lastly, the house occupied by the

emperor and his suite during the great annual sacrifices.

All these buildings are in a tolerably good state of

preservation ;
but the interior is neglected and covered

with dust. This is perhaps owing to the emperor

lieing a minor, and so not visiting the sanctuaries yet.

I have seen all the most celebrated temples, and
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everywhere I have been shocked at the evident iioolcet

in which I found them, and especially at the a1).sence

of the faithful. The official residences of the o-reato
mandarins arc not better cared for, because these dio--

nitaries, compelled to keep up their yamens at their

own ex})ense, rarely remain in office more than three

years. But how explain the miserable turn-out of their

secretaries and their servants ? the still more miserable

state of the; high roads throughout the empire, of the

streets of the capital, of the canals, of the bridges
built in the last century of fine marble and now falling

into ruin ? How account for the general look of

decay in the whole country, which contrasts so

strongly with the qualities and dispositions of the

Chinese people, who, with vigour, activity, and intelli-

gence, invade America, Australia, and the islands of

the Pacific Ocean, rivalling everywhere (though within

certain limits, yet on a footing of ef|uality) the nations

which are the most advanced in material progress and

civilization ?

I'his question, like so many others, 1 have asked of

men who, by their position, by their experience (the

fruit of a lengthened residence in China), and by theii-

knowledge of th(> language, of the men, and of things in

this country, were better able than any others to give

me the information 1 sought for. Mr. AVilliams, an

American missionary, author of a book entitled,
" The

iMiddle Kingdom," and who has inhabited China for

tlie last tljirty-four years ;
General Vlangali, Jtus.-iaii

minister; ^\v. Wade, first interpreter of tlie kogatioii

for many years, and now iMiglish minister
;

.Mr.

lb-own, his secrctary-interpi'cter ; I\lr. Low, minister
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of tlie United States ;
the German geologist, Baron de

Eiclithoven, who has visited several portions of the

empire, and whom I saw start for the distant provinces

of Kansu and Sze-chuen
; Mgr. de la Place, vicar

apostolic at Pekin ; M. Favier, of the same mission ;

M. Lenzi, interpreter of the Russian Legation ; M. An-

necke, charge cVaffaires ; M. Bismark, interpreter of

the German Legation ;
—all these gentlemen, with

a kindness and good-nature which greatly touched me,

never wearied of answering my questions, enlightening

my doubts, and rectifying my errors. These interesting

conversations filled up the first hours of the day, and

singularly abridged the long autumn evenings, w^hich

1 always passed under the hospitable roof of General

Vlangali, or in the salons of the other Legations.
" This decadence,'' I asked,

"
is it only apparent, or

is it real ? Is it the nation or only the dynasty which

is beino- extinguished ?
"

" This is a theme," they answered,
" which is both

complex and inexhaustible. China is a country of

contradictions. The ideas of the people are essentially

conservative. Their ways of thought, habits, dress—
saving some insignificant modifications—are to-day
what they were a thousand or a couple of thousand

years ago. But nowhere are buildings constructed

which are so little solid or durable. With the excep-
tion of a pagoda at— (the name escaped me)—in the

province of Kiang-si, of which the construction goes
back to the tenth century, there is not in the whole

empire a single edifice which reckons more than two

hundred or two hundred and fifty years.
"
They are essentially patriarchal ;

and yet, except
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eight or nine prineely families, they liave no licreditarv

nobility. On the contrary, the nol)ility conferred ]>v

the emperor descends one degree in each generation, and

finally disappears. The son of a marcpiis, for instaneti

—that is, of a man whose I'ank corres})onds with the

rank of a marquis in om' country
—will be an earl

;

his son, again, a baron
;
his grandson will have no title

at all. The princes of the l.)lood are an exception to

this rule, and etiquette grants them great privileges.

The ministers themselves are, vis-d-vis these men, in a

very inferior position. On the other hand, all influence

in the affairs of state is refused to princes of the l)lood.

"Everyone may rise to the highest posts, the son of

a C0()lie as miieh as the son of a prince, provided he

has passed a B.A. examination in the principal town

of his district, obtained a licentiate in the capital of

his province, and a doctor's degree in the University
of Pekin, A doctor may aspire to the highest

grades in tlu^ social hit-rarcliv. As a literarv man he

bec(jmes a nieml)er of a 1)ody whicli has real power,

but to eiijov individuallv his }»art in this ])ower, he

must follow an official career, the doors of which are

open to him in })roportion to the academic honours he

has received. One mav sav then, and with reason,

that China is essentially a bureaucratic country.

And yet there is no state in the world where the

number of functionaries is so limited. In this im-

mense enq)ire there are not above 12,000 mandarins,^

^ It is well known that this title of miuidariii was given hy tlio

Portuguese sailors in tin; sixU'cnili century to all ollicials. great and

small. It coines from tlie rortuguese word maiuhu-— cunimand,

and is entirely unknown to the C'hinesi; themselves.
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that is, taking the word in its common sense, which

is, a man in the pay of the state. For—and this is

another contradiction—in no part of the world has

the principle of self-government, the autonomy of

each parish or town, been so fully developed.
" Let us go on now to consider the relations be-

tween the sovereign and the people. The Chinaman

is the submissive and obedient subject of the emperor.
The emperor himself is the representative of God
and destiny. The obedience paid to him must there-

fore be blind and unlimited. He is emperor only
because God has willed it so. If he be a bad prince,

so much the worse for the Chinese
;

but that does

not alter the obligation laid upon each one of obeying
his decrees, however iniquitous they may be. Of all

crimes the greatest is rebellion. But if the rebellion

succeeds, it is evident that Heaven has willed it so.

If, in consequence of a victorious rebellion, a usurper
takes possession of the throne, he enters immediately
into the enjoyment of all the rights and privileges

(and they are unlimited) of the chief of the dynasty
he has dethroned. Success gives legitimacy, because

is not success due to the manifest will of God ? Thus

the first duty of a citizen is absolute fidelity to his

sovereign ; and, at the same time, an immediate and

absolute acknowledgment of whatever may be an

accomplished fact. Can any contradiction be greater
or more striking ?

"
Having said thus much, we come to your question.

The Chinese people, having so high an idea of the

power and authority of the emperor, refer to him for

a thousand things. The maintenance of public order,
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the execution of tlie l;iws, the repairs of tlie state

buildings, bridges, high roads, canals, fortresses, sea-

l)orts, all this is the emperor's affair, not the people's.

Well, it happens that the present emperor is a minor,

that his father was a man of del)auclied haltits and

narrow mind, who never gava himself the troulde to

look into the affairs of state
;
and that his grand-

father was or passed for being a man of verv second-

rate intelligence. The trade of a sovereign is no

sinecure in China. If the emperor takes no })art in

public atl'airs, or if he neglects to fulfil his duties,

[)ublie interests suffer. Thus, look at Pekin at this

moment : the streets are like gutters, tlie streams are

all open, the flags of marble, which formerly co\ered

them, are broken, and their scattered })ieces still

further impede the circulation
;

the temples are in a

stat(! of dirt, which would be shocking to the faithful,

if the faithful ever visited them
;
the ])ublic Ijuildings

are in the most de2)lorable state
;
and outside the

eaj)ital, tlie canals, those gre\it artei'ies of tlu^ countrv,

are nioi-e than half ruined
;

th(^ royal I'oads are trans-

fonned according to the season, into dried-up torrents,

rivers, or marshes. All this is the result of the last

two I'eigns. An eiicrgetie, active, and intelligent })rii]ce

would put all this to riglits, and, in a few yeai's, do

awa\' botli with the elfects ot" the bad government of

his predecessors, and the decadeiu'e which strikes

eveiy JMiropean. but which does not surprist; the

natives.

Tliis afternoon was devoted to a visit to the great

temple of (Vmfucius, Wen-.Miao and to the grent
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Llamaserie, the Yung-ho-kung, both one and the

other situated to the north-east of the Tartar town.

From the university and temple of the great philo-

sopher to the sanctuary of the great god there is

only a step. But in the order of ideas, the distance

which separates them is enormous. People say that

the Buddhist religion is the most widely-spread on

earth. I doubt it, and think that the number of

adherents to Confucius, that is, the rationalists, is still

larger. But here they are in presence of one a,nother.

Look at the residence of the philosopher. You enter

by a picturesque court, planted with cypresses, of

which the branches, by a well-known process, are

made to stretch out horizontally. Let us leave to the

learned the care of determining the age of certain

stones like bells, and covered with characters, which

have not yet been deciphered ; which is not surpris-

ing, if it be true, that Confucius, five centuries and a

half before our era, inscribed them with his own
hand. The great hall is a magnificent empty void.

No idols, only inscriptions, the names of the philo-

sopher and of his disciples, and the whole covered

with thick coats of dust. Here the emperor comes

annually to say his prayers.

In the University of Confucius, which is situated

close to the Temple, and, I think, forms a part of it,

the complete works of the sage and of other classic

authors, inscril)ed on tablets of black stone, are

arranged all round a little court. All these buildings
have an academic stamp about them, together with a

kind of court atmosphere ; which correspond with the

position and turn of mind of the head of the sect, or
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rather of the pedant professor, and the eh^gant,

learned eourtier, called Confucius ; and with the hio-li

rank of tlui protectors of his remains, the emperors,
who have built and rebuilt these houses, which are

wrongly called temples, for they have nothing to do

with religion. Kien-lung, whose reign embraces two-

thirds of the last century,^ built the pretty apartment
where the emperor comes every ten years to sit on a

richly-scul})tured wooden throne, to hear read out to

him some chosen pieces of classic authcjrs.

AVe have now come to the great Llamaserie of

Yung-ho-kuijg. The l)onzes, who are ]\b)guls, are all

in one hall saying their office. One amongst them,

the overlooker of the building, apostrophised us with

a kind of l^rutalitv. ])V a blanicable distraction, 1

had forgotten to throw awa\' nu' ciuar. As a itunish-

ment, 1 am condemned U) expulsion. iUit M. Lenzi,

the first interpreter of the lius>ian Legation and my
aniia1)le guide, manages to appease the cerljcrus,

and the office, momentarily interrupted, resumes its

course. The priests, no\ices, and acolytes, all vested

in yellow tunics ami cloaks, and all with their heads

com}»letely shaved, were s<[uatte(l on some l)enclies

and chanting in choir. As to physiognomies I have

rarely seen anv more stupid or more clever. Along-
side of men, exhausted by fasting, with eyes half

closed, and an ascetic look, there were }'(junger ones

full of life and health, and S(»me little boys whose

eyes glistened like burning coals. As to the voices,

two or tliree bases, worthy of tlie Venice or Paris

Opera, overpowered the nasal st)unds of the multitude.

^ i'rijii 17ot; to 17 ;.'().
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It lias often been remarked by travellers liow much
the solemnities of the Buddhist temples resemble the

ceremonies of the Catholic Church. Close to this hall

is the sanctuary of Buddha—a sombre, narrow, but

immensely high chapel, entirely filled by the colossal

statue of the god. The darkness adds to the terrors

of the spot. To see the details, and reach up to the

huge ears and shoulders of the divinity, we must go

up several storeys.

Alongside are the apartments, now in ruins, which

the emperor, Yung-men, built for his thirteen sons, to

prepare them for an existence which was more claustral

than princely. The rooms, opening out of a corridor

with circular doors, are very small, but rich in pretty
details. The house is built against the northern wall

of the town. I cannot say how delighted I was with

this fine but savage picture.

The great interest of the day to me was the striking

contrast between the Temple of Kcason and the Sanc-

tuary of Faith—^between intellectual exercises and

ascetic practices
— between philosophic speculations

and superstitious belief—in a word, between Confucius

and Buddha.

Pass from a Wesleyan chapel, with its four bare

walls, to the pulpit of St. Peter's during pontifical

high mass, luid you will find a less striking difference.

Confucius was a moralist. He gave maxims' and

counsels full of wisdom
;
but politely declining the dis-

cussion of a future state, he sought the source of good
and evil in the reason and will of each soul.

People say that the Chinese are born sceptics. Is

this ,'1 well-attested fact ? If so, another, Avhich no
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one di.sputos, would seem to give the lie to this

assertion. All educated persons are sceptics ;
Ijut all

the j)e>ople are believers. The learned have Ijeen fed

entirely on the works of Confucius. Is it not prob-
able that it is precisely these doctrines of the

philosopher, which in the course of twenty-five cen-

turies have moulded men's minds, and developed
those sceptical tendencies which are so convenient

during life, and so powerless to sustain or give us

comfort at the moment of death ? 1 read in a book of

an American Protestant missionar}', whose name 1

forget, that the literates in C.liina, who are all atheists,

ordinarily return at the hour of death to the belief

and practices of Buddhism
;
and Catholic missionaries

have confirmed this assertion. But if the savants

will not admit the existence of a God, there are no

legends so fabulous, no su})erstitions so gross, as not to

be believed by them, just as our strong-minded men

and women believe in spirit-rapping and table-turning.

At this moment, in the north of China, the event of the

d;iy is tlie discovery, near Tien-tsin, of a little serpent,

l)rought bv a peasant and exposed in the temple. It

is ;i dr;i<'(>ii, thev sav^
;
and a draiion is a iiod. The

entire population, the governor-general of the province,

the Taota i
,

'd\\(\ i\\(' magistrates of the town, are all

gone with great pomp to adore the little beast. 1

asked some one, whose judgment makes him an

authoritv,
"

wlietlier the governoi' and other great per-

sona'>'es did not l(X)k ui)oii this visit to the seri)ent as a

political act—as a concession, in fact, made to tlie

])opular superstition ? or whether they sliared in it !'

"

••
I am convinceil," repHed my interlocutor, "that
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the viceroy is as fully persuaded of the divinity of the

serpent as the lowest coolie." And to bear out his

assertion, he mentioned to me several facts which had

lately occurred. Only the other day one of the secre-

taries of Legation fell ill : they found out that his house

was damp, and the minister hastened to take measures

to improve its sanitary condition. He spoke of it to a

mandarin of high rank—a very intelligent, and even

learned man,—in a word, one who was very much

superior to the greater portion of the men of his class.

" Do not fancy it is the damp which has made that

house unwholesome," he replied gravely. "It is

fonshue (literally, wind and ivater—that is, a charm—
evil spirits). Why did you build that chimney so

close to your secretary's house ? It is from thence

that the evil spirits come out. Don't you understand?

Of what use is it to seek for any other explanation ?

It is quite evident."
"
If the Portuguese cathedral," continued my friend,

" has not been destroyed during the two last persecu-

tions of the Christians—if it be still standing, it is

doubtless owins; to the extreme aversion which the

Chinese have for the demolition of great houses.

They believe that the evil spirits who inhabit them

come out of the ruins and infest the whole neighbour-
hood. On the other hand, I believe that the literates,

to hound on the Tien-tsin mob against the missionaries

and Sisters of charity, excited their fears (probably

shared in by themselves) of the towers and spires,

which always fill the Chinese with dread, as attracting

the evil spirits. The spire of the Catholic church in

that town was a continual source of irritation and dis-
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quiet to the inliabitants. If they di<l not entirelv

destroy it, it was owing partly to the solidity of the

construction, which resisted all their eftbrts, and partly
because order was re-established before their work

could l)e accomplished. Look what happened here.

AVlien the two towers of the French church, which has

been recently built, had o-ot to a certain heio-ht, the

g-o\ernment intervened, and made use of the pretext

that from the top of these towers indiscreet eyes might

jteer into the gardens and courts of the imperial city.

But the true reason was the spirits ;
and Mgr. de la

Place has done wisely t() olr^y the wishes of the Tsung-
li-vamen."

TheS(; superstitious people are not fanatics. I have

been assured that, in matters of reli^'ion, amonij both

learned and unlearned, and which is more astonishinfr

among the Chinese Buddhist clergy themselves, fanati-

cism in religion is unknown. It is not the same with

the ^Mongols. The nearer one gets to Thibet, the more

the intolerance in religious matters increases. In China

everyone may save his soul in liis own way; and if,

unhaj)})ilv, an exception be made fjr tlie Christians, it

isftv)m political motives, and not on account of their

faith.

'I'h<' different sectaries of (Nuifucius— tlie Taoists

and the liuddliists—live quietly alongside of one

anotlier, and 1 have nevi'r heard tliat their p»eace was

]>roken by any religious discussions.

When Mgr. ]\louly, the last vicar apostolic at

Pekin, died (in Decenil)er IS.^S), they gave him a

pompous funeral in accordance with Chinese ideas.

Jlis Ijody was carried to the Portuguese cemetery in a
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rich coffin. The clergymen, dressed in their sacerdotal

robes, followed, bearing the cross at their head. All

the foreign ministers followed the procession, which

had to cross the great thoroughfare leading to the gate

of Ping-tsu-men. The streets, as everyone knows,

are only raised dykes with two low sides. Well,

all the people in carriages whom they met, and

among them was a prince of the blood, easily recog-

nized by his green coach, got out of their own accord

on the footway, leaving to the Christians what we
should call the place of honour. The people looked on

with interest and curiosity, without showing the

smallest hostility.

There are, at Pekin, three or four noted shops, well

furnished with fine porcelain, sculptures in wood and

ivory, enamelled china [cloisonne), and jade. Here,

as everywhere else, second-rate articles abound, and

real objects of art which deserve the name are rare

and at an exorbitant price. They offered me two

pretty vases of old china for £80 sterling, an enor-

mous sum if you consider the value of money at this

moment and the nature of the article. It is true that

both foreign and native amateurs abound. Europeans
cannot trade in this capital, where there are very few

foreign visitors, and where the only residents are the

members of the Legations and the missionaries. But

the Chinese merchants make hattues in the houses of

individuals and send their purchases either to Shang-
hai or to Tien-tsin through the medium of the Euro-

pean houses there—the china, especially that known as

cloisonne, being highly appreciated in the elegant
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Avorld of St. Petersburg and ^Moscow, lu'ally heaiitiful

things, liowever, are rarely found in the sliops. The

best way of making pureliases is to huy things wlicn

tlie occasion otfers. The merchants hring to the

Legations a quantity of olijccts wliich are more or less

curious : it is a kind of pt'dlaring which is renewed

several times a week, and gives a little variety to the

monotonous lives of the diplomatists, whose days,

alas ! follow and repeat one another. But it is not

enouo'h to have these curiosities shown to one ;
one

nnist know how to l)argaiii, that is, to fix the price

yourself and never exceeil it : that is to say, you must

he a coititoisseu)', ;ind not lie in a hurrv. The owner

of the eoveted hit of cliina will carry it off, disappear

for a month, reappear, then go away again, and finally,

perhaps, at the end of a year, accept your})riee. One

of the best connois,'<i'i(j-s I know in such matters is

(general Vlaiigali. To pok(^ about with him in

the streets of Pekin and to examine in his com-

})aiiy the multitude of curiosities, which almost every

dav ai'e spread out in his garden for sale, is one of the

most amusing studies and yi't the greatest teni})tation

])ossible.

To sum u]) the wliole, 1 have seen very few things
which seemed to me to j»ossess a really intrinsic or

artistic value. What struck me most in the produc-
tions of the best pei'iods was the be;!uty of the

coloui'ing and the finish of the work. I think tlu'

Chinese have less taste than the J;i]iancse ; that their

colours are mo]'e startling and less liai'monious
;
their

designs less rich in iinentioii and deprived of tliat

//'/?/i^';/r which, in my ide;i, makes the principal charm
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of Japanese art. Jade, which is an extremely hard

stone, and very difficult to work, is particularly liked

by the natives. In some shops there is a great choice.

Everyman of rank wears a ring of white or green jade.

Europe is flooded with ivory carvings. Here I have

only seen one real bijou ; the rest were commonplace and

uninteresting. In an artistic point of view I prefer

wood-carvings.
Their lacquer-work does not seem to me comparable

to the old Japanese lacquer. As to porcelain, however,

contrary, I believe, to the general opinion, I give the

preference to the Chinese. Of course, I am speaking
now of large pieces of the first class. General

Vlangali has a small but precious collection of the

vases of the Ming dynasty, and of the emperors of the

last century. The most ancient, those of Ming, go
back to the end of the sixteenth century or the begin-

ning of the seventeenth. They are remarkable for the

brilliancy of their colours
;
those of the last century

for the boldness of the design. It is impossible not

to recognize the influence of European taste. How

explain that strange and curious analogy with baroque
art which I have already spoken of in the Japanese

sculptures of the reign of Taiko-Sama and his imme-

diate successors ? As to w^hat concerns China, the

explanation is more ea,sy. It is to the Jesuits, then

holding high positions in the court of Pekin and con-

stantly in communication with Europe (from whence

they obtained books, maps, designs, and instruments),

that we must attribute this infusion, though in a small

degree, certainly, of Italian baroquism, and later on, of

French rococo of the time of Louis XIV.
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The vases now made at Pekin are inferior, both with

regard to design and colouring; nevertheless, they
still manufacture some fine things ;

and in this branch

of industry I do not see the faliing-off which stru(^k

me so much in the same productions in Japan, and

especially in the vases of Nagasaki. As to the

cloisonne, it is certainly not to be compared witli what

Avas made in the last centurv. The desio-ns are less

correct and pure, and the enamel does not possess
those delicate shades so admired in old specimens.
A\ e went to see the studio of a ceramic artist.

Xotliiiig could be more simple than his tools or his

proceedings. In the middle of a little court a few

feet square, was a fire, round which two children were

walking and fanning the flame, so as to produce a

given heat. Alongside, under a miseral)le shed, two

or three workmen, under tlie superintendence of the

master, shared the toil, and really produced some very

pretty tilings.

For mv part, I own I cannot be enthusiastic about

Chinese china. It is ai'tificial and not artistic. Real

classical beaut v is eutirely wanting. 'i'he more our

couiniuiiications with the ('xtreuit' East are multiplied,

tlie more I think tlie taste will diminish in Europe
for oluects of which the m'eat merit, oriuinallv, was

precisely the diliiculty of obtaining them.

]\r. Fritsche, a learned young Russian, sent by his

government on a scientific mission, has been good

enough to ac(;ompany me to the Ji'suit observatory,

situated to the east of the Tartar city, between the

Tunof-pien-men and Chi-ho-men o-ates. AVe cross theOX o

VOL. II. S
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south-east angle of the town : an agglomeration of

mud-huts and of a multitude of miserable-looking

human beings. But how they swarm ! What is the

population of Pekin ? The geography books, which

we learned by heart in our childhood, reckoned the

number at 3,000,000. This, however, must be an

evident exaggeration. I put the question to Mr.

Williams, the best authority in these matters, and to

two diplomats, who are also very well versed in such

calculations. All three owned to me their complete

ignorance. The census made by order of the Imperial

government does not deserve reliance, they said. One

is, therefore, reduced to conjectures. Their calculations

vary from 1,000,000 to 800,000 or 500,000. At the

time of Baron Gros' embassy, himself a studious and

well-informed person, he obtained from Prince Kung
statistical details which gave the population of the

empire and its tributary states at 525,000,000.
^

According to Mr. Wade, the Chinese population before

the Taeping rebellion amounted to 400,000,000. The

opinion of certain authors who have, since this period,

diminished the population by one-half, is evidently

erroneous.

Here we are arrived at the end of our walk, a

square, low tower, adjoining the wall of the town.

In the court arc two planispheres supported on bronze

consols, in the form of dragons, beautifully carved.

On the entablature of the town, equally in the open

1 See Blue Book, China I. (1872) p. 6. See also, "On the

Population of China," an interesting article by Dr, Martin, of the

French Legation at Pekin {Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie,

Julliet-AoUt, 1872).
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air, are several quadrants and a celestial globo, on
which is marked tlie heaven of Pckin : tlie whole in a

perfect state of preservation, ^>\y companion assured

me that, in a scientific point of view, these instru-

ments are real chefs-cTceuvre. They arc not less so as

works of art.

Look at this massive wall, this lon^- line of crene-

lated bastions, the results of 1)rutal force. At your
feet, in the town, a lal)yrinth of huts, surmounted by
a f)resr ; bi-yond, the desert

;
then the liori;ion ; and,

above all, the azure sky. Everywhere the most pro-

found silence, interni[)ted onlv l>y sounds which seem

to come from the celestial regions : rhev are white

clouds of r)io;eons which, at an extraordinarv heio-ht.

vibrate, in passing, their Eolian harps.
^

Everything
in this scene is strano-e, fantastic, or barbarous, savino-

these instruments, destine(l to measure heaven, aban-

doned it is true, but respected by men and by the

elements
; eloquent remains of an already distant

epoch, wlien it seemed possilde that millions of human

beings, not bv force, l»ut by persuasion, and with the

double light of preaching and science, might be gained

to Christianity and civilizarion,

Very often, when 1 have Ix^en walking about IVkin,

[ think of tlie heads of our diplomatic oliices, who

taught me so carefully how to copy a despatch, how

1 At Pekin pigeuns swarm. Thoy are all furnished with tiny

bamboo whistles which are excessively light and which they fasten

Ix'tween their wings to protect tliem from birds of prey. 'I lie sound

of this ingenious little instrument varies according to the speed of

their flight.

s -Z
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to fold it in a particular manner, and especially how to

give to everyone the courteous appellation which is his

due ;
to shade, with a nice discernment, the

"
perfect,"

"
distino-uished," or "highest consideration," &c. &c.

These worthy men, these noble masters of paper and

ink, have for a long time slept the sleep of the just.

Why cannot I evoke their manes ? How they would

rejoice to find a great capital entirely peopled with

their fellows I In truth, the Chinese seem born

bureaucrats. This is explained by the fact that they

must pass through the bureaux to arrive at any

important ofiicial position. If the mandarins are few

in number, a great number of Chinese possess "the

kind of knowledge required of such functionaries.

Look, for instance, at the servants, who, in a social

point of view, are very superior to ours : from their

careful dress and their scrupulously clean nails, you

might take them for gentlemen. What is the essence

of red-tapism ? The worship of routine. Routine is

your compass, your gospel, your habitation, your

prison. It guides, enlightens, and sustains you in

doubt ;
it shelters you in political tempests. Govern-

ments fall, states crumble, but the public offices

remain. After the storm is over you find there the

same faces, the same ideas, if they have any, and the

same ways. The lodging is narrow—there is no room

for genius ; but good sense, solid acquirements, a strong
sense of duty and perfect honesty, find there their

home. To restless spirits, to men above the average,
or who imagine themselves to be so, for those, in fact,

who kick against the pricks, such a position becomes

a forced imprisonment.
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In the capital of the (V'lcstial Empire everything;
l)reathcs of red-tapism. The sul)ject of Chinese func-

tionaries Avas often discussi'd in our talks.
'i'h(.y are

accused of rapacity, venality, and cruelty. The organi-

zation of the empire ;
the union in t1ie liands of

the same official of administrative and judicial func-

tions
;
tlie independence which the representatives of

the emperor enjoy in the provinces, whicli are real

kin2;doms ;
the want of control of anv sort : the

ohlio'ation weiirhino; upon them to send consideral)]e

sums to the imperial trvasury ;
tlieir misercdjh' pay,

which compels them almost to fleece those under

them ;
the habit of the Tsungli-vamen to make them

diso;or2:e on their return to Pekin, not in favour of theDO '

shorn sheep, l)ut of the state treasury ;

—all this and

a thousand other circumstances ex}>lain, if they do not

justify, the a])use of justice, and the arl)itrary acts of

which the mandarins are ])erhaps justly accused.

Fortunately, the strong family tie and the spirit of

autonomy, which are l)Oth so powerful in China, es})e-

cially in the south, joine<l to the horror they have

of the intervention of the mandarin, and of any
recourse to his trihunal, considerahly restrain tlie

aeti(»n of the civil j)ower, and replace it, in a great

nn-asure. hy patriarchal authority. Couits where,

alongside of the man whose age and social positicjn

give him the greatest importance in his native town

or vilhun^. are seated the notables of the clan or of

the municipality, take cognizance of all matters of

civil and often of criminal law. Tolerated—but not,

1 think, legally constituted-—these courts c;innot prj-

nounce a sentence of dcatli. Xeverth'Ts-, ralhci-
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than refer the case to the mandarin, rather than ex-

pose the criminal to have his head cut off, or, which is

the most ignominious fate, to be hacked to pieces in

little bits, and thus to compromise the fate of his

family, who are generally engulfed in his ruin, the

patriarch, after having pronounced the sentence, says

to the condemned :

"
Thy crime is of such enormity

that we ought to send thee to the taotai, who will cut

off thy head. If thou wilt escape this punishment, go
into the next room, where thou wilt find a cord or

some poison." There has never been an instance of

the criminal preferring to go before the mandarin.

These delegates of imperial power are, therefore, cer-

tainly not popular. It is alleged, as an excuse, that

they are all more or less in the hands of their subordi-

nates, who are also very few in number and badly

paid, so that they extort money wherever they can.

But all the mandarins are not bad. Sometimes they
win the esteem and affection of their subjects, and at

the expiration of their vice-royalty they receive from

them, as a testimony of regret, a scarlet silk parasol,

on which may be read, embroidered in gold, the names

of the donors. It is this parasol which the functionary
who is happy enough to possess one never fails to have

carried before his chair when he appears in public.

One day, when taking a walk in the streets of the

Tartar city, I saw pass, with great fuss and pomp, a

band of servants preceding and following a sedan-

chair. This was the minister of finance—a great

mandjou lord, and, as Chief of one of the eight banners,

having the rank of marshal.
" The life of a statesman," remarked lately this
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Chinese excellency,
"

is sometimes strewn with thorns.

This is what has just happened to me. ]\[y vice-hanncr-

chief begs to have his salary paid from the first of the

month. But as he only entered upon his functions a

fortnight after, this demand is inadmissible. But, unfor-

tunately, in my position as chief of the banner, I cannot

refuse him my support. I have, therefore, written a note

to the finance minister—that is, to myself ;
and every-

thing that could be said in favour of a pretension so

ridiculous and so contrary to law I have said. This

done, in my position as finance minister, I summoned

my council, who, being all entirely of my way of

thinking (that is, as finance minister), refused indig-

nantly the petition of my vice-chief. This resolution,

duly a2)proved by me as finance minister, has been

communicated to me in an official note, with every

regard to my position as marshal of the l^anner. In

this latter quality, I of course cannot fail to express

my graA'c displeasure, which is naturally shared by my
vice- chief. Also, he will not give in; and at this

moment, as his natural head and protector, I am occu-

pied in drawing \\\)
an energetic protest, which I fear

will be displeasing to th(3 finance minister. It is a

grave and complicated matter. I do not know how it

will end.'"'

There are four Catholic churches and parishes

here, all served by the priests of the Lazarist congre-

gation. The cathedral. Nan-tang (Church of the

Soutli), commonly called the Portuguese Church, is an

imposing edifice of the seventeenth century, and,

according to the peninsular taste, abounding in
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baroque ornaments. The Quinas, the old heraldic

device or arms of Portugal, which formerly was placed

above the portal of this temple, the fruit of the piety

and munificence of the "most faithful" kings, have

been replaced by the arms of France.

Pei-tang (the Church of the North), situated in the

centre of the town, near the forbidden city, is a fine

gothic building of modern erection. Its two towers

remain unfinished. We know why. At Pei-tang is

the residence of the vicar-apostolic, the principal house

of the Lazarists in China, and the seminary. This site

was formerly occupied by a Franciscan convent, which

disappeared at the time of the great persecution.

The two other Catholic churches are called after

their geographical position, Timg-tang and Si-tang

(the churches to the east and west).

The diocese of Pekin reckons twenty-seven thousand

Christians, and the town itself eight thousand. Among
the latter are a good many respectable artisans

; and

almost all the clockmakers of Pekin. Clock-making
was introduced into China by the Jesuits

;
and the

Christian faith has, together with this art, been pre-

served in certain families, and propagated from father

to son.

One Sunday
—on a foggy, dark morning

—I was car-

ried to Pei-tang. M ass was going on, at which a large

body of the faithful were assisting. They were all

natives, arranged with the men on one side, and the

women on the other. In the transept, five or six

Sisters of charity were kneeling in the midst of their

pupils
—a multitude of young girls. One of the mis-

sionaries played the harmonium
; then, mounting on a



stool, near the balustrade wliicli separated the choir

from the nave, he addressed a short sermon to the

cono;reo;ation in the Chinese tono-ue. Every face in

this pious crowd was fixed upon him. From where I

sat I could examine at my case these upturned faces.

I saw the same cut of features, but a totally different

expression to the faces one meets with in the streets.

Confidence, respect, and calm were stamped upon
them—no trace of scepticism, or irony, or l»ad-tem-

pered indifference, which is ordinarily to be seen on

Chinese plivsioii'iiomies. Almost all the forei2:ners who

have visited the Christian missions in this empire,

whether Protestant or Catholic, have been struck b)-

the influence which the Catholic faith has on the

expression and ways of those who have eml)raccd it,

and manv English autliors speak of it in describinof

their travels, ^fgi'- de la Place, Bishop of Adrianople,

and vicar-apostolic at Pekin, one of the glories of the

apostolate of modern times, was kind enough to show

me himself over liis churcli, house, and seminary.

Tile ^luseum of Natural History, which is uiiirpie of

its kind, was made 1)y tlie learned Ablie David, a

Lazarist. Tlie oljjecis it contains come mainly from

tlie province of Che-li. The ornithological part of

this ricli collection is the most appreciated by the

learned.

The collection of l)ooks, formed in part out of the

wrecks of the fine library of the Jesuits in old times.

possesses some valuable works and atlases, the greater

part being Dutch editions given by the emperors. In

the liy-lcaf of some of them one reads, in the large,

lir.'ld charnrters of the seventeenth < entnrv. wiiirh
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time has already yellowed :

" Datum ah Iinperatore

Kang-hi."
In my visit to the seminary, Mgr. de la Place asked

me to open some of the pupils' desks at random.

Each pupil has one of his own, which contains his

books, his writings, his razors, his little
"
goodies"

—
the whole arranged with great taste and in perfect

order. Some had even invented a way of hanging
little sacred pictures or statues in them, and of erecting

tiny altars. It is the peculiar talent of this people to

know how to utilize the smallest space.

We went into the garden, where the seminarists

gave us a little concert. Not Haydn, as at Sti-kia-

wei ; but real Chinese music, executed with strange

instruments, the sound of which, on the w^hole, was

pleasing. I especially admired a small kind of port-

able organ : that is, a series of flutes joined together,

which the musician places vertically on his lips. In

managing the numerous keys, his fingers have great

difficulty in avoiding a contact with his nose, which

fortunately, is not very prominent. There was a

certain tremolo very pleasing to the ear : but how
describe the effect on the eye ? A series of

fillips,

which the artist applied to himself, and which by the

jerks of his head, he vainly endeavoured to escape.

I held my sides with laughing, and the young
vii'tuosi, far from being affronted, shared my hilarity.

The students are evidently well cared for, phy-

sically and morally. Their manners were simple, frank,

modest, and pleasing. They all seemed in good
health. Their very appearance does credit to the

seminary at Pei-tang and to all those who direct it.
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The Portuguese cemetery is to the west of Pekiii, at

two miles from the ffiite called PinQ;-tzu-men. Like

the cathedral and the library, it o^ye3 to the pro-

tection of the court of St. Petershurg, and perhaps
also to the superstitions fears of the Chinese, its

escape from destruction. 31. Favicr was kind enough
to take me there. About two hundred tonil)s contain

the remains of the fathers of the Company of Jesus,

who for two centuries, exercised their (le\'oted minis-

try here, and died in this part of the empire. Nothing
can be more striking than the first appearance of this

sombre necropolis. The Kicci, Scliall, ^ erbiest,
—

those great names, which, with so many other of

the fathers, figure in the most brilliant annals of

science and of the apostolate, are buiied in the oldest

part of the campo saiito. Their funeral monuments

are composed of four principal elements : the sarco-

phagus, a kind of slal) composed of one single,

enormous stone
;

five large vases as incense-burners
;

and lastly, the talilets, which crowned with dragons,

and resting on tortoises, give, in liatin and Chinese,

with the name of the departed, the dates of his birth

and death. Everything is grandiose, imposing, and

solemn. A eolossal cross, planted on a culminating

point, reminds the visitor that Christian remains are

inteiTcd in these mausoleums.^

1 Father Mattel Kicci, born at Macerata in 1552, arrived in

China in 1583, and died at Pekin in 1(510. He obtained the

favour of the emperor and left some valuable works on morality

and geometry. Father John Adam Schall, born at Cologne in

151)1, arrived in China in 1022, and died at Pekin in lOCil).

Father Ferdinand Yerbiest, born at Pitthem, near Courlrai, in
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October 23.—This morning T started to visit the

Great Wall. At Pekin, the gates of the city close at

sunset and only open at dawn. The mules and bag-

gage-horses which are needed for travellers and their

suite, must be brought in from the country. Hence

1623, joined the Chinese mission in 1659, and died at Pekin in

1688. He obtained the friendship and confidence of the great

emperor Kang-hi (1661-1722), was professor of astronomy, and

directed the Canon Foundry. We have a volume from him

entitled
" Liber organicus Astronomise apud Sinas restitutse."

Everyone knows the attack of the Dominicans upon the Jesuits on

the subject of the adoption of certain Chinese rites. The enquiry,

which passed through an endless variety of stages, was definitively

settled by Pope Benedict XIV., who forbade the missionaries,

henceforth, to conform to Chinese customs. As soon as Eome had

ppoken the Jesuit fathers obeyed without reserve ; but they ven-

tured to maintain the following :
— 1. That they had always consi-

dered as purely civil and not at all religious, the Chinese rite

concerning the honours rendered to Confucius and deceased rela-

tions. 2. That it was not only the Jesuits who understood in this

sense the real character of these observances. 3. That certain

portions of these rites, which were declared superstitious, had been

eliminated a long time before the Holy See had pronounced its

judgment. This celebrated trial came back to my mind when I

saw all those dragons and tortoises, symbols which appear so

Pagan, but which, in the opinion of the Jesiiits, are purely political

and civil. One can understand that monks arriving fresh from

Europe and having no knowledge, or a very imperfect one, of men
and things in this country, should have been shocked at what they
called and thought to be too great a deference to Paganism and a

dangerous innovation. Hence their protest. Men who are entirely

strangers to the dispute and well versed in questions of Chinese

etiquette and rites, have assured me that it seemed to them

extremely difficult to draw a line of demarcation between religion

and politics : between the worship of the gods and the ceremonies

which only symbolize the respect due to the emperor ; and which

hence arc purely civil acts.
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an annoying delay. We sliall liardly arrive at our

destination before the close of the day ;
and in the

celestial empire, night is not a pleasant time for

travelling. At last, at nine o'clock, onr caravan gets
under weigh and leaves the Russian Legation. Mr.

Lenzi directs it.

To arrive at the north-west gate, called Techeng-

men, we spend an hour and a half. But how could

one go quicker ? How cat that gordiau knot com-

posed of human beings, camels, liorses, asses, carriages,

sedan-chairs, Iwnzcs, coolies, and peasants ? Between

the two gates, the inner and the outer, the pressure of

the crowd is so o-reat, that for an inst;iiit we beijin to

despair. At last we are out! W(>, come into the

lon<'" sino-le street of a villao:e adioininfy Pekin, which

is as dirty, as muddy, and as full of encumbrances

as the most frecpiented thoroughfare of the city.

Another half-hour and we have reached the country !

Groups of willows, little ponds, and mud hillocks,

alternate with cultivated iiclds and isolated farms.

An^ we in Moravia, in Hungary, (n- in C*hina • The

resemblance is so striking that I ask myself whether

it was worth while to go and seek at the other

end of the globe so vulgar and uninteresting a

country.

The day is spent in trying to avoid the high road,

which is all under water, and in scrambliug on to

the natural dykes which line it on cither side. Very

often these last end abruptly, and our men have to

plunge into the plain and be up to their middh's in

mud, swearing, gesticulating, and screaming at the toj'S

of their voices. Of a road there is no loiioer a trace.
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One marches on, then, as best one can. Some of ns

are in litters : others on horseback. I choose the first

method of locomotion, and rejoice in my foresight ;

for every moment I see one or other of my friends who
are on horseback, rolling in the mud. Fortunately,

we are in the midst of such a sea of that, that no

one is hurt. Their toilets alone suffer. On the other

hand, my mules trip at every step, and as we are

going along the side of a ravine, the prospect is not

very reassuring. Our muleteers and grooms are all

Chinese Mohammedans. They choose them by pre-

ference because they are less hostile to Europeans.
Such is the antagonism between them and their Pagan

fellow-countrymen, that they feel as if they had more

affinity with the Christians.
" We are of your re-

ligion," they said to us.

At nine o'clock in the evening, after a twelve hours'

march, we arrive at the gates of the town of Chang-

ping-chow. But they are shut
; impossible to enter.

We set ourselves to work to find a temple,
—

they are

always near the gates of the towns. We grope our

way, therefore, along the interminable wall. By the

uncertain light of a partially-veiled moon, the crene-

lated bastions seem to get larger, and prolong them-

selves indefinitely. But here is the temple. The priest

who serves it, seated in the court, smoking his pipe,

makes a sign for us to enter without disturbing himself.

October 24.—To-day will be remembered by me for

ever among the recollections of my travels. I have

seen the tombs of the Mings.
^

* The princes of this dynasty reigned from 1366 to 1644.
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They aro scattered temples in a plain separated
from the rest of the world, on three sides by the chain

of ]\Iongol mountains, and towards Pekin, by the

gradual rising of the ground. One arrives l)y an

avenue bordered with colossal statues coarsely carved :

kings, horses, gritHns, elephants, lions, and camels.

They add to the tragic solemnity of the spot. Never

did I feel myself so entirelv alone.

The tom])s are placed 1)c]iind the temples, each of

which is surrounded l)y an enclosure. I counted

thirteen, but I think tlie number is greater. We
visited the last abode of the Emperor Tsuwen. Re-

stored bv Kien-luno- '

it is to-dav com])let(dv neo-lected.~' ,1.0
Admire first the dimensions of the great hall, of which

the roof is supported Ijy immense colunnis,- which are

the trunks of natural trees, and the gift of the King
of Siam. ^'isit afterwards the sarco])hagus, which

occupies a separate building. Tlien go up to the

tower, from whence you ma}' enjoy at your ease the

heroic and funereal beauty of the site.

At our feet stretches the })]ain. torn by the beds of

tlie torrents. 'I'owards tlie east, at the distanci^ of

onlv a few miles, rise the first spurs of the Mongol

mountains, thickly covered with brnshwood. Making
a great curve, tliese hills run towards the west.

Their deep gorges are sunk in shadow, while their

summits are glistening with light. Xear us every-

thino- is of a kind of brownish-i-ed : further on, of

Scv]-es blue. The last visible raiiiie of hills seem too

1 Hi' rei^i^nied from IT.'iG to 1790.

- Tlie middle ones are GO feet lii,i,di, and of a circumference of

nearly 12 feet.
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melt their azure tints into those of the sky, which are

hardly less tender. The northern vegetation, as far as

one can see it, contrasts with the rich colouring of the

south. The weather is magnificent ; there is not

a breath of wind. A deep silence hovers over the

necropolis.

A march of three hours leads us to Nankow.

On going down a steep hill, we perceived at the

entrance of the ravine which leads into Mongolia, this

little town, surrounded by dilapidated walls and a

few groups of trees. We managed to lodge pretty

well in one of those numerous hotels frequented

by the camel-drivers on their way to and from the

north.

Here we were told that the road was completely

destroyed, and that the only way of reaching the

Great Wall was to make use of the little sedan-chairs

of the country. This so-called high road, however,

is never practicable for carts. They are obliged to

carry them on camel's backs, after having taken off

their wheels.

October 25.—We leave our caravan at Nankow,

and, in spite of the darkness, we start at five o'clock

in the morning. Our carriage was a miserable little

chair, without a back, carried on two bamboo poles.

Two shorter ones, placed in tlie longitudinal axle of

the chair and bound by cords to the two larger poles,

rest on the shoulders of our four coolies, who march

one before the other, two before and two behind.

Furnished with lanterns, they advance rapidly. The

road is the bed of a torrent filled with muddy, foaming
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water, amidst scattered blocks of rock. It is only by

fording or l)y jumping from stone to stone, that our

bearers can get along, and also by passing incc'ssantly

from one bank to the other. To keep their ecpiililjrium

they stretch out their arms like tight-rope dancers.

They slip, they trip, but tlicy scramble on. One of

my men fell into the very middle of the current
;
but

the others bore him up and thert' was no accident. 1

assure you our trust and coniidence in these men,

whom we had never l)efore seen in our lives, and

whom we shall never see again, was sim})lv l)oundl('ssI

Lon<j; iourne\'3 make us fatalists. On<' must rcallv

become so if one aspires to the lionour of being what

the Yankees elegantly call a "globe trotter," i.e., one

who travels round the o-lolje.

The air is soft, and impregnated with the bitter

jjerfumes whieli are exhaled Ijy the aromatic shrubs of

the Pyrenees, or the Sierra ]\[orena. AVe are on

the liiiih road to Mon^'olia. Geniiis Khan followed it

when lie invaded China. His hordes })robal)ly pi'e-

sented th(,' same aspect as the men wlioni we meet

now, and wlio, squatted between the two humps of

tlieir camels, are draii'ij-inu' alono; others in their suite.

We lialtcd for a short time at tlie fortress of Tsu-

vuno'-cpian, I'he learned are divided as to the

meaning of the cliaraeters with whieli one of the

doors of the fort is eovered. Among the crowd which

pressed round us were several galley-slaves. In China,

convicts, far from being dishonoured, enjoy, on the

contrary, the sympathy of the people, 'i'hese men

wear round their necks a heavy iron ring, and anothei-

on their lei>s. These rinu's are fastened to an iron rod.

VOL. IT. T
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which they hold in their hands like a stick. They
seem quite accustomed to this triste garb, and honest

men talk and laugh familiarly with them as if they
had done no wrong.

The further we advance, the more we are stopped

by interminable files of great and beautiful two-humped
camels. They come or go from Kiachta. M. Starzoff,

my amiable host at the temple of Kung-chow, is

sending there at this moment a caravan of 15,000

camels, bearing 60,000 cases of tea ! This gives one

an idea of the importance of the commercial relations

of Russia with China.

The gorge through which we are passing narrows

more and more. At one spot, named Vu-gui-tow,
where a little temple is most picturesquely hung, and,

as it were, encased between the rocks, in front of a red

summer-house, equally resting on the flank of the

mountain, the valley is simply a trench. I do not

believe it is more than forty feet broad.

The last part of our road is the most trying. But

our coolies, in spite of the thirteen miles they have

already run in less than five hours, betray no fiitigue,

and deposit us at ten o'clock at the foot of the Great

Wall, the Ultima Thule of my journey.

Seated on the top, above the gate, one foot in China

and one in Mongolia, we can contemplate at leisure

this celebrated wall.

Towards the north-east, after having crossed the

narrow valley, it follows the crest and sinuosities of

the mountains. On this side all the heights are

crowned with towers. The wall rises and falls, and

rises again in zig-zags, appearing and disappearing
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beliiiid the rocks. (Juc ciinuot take count of the

distauces. save by the gradations of colour, and by
the lio'hts and shades.

Towards the south-west, the eye plunges into the

valle}' we have just left. The rocks seem to precipitate

themselves into the gorge and to 1je interlaced with

each <;>ther. It is a chaos of rui>-!j;ed blocks of every

shade and hue; dark brown, violet, grey, and blue.

Towarils the south-v.'est a mountain rises al)ru})tly

(juite close to us. The wall mounts in a serpentine

fashion, douldes itself at a ri^ht ano'le, and escalades

the summit, whieh here takes the shape of a camel's

]»ack with two humps.
To tlif north-west the o-oi-o-e oi)ens out on a littleO O J-

plain. J]e\'(jnd, a line of other mountains form the

sec(jnd range, and, as 1 am told, the last of the

Mongolian plateau. 1'he thickness vi the air does

not enable us to see them clearly. At this moment, long-

lines of caravims are crossing the plain and coming
into the defile. In spite (^f the distance, the sharp

cries of the camel-drivers reach our ears. Everythiug
in this picture is grand, soml»]v, and savage. The

absence of sun adds to the indeiinable sadness e>f the

whole .--cene. It is a thorough picture of Central Asia.

Ilax'ing i-eturned to Xaug-kow l)efore night-fall, in

spite (if the advaneed hour, we made another stage in

the direction of Pekiii.'

'

Everyone knows that there are two walls—the inner and the

outer. Lul iieither the learned Chinese nor their I^uropean

hrethren Lave ever been able satisl'aclorily to solve the i[Uestion

^\•hich 1., eonsUmlly moob d at I'ekiu :

•' AVhieh ut ihe tw.) is the

m^.st ancient ]

" The length of the Great Wo II is about .">iiO miles.

T -2
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October 26.—We passed the night at Yaufan, in a

good inn, that is, good from a Chinese point of view.

At five o'clock we were again in the saddle. During
the whole morning, a thick fog shut out all sight of

the country. Happily towards mid-day, after a

painful march of six hours, always on wretched roads,

the curtain of fog lifted. The sun warmed us gently,

and lit up the country with its pale light. Great

gardens surrounded with walls, fine buildings, summer-

houses, and kiosks are seen on both sides, together

with wooded hills which are reflected in a large

sheet of water, and stand out against the soft blue

of the Mongolian mountains. The spires of two

riagodas, rising gracefully in the middle of the trees.

give a local colouring to this beautiful picture.

We are close to the summer palace, at the entrance

of the Yuen-ming-yuen, or, the magnijicent circular

garden of the emperor. The enclosure being shut on

that side, we went on towards AVanshow-shan. Going

along, the caravan suddenly turned into a little lane,

so as to leave the road free to two or three hundred

cavaliers of martial bearing, well dressed and armed,

some with guns and some (the most numerous) with

bows and arrows. These soldiers belong to one of

the mandjou corps, who are noted for retrograde
ideas. The sight of Europeans acts upon their

nerves
;
and we do well to keep at a respectable

distance from these conservative warriors.

That part which I visited is crenelated on the j\rongoliau sidc>

The height of this strange rampart varies from 30 to 32 feet, and

from 10 to 12 feet in the spots where it crosses over the precipices.

It is built of a kind of granite which is found in the mountains.
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After u short ucgotijition, conducted l)v the clever

31. Leiizi, and leading to a hap})y result, we were

allowed to enter the court
;
then passing hy a mass

of varnished Ijricks, l)roken statues, and overturned

columns, we went into the park, and from the height
of an artificial mamelon we could contemplate the

imposing remains of a monument created hy the

genius of a barbarous people
^ and converted into

a heap of ruins l)y the armies of two great civi-

lized nations. The little that remains standino- and

the Itroken l)its of the sculpture have a rococo stamp

n])on them, which one is surprised to meet with in

China. Everything here breathes a kind of court

atmosphere ;
one feels oneself transported to A\'rsailles,

to Schdnhrnnn, or to Potsdam. Certainly there is

no material resemblance, but there is [dtinity.

Breakfast was served in the garden, and our Chinese

valet surpassed himself. If it 1 le true that in Europe,
even on the classic soil of Erauee, the culinary art is

on the decline, and that good cooks l»ec(»me more and

more rare, one had better provide.^ oneself with some

froin China. Idle' Chinese are calm : they rarely lose

their heads, and })0ssess that greatest (juality in a cook

—dt'lieaev of taste. Whilst we were enjoying a most

excellent meal, seasoned by good appetites, the guardian

ap[»roaelied and apostrophised us in language which

was evideiitlv the reverse of flattering. lie was

furious at our having encam2)ed under a portico

^

Daring the long reign of Kien-lun;^- (from 173i') to 171";).

Tliis palace had so many visitors in 18G0, ami .-) many souvenirs

•were hrought to Europe, as well as so many puhli>hcJ descriptions,

that 1 suppress the notes I took on the spot.
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haunted by certain spirits, who have as little tenderness

for the
"
foreign devils

"
as the cerberus himself. For

a long time the imperturbable Lenzi feigned to ignore

the presence of this personage, who gesticulated

furiously, and screamed like one possessed. At last, it

was necessary to speak.
" Go away from here,"

exclaimed our mentor, with a gracious smile
;

"
the

smell of your pipe annoys us." "Your meat infects

the air,"
"
Very well, that is an additional reason for

you to go away." "That is true," he murmured

at last, and retired. This, they tell me, is the only

way to treat these children of the South, to be very

courteous, very calm, and especially very logical.

In passing rapidly through the town we saw nothing
but fi?owning faces. The inhabitants, who were formerly
in easy circumstances, thanks to the long periodical

residences of the court, have fallen into destitution

since the sack and destruction of the palace.

Our short stay in the capital draws to an end.

We have constantly had beautiful weatlier. This

evening a high wind rose, which woke us in the night.

To-day the air is again calm, but the thermometer

has lowered considerably ;
at sunrise it froze. Winter

is beginning, and will go on till the end of March.

During this long period, saving a little snow which

falls towards the end of Novcmlier and in February,
and which the wind sweeps away as soon as it falls,

the sky is clear, and the sun shines
; but with the

terribly cutting north-east wind, the cold is severely

felt, although the thermometer rarely falls (and that

only for a few days) to fifteen degrees Eeaumur.

Clouds of dust then invade Pekin and penetrate into
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the most carefully closed apartments. To take exoreiso.

or go out on horseback is impossiljle. The
s}>i'inu- is

short and disao-reeable ; the summer is most trvino-

owing to the intense heat and the mud. From June

to Se2'>teml)er torrents of rain fall at short intervals,

transforming the streets into gnttcrs, and rendering
them almost impracticable. I understand now how
the pro})het Jonah took three days to go across

Xinevc'h. During this season the memljers of the

diplomatic corps take I'efuge on the sloping hills near

the summer palace, or at Che-fu. October is the only

fine month. It is then autumn
;
and at this season,

judging by my ow]i experience, I ma}' say that nothing

conld equal the beauty of the sky, and the soft and

yet bracing air, which gives to everyone a feeling of

health au<l strength. The climate is not unhealthy ;

there are few fevers or epidemic diseases, saving the

small-pox, which in China, as in Japan, makes terriUc

ravages.

As a residence, always excepting this mcmth of

(October, Pekin is sim})ly a hell. There is no kind of

distraction to console you for the climate; no social

resources bevontl the tiny colony formed by the

members of the diplomatic C(jrps. The Lazarist

fathers and tlie f 'W Protestant missionaries, absorbed

1iv the toils and duties of their ministry, do not frequent

the saLms of the Legations. Nevertheless, I liear<l

few conijilaints. The younger diplomats, it is trite, liave

now and then fits of discouragement; but they vei'y

soon get accustom(.'d to their almost monkish seclusion,

and to this family life with its intimate and daily rela-

tions lietween them and their chief. The great want
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is women. Formerly there were seven : since the

departure of Madame Low and her daughters the

number is reduced to four. The wives and daughters
of the American and EngHsh missionaries do not count

socially. The greatest harmony reigns in this noble,

and in every respect admirable little colony.

The Russian, English, and French Legations occupy
vast spaces. A strong wall surrounds each of these

buildings, which consist of the residence of the minister,

the bungalows of the secretaries, the servants' quarters,

the chapel, stables, and gardens. They are establish-

ments, in fact, worthy of great powers. The Russian

Legation, rebuilt or restored under the personal direc-

tion of General Vlangali, is distinguished by its noble

and elegant simplicity. It consists of a group of houses

scattered in a garden, and alongside, a vast court and

its dependencies. It is from thence that I used to see

the Cossacks start with the heavy mails for Kiachta.

These journeys generally take a month. The couriers

of the Russian government make the distance from

Pekinto Kiachta (1,300 English miles) in fifteen days.

The members of the Legation ordinarily take that

route, which they judge preferable in the good season

(April and May) to the long navigation on the Yellow

Sea and the Indian Ocean. They make use of a

Chinese cart, to which two camels are harnessed, and

carry with them provisions for thirty days, which is

the ordinary length of the journey. At Kiachta it is

very easy to buy carriages, and you find there also, as

throughout Siberia, post-horses and posting stations

admirably organized, together with very tolerable

inns—in fact, civilization. By this route you can
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o'et over the distance from Pekin to JSt. IV'tersljur"- in

two months.

I cannot pass over one very remarkaljle man in

sik'nce.

It is well known that the Chinese g«n'ernmcnt,

Avishing to put a stop to the frauds eonmiitted hy its

officials with the connivance of the European and

Ameri<'an merchants, has confided to fu'ciancrs the

direction and administration of the customdiouses

established in the 0})en ports. The chief, bearino- the

title of Ins2>ector-General, is ]\Ir. Hart, an Englishman,
and other functionaries, his subordinates, all chosen l)y

liim and placed under his orders, are of different

nations. In !Mr. Hart one sees a man in everv respect

above the average ;
in him, intelligence, activity, and

ener^•^' are (dl combined. He was in the consular

service, and then passed on to that of the Chinese

government, and reoi'ganized the whole of its custom-

house system. He has a very large salary, and pays
his subordinates at a rate which is far above that given

by our governments. ]Le has, therefore, the first

pick of "[lie best men, rather to the detriment of the

Leg;ui(jns and Consulates. The existenci' of this

institution is a homage rendere(l to the honouralilc

character of Jilnglishnicn in this ])art of the world,

and does honour likc^\'isG to the Chinese government,

which, in this matter, has enfranchised itself from its

anti-European prejudices. Lastly, it gives ]Mr. Hart

and his staff an opportunity of studying the country

and creating relations with the people which, })erhaps,

some (hiy may make his services as valuable to China

as to Europe. Mr. Hart is still young, and up to the
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present moment very much esteemed at the Tsungli-

yamen. He has lately made himself very popular with

foreigners by the publication of a memoir, which he

has '' submitted to the imperial throne." In this

curious piece of writing, the head of the custom-

house, trenching on high political ground, denounces

the vices of the Chinese administration and the

faults and weaknesses of the mandarins in no mea-

sured terms.

Are the Europeans established at Pekin exposed to

any danger ? To this question I was answered in the

negative. But they own, at the same time, that there

are two eventualities, either of which would involve

them in great peril :
—a rebellion against the existing

dynasty ; or, if war with the European powers should

become imminent, or should the Chinese government
consider it inevitable. Then the hatred as^ainst

foreigners would break out, and the authorities would

lack the means or the will necessary to restrain it.

'•'

If we are not massacred on the sjDot, we shall be

kept as hostages," w^as said to me. It will be a

second Abyssinia.

They flatter themselves that the present dynasty
will not l)c soon shaken. " The moral basis of society
in this country," they say,

"
lies in a fatalist submis-

sion to the will of the sovereign, as long as it is the

will of Heaven that he should reign. To this kind of

loyalty, which has nothing in common with the ques-
tion of right, is joined the respect for parents and for

old age. The result is a kind of stability, or rather

of immobility." By this process of reasoning people
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try to reassure tliemselve.s and to reassure the ladies,

Avho were verymucli alarmed Ijytlic terrible massacres

at Tien-tsin, last year. One evening, after dinner, my
charming neighbour at table—I am not going to betray
her—said in my car: "Do you think we shall be all

killed some fine day ?

""

This o-ives an idea of the

position.

As to the men, not only the rjuestion of danger
does not occupy their thoughts, but it (h)es not exist

for them. It wouhl be doing an injustict? to these

bravely-ti-mjiered souls to think them capable of the

least mrivrnient of fear. In Japan, as in China, the

di[»l<)mat>. morchants, and missionaries, all are con-

vinced that tln-rc is no danger. They would never

dream of ir till the moment came to affront death
;

like siejv meri, afflicted with an incurable disi'ase. who

only remember it at the moment when they are in pain.

Ha^'c tlif European governments done wisely !<,'

establish their missions at Pekiii ? Let us listen to

the "i\<v'' and '"against.''"

Tie le i>. brst, the rpiestion of audiences. Wliocvrr

approaches the cmp'^ror must })rostrate himself, i.e.,

make the l.0'i'-toi'\ It is in C(»nsc(pienee of these pre-

tensions that the ambassadoi'S f trrnerly sent to C'hina

failed. Eefusing to submdt to this humiliating eei'e-

monial. they returned to their respective countries

without having fulfilled their mission. To-day, the

representatives of the powers rt'siding at Pekin live at

the doors of the imperial palace, and yet find themselves,

for the same reason, deprived of the ]»rivileae ot a])-

proaching the sovereign to whom they are aeeredited.
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In a European point of view this is intolerable.

The Chinese, on whom the most severe penalties are

inflicted if they dare raise their eyes to the sacred

and divine person of their master, and who are obliged

to shut all their doors and windows on the rare occa-

sions when he goes through the streets to visit a

temple
—the Chinese, on the contrary, consider the

pretensions of the European ambassadors presumptuous
to the last degree. The members of the Council of

State, when dealing with this question with the en-

voys, sheltered themselves behind the minority of

their master.
"
Etiquette," they said,

"
is with us a

part of our religious rites. We cannot, of our own

authority, consent to its violation. The people would

tear us to pieces. Wait for the emperor's majority ;

for he alone can grant you the necessary dispensation ;

and, again, it is to be feared that such a concession

would injure liim very seriously in public opinion."

The admission of the envoys is considered by Chinese

statesmen to be a terrible humiliation and a national

misfortune
;

because it will show the people that
" The Son of Heaven

"
is neither the sole nor the most

powerful sovereign in the universe. This explains the

want of insistance which the English and Russian

ministers have exhibited in this thorny question ;

for they have no wish, and no one can desire,

to hasten the fall of the reigning dynasty. French

diplomacy has, however, been more exacting ; and, if

it succeeds, Avhich appears to me problematical, the

cabinet of A^ersailles will have the honour of opening
the doors of the imperial palace ;

but it is also on

France thnt will rest the responsibility of tlie
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consequences. For the moment, the solution of the

(litHculty is postponed until the declaration of the

emperor's majority
—that is to say, till next year.

Let us point out other inconveniences.

The commercial interests of Europe in China are

enormous. The amount of the transactions with

Enii-land alone is reckoned at forty-two millions of

pounds sterling- a year I All this Inisiness is done,

not in the capital, the entrance of which is forbidden

to foreign merchants, but in the open ports, and

especially in »Shanghai. That would Ije the natural

seat of the Legations. At Pekin, blocked up bv ice

during nearly six months of the year, it is necessary,

to correspond with Europe (saving by way of Siberia),

to make use of the couriers whom the Chinese custom-

house at Chin-kieng (one of the three trade-ports on

the Yano--tse-kian<i-) sends to Pekin with the Shano-hai

mails. If they are not robbed and murdered en route,

which is not at all a rare occurrence, these messeno-ers

Avill taki' fifteen days to make the distance.

On the other haml, they tell me that the residence

at Pekin gives two great advantages to the European
envovs—the beino- near the central authorities, and

far iVom the European merchants.

The relatiejns with the Chinese ministers are re-

duced to rare visits to the Tsungli-yami'U ; for on no

occcasion will Prince Rung or his colleagues receive-

anv of the diplomatic corps in their })rivate houses.

Nevertheless, they meet
; they can talk, and S(»me-

times they tlius prevent ditHculties arising which,

unless cleared up at the very beginning (and tliat

supposes the presence of the ministers at the seat
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of government), might lead to bitter and serious

complications.

Again, the Legations are thus free from the in-

fluence and atmosphere of the trade-ports. The

residents there are all merchants. They have only
their own profit in view. That one can understand.

But the result is an unhappy tendency to establish on

all occasions a solidarity between their commercial

interests and the political interests of their country.

The least impediment placed in the way of their

speculations is immediately declared to be a violation

of the treaties. Everyone has recourse to the minister

of his own nation, and they make him responsible for

the losses incurred, or the gains that have not been

made. Commercial enterprises are put on a level

with affairs of state, and the diplomatic corps find

that they are expected to do nothing but smooth diffi-

culties which rash speculators have created without

thought or care. Living in this entourage, and find-

ing themselves constantly under the pressure of

exigencies put forward by rich, intelligent, active, and

perhaps influential men in their own country, the

diplomatic representatives would have great diffi-

culty in preserving that freedom which is necessary
to maintain the great interests of their respective

countries.

October 23.—To-day I visited Prince Kung, brother

of the Emperor Hien-fung, and in consequence, uncle

to the present Emperor Tuiig-chi, President of the

Council, and the most important statesman in China.

Everyone knows the part played by him on the
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advent of liis uepliew. At the approach of the Ano-lo-

Freiich troops, the court had retii-ed to Je-ho. Hieii-

fung died there, on the 22nd August, IbGl. His

reign of ten years had been marked by eahimities and

misfortunes of all kinds : the rebellion of the Taepiugs,
the Anglo-French war, the impoverishment of tlic

empire, and the decay of the government. His son

being only seven years old, the dying emperor insti-

tuted a Council of Eegcncy composed of eight mem-

Ijcrs, all supposed to be most hostile to foreigners.

The most remarkaljle amono- them were Prince De 1,

a near relation of the sovereign ; Prince de Cliing, and

Shu-shu-en, younger brother of the last named. A
few days after. Prince Kung, to whom the reins of

fjovernment had been entrusted durino- tlic absence

of the court, had to notify to the foreign ministers

the death of his majesty, hi the circular one read :
—

' His sacred person, seated on a dragon, has mounted

up to heaven,'"' The return of the young emperor,

which was for a long time put off, although advised

and asked for with eagerness by Prince Kuug, and at

last resolved upon by the empresses, did not take

place till the autumn.^ 'J\vu days Itel'ore the arrival

of the new sovereign, the Prince, accompanied l)y his

troops, went out to ineet him, and when the members

vi the Council of Regency strove to prevent the in-

terview, he declared he would employ force. Mis

adversaries, intimidated l)y his threats, did not venture

to make any resistance. I'he Prince, therefore, saw

the emperor, and what was more important, ilie two

empresses, one the widow of Ilien-fung, iJie >>[hvv liis

^ 1st Xovembcr, ISGl.
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concubine, but the mother of the present emperor.
This last had, by a special brevet of the deceased

emperor, obtained the title of empress.

Hardly had he returned to Pekin than Prince

Kung summoned the Council of Regency, and read to

them a decree purporting to emanate from the young

emperor himself.
" The Council is dissolved

; its mem-
bers dismissed, and the Regency is conferred on the

Empress Dowager." This ''coup d'etat," probably
concerted with the two widows of Hien-fung during the

prince's visit to Je-ho, filled the members of the dis-

solved council with the utmost terror. The two princes

and Shu-shu-en alone, instead of submitting to their

fate, ventured to go to the palace with noisy protests

and remonstrances. This act of audacity hastened their

ruin. Fresh decrees followed. The censors and the

nine higher courts were invited to send in their

memorials, of which the most important were pub-
lished in the English newspapers. In this crisis, where

he was playing for his life, the Prince showed all the

qualities necessary in such an emergency : presence of

mind, calmness, and courage. Princes I and Ching
were arrested in Pekin : Shu-shu-en, at a short dis-

tance from the capital. He was travelling with his

wives and with a considerable armed force. But a

vouno- brother of Prince Kuncr's, to whom this deli-

cate mission was entrusted, surprised his victim in the

dead of night, made him prisoner, and brought him
in triumph to Pekin.

The three councillors were accused of having forged
the decree by which the dying monarch had appointed
the Regency. Was this accusation just ? I was told
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that the fact had never been proved, but that it was

more than probable. The inquiry into the whole

proceeding was conducted with such precipitation, that

six days after the emperor's entrance, judgment w\is

given. Princes I and Ching were condemned to lose

their lives gradually, that is, to Ijc cut in pieces from

head to foot, but obtained a commutation of their

sentence, that is, the permission to commit suicide.

In other words, they were strangled in prison. Shu-

slm-en, who was the object of the particular hatred

of the empress-mother, wdiom he had had the im-

prudence to offend, was treated like an ordinary male-

factor. He had his head struck off in the place

appointed for public executions. This great personage

walked to the scaffold with an air of perfect indif-

ference, launched some clever sarcasms against his

persecutors, and died with the utmost courage. The

Pckin public is like all other publics in this world
;

it

loves success. Prince Kung Ijccame at once the

popular hero and he has remained so, in the sense that

they believe him to lie the only man capable of

o'overnincr China. He has also eriven o-eneral satis-

faction l)y his having persuaded the empresses to

transfer the court to Pekin.

Kevertheless, his task is not an easy one. The

empress-dowager, who has never had any children,

is of a gentle, indolent character. The mother of the

2>resent emperor, on the contrary, is said to be of a

vindictive, restless, and amljitious nature. She has

demanded and oljtaincd a participation in tlie affairs

of state. The reports of the liigli
functionaries and of

tlie (liiferent councils are addressed to tlie ministers

VOL. II. ^
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assembled at the TsuDgli-yamen ; then, by the advice

of Prince Kung, they are sent on to the two em-

presses, who give or withhold their seals of assent at

the bottom of each report. The position of the Prince

vis-d-vis the empress-mother, who is in favour of his

adversaries, is often very delicate, and has been several

times compromised. At one moment, the disgrace of

Prince Kung seemed to be complete. By a decree

published in the " Gazette of Pekin," he was dismissed

and deprived of all his dignities. The news spread
like wild-fire, and produced universal consternation.

The highest persons in the realm were seen to shed

tears, the empire was considered lost. The empresses
were afraid, the decree was revoked in the name of

the emperor ;
and the prince reinstated in all his

functions.

It was with a vivid curiosity that I went this

morning to see so remarkable a man. After having

rapidly passed by the eastern quarter of the town, we

arrived at the Tsungli-yamen. A little group of

people were gathered round the entrance of this too

simple building.

Hardly had we set foot within the gates, than we
were received by Wen-siang, member of the council,

one of the two assistant secretaries, and by Tsung-

HsUn, a celebrated poet, intrusted with the foreign

correspondence, and one of the finance ministers. All

important decrees concerning exterior or foreign

policy emanate from his pen. These dignitaries and

a third minister, made us pass by a little corridor

which led into a small inclosure. There, in the

midst of his court, stood Prince Kung. He took me
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by the hand, and led mc into a little summer-hou.^e

hardh' large enough to hold a small round table,

loaded A\-ith a multitude of little dishes : s})iced meats,

preserved fruits, and sweet things. My noble am-

phitryon made me sit down on his left hand,
which is the place of honour. He and his ministers

filling little saucers with these good things, invited us

to cat and especially to drink. The wine seemed to

me tasteless and heady, and it was iKjt without

sinister })resentiments that I acce})ted their toasts.

Fortunately, they were contented with my ja'ctending
to drink frcrpient co})iotis liljations. Tsung, the poet-

minister, never ceased drinking. After each l)umper,
h<' showed me the l)ott(nn uf his empt}' glass. Print-e

Kung laughed heartily, talked very lotid, and said

that Tstmg was an old drtmkard. Towards the end

of the meal he announced to me his intention (»f

paving me a visit on one of the following days ;
and

as T ex}>ressed to him my very sincere regrets at

V)eing unable to ;icce])t this honour, my departure

from Pekii! being iixed f(.)r the following morning, he

tilled mv glass again, exclaiming :
— "'

Well, if that bt>

so. v(>u must drink to-day the wine which General

Mangali would have offered me had 1 paid you a

visit.'"

y\. Pisniark, who was good enough to act as my
interpreter on this occasion, acquitted himself so ad-

mirably of his functions, that the conversation, which,

llowe^'er, was rather commonplace, never halt(.'d for a

moment. I felt as if I were b(,'f(.)re the personage

in the celebrated novel,
•"' The Two I'ousins."

^

l\'kong,

^ Translated from tlic Cliincsc I'V ^T. Jc IJi'niUfai.

V -1
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the president of the office of ceremonies, who laughs
and drinks with the imperial monitors, U and Yang.
The prince, who was in very good humour (which,,

they say, does not always happen to him), joined in

the conversation, and seemed to enjoy beyond measure

the clever repartees and jokes of his colleagues. I

told him that his fame had reached Europe. He

replied,
"
Really, I do not know how I have deserved

such an honour ; or to what I owe such consideration."
" To your high birth, first of all," I replied,

" and

then to your courage and wisdom. By your courage

you have obtained the place you occupy, and by your
wisdom you have known how to retain it, and will

continue to do so." The prince smiled. The allusion

to the crisis so boldly brought about and so adroitly

managed by him at the time of the emperor's.

arrival, seemed to flatter and please him. ''I do

not know how to answer you," he replied.
" On the

one hand, I cannot contradict you : on the other, I

must not sing my own praises. Let us drink another

glass !

"

At one moment the conversation took a more

serious turn. Wen-siang gave me an opportunity of

alluding to one of the vital questions of the day, and

was entering into a discussion upon it, when a cold

and severe glance from the prince made him stop

short suddenly.

The visit having lasted more than an hour, I felt I

ought to rise and take my leave. The prince promised
to send me his photograph as soon as it was taken.

^

" You have other and more important things to think

1 He kept his word, and I have his photograph.
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of/' I replied ;

"
you will forget it."

"
Xo," lie an-

swered.
'•

Besides," lie added, turning to one of tlie

ministers with a marked air of authority,
"
ijou will

not foro-et."o
We Were conducted Lack again with the same

ceremony. On taking leave of me, the prince re-

located his regrets at my leaving Pekin so soon.
"
All

tlie more," he added,
"
that we shall never see one

another again !

"
This kind and courteous expression

was said with great simj)licity and with a tone of

sincerity which remains graven on my memory.
Yih-sin, Prince of Kung, is about forty years of

age. He lias, for a Mandjou, wonderfully regular

features, and a lano-uishino- lo(jk : he is short-siu'hted,

and has a way of winking his eyes. A gracious and

rather sarcastic smile precedes his pleasantries. Before

sjDcaking to you, he looks at you fixedly, full in the

face
;
hut when he begins to speak, he looks down.

His figure is slender and above the ordinary height.

His comph'xion is sallow and his features are drawn,

as if frcnii (n'cr-fatiuue. On tlie whole he has the

indiffereiK-e, the laissez-allcr and the simplicity of a

man of liiijli birth. One sees also that he is a man
who is rather hlase with evervthino- • and who has

enjoyed power long enough to be surfeited with it
;

Avliieh, however, does ii()t mean that he would willingly

give it u}) or let it be taken from him. His hands,

Avliich are rather effeminate, are remarkable, according

to the custom of the country, for the enormous

length of the nails. ^len of high rank let them grow
like this to prove that they do no manual la1)0ur ; just

as thev lame all • the Chinese women to distinuuish
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them from Mongol ones : it is a way of expressing
that the Chinese are not nomads, as their women can

do without the power of walking. The left hand of

the prince was ornamented with a fine ring of green

jade. The rest of his dress was remarkable for its

simplicity ;
a dark blue tunic, with the collar and the

turning up of the sleeves, of a lighter blue ; on his cap
a single button with a tassel of crimson silk.

" This

statesman," I was told,
"

is not a man of very superior

intellect
;
but he possesses in the highest degree the

precious talent of knowing how to choose able men,
and to em]3loy each one according to his capabilities.

He is brave and courageous. When the young em-

peror becomes old enough to take the reins of govern-

ment, the position of the prince will become critical."

The three ministers were dressed exactly like their

chief, except that they wore, hanging from their caps,

magnificent peacock's tails. Wen-siang belongs to

the dominant race. He has a pleasant face and

the characteristic features of the Mandjous. Tsung-
Hslin is a Chinese, and in this respect differs from

his fellow-countrymen
—that he looks what he is—

a good-natured epicure. He never ceases repeating

that the only things he cares for are wine and poetry.

October 29.—At last, the painful hour of departure

has struck. This morning almost every member of

this little colony has come to shake hands with me

for the last time.^ Our acquaintance only dates from

^ I deeply regretted not to liave found at Pekin M. le Comte de

Eocliechoiiart, charge cTaJfaires of France, who, unfortunately for

me, was, at that moment, absent.
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yesterday, and yet I fetd as if T were leavino; old

friends. The great c-ourtyard <;»f the Russian Le-

gation is very full. Our '"'

g<Jod-l»yes
"

are proluno-ed.

Our Mongol ponies, held l»y the
''

mafous," hcghi to

paw the ground. The kind and elever master of the

house, his secretaries, and attaclit's, and the minister

of the United States, do not leave us till the very
last moment. "What hearty shakings of the hand, and

how many '"o!^ re voir !' ''au re coir !" in Europe, be it

understood, and not in China ! At last, in the saddle I

Some of these gentlemen, with ]\r. Lenzi at their

head, accompany us outside dlie town. Then we

put our horses into a gallop. The Cossack, always up
to his duties, takes care that the servants, the 'M)oys/'

do not lao- l)ehind. Very soon we come in sifdit of

the Tung-Chow pagoda, then of its crenelated walls,

then the masts of its junks. Towards nightfall, our

boats spread their huge sails, and seconded by
both whid and current, we rapidly leave Ijchind us

the capital of the empire.



CHAPTER III.

TIEN-TSI^.—FROM THE SI^t OCTOBER TO THE 7''^^

IfOVEMBER.

The Settlement.—The Chinese City.—The Serpent-God.—The Club

of celebrities of Shiansi.—The Massacres.

This morning a confused noise wakes me np. Our

boats are gliding rapidly between a double hedge of

junks, anchored before a perfect chaos of houses and

huts. We are at Tien-tsin. Half an hour later we
disembarked at the European settlement. A most

kind welcome, but at the same time a despairing

piece of news awaits us. The west wind has driven

away the water from the Bar of Taku. It is absolutely

impossible to pass it. We are, therefore, stranded.

When will it please the north-east monsoon to set us

afloat again ? God only knows ! If the river becomes

frozen before the wind changes, we shall have to winter

at Pekin. Fortunately, nothing could be more agree-

able, poetical, and pleasant, than this involuntary
halt. They fight as to who shall have us. Mr. Boyce
and my young companions are lodged at the English
Consulate. As on my first visit, I accept with great
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pleasure the lios})itulity of Mr. Henry Beveridge, agent
of Jardine and Co., a fine type of Young England, and

of a thorough gentleman, who thinks it no degrada-
tion to work. His charming wife, who is of Freneh

orioin, and a native of Hono- Kono- o-athers every

evening round her fireside, which is not a luxury, and

round her piano, which she plays admirahly, MM. dc

^laison-neuve and Sallandrouze, the commandants of

the Couleuvrc and Scorpion ; ^L Dillon, the French

consul ; and another vouno- Frenchman, who is em-

ployed in the Chinese custom-house. Sometimes

Father Delmasure conies to complete our little social

circle. We lauu'h and talk, and exchano'c wits
;
and

these are not wanting, for in this little salon we are

in France. Outside, a freezing atmos})liere, a sky of

polished metal. The stars shine
;
the Peilio rolls her

muddy waters in silence
;

the wind blows
; and what

a wind ! How it cuts one's face I Do not Ijc too

much astonished ;
it conies straiu'lit from Siberia.

As ti> the mornings, they only seem t(j me too short.

I have visited the Chinese city three times, and have

made for myself an all-abs(jrbing occupation. Since

the massacres, sixteen months only lia\'e ela})sed. Here

})eo})le are still experiencing the reaction from this

horrible event. Will it l)e reproduced? the resi-

dents ask one another. To answer this question, one

must !<•() l)ack to the oriuin of the mischief. Has any-

one done this ? The reports of the English minister

and consuls contain some })recious information ;
1nit

as, with the exception of one man, all the Frenchmen

on the spot on that fatal day were killed, it was im-

possible to obtain their depositions, so as to fill up the
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gaps in the information obtained by tbe English

agents. To collect the notes on the subject, to put
them in order, to compare them with the Blue-Book

and with the results of the researches made immediately
after the catastrophe by the Abbe Favier, the Pekin

Lazarist, this is the work I have undertaken, and

which, with the eager help of some of the residents, I

have been able to accomplish.

During my eight days' detention at Tien-tsin, I had

the good fortune to see and be able to question three

natives—a mandarin, a servant of the French consul,

and a Christian belonging to the Lazarist's house, who
were all more or less mixed up in the bloody scenes of

the 21st of June, 1870. They answered all my
questions with remarkable clearness and precision.

With the help of this information, and an attentive

examination of the spots, I have come to a conclusion,

which I believe is a true one, of the real facts attend-

ing the Tien-tsin massacres. It is true I have dis-

covered nothing very new or important which cannot

be found in the Blue-Book and in the depositions

obtained by the P^re Favier. I have not been able to

lift the veil which still shrouds in obscurity the origin,

the object and the real authors of the crime.

It was whilst I was giving myself up to this task

that the idea first came to me of publishing an account

of my travels.

Let us first visit the Chinese city. As to the Eng-
lish and French concessions, they will be quickly

described. In the first, you find, as in all the Chinese

and Japanese factories, the hund—that is, a quay,
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lined with some fine and well-built houses. Here—
and that alone proves how much everyone in this place

must consider his personal safety
—all the liahitations

are surrounded by a strong wall. Everj^onc has a

watchman. Furnished with a rattle, he makes

every night the rounds of the house, and does not

cease, by the noisy sound of his instrument, to warn

thieves of his presence, and to disturb the peaceable

sleep of the inhabitants. I saw several fine houses

occupied by the English, French, Russian, and North

German consuls
; by ]\L Hannen, director of the

imperial custom-houses ; by Mr. Beveridge, M. Star-

zoff", my amiable cicerone to Tung-chow : and several

other Europeans. They are not very numerous.

Nevertheless, they have a club, and in this club I saw

a ball given. In consequence of the inundations the

guests came in boats. They could only find three lady
dancers ; but yet everybody was amused and pleased.

The French concession is as yet without houses.

The small number of residents lived until lately in the

Chinese town. The mission in the native citv liavino-

now been definitively al)andoned, they are building a

church on French ground.

From the concessions to the Chinese town there are

about two miles. At the time of my first visit, the

neighbourhood Avas only one vast lake, reminding one

of Venice and its lagunes, only without the Alps in the

horizon. A sampan took us across the fields, striking

here and there on hillocks, which were tombs. To our

left we see a temple, called
" The Elgin

"
Joss-house,

because the treaty was signed there in 18.38. At last

our boat sto})s near a group of mud huts. We are
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arrived. Sickened by the disgusting and mephitic

odour, we stopped up our noses, and ran. It is the

ordinary mode of going into a Chinese town, the whole

outside of which is only a mass of human filth.

The town, properly so called, forms a square. Its

walls are crenelated and. flanked by towers at the four

angles. It is in the suburbs that the trade and com-

merce of the town are centred. The town and suburbs

are situated on the southern bank of the Peiho and of

the great canal, which here joins that river.
^

Another suburb stretches along the northern bank.

It was there, near a bend in the Peiho River, that the

cathedral was built, commonly called the French

Church. This noble building, which was only just

finished, was destroyed at the time of the massacres.

The walls, the spire, and the little towers alone re-

main standing. As the staircases were burnt, the

hired assassins of the mandarins could not mount up
to the pinnacle to complete the work of destruction.

Alongside of the cathedral was the establishment of

the Lazarists and the French Consulate. These

houses, consumed by the flames, have entirely

disappeared. The site has been converted into a

cemetery. Higher up, about five minutes' distance, is

the yamen of the Commissary of the " Three Northern

Ports." Behind these edifices stretches a perfect

labyrinth of little streets and courts, inhabited by
the dregs of the people, and by a turl^ulent set of

malefactors.

^ At Tien-tsin I was told that this watercourse is not the great

canal, but another river called the Yliho. I leave to geographers

the task of clearing up this point.
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The two l)ank.s communicate with each otlier hy a

single l^ridge of ])oat.s, wliicli open at certain hours to

allow for the passage of the junks which ascend and

descend the stream. We must add that the current

of the Peiho is very strong, and makes the passage
difficult and sometimes dano-erous. Xothinof, there-

fore, can l)e so easy as to cut off the communications

between these two l)anks of the river. This is a fact

wliii'h is worth notino-.

\Yith the exception of tlie Tartar city of Pekin,

where tin,' Mongol element predominates, Chinese

towns have all the same appearance, A ditch—or

rather a sewer, round a crenelated inclosure
;

the

gates, with two or three roofs, one a1)0ve the other ;

tlien streets and narrow lanes, all filthy, full of dust,

mud, or human filth
;
houses without architecture,

sh(j})s well or lucidly furnislied, and ornamented witli

gaudy gilt signs, where they sell drugs, tea, <»r

tobacco. The houses of the ri('h are invisible : they
iwv masked with higli walls. Two or three yamen,
m(»re or less out of re})air, l)ut, nevertheless, imposing
from their two flag-})oles at the entrance, tlieir two

dragons in stone or terra-cotta in tiie cotirtyard, and

a (r()wd of })eo})le in r;igs pressing round the gates,

eith('r t(_» solifit souk- ftvour, or to receive some bam-

boo strokes, or worse. Here and there is a temple.

Do not let us stop to visit them
;

it is not worth

while, nor worth tlie jiusliing and ell)Owing of tli

crowd, if you for a moment bar their way. jjesides,

how can one sto}) amidst this mass of liuman beings,

with their wan cheeks, dirty comph'xioiis, and hag-

gard eyes ? They are like a stream }»cnt in between

e
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deep rocks, and drifting, at one moment against a

mandarin, or a rich banker, carried in his litter by
coolies in livery, at another, against bales of merchan-

dise, bullock-waggons or wheelbarrows full of women.

They are not beautiful, this fair sex : but they are rarely

seen in the streets—women of high birth hardly ever ;

and those of the lower classes only when the affairs

of their households absolutely oblige them to go out.

We are nearing one of the gates of the inner town.

It is an enormous arch, all built of hewn stone, sur-

mounted by a building of two stages, which resembles

the tower of a pagoda. The passage is difficult. The

carts and sedan-chairs splash about in the mud ;
the

foot-passengers slip and stagger on trestles raised

three or four feet above the soil, and so narrow that

two persons meeting find it almost impossible to pass

one another. Is it the effect of imagination, or a

reality ? But these scenes in the Chinese streets act

upon me like a perfect nightmare. One needs the

pen of a Callot to give an idea of such grotesque, ter-

rible, ridiculous devilries. The nearer we get to the

gate the more the crowd increases. Ah ! why can-

not I retrace my steps ? But it is too late. This

sombre, dark funnel is about to engulph us. My
guide, the very type of a herculean Anglo-Saxon, does

his best to open the way for me. I try to follow him,

but the throng separates us. If I have the bad luck

to fall on these slippery boards, no one will take the

trouble to come to my rescue. It will only be one

foreign devil the less in the world ! That is all ! He
will have fallen down by chance, and by chance they
will have crushed him to death. Chance pays no
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indemnities
;
he is not exiled on the l^anks of the

Amoor. They don't cut oft' his head ! And I, who am

stumbling on the very edge of these slippery planks !

at this supreme moment, feeling myself already under

the wheels of the carts, or trodden underfoot l)y the

Mongol ponies and the porters, I seize, in my despair,

the tail of a tail o-entleman who is waikino- just before

me. Can any position be more droll or more lament-

able ? An honest European holding on for dear life

to the i)lack tail of a Chinaman !

—the Chinaman

turning his liead in a furious rage towards the man
whom he is towing along in spite of himself, and

whom he can't get rid of : for the crowd prevents his

making use of his fists
;
whilst I, not darirg to let go

the tail, am striving, for want of words, to express my
gratitude 1)}'

the play vi my face and a sickly smile,

and, if possible, to appease his wrath.

For the last few weeks Tien-tsin has l)ccn in a state

of excitement, in consequence of the a})parition of a

god metamor} (hosed int(j a dragon, who has shown

himself to mortals under the form of a serpent, found

by a llonan peasant, and exposed t<.) the adoration of

the faitliful. The pagoda (wliieh is miserable enough
in a})pearance) where this new divinity is lodged, is

situated on the northern bank of the river in the

quarter of Tien-tsin which has the worst reputation.

Some tortuous little streets lead to it. After havhig

taken off <)ur hats at the entrance of the temph?, which

(.lispeuses us from all further aets of civility towartls

the little beast, we are admitted into the sanctuary,

thanks to the protection of our friend, the mandarhi.
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The offerings, among which were baskets filled with

fruit, filled up almost every opening. On the altar,

resting on a plate, covered with a sheet of yellow

paper, reposed, rolled up and motionless, a serpent^

about forty centimetres long. We could examine him

at our ease—at least, as much as the artificial dark-

ness allowed. But the faithful succeeded one another

without intermission, and prostrating themselves at

the foot of the altar, deposited their gifts, and then

went away without deigning to take any notice of the

three stranger devils. •

In front of the altar a theatre has been set up,

where plays are acted from morning till night. A
round table and some chairs, placed in the middle of

the temple, are reserved for the mandarins and for the

notabilities who come from far and wide. After

having made their koiv-toiv, they take their places in

front of the stage, and seem to think no more of the

god-serpent.

The guard of honour about the dragon is confided

to an old military mandarin of the Tien-tsin district,

who, at the time of the massacres, played a part which

must be called equivocal, to say the least of it. De-

prived of his place, as his only punishment, he was

soon after appointed to the command of the Taku

Forts. But it seems that this honourable official was

bored there, which I should think was very natural
;

and that he sought too often the distractions of Tien-

tsin, which ended in his being again deprived of his

post. To indemnify him, doubtless, he Avas named

chamberlain-extraordinary in the service of the little

serpent. I had the advantage of making the acquaint-
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ance of this amialjlc personago, and was struck l)y

the contrast wliich existed between his distinguished
manners and his suffering face.

PLace yourself under tlie protection of a native of

high rank if you wish to see tlie Chinese town witli

either profit or phvasure. To-day, the young man-

darin again does the honours of liis native }»hice. He
is a real type of his class. A pale face. })r(>jecting

cheek-bones, l)ut well-covered, }>lump hands, nails like

bird's claws, al)undant tresses, a thick-set figure, pro-

mising obesity in maturer age ;
and for costume, two

tunics, quilted with l»lue silk, worn one over the other,

for it is cold : a cap, with the button of the required

colour—the whole, both the individual and his dress—
clean, cared for, and elegant. A(hl to this the manners

of an official, full of deference, or imperious, civil or

the reverse, according to the rank of his interlocutor

—but never familiar. Avoiding the great tliorough-

fares, ^\'r stroll along from sliop to slio]).
I saw some

very fine }»elisses. Tieii-tsin lias a considci'able market

in furs. We enter an opium-house
—a sad and

heart-l)reakiiio- sii-ht ! •JJad! l)ad !" exclaimed our

mandai'in.
" J)ad" and ''good" composed liis English

vocabularv. Happily, M. Dillon, the French consul,

who has the goodness to accompany me, speaks Chinese

with rare facility.

We went into the cltib of notabilities at Shansi.

This province reckons a good many rich persons

among its inhabitants, and those who come for lousi-

ness to Tien-tsin or who live there, seek tin,' society

of their fellow-c«)untiTmen. Vou may se(^ them

vol.. TI. >^
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every morning gathered together in their magnificent

club. Our best circles in Paris, Vienna, or London

could not bear a comparison with that of Shansi.

This vast establishment consists of several separate

buildings and isolated summer-houses, where people

meet to talk or receive friends. They are narrow,

oblong rooms, furnished with tables and chairs, which

according to the custom of the country, are arranged

symmetrically along the walls. The latter are covered

with finely sculptured trellis-work. In the theatre,

which is ornamented with magnificent China lanterns,

different pieces are performed all day long. The

president of the circle was condescending enough to

present us with an index of the plays inscribed on ivory

sticks two or three feet^ long. Each of these sticks

contains the name of a particular piece. We chose

an historical drama. The actors hasten to finish a

vaudeville that they were in the middle of performing,
and whilst the

" clowns
"

are being turned into heroes,

our Amphitryon offers us a little luncheon. Tea is

drunk in quantities. With great difficulty we escape
a dinner also. But the theatre is filling" rapidly.

Several members of the club arrive. They are all

men of high rank in their own country
—

literary

characters, or rich merchants, some of whom through
their financial successes, have acquired the rank of

mandarins. They bow profoundly to one another,
shake their heads, and lightly bending forward, do
the chin-chin, that is, show one another their fists,

rubbing them and giving them a kind of rotation,

quickened or slackened according to the amount of

respect or affection which they owe on'- nother. Then
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they go up to the square tables placed at the loot of

the stage, each surrounded by four chairs. That is

the Dioment to perform another series of demon-

strations. No one will sit down first
;
nor take the

left side, which is the place of honour. This polite

struggle being over, and th(^ actors having painted

themselves, and put on the rich heroic costumes

necessary for the characters they are a])out to re-

present, the piece begins. They made use of the

same grimaces as in other Chinese theatres
;
the same

noise from an infernal orchestra
;
the same fights

and processions ;
the same skill in imitating the

voices, walk, and gestures of women. It is well known

that the fair sex are forbidden to ajjpear on the

stnge.

The conversation with the president, in the mean-

time, does not fiag. Among other civil speeches, he

said to me :

"
Europe is worth more than China. You

have the telegraph, and railroads, and your streets at

nio'ht are lit by gas. We are very much l)eliind-

hand." What struck me in these literates was their

exquisite politeness, and their easy graceful manners,

which make one forget that one is in China
;

Init also

the emptiness of their conversation and the poverty of

their ideas.

After liavino- shown us a fine temple full of horrible

idols, the president, whose name I forget, had the

moral courage actually to accompany us into the

street
;
and in presence of a crowd who looked at

us with curiosity, but without any disagreeable mani-

festation, to make the chin-chin, in a word, to pass

through all the phases of Chinese ceremonial.

X 2
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Alas 1 it was a courageous act. It is true that there

have been no recent acts of violence to deplore, but a

profound mistrust exists. It is reciprocal, Europeans
and Chinese equally listen to the sinister rumours

spread periodically of a coming war and of fresh,

massacres. Only in April last the natives talked

among one another continually of the hour when

they would wash {i.e. kill) all the foreigners. The

European merchants, to the number of five or six,

have kept their counting-houses and shops; but

they do not dare pass the night in the Chinese

city. Every evening they retire for safety to the

concessions.

Only one month before the events took place of

which I am going to try and trace the mournful

liistory, the great town of Tien-tsin enjoyed pro-

found tranquillity.^ There were certainly some men

1 1 have written the account of these Tien-tsin massacres after

verbal communications with the ministers accredited to the Pekin

Court
;
with the foreign consuls residing here and at Shanghai ;

with. Father Favier, Lazarist, sent by his superiors to Tien-tsin

directly after the catastrophe ;
witb Dr. Frazer, the English phy-

sician
;

with M. Starzoff, Russian merchant, both of whom are

settled at Tien-tsin
; lastly, with three Chinese interrogated by me

with the help of an able Chinese scholar who was kind enough to

act as my intei'preter. They are : a mandarin, a servant of M. Fon-

tanier's, and a man in the service of the Pure Chevrier, Superior of

the Tien-tsin mission, all three witnesses of the massacre. I did not

see M. Coutries, the only member of the little French colony who
survived the carnage. But I read his relation of the facts, which

he made to his friends. I had the good luck to find in the club

of the settlement the English Blue-Book (China, ISTo. 1, 1871),

and I have also before my eyes "The Tien-tsin Massacre," by
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to be found who did not attempt to eonceal tlicir

hatred of foreigners ; somethnes injurious and thivat-

ening words were used against them
;
and it (Uiglit to

have been known in official (juarters, and at tlie Pckin

Legations as at the Consulates, that the wliole state

of affairs was anytliing but satisfactor\'. Ten years
had passed sinee the o})ening of tlic empire, and no

realadvanee had been made in reconciling tlie natives

to the presence t»f f )reigners. Xevertheless, saving-

one or two little incidents without any a[i[»arent im-

portance, the live or seven or nine hundred thousand

inhabitants of the town of Tien-tsin (so much do the

calculations ditfer), especially the middle and lowei-

classes, manifested no hostile or malevolent dis-

positions towards the handful of Euro[)eans, mis-

si(»naries or merchants who had ventured to leave the

concessions ;ind install themselves in the heart of this

great and })opulous citv.

In the first rank among these must l)e reckoned

the French consul, the oidy member of the diplomatic

George Tliiii, ]\r.T). (Edinburgh, 1870); also the "Memorandum

sur Ics Ailuires de Tien-tt^iu," printed at Fucliow in September
IS 70. The authnr is the liaron de Mt'ritens, formerly secretary

and interpreter to the French Legation at I'ekin
;
and th(Mi com-

missary of tlie Chinese custom-houses. These two pamphlets,

without giving a complete recital of these horrors, are interesting

from their appreciation of tlie events and of the conduct of the

principal actors and victims on that fatal 21st of June. I have

also seen the letters of the I'cre Chcvrier and the Tcre (hi, written

only a few days before their death. In ([uoting the lUue-Book

in support of my story, my readers must understand that they are

the "
Papers relating to the [Massacre of iluropeans at Tien tsin.

presented to both Houses of Parliament." (China, No. 1, 1870.)
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body who, to watch over the Catholic establishments,

preferred the exile of the Chinese town to the

pleasanter and safer existence that he might have

created for himself in the concessions. M. Fontanier,

though of a quick and choleric temperament, was uni-

versally looked up to and respected. In later days,

it was remarked by people about him, that his charac-

ter had been rather soured. Friends began to keep
aloof. Besides M. Fontanier, only one European re-

sided at the Consulate, his secretary, M, Simon. The

nearest neighbour to the consul was the Lazarist

Father Chevrier, Superior of the Catholic mission of

Tien-tsin. A low wall alone separated the courts of

the Consulate and the presbytery : but the relations

between the two neighbours had cooled. Although

naturally gentle and gay, M. Chdvrier had left off

going to the consul's. Irritated by the earnest but

respectful representations of the Superior, who foresaw

the coming danger, M. Fontanier had, on the 9th

of June, formally forbidden him his house. A Chinese

father named Ou, an excellent priest, zealous, learned,

and amiable towards everyone, a Catholic literate,

named Wang-san, and a few servants, in addition to

the orphanage, completed the staff of the mission, which

was much frequented by the native Christians.

On the other side of the water, in the centre of one

of the most populous suburbs, not far from the river,

in a small house near a small church, ten Sisters of

Charity of St. Vincent de Paul were established, of

whom six were French, two Belgians, one Irish, and

one from Tuscany. These religious had the care both

of the hospital and an orphanage. Dr. Frazer, the
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English physician, though estahlished in tlie con-

cessions and a Protestant, came constantly to visit and

treat their sick. By the testimony of the most im-

partial witnesses, these good sisters were universally

loved and respected.
"
Sister Mary

"
was continually

sent for to the different Chinese houses
;
and up to

the last hour of her life never ceased to visit the

homes of the poor. The other residents were French,

English, Swiss, and Russian merchants and a French

ladv
;
in all, about twelve or thirteen persons.

In the Chinese world, Chung-hou held the first

place. He was one of the guardians of the hereditary

prince, adorned with the insignia of the highest rank
—a peacock's ])lume with two eyes

— Lieutenant-

General of the Han-chlin division under the red flaoro
and one of the Vice-Presidents of the War Depart-
ment,^ A ^Mandjou hy l)irth and highly thought of at

court, he had fo]- ten years filled the functions of com-

missarv of the "Three Northern Ports." ^ Like the

Viceroy of Nankin in the centre of the empire, and as

the Viceroy of Canton in the south, he was employed
in the direction of all aftairs rcijardinQ: foreio'ners.

The latter spoke warmly of his henevolence, his

pleasing manners, and his perfect courtesy. The

agents of the foreign ])Owers, whose business it was to

treat with him, had the very highest opinion of this

functionary. Vts-d-vis the authorities of the province

and of the town, however, his position was ill-defined,

and in consecpience full of eml)arrassments. Chung-
hou had no jurisdiction in Chinese aflairs. On this

1
Blue-Book, p. 83.

^ These three ports are : Chefu, Tien-tsin, and New Chwang.
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point, his influence over the governor-general of the

province and over the taotai, and the magistrates of

the town, was limited to confidential communications,

and had only the weight attached to his Mandjou

origin, his high rank, and the favour he enjoyed
at Pekin. He had, besides, the command of the

troops assembled at Tien-tsin, that is, about 4,000

men, all armed and disciplined in European fashion.

The governor-general of Chih-li resides alternately

here and at Pao-fing-fu, the capital of the province,

situated at a hundred miles from Pekin, and at the

same distance from Tien-tsin. Tseng-kwo-fan, the

newly appointed holder of this post, annoyed at the

interference of Chung-hou, had lately changed all the

mandarins in his government. He was absent at the

time of the massacres.

The principal functionaries residing at Tien-tsin

were : Chou, the taotai, or chief administrator in the

departments of Tien-tsin and Ho-kien-fu
; Chang,

the clii-fu, or prefect of the district of Tien-tsin ;

lastly Lin, the chih-huen, or magistrate of- the

town.

Properly speaking, the chih-hiien is the chief, and

though belonging ordinarily to the category of little

mandarins, he exercises great influence over the popu-
lation. He is the judge in all criminal cases, and

even pronounces sentence of death, which, however,

to be carried into execution, must be confirmed by the

governor of the province.

There was besides the chen-ta-shuai, or military
chief of the district.

A few days before the massacre, General Chen-kwo-
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sliiiai arrived, who was a native of Hiipch. Com-

pr(jmi.SL'(l during the rL'])ellion, he liad turned king's

evich'nce and l)cti'ayed his old comrades to save him-

self. As a reward, he was raised t(j the rank of tl-tu,

or commander-in-chief of a hody of irregular tro(j})S.

Being at the same time the terror and the disgrace of

the oovernment, this turhulcnt fiiihter, who was

adored 1)V the Pckin m«jb, made himself noted in

tliL' })rovincfs Ly continual acts of violence and intense

hostility against the Europeans. At Nanking and at

Chinkiang he had tried to raise a riot among the })eo})le.

Xo ofheial duty called him to Tien-tsin. Followed

1)}"
a band of fi^e or six hundred malefactors, he came

of his own ac(-ord
;

and it was soon discovered

with what intentions. Outside the ofhcial reoions,

the town contained a consideral)le numljer of what

are called literates. One knows what these nn.'n are

and what they feel on the subject of the white intru-

sion into their countrv. Do not let us forget also the

fortv-eight old and se\'eral nt'W corporations of fire-

men. Tlie heads of the former were all of the literate

class. To these men, who are brigaded and alwavs

readv t(j troul)le the public peace, we must add the

Imlns, or old voluntt'crs, against the Taepings ;
free

lances, in fact, authorized to carry arms and always

ready for any fray.

Nevertheless, no signs of m<jvement or hostile pre-

paration were visible. The })eople went on quietly

with their own business
;
Tien-tsin was in its normal

state.

It was towards the middle of May 1S70 that the

position became anxious. Alarming rumours were in
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circulation and industriously spread among the lower

orders. Certain children had disappeared. They had

been kidnapped by persons in the pay of the mis-

sionaries. The sisters had killed them. They had

torn out their eyes and their hearts to serve for charms

and magical remedies. This was not the first time

that such absurdities had been propounded. Therefore

it was hoped that these new rumours would vanish

like the rest. Contrary to this expectation, however,"

they assumed greater consistency. The dispositions

of the public (not of the mob, which were always

bad), but of respectable people, visibly changed
towards the sisters. Vague and superstitious terrors

seemed to have taken possession of the people. The

good sisters, formerly so beloved and respected, met

with nothing but cold or angry looks when they went

out
;
no one would make room for them or show them

any of the usual marks of courtesy. One evening,

angry groups gathered round their house, and it was

the same the next day. The accusations against them

were multiplied ;
facts were asserted, and what is

worse, believed. There was no actual disorder as yet,

but a profound disgust and an excitement which

became every moment more menacing. The immense

population of Tien-tsin was quivering like the

leaves of the forest in the gusts which precede a

great storm.

Fate seemed to conspire with the authors of these

sinister rumours. An epidemic illness declared itself

in the Sisters' Orphanage. Several of the children

died. They were buried in the cemetery of the poor,

behind the French Consulate. During several days
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some hundreds of people went tliere every morning.'

Many of the coffins were opened, and the bones thrown

here and there. Those of the Christians were grossly

outraged. Pere Chdvrier rushed to the spot. He
seized a man, whom they surprised rifling a tomb, and

dragged him to the Consulate. He then and there saw

M. Fontanier, and conjured him to speak to the Chinese

authorities. He stated
"
that it would be easy for them

to quiet the growing agitation ;
that the mandarins

could do it at once
;
that if the tiling^ was allowed to

go on there would be serious misfortunes
;
that they

would be lost in the midst of that huge, hostile popu-
lation

;
that the concessions were far off; and that, be-

sides, menaced themselves in case of an outbreak, they
would be unable to assist them, as there was not a

single man-of-war in the Pehio." Such was the Ian-

guage of the Superior of the mission. His proceedings,

however, produced, unfortunately, no effect on the

(consul, who, to put an end to the missionary's impor-

tunities, simpl}' show(Hl him the door.

Ncvertlieless, the position became worse from day to

day. This is how the Pere (yhevrier descril)es it in a

letter written on the IGth of June, five days before his

death: "Again am I behindhand—always behind-

hand I It is more than half-past nine, and I must

write to . . , to . , , but first to you. Pray for me
that at least I may not arrive in heaven after the gates

are closed. The day before yesterday the Superior,

accompanied l)y Sister Sullivan, made up her mind

to go to the consul's. Two Englishmen, who went to

see the establishment, advised this steji. They were

' On the 4th of June for the first time.
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not badly received. There was no mention made of

me. But with regard to the atrocious calumnies which

are spread and believed more and more, it seems that,

in the consul's opinion, the hour is not yet come to say
a word to the Chinese authorities. One of the rumours

to-day is, that the first and second catechists (Chinese)

are in despair because they have killed the daughter
of the first and the wife of the second ! To-day,

Corpus Christi, there were hardly any women at mass.

The Pagans, who formerly were such great friends with

the Christians, draw back now, and consider us ' bad

people.' To-day I tried to prove to my congregation
that they were happy mortals :

' Beati estis quum
maledixerint vohis propter me. Gaudete et exultate

quoniam.' But this doctrine did not enter quickly
into their heads. Sister Mary said to me to-day that

when she goes into a village where formerly she was

received with open arms, now everyone runs away
and hides himself They asked me if I did not fear

for our own little establishment, as organized bands were

going about trying to sow disorder and stir up the

people against us. In the midst of all these devilish

projects, we and the sisters place our confidence above,

and do not despair of receiving help from on High."
More anxious than irritated at the strange inaction

of M. Fontanier, Pere Chevrier went to the concessions.

He addressed himself to the Russian consul-general,

and communicated to him all that had passed between

himself and M. Fontanier, entreating him to use his in-

fluence with his French colleague ; and, in concert with

him, to appeal to Chung, and act upon the authorities

of the town. M. Skatschkoff, judging the position to
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the full as seriously as the Lazarist father, instantly
went otl' to the Chinese town. Arrived at the Con-

sulate, however, he was refused admittanec on the

})lea that ]M. Fontanier had gone out. He returned

then to the eoncessi(jn, and demanded an interview in

writing. M. Fontanier aecordingiy came to see him

the next dav. But when ^L SkatsehkofF be^'an talking;

to liim of tlie danger of the moment, he interrupted
him witli tlie words :

" What l)usiness is it of yours to

meddle :'

"'

and instantly left the house.

Vexntious incidents followed one another in ra])id

succession. One e\'ening a yt)ung girl sto})])ed bcf )rc

a sliop to l»uy some rice. According to Chinese cus-

tom, she did not go in on account of her sex. She

held out her basket, therefore, in which were some

S(ipc<iues. The tradesman filled it witli rice, and Avas

o-oino- to return it to her, when he saw that the voumj; m.v\

had disa|)})eared, and was foll<3wing an individual. He
left liis shop, and called the attention of his neighbours
to this strange fact. Evidently the man who was

walking l)cfoi'e the young girl was a sorcerer. How
was it ])ossible to doulit it? He Avas followed, insulted,

dra<'(.ed 1)efore the chili-hiien, condemned to receive

so many Idows of l)amboo, and, for want of proof, re-

le;ised. The people went away, murmuring and dis-

satisfied. Two days later, two Chinese strangers made

tlieir a}ipearance iiL the western quarter, inhabited by
^Mohammedans. Tliey carried a sack on their backs, and

were leading twtj little children by the hand. They
were cpiestioned to know where they came from, and

wliat tlie\' were o-oino; to do, when the men made their

escape. ]\Iore than ever convinced that they were
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sorcerers, they were pursued, seized, and dragged to

the yamen of the chih-hiien. In their sacks some

Mexican dollars were found (the coinage generally used

by Europeans) and some packets of drugs. Put to the

torture, they owned to having bewitched these children

by means of the drugs ;
and that the dollars had been

given to them by the sisters in payment of their crime !

The chih-hiien actually allowed these depositions

to be taken down. The law provides against the

crime of sorcery. Besides, the confession of these

two men had nothing surprising to a Chinese mind,

even were it that of a literate or a mandarin. The

chih-hiien referred the case to the chi-fu. The

two men, convicted on their own showing of a crime

said to be committed at the instigation of the sisters,

were condemned to death, and executed. It was im-

plicitly condemning the sisters and denouncing death

to the Europeans. A proclamation by the chi-fu

brought the facts to the knowledge of the public.

Without directly naming the sisters, it seems that the

magistrate dwelt on the fact of the natural indignation

of the people and the sympathy of the mandarins.

Enchanted with this act of complicity on the part of

the authorities, which they reckoned on working for

their own ends, the authors of the disorders organized
a popular demonstration. They clubbed together, and

presented to the chi-fu, in token of gratitude, an

official umbrella, on which was inscribed the names of

the donors. The execution of the two men was carried

out in conformity to a decree of Tsing-kwo-fan's,

governor-general of the province, then absent from

Tien-tsin. This high functionary approved of this
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summary judgment, and authorized the execution of

the sorcerers. In other words, he published mcirtial

law in consequence of the frequency of these imaginary
crimes. The chi-fu, the military mandarin, and. the

chih-hlien, next went to Chung. They enlarged, upon
the gravity of the matter, and asked for an authoriza-

tion, which he refused, to make an inquiry on the spot—that is, t(j exhume and examine the bodies buried

in the poor people's cemetery, situated, as we have

said, l>ehind the French Consulate. On this occasion

the three mandarins solemnly affirmed that they be-

lieved the sistcsrs of charity to be guilty. Chung-hou
maintained tlie contrary ;

and persisted in refusing

the permission asked of him. At last, intimidated by
the violence of public opinion, which was already

rather unfavourable to him, he yielded. He did like

Pontius PiLite, and waslied his hands. The inquiry

t(-)ok place. TJiis was the first act of the tragedy.

The Chinese mandarins came into the inclosure of the

mission, under the very shadow of the French flag,

and were followed Ijy a furious crowd, who, by their

scn-ams and vociferations, already anticipated the

verdict of the magistrate. In the cemetery, several

bodies were dug up and examined. In some cases the

CA'es were wanting
—the natural result of decomposition—but this was interpreted as a positive proof of the

culj)al)ilitv of both sisters and missionaries.

A Catholic Literate who was at the head of a

school in the neighbourhood, accompanied by one of

his pu[)ils, came on a feast-day to Tien-tsin. In tlie

evening, on their way back to their village, they

stop])ed at a Chinese restaurant. Some m<'n who were
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seated near him at table remarked that the pronun-
ciation of the schoolmaster—he was born on the fron-

tiers of Mongolia
—differed from that of the child

; an

evident proof that he was a sorcerer. They beat him

cruelly with iron bars heated in the fire, and dragged
him before the chih-hiien. The inquiry proved his

entire innocence, and on the demand of Pere Chevrier,

the unhappy man, who had one of his ribs broken,

was carried on a litter to the Lazarist Mission, amidst

the yells and groans of the mob. On the 14th

of June, four days before the massacre, they arrested

in a neighbouring village a young man named Wu-lan-

chen. He was also accused of having bewitched a man.

Brought before the chih-hiien, he made the following

deposition :

"
I am a native of Ning-chin-shien. I

am nineteen years old. My father and grandfather
are still living. My father's name is Wu-tsun

;
he is

in his forty-fifth year. My mother's maiden name
was Fang. I have not any brothers. I was married

the first month of this year. Not having anything to

do in the house, I left it on the 1 8th of February, and

. . . went to Tien-tsin, where T earn my living as a

boatman. Until this time I did not know Wang-san
of the Ho-lou (of the Catholic Church), but on the

13th of June he gave me a drug and dragged me into

the church. I did not cross the threshold. Wang-san

^ The Blue-Book, p. 18, gives this curious document. I repro-

duce it in extenso because it throws a strong light on the customs,

ideas, and superstitions of the Chinese people. The reader will

see later on that the magistrates of Tien-tsin owned, themselves,

the entire falsehood of Wu's depositions, who was only the miser-

able instrument of the authors of the carnage.
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insisted on my becoming a Cliristian. I began by-

refusing. Wang-san then said he wouhl kill me. He

frightened me, and I consented. He gave four dollars

to a man named Tang with an order to keep them

for me. On the 14tli he gave me a little packet con-

taining a soporific drug, and with it the commission to

go about the country and recruit men by means of this

drug. It was a line sort of powder, folded in some

thin paper. I went to ^lu-chuang-tzu, and there met

a young man about twenty years of age, dressed in a

blue tunic and trousers of the same colour. I put the

powder in the hollow of my hand, and with it rubbed

the man's cheek. At once he became like one stupe-

fied, and followed me. I returned in hot haste to the

Catholic cliurch, and gave the man up to Wang-san.
In return he gave me five dollars and another packet
of powder. I went to the village of Tao-hua-ssu,

Avliere I saw a man called Li-so occupied in drawing
some water. 1 made him giddy witli the powder, and

he followed me in the same way that the other had

done. But I was arrested by the peasants and taken

before' the magistrate. There are in the Catholic

churcli seven men besides me employed as recruiters.

Each night we sle|)t in the inclosure of the church.

Wang-san was our chief. Every morning he brought
from an inner chamber a certaiu number of [)ackets

containino- this ])owder. He o-avc one to each of us

and also 300 pieces of coj)per money for our food.

When we had not been al)le to Ijring in any fresh

p(n-son, we gave back the })()wdt'r to Wang-san,

(Here he mentioned the names of liis })retended

accomplices.) Wang-san is about t\vent\' }ears old.

VOL. IT. Y
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He has a pale complexion, and is slightly marked

with small-pox. After he -had drugged me and taken

me to the church he gave me an antidote. Hardly

had I taken it than I recovered consciousness. Wang-
san told me that after having taken that powder one

must make a mixture in which they put sweet herbs, the

calapash of a grasshopper, and that of another insect,

dried in the fire and pulverized, and some sesamum

oil. This decoction, drunk hot, makes you all right

directly. Yesterday, after having followed me, the

villagers asked me what was to be done. I replied

that they must give this antidote to Li-So, and that

he would be cured as soon as he had taken it. I hid

in the sash of my trousers the five dollars I had

received for having bewitched the man from Mu-

chuang-tzu. I lost them when I was arrested. During

my stay at the Catholic Mission, Wang-san gave me

every morning before I went out a red powder to take,

like snuff". After having taken it I felt all my courage

revive, and thought of nothing but how I could recruit

people. When I returned in the evening a few drops

of the drug given me l)y Wang restored my conscious-

ness. But then the gates were shut, and I could not

get away."
In consequence of this (utterly ridiculous) deposi-

tion, the chi-fu and the chih-hiien requested Chung-
hou to demand the extradition of Wang-san. Then

followed the same hesitations and evasion on his part.

He either did not dare or would not take this step

against the French consul.
''

They were welcome,''

he said, "to act according to their judgement, but

on their own responsibility." They took possession
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accordingly of tliis unfortiuiato man. The cliili-liiien

put liim to tlic question, when Jie was most cruelly

tortured, and thc^n sent back with his ankles broken

and mangiecL On the lOlh the laotai prcsent-jd him-

self to the Consulate. He brought the deposition of

several witnesses, who declared thoy had Ijeen the

victims of these recrnitei's of children em}>loved and

paid by ilic missionaries. lie demanded an authoriza-

tion from the consul to make ;m inquiry. ^1. Fon-

tanier laid ]iot mucli (brKculty in }>roving to him that

all these I'umours were false, and the work of evil-

disposed ]»ersons.

Some hours after, the chih-lii'ien, aeconqianied l)y

an emissary of the
])()lice, ap[)eared ngain at the Con-

sulate. M. l'\)ntanier tried to excuse himself; but,

the magistrate insisting on seeing him, he was oldiged

to inake a virtue ()f necessity. The Chinese olHcial

was conse(piently iiitroduced ijilo the cb'a wing-room

whilst his suite iii\-aded the Coiis\d;it(^ An animnted

convers;il ion followed between him and the Frt'nch

consul. Their aiigr)' \'(tices wei'e heard \u the ante-

i-hambei'. The ni;ii!il;irin iiisi.-tcd on ;in oilicial in-

(piirv being m;ide in the houses (jf the missionaries

and sisters, ;iud dared to lliivjilen the consul with the

resentment of the ])o[)ula1 ion. The latter, no longer

master of his anger, broke up the interview, declaring

he would not treat the alfair v/ith a,n_\'one lait Chung.

The chih-hiien left the Consuhite in a furious rage, and

the consul dispense*] himself j'r^an accompanying him

to the gates, according t<.) the rules of etitjUctle. At

the nionuait the mandarin was going out, -M. Fon-

taiiier was heard to sav to him :

"
If there he a lunn.dt,

Y 2
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I shall consider you responsible." The secretary, who

followed the chih-hlien, drew near to the consul and

begged him, in a low voice, not to mix him up in this

business. That same day, the English doctor. Dr.

Frazer, on leaving the Sisters' house, was attacked

by the mob, and only saved by the fleetness of his horse.

In the hospital w^as a captain in the English merchant

service. Although he was seriously ill, the Superior

hastened to have him removed to the concessions,

fearing he might, otherwise, perish with the Sisters

in the massacre which she already foresaw.

For the last few days. General Chen-kwo-shuai had

been at Tien-tsin. His arrival was the signal for an

increase of the agitation. The streets were covered

with incendiary placards. They cried for vengeance
on the recruiters and sorcerers of their children. In

passing by a group of people who were whispering

together, the comprador of a European resident heard

these words :

" Let us kill all the foreigners." Others

replied :

"
Quick, quick, let us make an end of them

;

now is the moment, for there is not a single man-of-

w^ar in the river."

On the 20th of June a great crowd was assembled

on the quay. Some men more audacious than the

rest threw stones and bricks against the Mission and

the Consulate. Night dispersed these groups.

Chung, informed by a message from M. Fontanier

of the scene of the day before, came himself to the

Consulate. Although pretending to excuse him, he

spoke in severe terms of the chih-hlien, and com-

plained of the little attention he had paid to his

remonstrances. He said, "that it was in vain he had
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tried to prove the falsehood of the rumours spread

against the missionaries. At List he had been com-

pelled to allow them to have their say." His conduct

seemed to entitle him anew to the public epithet, of

being "the right hand" of the Europeans. Whilst

these confidences, mingled with amiable words, were

being interr-hanged between the representatives of

France and China, the one pre-occupied with his

personal emljarrassments, and taking good care not

to allow that there was anything serious in the affair,

the other lulled by a false security, which seems

almost inc<jnceival)le, the missionaries and Sisters

did not give themselves up to any illusions. They
felt and knew that the hour of their martyrdom was

at hand. M. Coutries, one of the residents in the

Chinese city, had met the Pere Chevrier in the course

of the day.
" Come to-morrow to mass," said the

good priest ;
"it is time to prepare ourselves for

death."

That same evening M. Thomassin, interpreter of

the French Legation, arrived at the Consulate with

his young wife. This young couple had just arrived

from Europe. They had been urged to stop at the

concessions : but being hurried, they preferred passing

the night in the Chinese town, so as to continue their

journey to Pekin on the morrow. Little did they
think that they would there meet their death ! In

the concessions the greatest consternation prevailed.

The residents not only trembled for the fate of

their fellow-countrymen, exposed to sucli grievous

peril in the Chinese town, but they feared also for

themselves. A deputation, composed of Dr. Frazer
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and four more of the notabilities of the place, went to

the English consul to intreat him to send for one of

the gun-boats stationed at Che-fu. Mr. Lay, fearing

probably to increase the panic, seemed not to share in

it. He had already written to Chung on the morn-

ing of the 20th, begging him to publish a procla-

mation exhorting the people to civility towards

foreigners. In consequence of the insult received by
Dr. Frazer, he repeated his request in a second note,^

which was sent to Chung the next morning, only a

few hours before the massacres. The evening before,

[20th of June,] he sent the following message to

Mr. Wade :
—" We are urgently in need of a man-of-

Avar. When there are none in the Peiho disorders of

this kind increase. That the spirit of the Chinese is

very hostile to all foreigners at this moment is an

undoubted fact. The fire has been smouldering under

the ashes : now it is on the point of breaking out."

He was amazed at the inaction of M. Fontanier as

regards the Sisters. Everyone asked, in fact, why in the

world they were not sent to the concessions ? If it

were not possible for them to leave the convent

by daylight, and all together, could they not, at

least, withdraw them, one by one, at night ? But

M. Fontanier did nothing, for he did not believe in

the danger.

The very day of the massacres, before they were

known in the settlement, Mr. Lay wrote to Mr. Wade:^
"It is my painful duty to inform you that the state

of things here is very unsatisfactory. For some time

1

Blue-'Ooolr, Mr. Lay to Mr. Wade, pp. 19-32.

2
Ibid, p. 21.
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the Chinese have threatened to kil] all foreigners, and

to drive them from Tien-tsin. These last days the

excitement has increased. The Chinese have an-

nounced their intention of burnino; the Catholic

church and the French Consulate, and of killino; all

foreigners. ... I do not think that we are actually
in danger of death, but I am very anxious concerning
our property, our warehouses being full of merchan-

dise. Every day reports are spread that we are

to be killed or driven away. . . ." He wrote also to

Che-fu to hasten the return of the gun-boat. Wiser

than his French colleague, whom an inexplicable

fatality seemed to blind, Mr. Lay saw the danger;
l)ut even he did not measure it in its full proportions.

In the Chinese city the gong was already summoning
the assassins to their Ijloody work, while he was

writing the lines we have just read.

We are now arrived at the ill-omened 21st June.

According to the pious advice of Pere Chevrier, ]\[.

Coutries went very early to the cathedral to attend

the six o'clock mass. The church was cpiite full. A
laro-(^ number of native Christians, feelino' that their

last hour was come, cro\vde<l round the confessionals

of the two fathers. By nine o'clock far more con-

siderable groups than the day before had gathered

l)cfore the mission house and Consulate. Very soon

projectiles of all kinds l)egan to fly against the win-

dows. An invasion seiriied imminent. It was ten

o'clock : the taotni. the chi-fn, and the chih-hiien

with a numerous suite arrived at the gales. The}-

brought with them Wu-lan-chen,' the wretched man
^ IIo is f-iill iilive in {ho rui -ins ot' Tit-u tsin.
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whose denunciations against the missionaries we have

read above. Eeceived by Pere Chevrier, who had

himself asked for the inquiry, they were taken over the

whole house, questioned all the servants, and at last

owned themselves that they could find nothing suspi-

cious whatever. The miserable Wu-lan-chen, confronted

with the two missionaries and the servants, became

confused, and did not know either the persons he had

denounced or the localities which he had pointed out

in his previous depositions. At last the magistrates,

disgusted with their failure, and full of angry spite

at having been duped by Wu-lan-chen, retired amidst

the ironical laughter of the crowd, but without

attempting to make the least effort to calm the mob
or make them disperse. They simply got into their

chairs and said they were going to refer the matter to

Chung. This last official had just sent for the head

of the mission, and Pere Chevrier hastened to obey
his summons, Chung began by repeating that he did

not attach the least weight to the calumnious rumours

which had been circulated ; nevertheless, in order to

disarm suspicion, he begged of him in future to let

the mandarins know the birth-place, name, and, in

case of necessity, the death of all such children as

should be received in the mission school or into the

Sisters' orphanage. The Pere Chevrier gladly consented,

and hastened to return to his house. There the state

of things had become worse. Fresh stones were thrown

at the church, threatening cries were heard on all sides,

and the mob seemed ready to commit any excesses.

Men belonging to the fire brigade had mingled with

the people. Their presence was a bad sign. P^re
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Chevrier, on going back, found all the glass in his

church destroyed. Nevertheless, he sat down to

dinner and made believe to eat, wishing thus to

reassure the Christians and give them an example of

quiet courage and resignation. The tumult increasing,

he presented himself before the populace, and invited

them to enter the house to convince themselves of the

entire falsehood of the rumours spread against the

missi(jnariL'S. At tlie same time he ordered all the orates

to be thrown open. It was then one o'clock. The

mob rushed into the courtyard, and then, as if seized

"With a sudden panic or shiime, retired again into the

street. But after a few minutes, encouraged by some

one amono- the crowd, thev came back aoain and

invaded the house. Sechig that tlieir last hour was

at hand, and despairing of any help from the consul,

whom he riglitly judged was as completely lost as

himself, the good Pere Chevrier made a last appeal to

Chung-hou. He sent him his visiting card by a

servant— for visiting cards are much thought of in

China,—told him the extreme danger of their position,

and asked for troops. Having done this, in haste, the

two fathers, Chevrier and On, took refuge in the

church, which they barricaded. Four other Christians

were also there. After having heard the confessions

of Pere Ou, Pere Chevrier received tlie same Sacra-

ment from his brother priest, when the doors of the

church yielded to the violence of the blows. The two

fathers took refuge in the sacristy. There we will

leave them fur a moment to see what had become of

the French consul.

You remember that the Consulate and the ^lission
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touched one another, only being separated by a low

wall. The building inhabited by M. Fontanier looked

upon the quay, if one may so call the space between

the river and the houses. Like all European habita-

tions in China, the Consulate was surrounded by a

veranda. It was there that, attracted by the noise,

the consul and his two guests, M. and Mde. Tho-

massin, were quietly watching the first scenes of the

tragedy. The consul had sent M. Simon, his secre-

tary and his
''

literate," to Chung, to ask for troops.

Whilst these two officials tried to reach the yamen of

the high commissioner, M. Fontanier, wishing to take

advantage of M. Thomassin's approaching departure,

began to write to M. de Rochechouart, the French

charge d'affaires at Pekin.^
" Our little town of

Tien-tsin, generally so quiet," he writes to his superior,
" has been troubled the last few days by cries and

crowds who have gathered in the neighbourhood of

the Consulate and of the Sisters of charity." Then

follows an account of the visits of the taotai and of

Chung-hou, and also of the scene with the chih-hiien.

"A little incident," he goes on, "which might have

taken a serious turn but for the intervention of Chung-
hou, but which to-day is pretty nearly at an end—
Chung having besides promised me that in a few

days he will publish a little proclamation to quiet the

people's minds."

While reading these lines, written at ten o'clock on

that fatal morning, one seems to be in a dream. The

cries with which this little town is disturbed the last

^
Blue-Book, ^I. Foutauier to tlie Count de Rochechouart,

r>. 20.
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few (lavs—this little town having six or seven liundred

thousand inhabitants ! The little incident—that is a

serious quarrel with the chief magistrate who has already

plotted his ruin ! The little proclamation wliicli Chung
promises to puhlish in a feiv days to appease men's

minds ! Wh}', ^I. Fontanier, in a few hours you will

yourself l)e a mutilated corpse I

Chunii" sent some police ao'(>nts. "Howl" ex-

claimed Al. Fontanier.
"

I ask for soldiers and he

sends me a few mandarins !

"
In a rai^e he went

(h)wn into tlic street and told them to go away. Jn

trutli, finding themselves })0werless to dis[)erse the

mob, and l)eing themselves attacked, they (piickly dis-

a[)|>cared. One of them, who was cruelly ill-treated,

o]dy saved himself by jumping into the feriy-boat and

getting to the other side of the water. The Consular

messenger tried to prevent the }'ells of the crowd.

He was beaten, and saved with great ditlieulty by
the cook.

At this moment ^I. Coutries, who was close to the

door of the Consulate, saw on tlie
i-iglit

Itank of the

riser a Chinanuni richly dressed, and surrounded by a

numerous suile. The mob .>abited him with acclama-

tions of jov. After having spoken to the jteople for a

f 'W monients he I'etired, ])ointing with his hand to the

Consulate, and turning round to the unoccupied estab-

lishment of tlie Jesuit fathers. Dii-eetly the ci-ies

and sinister noise' of the iioiiLr r(M-ommenced, and the

mob began to throw stones against the house (which
had l)een liitherto res])ected) of the frdhers of the

.MK'iety.

M. F<)ntanier, after h.nine \>,dled in xani foi- thf
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succours he had demanded of Chung, resolved to go
himself in search of them. Armed with a six-barrelled

revolver, and accompanied by his secretary, M.

Simon, who had hastily put on a sword, he left the

Consulate by a back door, in spite of the entreaties

of his servants, and tried to gain the residence of the

commissioner for the "
Three-ports,'' which was not

far off, by passing through some little back -streets.

M. Coutries, armed with a gun, and the principal

Chinese servant belonging to the consul, seeing the

danger to which he was exposing himself, ran after

him in hopes of being able to rejoin him.

We have mentioned that Pere Chevrier had sent a

man in whom he could trust with his card, and a

verbal message for Chung. This servant likewise

tried to reach the yamen by the back streets
; but,

attacked with stones, frightened by the crowd, and

finding it impossible to get through it, he retraced his

steps, and then perceived the consul and his secretary,

the first seizing aChinaman by his tail, and brandishing
a pistol in the other hand. The Chinaman was one of

those little mandarins whom Chung had sent to re-

establish order before the church and the Consulate.

M. Fontanier, in a furious passion, overwhelmed this

man with reproaches.
"
How," he exclaimed,

"
you a

mandarin, you do not attempt to appease the people,

and yet you still dare to wear your button ! Come
with me directly to Chung-hou." These words, heard

and repeated round the consul, added to the fury of

the mob. On all sides they cried out :

" He is going
to kill a mandarin !

"
Arrived at the yamen, they

found the gates shut. The consul burst open the
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door with one blow of his foot, and rushed in, accom-

panied by M. Simon and the mandarin. The servant

of Pere Chevrier did not dare follow them into the

second court
;

but he could distinguish the angry
voice of the consul, exclaiming :

" How ! our very
lives are threatened, and you do nothing to protect

us !

" He did not hear any other noise. Very soon

M. Coutries and M. Fontanier's servant arrived. These

three were consulting as to what had better be done,

when they were all of a sudden attacked by the soldiers

and servants of Chung, who were assembled in the

outer court, to the cry of, "Kill! Kill!" The

consul's servant was knocked down, and received

se\'eral pike wounds ;
a secretary of Chung's managed

to save him. M. Coutries owed his life to the protec-

tion of a friend of his, a little official, who hid him in

a dark cupboard. The next day Chung had him

escorted to the concessions. M. Coutries thouo-ht he

heard his protector say :

" He is not a Frenchman
;
he

is English." The servant of the Lazarist fathers,

watching for afavoural)le moment, escaped unperceived.

What passed in tliis interview between the coiisul

and Chung-hou no one knows, unless people choose to

believe the statement of Chung himself, whose veracity

seems to me more than doubtful. These are the terms

in which, on the very day of the massacres, he de-

scribes, in a report to the Tsungii-yamen, the last visit

of M. Fontanier :
— ^

" After having taken leave of Pore Clievrier,

wishing to dispel the suspicions of the people and

'

Blue-Book, Chung-hou to the Yamen of i'oreigu Ailliirs,

p. 21.
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reassure the foreigners, I was occupied in drawing up
a proclamation in that sense, which I intended to

pubhsh immediately, when, about two o'clock, I heard

there had been some fray between the people of the

cathedral and certain idle vagabonds gathered near the

church. I had just sent an officer to inquire into the

disturbance and re-establish tranquillity,when I learned

that M. Fontanier himself had come to the yamen. I

went to meet him. The consul was in a violent rage,

and carried two pistols in his waistband. Another

foreigner, who accompanied him, was armed with a

sword. Both of them rushed forward to meet me
;

and hardly had he come near me than M. Fontanier

began to speak in a most improper manner, drew his

pistol from his sash, and fired it in my presence. For-

tunately, no one was hurt, and M. Fontanier was

arrested. As it would not have been dignified on my
part to have come to blows with him, I retired. M.

Fontanier, in coming into the reception-hall, broke all

the cups and other objects on the table, and never ceased

vociferating with rage. I again approached him, and

told him that the crowd (which had gathered round

the entrance of the yamen) had taken up a menacing
attitude ;

that the fire brigade had joined them,
with the evident intention to assist them in any mis-

chief ; that I feared disorders might ensue, and there-

fore begged him to stay where he was. But he, regard-
less of his life, rushed out of the yamen. I sent some men
with orders to rejoin him and serve him as an escort."

Such is the account of one of the interlocutors. The

other perished a few minutes after this interview.

One must then hold to Chung's version of the affair.
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But leavino' out the lies wliieli this hio-h funetionai'v

did not Lhish to tell about the death of the consul, and

which he was suhsequently obliged to retract, the

account we have just read is only admissible on the

supposition that ]\l. Fontanier had completely lost his

head. To fire a pistol in tlie interi()r of a yamen, in

presence of a mandarin of high })osition, if not at him,

would luive l)een an act of sheer madness. There is

no doul)t that tlie consul was killed on the spot by the

soldiers and mol) stationed near the Consulate
;
and

})erhaps Cliung-hou, even if he had wished it, could not

have sa^'ed him. On the other hand, it is affirmed

tliat, on returning towards the Consulate, ^I. Fon-

tanier seemed like a druidven niaii.^ But if iu the

midst of a. pack of devils thirsting for his blood in the

face of Chung's cov>ardice, and the scarcely-disguised

treason of the magistrates, the unfortunate Fontanier

had for a moment lost his reason, his trou1)le of mind

had not stifled the accents of his brave and loyal heart.

His post was at the ConsuLite. ife had to prot(M't, not

onlv the missionaries, his iieiglibours, lait M. and Mde.

Thomassin, hisguests. It was theiitothe ( V»nsuhite that

he strove to return, lie knew that he was thus meetino-o

death; tliat in staying withCliung he would 2>robably be

' Tliis vas tlie oxprcs.-ic n of Fcveral ocular M-itnesses, of -fl-hom

the greater mnnLer were uative Christians, -who told it to the

Lazarist I'athci's. His servant, Avlion questioned by me as to the

pistol sliot in tlie yanieii, was silciit. A short time after the

event he d^'clared he had heard it, Hieii he denied it. M. ('outries

and the servant of J'rre Cht'vrier (this last also interrogated by

nil') ileclared that they heard nothing like the firing oil' of a pistol

or (it any fire-arm whatsoever.
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safe; but lie didnot hesitate for a moment in rejectingthe

offer of the high commissioner
; and, followed by his

secretary, he left the yamen. About a dozen little

mandarins, ordered by Chung to protect him, followed

him on foot.^ The chih-htien, first in his chair, and

then on foot, marched by his side.

The unhappy consul had scarcely crossed the thres-

hold of the palace when he received a lance-thrust in

the side. This was his first wound. He was then in

a fearful state of over-excitement. They saw him

gesticulating violently. Perhaps to calm him and

prevent his adding to the irritation of the mob, the

chih-hiien touched him with his hand. The consul

thought himself insulted.
" Wretched chih-htien !

"

he exclaimed, "miserable mandarin! will you do

nothing to keep back the mob ?
"

The magistrate
shook his head, saying, "That is not my business."^

They were then on the quay, where several little

streets meet, all of which at this moment were full of

men, armed with pikes. They rushed instantly upon
the two Europeans. M. Fontanier used his revolver,

but hit no one ; then, turning to the chih-hiien, fired

straight at him. He, being a little man, and seeing

the pistol turned towards him, had the presence of

mind to hide behind his servant, who received the

charge, was fatally wounded, and died a few days
after. The mob cried out,

" He is killing us ! Let us

kill him and all those who try to prevent us !

"
These

^ One of these officials was the mandarin whom I questioned

myself.
2 Account given by the Christians who were interrogated by

Pere Favier.
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words were the signal for the Higlit of the chih-lilieu

and all the mandarins of the escort. They were at

this moment close to a little pagoda, half-way between

the bridge of l^oats and the church. It was half-past

one o'clock. The two Frenchmen, though badly
wounded by the lance-thrusts of their enemies, re-

solved to make one more effort, charged the crowd

boldly, and opened a passage which enabled them to

reach the great gate of the Consulate, but there, over-

powered by numl)ers, they sank under the blows of

their murderers. At this moment, tlic two fathers,

C'hevrier and Ou, pursued l)y a horde of assassins,

who had tracked them into the sacristy, jitmped
out of a window into the court of the Consulate,

and endeavoured to hide themselves in a little

summer-house, surrounded with rock-work
;

but

the wretches, who had just despatched the consul

and his secretary, rushed upon them and killed

them.

These were not the first victims. 31. Thomassin

and his vouno; wife had, durini)- M. Fontaniers al)sence,

quitted the Consulate and taken refuge in a neigh-

bouring house, iidiabited l)y some Swiss merchants,

MM. l>orel. If they had remained tliere they would

have l)een saved
; Ijut, taken with a sudden })anic,

and ho}»ing to reach their boat, which was waiting for

them at a very short distance off, to take them to

Pekin, 31. Thomassin, armed with a pistol and a

Chinese sword, went out witli his young wife. A
stone was thrown at them, and he had the imprudence
to fire on the crowd. Instantly he was cut to pieces,

and his y(ning wife killed by a blow of a luitchet on

VOT,. IT. '/'
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the nape of the neck.^ Their bodies, completely

stripped, were thrown into the river, and the next day
fished out close to the concessions. It was after this

first crime that the crowd rushed upon the Consulate

and began to demolish it.

When the chih-htien saw the consul lying mortally

wounded by the side of his secretary, this mean-

spirited assassin was filled with terror. He ran back

to Chung : "A terrible misfortune has happened 1

''

he

exclaimed. " The consul has been killed. I reckon

upon you to save me." "How can I save you?" re-

plied the high commissioner. "
I shall have a great

deal of trouble to save myself. You are the chief

magistrate of the town. It was your business to quiet

the people. So far from doing so, or fulfilling your

duty, you have encouraged the disorders. If the con-

sul has been killed, the only thing you can do is to

protect the other Europeans and prevent pillage."^

Hastily taking off" his ofiicial costume, Chung then

left his yamen, and staying prudently near the gate,

watched in silence the sinister spectacle of the burning
of the cathedral, mission-house, and Consulate, which

were speedily consumed by the flames.

It will be remembered that the most turbulent por-
tion of the Tien-tsin population lived on the north

bank of the river, and that a single bridge of boats

1 Proved by the examination of the corpse.
2 This curious colloquy is, it seems to me, one of those facts

which cannot be invented. The mandarin whom I have mentioned

above related it to me, and said he had been present and heard the

words himself.
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connected it with the inner town and the grent sub-

urbs on the opposite side, where the church, convent,

and orphanage of the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul

were situated. We may remember also that the con-

fraternity of firemen on both sides of the river sym-

pathised with the assassins, who, directed by invisible

agency, openly encouraged Ijy General Chen-how-

sliuai, and secretly l)y the military mandarin of the

district, onlv waited for the sio-nal to becin the work

of blood. This signal was given at mid-day. In five

different quarters of the town the gong called the

firemen and volunteers to arms. The most simple

prudence would have recommended the prevention of

a union l)etween these two disorderly bands by stop-

ping the crossing of the river. Nothing could be so

easy. They would only have had to withdraw^ one of

the boats which formed the bridge. It was not, how-

ever, till after the massacre of the consul that Chung

gave this order. They were on the point of ol)eying

him, when (leiieral Chen-how-sliuai appeared on tlie

qua^', and insisted on crossing the l)ridge. They did

not dare resist him, and he crossed, drai-'irinu" over with

him a whole horde of assassins. ( )n the left bank of

the river the work liad been accomplished
— the Euro-

peans liad l)een killed, their liouses and c]iurch pillaged

and burnt. Now for tlie Sisters.

For more than a week the poor Superior had Ijeen

in the oreatest anxietv and agonv of mind as to the

fate of her Sistia-s and children. She had, as we have

already mentioned, considered the position so dan-

gerous that she had sent away the English captain

from the hospital in spite of his precarious state.

z 2
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Dr. Frazer, that good Samantan, who every day, and

sometimes twice a day, devoted himself to the care

of the sick in the hospital, had been very nearly as-

sassinated the last time he went to see them. He
had only escaped, in fact, owing to the fleetness of his

horse. Since this adventure he had not dared to return

to the Chinese city. Their communications with the

Lazarist Fathers had likewise been stopped, as the

Sisters did not dare, as before, show themselves out-

side their gates. For the last three days a dense

crowd, yelling and howling, had been stationed from

morning till night in the neighbourhood of the con-

vent. Nevertheless, flight was still possible. In the

night the Sisters might have made their escape to the

concessions. But then, what would have become of

their orphans and their sick ? Utterly abandoned,

without any human succour, surrounded by a fanatical

mob, who were evidently ready to commit any ex-

cesses, these holy and courageous women made up
their minds to remain and fulfil their duties to

the end.

These are their names :
—The Sister Superior, Marie

Therese Marquet, born in Belgium, 46 years old;

the Sisters : Marie Seraphine Clavelin, born in France,

48 years old
;
Marie Pauline VioUet, born in France^

39 years old ; Marie Anne Pavilion, born in France,

47 years old
;
Amelie Caroline Legras, born in France,

36 years old
;
Adelaide Marie Angelique Lenu, born

in France, 38 years old
;

Marie-Clarinde Andreoni,

born in Tuscany, 34 years old
;
Alice O'Sullivan, born

in Ireland, 34 years old
;
Marie Joseph Adam, born in

Belgium, 34 years old ; and Marie-Anne Noemi Tillet,
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l)orn in France, and 44 years old. Aljout a hundred

children were in their orphanage. Towards half-})a,st

two o'clock, to the sound of the oono- and the h'ttinc-

off of petards, a horde of assassins, crying out,
"
JJeatli

to the French I

" " Death to the foreigners !

"
arrived

before the convent. They set fire to it, and the door

was burst open in a nnjuient. The wretches found

themselves face to face with the >Sister Superior, whom

they immediately thrust through with a lance, and

finished l)v sword-cuts. The other Sisters to()k refuo-e

in the church, in the cellars, in the garden, and in the

dispensary. But they wer(> all seized in a few minutes

and massacred. The rage of these madmen makes

one hope that their death was instantaneous.^ Their

bodies were literally torn to pieces, and thrown into

the flames. Some strips of roasted flesh and calcined

bones heaped up in the courtyard of the hospital was

all that remained of these nol)le, devoted, and holy

women.' Their remains, sent by the taotai to tho

' This is accordinrr to tlic opinion of Pi" le Fuvier. ]\ry pea

refuses to reproduec the details of the honibh; outra^n'cs committed

upon them, as they are described in the reports to Mr. Lay. (IJhie-

]5ook, pp. 21 and I'S.) I'ere Favier is persiraded lliat. considering

the fearful excitement of the moh, the Sisters were killed on the

spot, and that the murderers only \vr(!aked their vengeance on

their lifeless bodies. In spite of tlie most careful iiKjuiiies made

by the ecclesiastical and consular authorities on the death of the

Sisters, the information obtained is most obscure and unsatisfactory.

This is easily explained. The Chinese Christians had fled, and the

])agan neighbours of the Sisters, who Avere all more or less com-

jiromised in the massacre, took care not to talk, and es[>ecially not

to tell the truth.

- "The ]*ious and Cood Sislers of Charity: 'J'lie Tuii-l^in

Ma.-.-dtie," p. '>2.
I'.j (tLoi^L- Uhiii, MA)., \'nA-i'it.-idLiit ol
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English consul, were not enough for five complete

bodies. What had become of the remainder ? The

most careful researches made by P^re Favier and Dr.

Frazer amidst the ruins of the house and church pro-
duced no result. One cannot attribute the disappear-
ance of so many corpses to calcination, for in that case

some of the bones would have been found. Probably
the bloody limbs were carried off as charms and dis-

tributed among the people. According to the depo-
sition of one of the children in the hospital, a man
struck her on the cheek with the hand of one of the

Sisters, which had been cut off, exclaiming brutally,
" Here is thy mother

"
(the name given by the orphans

to the Sisters)
" who is punishing thee !

" One of the

Chinese witnesses, quoted in the Blue-Book (page 75),

asserts that a hundred children belonging to the

orphanage were stifled in a cave where they had

taken refuge. This assertion, happily, was not con-

firmed. The children, half dead with fright, hid

themselves in every direction. They were seized,

thrown into prison, and questioned. As they would

not say anything against the Sisters they had much to

suffer
;
but at the end of six weeks they were given

up by the Chinese authorities to the missionaries who
were sent from Pekin for that purpose.
A good many native Christians lost their lives at

the entrance of the convent. The others, tracked by
the murderers, fled in every direction, and tried to

the " I^orthern China
" Branch of tlie Iloyal Asiatic Society.

English people residing at Tien-tsiu and at Shanghai, Protestants

who have know them and seen their works, have spoken to me of

these good Sisters with tears in their eyes.
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liide in friends' houses, or to leave the town. One
woman was thrown into the river, and dragged out

only on condition that she would promise to denounce

the Sisters (who were already murdered), and declare

that she had been bewitched by them. They took

her off to the yamen to be interrogated, which is a

curious fact and worth noticing, because it is one of

the numerous proofs that the assassins proceeded with

method and were directed })y men wlio felt the

necessity of being furnished beforehand with some

legal justification.^

M. de Chalmaison, a merchant established in the

Chinese city, was massacred at the moment when he

was going out of his house. A French ladv, who
lived under the same roof, ran down a little back

street and was saved l)y a poor woman who hid her

in her house. In the dead of night, disguised as a

Chinese, she ^^ent l*ack to her residence, but, finding

it abandoned, she retraced her steps, 1)ut could not

find again the home winch li;td previously sheltered

her, and knocked at a wi'ong door. Recognized as a

foreigner bv licr accent, slie w;is instnntlv killed. An

Englislnnan, liviiig in the same (piai'ter, owed his life

entirely to the fidelity of his ce/y^/y/v/r/or. Tliis last, after

having hid liis master on tlie roof of the house lietween

two chimneys, shut the doors and windows, and. quietly

smoking his pipe, presented tla^ key of the house to

the leader of the band of assassins,
" Come in," he

said to him. "the owner is gone to tlie concessions."

The two Swiss mercliants, 'SIM. de iMjrel. \\rrr juiracu

lously saved. From mid-day rill evening tliey remained

'

JUiie r>o''k. l-lvi'lt't.cp nf a i'.ati\e, p. 37.
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blocked up in their house. The mob appeared from

time to time, but, thanks to the entreaties of their

comprador, they always ended by going away. During
the night Chung had them conducted to the English

concession.

A M. Bassow, and a young couple, married only

during the few previous days, M. Protopopoff^ and

his wife, the sister of Mde. Startzoff, all three settled

in the European concessions, had gone that very

morning to the Chinese town to breakfast with some

merchants of their own nation who lived in the

eastern quarter of the city. Not attaching any im-

portance to the gathering crowds in the streets, they
had quietly sat down to breakfast about twelve o'clock,

when a Chinese servant came running in to say
" that

the Catholic church had been thrown into the water."

They resolved to go back to the concessions as quickly

as possible. The bridge being crowded, they took the

road of He-doune (salt road), that is to say, the left

bank of the river. As they had come in the morning
in sedan-chairs, the young couple and M. Bassow

started to return home in the same way. The three

other Russians followed on foot, but meeting troops of

armed men, they hid themselves in the sentry-box of

one of the guards. They were questioned, and after

having proved their Russian nationality, they were

allowed to proceed. M. and Mde. Protopopoif and

their friend were rapidly crossing the streets of the

northern quarter of the town, when, to the cry of:
" There go some foreigners : kill them ! kill them I

"

1
Blue-Book, pp. 105-139, and from the verbal communications

of j\r. Startzoff.
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tliey were set upon by a Ijaiul of iniirdcixTs. Fu vain

tliey asserted that tliey were not Frcndi— that thev

\vere Engflish. They answered,
'" Never mind ; we

mean to kill all the foreigners I

"

'I'hey had not time

to get out of their chairs, which were l)roken to j^ieces

at the top of them. The two men who tried to defend

the young lady were despatclied with swords. The

unfortunate ^Ide. Protopopoff was massacred also, and

the bodies, stripped naked, were buried in a field, and

during the night thrown into the str';'ani. Four Pro-

testant chapels (English and American) were destroyed

or badly damaged. At half-past five o'clock the turn-

turn beat the retreat on all sides. The ditferent brigades

of firemen, considering their work done, formed them-

selves into colunnis and returned to their homes in

perfect order. The crowd dispersed. The darkness and

silence of night followed the horrible orgies of the day.

AVhilst blood was thus flowing in the Chinese city

the greatest consternarion prevailed in the concessions.

iM'ing with(»ut any means of defence, de])rived even of

the feel)Ie help of the gunl)(»ats, S('})araled from tlie

scene of the massacres only by a Hat })iece of ground
wliere nothing could sto}) tlie invasion of hostile

l)ands, tlie residents considered themselves as fated

to die. A heav\' I'ain which fell towards evening

])ro]jably saved them. Jlowever, they armed them-

selves in haste. Put what could such a handful of

men do if attacke(l 1)\' thousands of wivtclies drunk

witli blood and all armed with })ikes or knives ? The

Pnglish and American missionaries, with tlieir wives

and chihlren, took refuge on Ixiard a nicivhant steamer
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ancliored in the Pei-ho/ The next morning Chung
made his appearance very early at the concessions,

and demanded to see the consuls. His proposal to

send troops for the protection of the Europeans was

declined. M. Lay answered him very justly when he

said that his soldiers were more to be feared than the

people, Chung gave his own account of the events

of the day before, and especially of the visit and death

of M. Fontanier.
" This last," he declared,

"
after

having fired two pistol-shots at him, had been killed

at his side. He had taken care of the body, which

was at his yamen, and would be sent to the con-

cessions with the remains of the other victims."

Throughout the day bad news from Tien-tsin fol-

lowed rapidly. The fears of an attack were renewed.
" Our position," writes Mr, Lay to the Queen's repre-

sentative at Pekin,
"

is really terrible. Every man in

the community mounts guard. But, consider, how
few are our numbers !

"

Before their windows, floating on the river, were

the mutilated corpses of their friends. The first body
taken out of the water was that of the unfortunate

French consul. Chung's account, therefore, was proved
to be a deliberate lie. His Excellency had simply in-

vented the whole thing. The taotai sent the remains

of the Sisters. The male portion of the white popula-
tion being occupied in watching over the general safety,

and the coolies positively refusing to touch a dead

body, it fell to the lot of the English consul and his

^ In mentioning this fact to Mr. Wade, Mr. Lay added : "And

although this is against my wish as an appearance of danger, yet I

have no power to stay tliem." Bhie-Book, p. 23.
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subordinate to place them in tlieir coffins. Tins })ainful

task accomplished, Mr. Lay had to reassure the ladies,

to answer the thousand C[uestions asked him by the

men, and to take all possible measures of precaution,

all the while striving to allay the jDanic which had

naturally invaded the little community.
In the Chinese city, also, the agitation continued.

Those who had anything to lose, fearing reprisals

from the Europeans, and the pillage of the people,

hastily left the town. The merchants turned all the

ready money they possessed into goods ; for thieves

carry off money more easily than cumbrous articles.

The "literates" continued to cry, and caused to be

cried,
" Death to the foreigners I

"
Mr. Lay was veiy

much afraid tliat the French ministt-r at Pekin would

strive to punish the assassins with an insufficient force.

"
If they attempt,'" he writes to Mr. \Yade, "a coiqj dc

main with two or three gunboats, not one of us will

survive to i>ive an account of the defeat or of the fresh

massacres which will ensue.
"'

The women and children

were embarked on board different merchant vessels.

In the Chinese town they sold fans and pictures

representing the murder of ^IM, Fontanier and Simon.

The Chinese authorities seized these atrocious prints,

which have in consequence l)ecome rare. I possess

two on tliis subject. With some few varieties, you
see Chuno-'s vamen. and in the mi<ldle, the catliedral,

very correcth' represented ;
the consul's house and the

Lazarist mission in flames
;

tlie consul and chancellor

knocked down
;

four assassins striking tliem with

lances and swords
;

a man stooping down to tie his

shoes, and holding his sword in liis mouth meanwhile,
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turns his head towards the scene, which seems to

amuse him
;
this is the clown of the band

;
further on,

a functionary, and, according to the saying of the

Tien-tsin public, the chih-hiien himself, standing near

his chair, and surrounded by mandarins, is quietly

looking on at the murders
;
on both sides of the river,

and on the bridge, men are seen running towards the

scene of action, armed with pikes ;
others are coming

in boats ;
a curious crowd assist by agitating their

fans ; further on, are two men on horseback, probably

meant for General Chen-how-shuai and the military

mandarin of the district, both of them deserving, by
their conduct, the honour of figuring in these infamous

pictures. Although coarsely done, they breathe blood

and carnage, and are striking from the strange contrast

they present between the agitation of the murderers

and the Olympic quiet of the spectators.

But at last, English gunboats arrived from Che-fu

and Shanghai. Chung addressed the people in a procla-

mation, which brought instant calm. This was a fresh

proof fhat the mandarins, if they had only chosen to

do so, could easily have kept back the people, and

restored tranquillity.

Later on, towards the beginning of winter, alarms

were again felt. What would be the fate of the residents

at the settlement after the departure of the gunboats,
which could not be exposed to the risk of being taken

prisoners by the ice, and which had, in consequence,
received orders to return to Che-fu as soon as the first

frosts set in ? The English government suggested the

idea of facilitating the departure of the residents from

the concessions during the winter season. At Pek^n,
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also, the question was mooted of tlic (le})artur(' of the

Legations. Mr. AVade, however, in accordance with

the views of his colleagues, opposed such a measure
;

" not justified," he writes,
"

l)y circumstances, con-

trnry to the general opinion of the other factories in

China, and prejudicial to Englisli prestige in tliat part

of the world." Jkit at Tien-tsin the state of thinu's

became more and more critical.

"I am no coward," writes i\Ir, Lay to Mr. Wade
;

" and J shall stick to my post as long as they don't

drive me out of it. If they attack us, I hope we shall

give them a warm reception, ]jut I cannot expose
the lives of my wife and child

; yet, if I remove them

from hence, it will be the sional of a general fliirht.

AVliat am I to do V "Do nothino-" was Ah-. AVadc's

answer. "You have been on tlu^ fj>'i-vive for the last

three montlis. You have l)ecomc nervous. Tiiere is

more fear than <lan<2,-cr now at Tien-tsin." Do vou

understand a position like this? Tiie consul cpiite

readv to sacriiice his own jx'rson, but trend)ling for tlie

lives of tliose deal' to ]iim—the minister taking upon
him to reassure him by }>leading public interests.

Lieally, diplomatic service in China is no sinecure.

Let us give due liomag(? to the devotion, eoolness, and

impei'tuibable courage of these worthv rejiresentatives

of a. great eountrv. AVe must own that sul>sequciit

facts ha\'e justified the opinion of the (^hieen's repi'e-

sentative. Order has not again been disturl)ed at

Tien-tsin. Chung and the governor-general of the

|)i'o\iuec, Tseng, who was sent expresslv to the spot to

direct the iiupiiry, knew how to overawe tlie mob,

keep the "literates" in oi'der, and pi'oteet the few
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European travellers who, on the way to Pekin, or

returning from that town, were obliged to traverse

Tien-tsin.

We have now come to the time when we should look

back and examine the conduct of the principal actors

in this dismal tragedy.

They have accused'the missionaries and the Sisters of

having, by their imprudence, and by an indiscreet zeal

in proselytizing, brought about the events of which

they became the victims. The very day of the

massacres, the 21st of June, in the morning, Mr. Lay
writes to Mr. Wade :

" The Sisters of Charity have

been stupid enough to buy children," &c.^ Now, it

has been fully proved that this assertion was entirely

false
;
and Mr. Wade, who had at first believed it,

hastened, with that loyalty for which he is dis-

tinguished, to rectify his error.^ A deputation
of English merchants engaged in the Chinese trade

waited on Lord Granville to present a memorial. We
there read :

" The community to which these Sisters

belonged has existed for upwards of three hundred

years ; and we believe that in this long space of time

no complaint has ever been made or proved against

them. Every one was perfectly cognizant of their

^ " The Sisters of Charity have been very stupid in buying

children," and so on. Blue-Book, p. 19. This passage has been

universally blamed by the English residing in the trade ports.
2 *' My impression, that the original cause of the excitement was

the belief that children received by the hapless Sisters of Charity
were taken into the orphanage for unholy uses, remains unshaken;
hut I am assured that it is incorrect to assert that any of these infants

tvere, as I had thought, purchased by the sisters." Blue-Book, p. 68.
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works and way of proceeding. It is maintained, in a

most categorical manner, that tliey never gave any
money for children, even for those who were brouo-ht

to them when they had been abandoned."^

The vngue accusation of "indiscretion" raised against
the Lazarist Fathers of Tien-tsin, seems to me to have

just as little foundation in truth. Those who were

so anxious to jirove that the anger of the people was

solely directed against tlie Catholic priests and sisters,

and that both one and the other were mainly French,

would certainly not have neglected any o[)portunitv

of justifying their accusations if they couhl have pro-

duced the smallest fact in su|:)port of their hvpothesis.

Now, nothing of tlie sort can be found in the 1)rief

res^ardiuo- this case. The absurd depositions of the miser-

able AVa-lan-elien, evidently paid by the
'"'

literates,"

were afterwards withdrawn bv him, and the Chinese

functionaries admitted their entire falsehood.' Besides,

these accusations were made against all Catholic

missionaries and Sisters of Charity in general. I shall

come back to this jtoint when dealing with the

(•[uestion of missionaries. Here I will confine myself
to stating tlie fact, that the oidy wrong which could

be im[)uted to tlie good Sisters of Tien-tsin was that

of having I'eeeived the sick in their hospital, and the

children in their orphanage. An epidemic disease had

l)roken out amongst them, and a few cases of deatli

had occurred. The instigators of the massacre took

advantage of this to hound on the people. liow is it

^

inue-I>ook, p. r)!.

-
ChuTig-hou to the Yamen of Foreign Affairs. I'lst Jane, 1S7(',

Blue- Book, p. 21
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possible to make the Sisters responsible for this

epidemic ? Eemember too, in their defence, if defence

be needed, and as they cannot defend themselves, death

having closed their lips,
—remember, then, the facts,

warmly affirmed by a great number of Protestants,

and by all the residents of Tien-tsin, that dming the

space of eight years, and, in fact, till the middle of

May, that is, till one month before the massacres took

place, these very Sisters were universally beloved and

respected by the natives
; that, as regards the admis-

sion of children into their house, they had never

changed their way of proceeding ;
that several times

before, when illness had broken out in the place, the

mortality in the orphanage had been greater than

during the few days preceding the massacre ; but

that until then, the ill-natured rumours occasionally

spread against the Sisters and priests of the mission,

had always promptly evaporated
—and you will, I

think, come to the conclusion that by no possibility

could these disastrous events be laid at the door of

the Sisters with any shadow of truth.

The unfortunate French consul, the victim of a

strange blindness, and who would neither listen to

the advice nor the warnings of his neighbour, Pere

Chevrier, nor to those of the Eussian consul, his

colleague
—of a violent temperament, over-excited by

the presence of a danger which he had neither fore-

seen nor tried to avert—this unhappy man did, in fact,

nothing to prevent and everything to accelerate the

catastrophe. He was himself one of the first victims.

His faults, expiated by a noble death, were faults of

judgment and character
;

the most pardonable in a
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jHiblic mull, altlioiigli, iiiiliappily, the most
})rt'i;iiaiit

with iiiiliappy and sometimes fatal
(^oiise(pienc',es. If

the consul had judged rightly of the state of affairs

he would have
,
warned his colleagues in time and

tried by a united movement to reanimate Chung's

courage, who feared the violence of the mob, but who
ouo'lit to have been made to fear a o-ood deal more

the complaints of the diplomatic corps at Pekin, and

his consecpiently impending disgrace with Prince

Rung. It would have been easy to send the Sisters

to a place of comparative safety ;
and to insist, on the

mornino- of the massacres, when he saw the aiiQ-rv

<xroui>s oathering: round the Consulate, that the brido-c

of boats should l)e opened and the communication

between the two l)aiiks of the river consequently

stopped. After a reiterated and careful examination

of the localities, and an attentive s.tudy of the l^lue-

Book, with the ludp of aJl the information I could

obtain both at the concessions and in Pekin, I am
bound to say that my opinion entirely coincides with

that of almost the wiiole of the residents wlio at that

time were living in the concessions. Their conviction

is, that had ^F. Fontanier only followed the line of

conduct we have just indicated, these terribh^ mis-

fortunes would have l)een averted; that he miglit not,

perhaps, have l)een al)le to prevent the dostruction of

the establishments in the Chinese city ; luit that he

would have saved the Sisters, probal)ly all tlie Euro-

peans, and without neglecting liis duty, himself also.

One is exposed to being taxed witli harshness for

thus severely judging tlie conduct of a, 1)rave man

whose own bfe was s(» ci'uellv sa(M'ificed. J have done

\()1,. II. A A
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full justice to the noble feeling which induced him to

overlook his personal safety and meet death at his

post, but I could not be silent as to his faults. The

first and often the painful duty of a historian is the

search for, the respect and the worship of, truth. Mr.

Lay, also, although in a less degree than the French

consul, was deceived as to the serious nature of the

position, r judge exclusively from the correspondence

signed by his own hand. Seven days after the event,

he writes to Mr. Wade :

' "I had not an idea that

the affair would be so serious." In fact he evidently

had not. His conduct proves it. He wrote twice to

Chung, it is true : but when ? His first letter is dated

the 20th June
;

his second on the morning of the

21st! That is to say, on the eve and on the very

day of the massacres. In one, he begs the high com-

missioner to exhort the people to be civil towards

foreigners, and to respect the chapels and hospital.

In the other, complaining of the insult offered to Dr.

Frazer, he requests Chung to explain to the Chinese,

by a proclamation from the chi-fu, that they were

not to molest the Queen's subjects.^ This proves how
little Mr. Lay attributed the effervescence in the

Chinese city to any cause of real importance. In his

excuse one may say that he was not on the very spot ;

that the Sisters who came to pay a visit to Mrs. Lay
only a week before their murder, did not seem to

think they were in any danger ;
and that the little

Russian colony shared in this melancholy delusion. If

it had been otherwise, how could the unhappy young
1 Blue- Book, p. 32.

2 Ihid. : Mr. Lay to Mr. Wado, (quoted above.
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couple, Protopopoff, have ventured to go to the CliiiR-se

city on the very morning of the massacre ? Their

Russian friends who lived there, and with whom they
went to breakfast, did not seem to have been better

informed. On the other hand, it is certain that this

ill-founded security was not general. The Russian

consul. Dr. Frazcr, and many other notabilities, in-

sisted on precautions being taken, and especiall}' that

the commandant of the naval station of Che-fu should

be intreated to send the gunboats without delay. After

the catastrophe Mr. Lay's conduct was admirable.

As to the Chinese functionaries, the one in the

highest position, Chung, is with justice accused of neg-

ligence and irresolution. Unpo})ular among the
"

literates," by the very fact that his functions obliged

him to hold personal intercourse with the foreigners,

he saw himself surrounded by a soldiery who were

unwilling to obey his orders, and who, moreover, were

excited to rebellion by the infamous Chen-kwo-shuai.

Chung exercised no jurisdiction and no direct action

on the taotai and the two magistrates of the town.

His situation was false, and his action impeded. To

have condu(;ted himself differently he should have

possessed the two (pialities in which he was most

deficient—courai^c and enero'v.

That the clii-fu and the chih-hiien should have

indirectly both encouraged and favoured the murderers

is a fact which has not only been abundantly proved,

but which has been tacitly recognized by the imperial

government. It is well known, and recent experience

has abundantly proved, that in ordinary times the

mandarins, bv their [)roclamations. can always ]>i'(^v«Mit

A -\ -2
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serious troubles. Numerous and quite recent facts

confirm this. To mention only two : the temporary

Superior of the Lazarist mission at Pekin—the vicar

apostolic being at that moment in Europe
—was

alarmed for the safety of the Sisters at Peitang, and

resolved to send them to Shanghai, for which purpose

he demanded an escort. The Tsungli-yamen hastened

to reassure him by promising to answer for the

security of the Catholic establishments in the capital.

At Tungchow, on the Blue River, there are some

American missionaries. Frightened at the menacing
attitude of the lower orders, they had taken to flight

with their wives and children. The taotai sent them

a message, begging them to return, answering for

their lives and property. In both cases the Chinese

authorities knew perfectly well how to restrain the

population. But the conduct of the two magistrates

of Tien-tsin was entirely different
;
and if there be no

actual proof of their having taken an active part in

the murders, the proclamations of the clii-fu and the

chih-hiien would alone suffice to establish their com-

plicity in the crimes.

There is positive proof that General Chen-kwo-shuai

openly encouraged and directed the assassins in their

bloody work ;
and that the military mandarin seconded

him, though in an underhand manner. After all, it

does not much matter inquiring now what part in this

horrible business was taken by each one of these

wretches. What would have a really practical interest

for Europeans would be to find out the secret authors of

these crimes, and the motives of their action.

From whence did tlic lilow come ? And against
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whom was it really directed ? Unfortunately, tliese

capital questions remain shrouded in obscurity. A
mass of depositions have been taken, but with no

positive result. In spite of the insistance of the

diplomatic corps, the imperial government has con-

stantly refused to make any serious inquirv into the

orio;in and cause of that o'cnoral risii)o- amono- the

people which produced the massacres.

Among the Europeans two distinct opinions were

formed. According to some, the imprudence of the

missionai'ies and Sisters aroused, first the suspicions,

and then tlie anger of the people. A spontaneous

explosion was the C(_)ns(M[U('nce ; l)ut the attack was

directed sokdy against the French (the Sisters and

])riests belonging mainly to that nation), and not

against other foreigners. Among those who maintain

this thesis—and their number, I must say, is very
limited—]\Ir. Wade stands first, A Ion 2; residence in

the country, personal relations with great dignitaries,

"literates," an<l rich merchants, a })rofound knowledge
of the men, things, history, and literature of China,

the wide horizon giviai him Ijy his exalted position
—

all these advantages, added to a proverbial loyalty,

give to the opinions exj^ressed by the honourable

representative of (^)ueen Vict(n'ia a great value, and

make him in such matters a real autliority. He founds

his theory on a general appreciation of the state of the

countrv, and on the facts reported in the relation we

have just read. The murderers were heard to cry

out: "Kill the French!" The three Ihissian mer-

chants were spared when their nationality was proved.

Mr. "Wade's m-eat aru'iimeiit seems to l>e the excite-
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ment produced by tlie imprudence of the Sisters.
*'

I

think it my duty/'^ he writes to Mr. Lay,
"
to express

my conviction that, without the suspicion conceived

by the Chinese that children had been kidnapped, no

serious agitation woukl have taken place among the

people, and that the excitement produced by this

suspicion would have had no serious result, if the habit

of the Sisters of admitting into their hospital a large
number of children had not been considered by the

Chinese, in their ignorance, as a proof of the gUilt of

these unhappy ladies. The anger of the people once

roused against them, their fellow-countrymen and co-

religionists were naturally included in the same sen-

tence of death. I learn that even native Catholics

were arrested and ill-treated, while they set Chinese

Protestants at liberty."

Now, let us listen to an opinion directly contrary to

the one we have just mentioned. Here it is. The

blow had been for a long while preparing by the

"literates." The fury of the people, it is true, was

directed first against the Sisters and the Catholic

establishments
; but the real object of the instigators

of the movement was the expulsion and destruction

of all foreigners.. Mr. Lay^who is also a great authority—for he, too, knows China well, and has resided here

for years, besides having been himself close to the

scene of the massacres—Mr. Lay writes to Mr. Wade :

"

" The cry (of the mob) was not 'Kill the Sisters,' but

'Kill the French,' and then 'Kill all the other

foreigners.'
"

Mr. AVade replies : "I cannot admit

*

Bliie-Book, p. 45.

-
tbld., p. :52. Mr. Bay f.. Mr. W.id...
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your version, according to wliicli the origin of the

out1)reak was liatrecl against foreigners in general."'
If there be two men in China whose opinions on the

events of tlie 21st of June may be considered as

authoritative, tliey are, T repeat, ^Ir. Wade and ]\[r.

Lay ; and yet, as we see, their ways of thinking are

diametrically opposed to each other. If three Russians

were spared because they could prove their nationality,

three other Russians were massacred, altliough they
said to the assassins :

" We are not French
;
we are

English." (They wouhl prol>ably have done better

had they said tliey were Russians.) These two facts

were proved, according to the Blue-Book, by the depo-
sitions of the natives, and confirmed to me Ijy M.

Startzoff, the brother-in-law of one of the victims, who

made every possible incpiiry on the spot.

Lastly, the opinion that the massacres were only a

})artial realization of a vast programme having for its

ol)ject the extermination of foreigners in general, is

shared l)y the immense majority, I should almost

say, by the totality of Euro})ean and American resi-

dents. 1 have already done justice to the honourable

cliaractcr of this class
;
and no one can deny to many

of the tV»reiij;n mercliants a lono-, exact, and intimate

acrpiaintance with botli men and tilings in this country.

Their opinion of the matter, therefore, is equally en-

titled to great weight.

I ought not to })[iss
over in silence a third version,

widely spread among the natives, and accredited speci-

ally by the ri<'h Chinese merchants. They think that

the events of Tien-tsin are the first results of a great
' JUue-Dook : dt.'spatch i|iu)ted al>nvi'.
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conspiracy, plotted by tlie patriots in tlie centre of the

em|)ire, with the object of provoking a war against

the Europeans, and in consequence, the downfall of

the Prime Minister, Kung, if not the upsetting of the

Mandjou dynasty.
In the face of such conflicting opinions, each resting

on such high authority, it would not become me as a

simple tourist, to pronounce judgment. I will only
venture once more to observe that the most minute

inquiries made on the spot by the consular and eccle-

siastical authorities, the depositions of several natives,

and the unanimous testimony of the European resi-

dents at Tien-tsin (both in the Chinese city and at

the concessions), have concurred in asserting the utter

falsehood of the accusations of imprudence and in-

discreet zeal launched against the Fathers and Sisters

of the mission. These devoted priests, these good and

holy women were the victims, but were certainly not

the cause of the massacres.

The news of the events of the 21st of June spread
like wildfire in the interior and all alono^ the shores of

the empire. At Wu-ching, not far from Kiu-kiung,
the mob burnt a Catholic church, the priest of which

was fortunately absent. At Hankow the agitation of

tlie lower orders gave some alarm to the small factory
there. The English consul offered an asylum to the

Sisters of Charity who were there; but these courageous

ladies, who were all Italians, preferred remaining at

their post, and happily were not molested. Even

Canton, in spite of the 1,500 miles which separates it

from the banks of the Peiho, felt the rebound of the

catastrophe of Tien- tsin. The French consul, fearing
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for tlie Sisters of ("liarity, foi'ced lliciii, in spite of

their protestations, to take refuu-e at Hoik'--Koi)ct.

At Pckiu tlie events of tlic "2 1st of June gave rise

to long negotiations between the heads of all the

foreign Legations and Prince Kung. The most active

])art naturally reverted to M. le Comte de Koche-

ehoiiart, the Freneh minister. ^Ir. Wade had also to

intervene specially, in consequence of the murder of the

Irish Sister, who was a British subject. The lUue-Book

gives several diplomatic reports and a good many letters

exchanged between them and the Chinese authorities.

( hi the ijrd of August a solemn funeral service for

the victims took }>lace at the Tien-tsin cemetery. The

representati\es of France and England, admirals

Du[)re and Kedett, commanding the English and

Fivnch s(puidrons in the Chinese seas, all the con.suls,

the eapt;dns of the guid)oats anchored in the Peiho,

and all the European and American residents, followed

the Collins t(j their last resting-place. Chung himself

received the procession. The vicar apostolic of Pekin

performed the ivligious service. After the ceremony,
the bishop, the two diplomats, and Admiral Dupre,

[ironounced the funeral orations. The ordinarv gar-

rison of TieJi-tsin h;id been reinforced by the troo})S

of I'rince Kung and of the goveiiior-general (»f the

pro\"ince, Xo incident or an\' s\"m}»t(»m of a hostile

demonstration troubled the funei-al solemnity.

Immediately after these events Chung was named

Ambassador Exti'aordinary to France, with the mission

to explain the conduct of the Chinese CoNcrnnu'nt.'

' Circular of tlie Count de Kochechouail to the Fixiich coi.suls

in ( 'hina. lUuc-Dook, p. I'oO.
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Tseng-kwo-fan received orders to go to Tien-tsiu to

make the necessary inquiries on the spot, and to give

instructions for the individuals accused of complicity
in the massacres to be brought to trial. He came

late and did nothing. A visit from M. de Roche-

chouart, and the news, which came from Che-fu, that

Admiral Dupre was on the point of coming up the

Peiho with his gunboats, at last stimulated the zeal

of this mighty personage.

After four months of negotiations and delays, the

final sentence was given under the form of an imperial

decree.^ It was declared that the chi-fu, Chang-

kuang-tsao, and the chih-hlien, Lin, on the occasion

of the conflict w^hich had occurred between the

people and the Christians, had neglected, before the

event, to take the necessary precautions, and after the

event, to proceed promptly in arresting and puuishing
the guilty.

" In consequence," continues the decree,

"we (the Emperor) have deprived them of their

official position and sent them to the Hsing-pu

(literally, 'punishment department'), to receive the

reward of their deeds." After having been interrogated

by Tseng-kwo-fan, they were again remanded—he

having proposed that in addition to the dismissal

which had been inflicted upon them, in conformity
with the law relating to such servants of the state

as had proved themselves incapable of restraining the

people in case of disorders, these two functionaries

should be sent to serve at the frontier stations (to be

reduced to the ranks and serve as private soldiers).

^ Coiimiunicated l)y Piiucc Kung to the diploimilic cori)s. Bliit;
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"Their fault," continues the decree, "was already
serious euouuh ;

l)ut they have aggravated it by going

away of their own accord and sto])ping according to

their good pleasure, one at Shun-te and the other at

]\Iih-yuu, which was mocking the authorities." In

consequence
''
in\ extreme punishment shall he inflicted

on Chang and Lin. The place of their exile shall l3c

clianged. They will he sent to Hei-lung-chiang (in

the province of Tsituhar on the l)aidvs of the xVniour).

And in ex}>iation of their crimes, and as a warning to

others, they shall be employed in forced labour."

This decree needs no comment. It shows tlic clear-

sighted and yet Chinese mind of Prince Kung. He

regretted the massacres, and felt that satisfaction must

l)e given ;
but at the sanu:' time he tried to humour

the national suscejitibilities. As they were compelled
to make an cxam})le of the guilty, at least let them

be punislic(l according to the regular forms of justice

of the country, and not with the ap})earance of any

pressuie from without.

The condenniation of the two magistrates to military

service on the frontier having appeared insutticient to

the diplomatic corps, they were compelk'd to go a

little further
;
but to nuisk this fresh concession they

inculpated the guilty in a fresh crime—they had gone

away without the permission of the authorities—there-

fore, they had been wanting in respect, and, conse-

(piently they were condemned to forced labour. .M. de

IJochechouart had insisted that their lives should be

forfeited. Ihit on this point Ih'iiicc Rung was inex-

orable. Twcnt V of the wretches who li.id owned their

particijiatioii in the lunssacrcs wciv cxcciitiMl. and
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thirteen others exiled for ten or five years. But

General Cheng-kwo-shuai, who on the 21st of June

had actually directed and ordered the massacres, was

only brought before the Hsing-pu as a matter of

form and released. Thanks to his rank as a Mandjou
and a general officer, he escaped all punishment.^ As

to the military mandarin of the district, who was

guilty likewise, I had the honour of making his

acquaintance when I visited the little serpent-god, in

whose court he officiated as chamberlain. Two
hundred and fifty thousand taels were granted as

indemnity.

Knowing the importance of imperial proclamations

and the eff'ect they produce on the masses, the diplo-

matic corps exacted and obtained, though not without

great difficulty, that a proclamation should be issued

and spread in every part of this vast empire.

This proclamation briefly relates the events we have

been describing : the credulity of the people ; their

suspicions ;
their anger ; the massacre of a large

number of foreigners,
—"acts evidently criminal and

committed in defiance of the laws." Then follows

an enumeration of the punishments inflicted on the

guilty. The two functionaries have been punished
with " unusual

"
severity.

"
They wished to make

an example." The most important passage, however,

reminds the higher classes, the military, and the

people generally, that
"
since the conclusion of the

treaties, foreign merchants may trade and missionaries

^ Heaven did not leave him unpunished : for he has since been

executed in prison for a crime which had nothing to do with the

Tien-tsin massacre.'.
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preacli freely, the object of their sermons being to

make men virtuous, and trade beinof as advantao;eous

to the natives as to foreigners. . . . No one, tlierefore,

has the right, on any pretext whatever, to gather a

mob too'ether and commit acts of violence. AVhoever

then, chooses to misunderstand the express will of th(^

Emperor in this respect will act contrary to the laws,

and will be punished with the greatest severity. I'lie

functionaries and people of Tien-tsin will be to tln^

offenders the mirror of Yin.^ Let each man treml)h^

and obey! Let no one dare to resist! Special pro-

clamation." ^

Follow me to the cemetery. Li the vast inclosure

which formerly contained the houses of tlie consul and

^ That is to say, the punishnKnit inflicted on the two function-

aries and the j)eople compromised in the massacres of Tien-tsin, will

be for those who disregard the decree—the mirror of the Yin

dynasty,
—in other words, they will see the punishment that

awaits them.
- Annexe to tlie report of Mr. Wade to Lord Granville, of the

2-lth October, 1870. Ijlue-Book, p. 222 and 223. To complete

the account given above, I have only to borrow from the Journal

Ojfi'-iel, of Paris, of the 25th Xoveiiiber, 1871, the following note :

—" The President of the Republic received at Versailles the

Chinese Ambassador, Han-Tcliiou (Chung- hou) who presented the

regrets and excuses of the Chinese Government for the Tien-tsin

massacres." The same paper and number contains the list of the

reparations offered, i.e., degradation and exile of the prefect and

sub-prefect of Tien-tsin, condemnation to deatli and execution of

twenty-one munlerers, and exile of twenty-live others found guilty.

Indemnity of 3,450,000 francs for the families of the victims, both

lay and religious, as well as for the loss of merchandise and de-

struction of buildings, K'c. 'Y\\c Jaiimul Oj]l-U} of the 1 'ith Mandi,
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of the Lazarist mission, rise, arranged in two groups,

thirteen large stone tombs, ending, according to Chinese

custom, in a half-cylinder. Here repose M. Fon-

tanier at the head and the other lay victims
; there,

the Fathers Chevrier and Ou, the ten Sisters (that is,

the little that remains of them), and some Christian

servants of the house, killed at the same time as the

Fathers. Inscriptions will be placed on all these

tombs by the care of the Chinese authorities, who
are to erect, besides, an expiatory monument where a

proclamation is to be engraved, which will be more or

less satisfactory.

Let us mount up on the eminence formed by the

ruins. Close to us, the spire of the cathedral rises to

heaven still surmounted by the cross. The stream,

furrowed with ships, flows majestically onwards, and

disappears in the horizon between a forest of masts.

In front is the town, sombre, barbarous, and terrible.

Its confused noises reach up to us even here. All

around us is the calm and sleep of death, the sadness

of which is transfigured by the glories of martyrdom.

1872, contains a decree naming the commission to divide the in-

demnity. I do not know what reparation has been made to the

]tussian victims. Whilst I was at Pekin the negotiations were

drawing to a close, which had been conducted by General Vlangali
with as much firmness as prudence, and especially with a perfect

knowledge of tlie Chinese spirit.



CHAPTEIJ 1\'.

IIOSGKOyd.—FnOM THE 7"t TO THE .!r>ni op
XOVKMnKR.

The amenities of the Yellow River.— Ai)|)f'arance of iroiig-Kong.
—-

Its eoiiimerce.—Its political ami military importance.

Xovemhcr 7 to 19.-—Shall we have to })ass the win-

ter at Tieii-tsin ? That l)ecomes more and more prob-

able
;
for the cold, which is already intense, goes on

increasing ; very soon we shall be fost 1)ound in the

ice. Flight alone can save us. But how to fly when

the west wind is continually driving the water frcmi

tlu' bar, and })reventing the ships detained before

Taku from entering the Peiho ^ There is not a single

steamer in Tien-tsin, and if there wei-e, they could not

get out. The ca[)tain of the Jlaisoii Kcuvc has solved

the ditHculty. lie has had the great good-nature to

carry us to the mouth of the Peiho in the Scor2)ioii,

commanded by ]M. Sallandrouze. Arriving that same

day at Taku, we crossed the bar in the captain's gig.

Malf an hour after we are safe and sound on board

the S(i((in-Sing a magnificent st<'amer of the house

of J;irdilie c^ ( 'o.
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Then came the pleasures of the Yellow Sea : gusts

of wind
;
the skylights stove in by the waves

; great

douches of frozen water pouring in upon us from

above in the middle of dinner ; two pleasant days'

respite at Shanghai, where winter is set in already ;

then fresh storms
;
Chinese junks well nigh wrecked

;

and all under a metallic sky, without clouds, and in a

temperature which even now makes me shiver to think

of. The Amoy Canal behaves itself as ill as it well can.

It is the bouquet. Really these Chinese seas deserve

their detestable reputation ! But one fine morning we

wake and find ourselves in the tropics. The sky
smiles upon us. The sun warms us. The coast, with

its steep rocks, and its triple band of little islands,

reminds one of Norway ;
balsamic scents reach us in

soft puffs. On the 19th of November we cast anchor

in the roadstead of Hong-Kong.

Fancy to yourself the Rock of Gibraltar, on a large

scale, looking to the north. There facing us is terra

firma. Let us scramble up to the flag-staff, proudly

standing on the highest peak of the mountain. The

sun, which is already low, bathes sky, earth, and sea,

in crude, fantastic, exaggerated lights. Woe be to the

painter who should dare reproduce such effects I happy
would he be if he could succeed.

Towards the south, the sun and the fogs are fio-htine;

over the islands, which at this moment stand out in

black groups on a liquid gold ground, framed in silver.

Towards the north, we look over the town, officially

called Victoria, and vulgarly, Hong-Kong. It is

stretched out at our feet, but we only perceive the roofs,
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the courts, and the streets
;
further on, the roadstead

is crowded with frigates, corvettes, gunboats, steamers

belonging to the great companies, and an infinity of

smalk'r steam and sailino- vessels of less tonnao-e. In

fj'ont of us, at three or four miles' distance, is a high
chain of rocks, bare and rugged, but coloured by the

setting sun with tints of rose colour and crimson,

reseniljlino- a huoe coral l)racelet. That is the conti-

nc-nt. Towards the west are the two passages \vhich

lead to Canton and Macao; to the north-east is a third

passage by which we ourselves have come. The sea

here is like a lake, bordered on one side by the rocks

of terra Jirrna, and on the other by the peaks and

summits of the Hono'-Kono- cliffs. I have seen in

many other lands softer and more harmonious effects

of light, but I never saw any so strange.

Victoria is charming, sympathetic, and imposing ;

English, and yet tropical
—a mixture of cottages and

palaces. Xowhere can be found a ha})pier combina-

tion between the poetry of nature and the prose of

commercial life
;
between Em-iish comfort and the

into.xicatino- exuberan(;e of the south. The streets,

whicli are well macadamized, well kept, and beautifully

clean, run in a serpentine fashion along the rock,

sometimes between houses, of whicli the rather pre-

tentious fncades are corpiettishly veiled by tlie veran-

das, sometimes between gardens, bamljoo hedges, or

stone 1)alustrades. It is like Ventnor or IShanklin,

seen tlirouo-ji a ma^'nifvinii-^'lass and under a jet ol

elcj-iric light. Everywhere there are tine trees—
banians, bamboos, and pines. One may go on foot

VOL. TI. B r.
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from one end of Hong-Kong to the other, and yet

always be in the shade. Only, no one dreams of

walking. Nothing is to be seen but chairs. The

coolies, their heads sheltered by enormous straw hats,

carry you at a rattling pace. Nothing can be more

delicious than a night promenade in an open sedan-

chair. In the lower part of the town the scene is

most animated and busy : officers and soldiers in red

uniforms and with swarthy complexions (sepoys),

Parsees, Hindoos, Chinese, Malays, European ladies

in elegant toilets, and men and women with yellowish

skins, dressed like Europeans (half-caste Portuguese).

The higher you climb the quieter you find it. In-

sensibly the town turns into country. Scramble up
still a little higher, and you are in the middle of rocks

bare of trees, but covered with odoriferous shrubs, and

traversed by a fine macadamized road, with glimpses

of views here and there of marvellous beauty.

General Whitfeild, military commander, and the

temporary civil governor, Mr. Austin, the colonial

secretary, Mr. Caswick, of the house of Jardine, the

judge Mr. Ball, the representatives of the house of

Eussell,
—in fact, all the persons whose acquaintance I

have made, overwhelm me with civilities. Dinners,

pic-nics, excursions in carriages and in boats, succeed

one another without intermission. It is English

hospitality on a large and princely scale. The official

and high commercial world live on an excellent foot-

ing with each other ; but civil functionaries and the

military and naval elements seem to predominate.

Everywhere you find that solid luxury which already

struck me at Shanghai and in the other ports. I am
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enjoying the lio.spitality of the Austrian consul-

general, ]\L d'Overbeck, one of tlie most coiisidci'alile

merchants of Hong-Kong. His liouse, which is parti \'

a villa and partly a chateau, comhines all the agrcc-

ahleness of an English country-house with the splen-

dour of the tropics ;
the whol(% however, subdued 1)v

a fine and chastened taste.

We have spent the afternoon at East Cliff, and we

have come back in a carriage by the Happy Vallev--

"happ\'," Ix'causc there is a little more shade, a

little more bree/c, and greater freshness here than

elsewhere.

We folhjw the line of the sea -coast : the sun has

alreadv disappeared behind the rock on which the flag-

staff is perched. Again one of those magnificent and

startling effects of light ! The sky orange and pearly

grev ;
the ships at anchor riding out like black spectres

against the silvery haze
;
the granite rocks, dark violet

colour, speckled with yellow.

The trade of Hong-Kong has not only shared tlie

fate of all the (jtlicr European commercial establish-

ments in China, but in these last few years it h;is

changed its nature. When this rock was seized by
the English govtMiiment (in 1841) and transformed

into a second Clibraltar, Canton seemed t(j be about to

become tlie great centre of the commercial operations

Ix'tween the mother-country and China. This ])re-

vision lias not been realized. Shanghai has replaced

Canton. The o-reat artery of the Yano-tse-kiane- at-

tracts the exports of the centiv an<l even of tln^ south

of the empire. Canton is now only a sliadow of its

r. i; -2
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former greatness. Nevertheless, Hong-Kong will always
be a commercial port of the first order. Here are stored

the treasures of the great foreign houses established

at Shanghai and other open ports. Politically and

militarily, one cannot exaggerate the importance

acquired by this little island since it has fallen into

the hands of its actual possessors. I think no Eng-
lishman can visit it without feeling a legitimate pride

in his country. Hong-Kong is the hand ;
the colonies

on the Straits of Malacca, Ceylon, Aden, and Malta,

the arm ; England the head and heart of that great

British giant, which holds in its grasp the south of

Asia and the extreme East.



CHAPTER V.

THE rilRlSTIAX .SETTLEMENTS OF SE-NOX.~~
FROM THE ^o'l' TO THE 27'^^^ OF NOVEMBER.

'i'lie villages of Si-kung, San-ting-say, and Ting-kok.
—

History of

tlu; Christian settlements of the district of Se-nou.

W'e ]i;ivc just come out from titiiu. Sittino- in ^I.

(r()verl)L'ck".s veranda, we are enjoying the freshness of

t!u' afternoon, for althougli it is hardly three o'clock

the sun has ali'eady disappeared behind the peak of

tlie llong-Kono- mountain. In front of us, on the

olhcr side of tliis arm of the sea, the rocks of the

continent ai'C l)athe(l in light. Every crevice is

\i>ilil(,'. "That whit(3 line," says some one to me,
••
whicli looks almost vertical, is the road which

li'ads to ivao-lung in the interior, and to several vil-

lauvs ii)hal)itcd hy tlie A-ka." " Eet us go there," I

exclaim.
"
Impossihle," answers one of the guests of

the consul.
"

Difficult,"' says anotlic]-.
"

It is a

]H>i'frct nest of pirates. AVhen we g(7 there, which is

\ «'i'v rarely, for a shooting party, we are very numer-

ous and armed to th(> teetli. This \rin1er again an

Miiglisli gunboat has tried to purgt; tho.-c inner seas.
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The only result was the capture of a junk which had

been purposely wrecked and abandoned by the pirates.

Nothing can be so easy as to escape from justice in a

country where all the inhabitants are alternately agri-

culturists and brigands. They are as clever with

their oars as with their spades. Pedlars and little

tradesmen abound. They have only to stretch out

their hands to pillage them. The occasion is too

fiivourable a one, and it is the occasion which makes

the thief. Give up the idea of visiting the Se-non

district." At these words the Pere Raimondi, pro-

curator of the Propagation of the Faith for the Chinese

Missions, and charged with that of Hong-Kong, smiled

and said to me : "I will take you there, and I will

answer for your safety."

The day before yesterday accordingly, in the morn-

ing, we started for Se-non, Father Kaimondi, a Chinese

Father who speaks Latin fluently, and I. In fifty

minutes we had crossed the channel Avhich separates

Hong-Kong from terra Jirma. Then we escaladed,

by a little pathway, partly paved, this great granite

Avail, which forms a band round the Chinese continent.

From the summit, the view of Hong-Kong was superb.

During three days we lived and travelled with an

apostolic simplicity in that wild country, and in the

midst of a population of pirates, who, nevertheless,

begin to improve, inasmuch as the Christians have all

renounced brigandage.

We passed the first night in the Cliristian village

of Si-kung ;
and the next day on a little island called

San-ting-say, all the inhabitants of which have re-

ceived baptism. In the evening we arrived at Ting-
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kok, the most important point in the Se-non mission.

The Fathers possess a comparatively spacious house

there, of wliich the salubrity would l)e perfect without

a curtain of trees which prevents the western Ijreeze

from bringing a little freshness to it. The superstition

of such of the inhaljitants as have remained pagan
would not allow of their making gaps in the wood.

It would displease the spirits. The new Christians

already laugh at the alarms and ignorance of tlieir

unbaptized brethren. This little trait struck me. The

greatest obstacle which one meets with in China to

the work of civilization is su})erstition. Iiemember

that conversation wliicli T (quoted of the Pekin diplomat
with his friend, a man of learnino- enliu'htenmcnt, and

education ; civilized, therefore, to a great degree in

some things, and yet mortally [ifraid of disturbing the

evil spirits, and in this res})cct more benighted and

less civilized than the poorest Christian villager of

Ting-k( )k.

The other Christian villages each have a little

chapel, ornamented or not with a cross according to

the favourable or hostile disposition of the population,

and flanked by a miseraljle little room which serves as

a shelter to the }>riest during his numerous visits.

Here the configuration of the country, saving tlic

sky and the vegetation, remind one of the shores of

Norway. It is a labyrinth of granite mountains and

arms of the sea, which partly reseml)le rivers and

partly lakes. Towards the south the rocks are com-

|)letely bare, but on their northern flaidvs tliey arc

clotlied witli pines and d\v;irf ]>;iliiis
witli iii(k"'nted

leaves. Everv little corner of i;ii'tli is worked ;iud
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cultivated. But generally we walk through ravines

full of scattered blocks of black granite, of which the

sharp peaks glisten in the sun of the torrid zone. The

island of San-ting-say looks like a black ewer filled to

the edge with flowers and exotic plants. These two

colours, black and green, the green in every variety of

shade, marry one another most harmoniously. The

Christian community of this island is not very numer-

ous ;
but what good faces ! Here, as in all the other

Christian settlements we have visited, our arrival pro-

duced a certain sensation. People flocked round us

from all quarters. The men went into the missionary's

room
;
the women, many of them mothers with babies

slung on their backs, passed in flle before the door

without crossing the threshold. All knelt and asked

for a blessing. Now I understand the influence and

moral ascendency of the Fathers. They live amongst
their people, know, share, and console them in their

suff'erings.

The Se-non district reckons above 600,000 in-

habitants. It is part of the Apostolic Mission of

Hong-Kong, founded after the English had taken

possession of this island
;
and it was from thence

that missionaries were sent to explore this territory,

which was then completely pagan. Father Borghi-

noli, of Verona, was the first to establish himself here

in 1863. To-day there are above 600 Christians. In

this number I do not include the children of the

Sainte Enfance that is, the babies picked up in the

streets or brought to the orphanages.

Of late years they reckon annually about 100

conversions, which is considered a very good result
;
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only all these converts belong to the lo\ver orders.

There is not an example of a
"
literate" having l)een

baptized. Two European Fathers of the Hong-Kono-
mission reside alternately in the thirteen Christian

villages, which constitute the mission of Se-non. The

taotai of the district resides at Nam-tao, AVithout

favourino- the missionaries, he condescends to iirnore

their presence. On a recent occasion he has even

indirectly acknowliMlged their merit by exhortino- his

subjects in a proclamation to give their children to

the Fathers rather than to kill or expose them.

At Ting-kok I took leave of the Father-procurator,

who, followed by Don Andrea, the C'liinese priest,

continued his tour of inspection. A young missionary,

Don Luigi de Bergamo, acc(-»mpanied mc on my
return. He has hardly seen twenty-four summers, but

has l)een here for two }"ears. The sun of the tropics, and

the fatio'ues and lU'ivations of his wanderino^ existence,

have not yet extinguished, on his line, manly face, the

l)eauty and freshness of youth. He has the tall,

straiglit figure of the chihlivn of his native soil—
^^just

sueli as old Marshal Kadetzky deliglited in.
"

I love

those 7x'yryr///;«,sry?R^s-/'
that great captain exclaimed one

dav;
"
the v are all ?/'//•/? oTcnadiers." This exeellent Don

Lui"i—this valiant o-renadier. fiohtino- for the faith—
marches before me with a bright, quick, elastic step.

The stilling heat, wlilth half kills me, does not a}»]»ear

to affect liim in the least. 1-t seems as if he scarcely

fell It, so accustomed is he to go along these A'eiy

paths under the self-same sun, though a far more cruel

one, in the height of summer. He tells me about his

laliours. Ills difHculties. his dcci'ptlous. lii> consolations.
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—a good conscience, I think is, after all, the best

investment,—the vicissitudes of his apostolic life, the

sufferings of his parishioners, their clever 7mses to

withdraw themselves from the vio;ilant hatred and

denunciation of the "
literates," their weaknesses,

which are rare, their sublime devotion, their heroic

courage and constancy
—

epic poems, animated Chinese

pictures, exotic fruits gathered from the stem !
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CAXTuy.—FliOM THE :.'S'^'" XOVKMBKR TO THE 2^^'

OF DECEMBEIL

'i'lie Canton Ilivev.—Shaniien.—Elegant shops.
—A bonze's head,—

The Temple and Convent of tlie Ocean Banner.—Eng and his

liouse.— Procession of the God of War.—The Great Prison.—
Tiie Pretorium.—Visit to the ^'iceroy.

— Fati.— City of the Dead.
—The Place of Executions.—Departure for ]\lacao.

AVi-: arc o'oino' up the i\'cU-l liivcr. Here is Bocca-

Tigris, known also under the name of Bogucs ; then

AVanipoa, the })ort where foreign sailing ships are to

disehari'-e their carooes when destined for Canton. Tlie

British flag floats over the cellular prison of the Britisli

consul, tlic only European established in this little

t<j\vn. Further on, two s]_»ires rise up towards heaven.

The English call them iirst-bar and second-bar

pagodas. We are on the ^^pot where the first inter-

course was established between the Red Whiskers and

the Black Tails. Here tlie prologue of the great drama,

m several acts, was played, entitled, "C)peniiig of

('hiiia.'' These first acts were stai'tling. The curtain

lias hillcn <tn ("aiiton, Nankin, Taku, Palika". the sum-
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mer palace, Tien-tsin. The .sequel will soon appear.

The unravelling of the tale is the secret of Providence.

Seated on the foot-bridge, I let the soft breeze

caress my cheeks. The magnificent river rolls its calm

and abundant waters between flat banks, covered with

rice-fields, sugar-canes, and groups of gigantic trees.

Here and there we see villages, with towers rather re-

sembling Gothic spires or crenellated castles. But they
are neither churches nor feudal habitations

; they are

simply the depots of pawnbrokers. Why have they dis-

pelled my illusions ? I fancied myself going up the

Rhine—that is, an ideal Rhine,—transfigured by the

tropical sun.

We have a Chinese prisoner on board. On the

route to Kao-lung
—

precisely the same which I fol-

lowed yesterday
—he robbed and murdered a merchant

who was passing by. Arrested at Hong-Kong, where

he had taken refuge, an English policeman will give
him over to the authorities of Canton, which is his

native country. In the night he tried to break his

head against the wall. The captain of our steamer,

when pointing him out to me, had the delicacy to

describe, in expressive pantomime, the fate which

awaits .him. A shudder and a look of utter despair

passed over the poor wretch's face. And yet this

malefactor, who knows that to-morrow, if not this

evening, he will be cither beheaded or crucified, or

slowly cut in pieces, is walking about the deck, drag-

ging his heavy chains after him, his head bound up
with bandages and plasters, and admiring, with open

mouth, the wonders of civilization.

It is twelve o'clock. Before us a green curtain still
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hides from us the view of the capital ; Init ah-ea<lv tlic

dome is to be seen of the Freiieli catliedraL Buliiud

it, at a great distance, are seen the outhnes of the
" White Cloud

"
jMountains. They deserve their

name. Very soon, masses of houses appear on 1 )oth sides

of the river and on the island of Jfonan. The details of

the })ictun' are the same as we see in other Cliinese

towns, but the ^Yhole eiisonhle is imposing. A\'c cast

anchor in the entrance to this quarter, which is com-

j)osed entire!}' of boats, taking the place of houses.

To arrive at the cpiay, we cross a whole street of hotels

ill a rowingd)oat. JJesides the boat-hotels, there are

in this tloating Cant(jn, tea-boats, iiower-boats, fur-

nished boats, and so on. It is in these that native

travellers, arriving in the evening in their junks, and

a])Out to start again the next morning, })ass the night,

the doors of the town being shut at sunset. l)oth on

land and water the scene is as busy as possible.

I land at a house belonging to ^Ir. Russell of

Shanghai. It is built on the s])ot formerly occupied

by the oltl I'higli.-h factoiy, which has heen entirely

de>troved. The uew settlement, which only dates a

tew ^ea^s back, is called Shamien. There are onl\' a

h'W houses as yet : but these arc all elegant and well

kept, with a tine cpiscojial church serxed b\- Arch-

deacon GJray, a clubdiouse, and a good deal of land to

sell, or I'ather to resell. A magnificent granite (jua_\ ,

some great trees, and a fine \'\vw ovci- the island of

llonan, foi'ni the o;lor\' of this (luarter, which mc»re re~

sembles a country-seat than a, great commercial centre.'

' I'lvi'i'vuiio know.^ the liistory of the old faftury nf the East

India Company at Canton, the cviMits wdiich led to its dcstiuclinn.
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Archdeacon Gray comes to fetch me : he has the

good-nature to be my guide. No one knows this

town as well as he does, and no one is better known
or more appreciated. As all foreigners who come here

try to see him, and as all those who ha\'e once seen

him can never forget him, he cannot think it amiss if

his numerous friends spread his photograph. He is,

besides, a public character.

The Rev. John Henry Gray was born on the Scotch

border. He is, I should think, about fifty, and has

exercised his ministry here for nineteen years. The

most busy time of his life coincides with the occupation
of Canton by the English, when war and sickness, even

more than Chinese balls, cut short so many young
lives. It was then that the Cantonese became

accustomed to see this good man in his cylindrical

hat, white cravat, and long black greatcoat, rushing
from hospital to hospital, and from port to port,

tending the sick, consoling the dying, and burying the

dead. It was from that moment that dates the

reverend gentleman's great popularity. A fine and

noble face, an intelligent look, whiskers white as the

driven snow, a tall figure, square shoulders, vigorous
arms—the ensemble thoroughly sympathetic. After

having seen him for a quarter of an hour you feel as

if you had known him from childhood, and you

regret not to have some terrible secret on your
conscience. What a relief it would be to be able to

and later, the creation of this comparatively second-rate establish-

ment. Canton, which, since the war, has been open to foreigners,

has been so often described that I shall here only give some fragments

of my journal.
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confide it to liim ! In the meantime it is he who is to

let me in to the mysteries of Canton.

We are in the western suhiirbs, whicli is the rich,

populous, commercial part of the town. The narrow

streets are sheltered from the sun by matting, Ujider

this tent piide a multitude of human heino-s. At

Canton carriages are both unknown and impossible.

I did not see a single horse. It is a town of foot-

passengers and sedan-chairs. At every step one is

pushed, Ijut gently : the Cantonese seem made of

cotton-wool. A dim half-lio'ht oives a mao'ical effect

to these picturesque streets. Here, as everywhere
else in China, the signs, which are long lacquered or

gilt boards, are hung perpendicularly before the shops

like the side-scenes of a theatre. The twilight

mitigates and harmonizes colours which otherwise

might be too glaring. It is like a symj^hony for

the eyes.

Every two minutes my guide stops, jumps out of

his chair, draws close to mine, and explains to nie in a,

stentorian voice the objects most wortliy of my
attention. The shops are all very high and wide open

towards the street. On tlie threshold you see a little

altar consecrated to the tutcilar god of riclies
;
at tlie

back, another altar, in seul])ture(l and gilt wood, is

dedicate(l to the ancestors of the proprietor, Tliis

last, simply l)ut elegantly dressed, smiles })leasantly

at you. His two or three clerks, living images of

l)ureaucratic decorum, b»ow to you profoundly. In

front, and all along the })avement before the shop,

the goods are exposed with a taste and skill worthy

of the best decorator of a shop-front in Paris or
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Vienna. Seated before a little table, two or three

gentlemen with a grave and pompous air are ex-

aminiDg minutely the different articles which tempt
them. The calm of this picture, the interchange of

civilities between the personages concerned, the beauty
of the shop, which is high, thoroughly airy, and built

so as to show off all its treasures, contrast curiously

with the motley, ragged crowd who pass rapidly

through the street, crossing and re-crossing one

another, a perfect current of human beings, who,

while struggling in this narrow channel, never

infringe its banks. " A striking proof," says my
guide,

"
of the respect for property among the

Cantonese." Here, they sell jade and every descrip-

tion of jewellery ; there, a Chinese
" Chevet

"
displays

his delicacies ;
further on, d la brioche economique,

the poor people find eatables at a cheap rate : rats,

mice, dogs' legs, and the dorsal spines of these animals,

which are much appreciated by gastronomists.

Let us go into this baker's shop. His counter is

loaded with different kinds of fancy bread, maccaroni,

and cakes. A back-door leads us into a gallery which

stretches fixr away out of sight. More than a hundred

bullocks are employed in grinding wheat, turning in

a circle. By a special contrivance, as simple as it is

ingenious, the exigencies of cleanliness are provided
for at the same time as the demands of the agricul-

turists, who come here to make their provisions of

manure. In China nothing is thrown away, nothing
is lost. The vilest matters have their value. We
pass before a shop of which the shutters, which are

closed, are all covered with hand-bills. It is the shop
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of a bankrupt, and these notices are put up by his

creditors, who thus make known the amount of their

losses.

Everywliere the archdeacon makes himself at

home : he goes in and comes out without paying the

smallest attention to the shopkeepers. He knows

exactly where the things are which he wants to show

me. He seizes them, spreads them out on the table,

and explains them, just as the guardian of a museum
would do. His museum is Canton, and, strange to

s;iy, no one finds fault with him. They all smile

when he comes in, and let him do v.diat he likes.

Everyone knows and loves him. Besides, in China, a

w hite beard alwa}'s commands respect.
" You have never seen a bonze's head quite close,

have you ?
"

said he to me one day.
" And yet it

would be well wortli your while." By chance, at that

moment, al)Out a dozen bonzes were passing quite

close to us. They walk one 1)y one : Tacit i, soli,

SL'Uza corrq)0(jnia.
"
Tlie head of eacli one of these

men," said my guide,
"

is marked with as many white

spots as he has made vows. They are burnt in. You

sliall see." Saying these words, he seizes the head of

one of the bonzes, draws it down to a convenient

height, and begins his exphtnations with as much

coolness as a medical profi'ssor before an audience

of students. The companions of the luckless l)onze

whose skull we are about to examine thouglit it

jtrudent to make tlieir esca})e as fast as they could.

" Here is the vow of chastity." . . . (Here a convul-

sive movement on the part of the bonze.)
"
Steady !

'

roared my guide ; and he goes on.
'' The otlier white

Yor.. IT. c c
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points are : a vow to abstain from wine ;
a vow not to

kill a pig ;
a vow not to eat meat ;

a vow to respect

tlie life of the carp in the temple ponds ;

"
and so on.

From time to time the head, the object of our study,

moves uneasily ; but the archdeacon holds it tightly,

repeats his
"
Steady !

"
and pursues his course of

sacred anatomy. At last he sets the bonze at liberty,

who, more surprised than angry, after an exchange of

polite phrases and chin-chins, hastens to rejoin his

brethren.
" And the vows on the arms," exclaimed

the archdeacon; "we had forgotten them." He calls

back the bonze, who good-naturedly retraces his steps,

turns up the sleeve of his tunic, and lets us see, on his

lean, fleshless arms, a whole heap of white burns, indi-

cating as many vows, one more strange than the

other.

AVe have just come back from a visit (in the Island

of Honan, which is in front of Canton, and forms part

of the town) to the celebrated temple of the " Ocean

Banner." We then paid a visit to the abbot. We
went into the convent, which occupies a vast space of

ground, and is full of bonzes. Through this labyrinth
of houses and little streets the archdeacon has no dif-

ficulty in finding his way all alone. The abbot, a

little old man with a weary face, dull eyes, but a fine

smile, receives us in his bedroom. Everything is

beautifully clean and well kept. A fine mosquito-net

protects the bed
;
the furniture is elegant ;

on the

mahogany tables, made in Hong-Kong, are a heap
of Chinese and European nick-nacks and three or

four clocks. There was no luxury, but everything
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that was necessary for a moderate enjoyiiiriit of the

pleasant things of tliis world, combined with tlie

ascftism which is ohligatory on the Lonzes. His room
has something, I know not what, of ecclesiastical aljout

it. In another room, alas I we perceive the fatal Hute
—the 0}>inm pi]>e. This worthy prelate has that

weakness
;
and in spite of repeated (-{Torts (alwavs

seconded and encouraged l)y the ardideacon) he

has never 1)e('n a1»le to throw off this sad vice. Like

all opium-smokers, he knows that lie is killing himself:

there are times when he has a horror of himself;

but the chain is too strono' : he cannot break through

it
;
and he comes back with delight to his magic pipe.

This holv personage will decidcrdv dio in final im-

penitence.

In one corner of the immense garden is the crc-

hiarium, where they l>urn the bodies of the dead

bonzes
;

in another corner is the mausoleum—a granite

cylinder. There are placed the uiiis, containing the

ashes of ea(di, carefully ticketed. The Chinr'se are

constantly occupietl with the thoughts of death; the

recollection of it does not iVigliten them in the least
;

but they have a liori'or of a coqtse. Hence in this

convent there is a most barbarous custom. When the

doctors des})air of saving a sick monk, or when he is

ai'rived at a great age, he is carried to a separate

building, which is the abode of the dying. Those who

know the inside of it are jterfectly aware that lie \\\\\

never come out of it ali\e.

Close by, in a sort of waivhou-e, tli<'re are a gi-eat

number of coffins placed verticall}', aiid ]>r(nided with

tickets, which contain the names of the ju'oprieturs.

c (• l:
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These coffins belong to private individuals, ^nd are

generally presents, given by affectionate children to

their parents when they have accomplished their sixty-

one years. These useful articles of furniture are kept,

until wanted, in a holy place.

In the Island of Honan is also the palatial residence

of Eng, the chief of one of the most illustrious and

noble families of Canton. Eng, his sons, his sons-in-

law, their wives and children, their tenants, servants,

and slaves, in all more than six hundred persons,

occupy a group of houses surrounding a vast inclosure.

Nothing outside betrays the riches hidden behind

these vast walls. The annual expenses of Eng's estab-

lishment amount to £20,000 sterling. The archdeacon

is the friend of the house, so that w^e get into this

little town without any difficulty. The vestibule is a

perfect arsenal. In all the corners they have heaped

up pikes, lances, and bows and arrows—a necessary

precaution against thieves, and I fear one which gives

the lie direct to the glowing picture which my guide,

who always sees the good side of humanity, is apt to

draw of the virtues of the Cantonese people. We pass

by a great number of drawing-rooms, smaller apart-

ments, and studies. On our way we meet a good

many children, each one accompanied by his pedagogue,
who with one eye smiles graciously upon us, and with

the other betrays the surprise he feels at seeing a

stranger here. In his right hand he carries the sign
of his employment, an instrument not much to the

taste of his pupil. The archdeacon is really wonderful.

He knows all the ins and outs of this labyrinth. Except
to the ladies' apartments, which he respects, he goes
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everywhere. One miglit fancy lie was tlie lord of

Eng, and not the venerable arehdcneon. The persons
whom we mcM^t and surjirise in their different occupa-
tions kt lis pass without taking an}' notice of us, or

como forward and salute my guide with cordial

eagerness.

The garden, which is finer than any I saw in the

north of China, contains a lake, with baidvs of curious

shape, which is entirely covert^d in summer l)y lotus-

leaves
;
on the two oj'tposite banks are two large sum-

mer-houses, one for men and one for women. Here

they meet to smoke aud play at different games.
In the men's summer-house we find Eng himself.

He was surrounded with stewards and ao-euts writinc:

from his dictati(>n
;
but on our entrance they retired

respectfully into one corner of the room. The master

of the house rose, left his pipe, and came to meet us,

welcoming the archdeacon as an old friend, and lie-

stowing upon ]ne the civilities usual on such occa-

sions. His manners are those of tlie best society.

He has a consciousness of Ins own impoitance, and

feels no necessity of impi'essing it u[)on others.

The most I'iclilv decorated building in the house

contains only one large room, o])en on one side, and

consecrated to the memory of the deceased chiefs of

the family. Here, in tlie
"

hall of their anc(^stors," and

before their monumental tablets, ar(^. accom]>lished all

the oTcat acts of (diinescNself-irovernment-—the rea<ling

of wills, the disti'ibutiou of })ro})ei-ty, amicable ai-range-

ments, trials in criminal cases, ju<lgment and <'on-

demnation. Here deceive*] husbands plead theircause.

AVoe be to the guilty wife 1 She pays for her forget-
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fulness of her duties with her life. The slips of a

husband, on the other hand, are expiated by a few

strokes of bamboo.

This evening we had a ball at Shamien. The whole

of the little colony were present. The European mer-

chants of Canton no longer embark in great commer-

cial speculations. Shanghai and the opening of the

Yang-tse-kiang have killed Canton. But the grand

style of their establishments is that of their predecessors,

who were more favoured by fortune. There is nothing
of the parvenu about them, or of the newly-made
miUio7iaire. One sees that these merchant princes of

old days sprang from the rank of landed gentry, and

indirectly from England's old nobility. The factories

founded by them have been endowed with the comme-

il-faut and the luxurious tastes w^hicli characterized

high life in the last century. I was expressing these

thoughts to an old gentleman who, like me, had

made his way into the ballroom. There, in a heat of 30°

Reaumur—we are precisely under the tropic of Cancer

—three or four young ladies, in the freshest and most

irreproachable toilets, and as many young gentlemen,
w^ith white neckcloths and flowers in their button-

holes, were going through the arduous labours of

waltzing, with that British seriousness which seems to

be considered a necessity in such cases.
" Without

doubt," replied my neighbour with a sigh,
"

all this

luxury is not in proportion to our profits. But it

would be impossible to reduce it. It would discourage
the old, and take away from the young all confidence

in the future. Live and let live."
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This morning, very early indeed, in a temperature
^^•lli(ll is now tliat of a fine May day, but whieli at

noon will l)e tropical, I am walking alone on the

crenellated walls of the town. I look towards the

north, where Canton, properly speaking, lies— that is,

the old town
; but, as at Pekin, one only sees masses

of trees, surmounted here and there by a pagoda. The

highest tower bedongs to the ^lohammedan mosque. On
the horizon rise tlie

" Whito Cloud
"

^lountains. T

make my way through the sul)url), as my object is to

reach the French church. It is a noble building, in

the Gothic style. The architect was a 31. Lliermite, a

young Frenchman, who died too soon for Ids reputa-
tion

;
for he was, in mv opinion, the erpial, if nut the

superior, of th(,' most distinguished architects of his

countrv.^ Alono-side of the church is the hou^e of tlie

missionaries
;
and further stilL that of the Sisters of

Charity, whom the Frencli con.-ul, as we liave already

said, thoue-ht it his duty to send to lf()no:-Kon<i- after

the Tien-tsin massacres. The five }iriesls of the

Foreign .Missiouarv College at Paris received mo with

the greatest kindness. They fear for their brethren

scattered among the Christians in th<^ ])rovinces of

Sze-chuen and Yiinan, which are far distant. What

on earth will be their fitc if the anti-European party

should happen to get possession of tlu^ young em})eror,

or if the dynasty itself were to disappear ? From the

jMongolian wall to Canton, and from Pekin to tlie

heart of the empire, the soil tremldes under your feet.

1 Till' palace of the governor at Saiu'i^ii. and tho towii-liall of

lIoDg-Kong, the two finest buildings of thi.s kir.d that I have sr.'u

ill the ea.-t, are the work of Lhcrniilo.
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In passing through the western suburbs we visited

the residence of a magnate, which was almost as

magnificent as that of Eng. The gardens seemed to

me finer and more vast. They have built a theatre

in the middle of them. A pond divides it from a

kiosk destined for the spectators : the women and

their friends occupy the upper story. In general, the

rich go to great expense to amuse their wives and

daughters, intra muros, of course.

The street, which is very narrow, is thronged with

people. Fortunately we have had places reserved for

us in the angle of a doorway. There we wait amidst

thousands of other curious spectators for the passage
of the " God of War." Dislodged from his temple,

which certain bankers have been restoring, he is going
to return solemnly to his former abode. All Canton

is on foot. The street is like a channel lashed by a

tempest. From the side-streets fresh arrivals pour in

every moment. Hence a continual flux and reflux.

In the midst of this fearful crowd fruit and bon-bon

sellers balance above their head in the palms of their

hands tempting dishes coquettishly arranged on little

trays. No one thinks of touching them without hav-

ing first deposited his sapeques in the tray. Would
it be the same in Europe ?

" Would the mob in our

cnpitals behave as well ?
"
my guide asks proudly.

After waiting for a long time the dull sound of the

gongs and an infernal music announce the approach
of the god. Police-agents armed with rotins (a

species of knout) open the procession. How in the

world is it to pass through such a dense crowd ? It

is a mystery ;
but with the help of the bamboo and
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the o-oodwill of the people theinselv(\s they are

formed in line and I see delUe before me a succes-

sion of shiftino' inctures of an indescril)a1)lv strange

and fairy-like character,

Tlie procession has lasted for two lioui-s. The

elements of which it is composed file past with great

regularity. (•ooli(\s carrying l)anners, of which the

highest point rests on a fork wliich another coolie

holds with great difHcnlty in order to maintain its

er|nilil)rium ;
screens of a curious shape, richly-sculp-

tured, lacrpK^red, and gilt ;
various offerings ; divers

utensils; richly-brocaded parasols; children of noble

family mounted on ponies representing ditferent gods ;

and young girls dressed in historic or fancy costumes,

fastened to iron triangles so that they seem to fly

in the air. There are courtesans, who, wishing to

give themselves an a}»pearance of modesty, have

adopted for the moment the stuj'id, sad expression of

women of raidx. Tlien C(jme tlie ancients of tlie

fpiarter who are rec(ived with loud acclamations l^y

the pco[)le ;
then a nund)er of young men of a respect-

able class, di'essed sim])ly but carefully ;
then men

ai'Uied will) hall)ards, pikes, ami old swor^ls. l>ai)(ls

of music, which succeed (n\o another at short in-

tervals, 1111 uj) the narrow passage with a ])ewildering

noise. The h(^ro of tlie feast closes the triumphal

march. This o'od looks like a o-ood-natunMl devil.

His staring eyes, open mouth, ajid ilat colossal ears

frighten no one. Mars has nothing martial about

him. Although gilt from head to J'oot, he is a soriy

gentleman. i'^ven the coolies, who beni- him on a

miserable litter, are not in any wa}- im]iress(^d with
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the holiness of their mission : they are smoking,

chattering and laughing. So true is it that it is not

enough to be born in Olympus ; one must justify by
one's personal qualities the advantages of position

which it has pleased Heaven to give us. The crowd

which was so restless, so turbulent, so eager when*

waiting for the procession, seems satisfied and satiated :

it disperses slowly and peaceably. The rich Cantonese,

like wise men, try to win the friendship of the people.

One day processions, another plays, a third distribu-

tion of rice. Panem et circenses.

With all due respect to these divinities, and even,

to a certain point, to this false god, I own that a

group of young ladies during this religious ceremony

gave me many distractions. In front of us, on the

other side of the street, four young ladies, or young
women, occupied the hall of a house let for the occa-

sion. To judge by the comparative whiteness of their

skins, their air, their simple but elegant dress, they
are ladies of high rank. My guide confirms my sup-

position. Their hair is beautifully dressed, and two

of them, even in Europe, would pass for great beauties.

Women of their rank ought to look apathetic and

bored. It is de riguer when they appear in public.

The rules of society exact it. But when people begin
to talk and laugh with one another the mask falls.

That is what took place in the hall : their faces

brightened ;
their little almond eyes sent forth light-

ning glances; and a malicious sceptical expression

replaced the conventional look which had been put on

at first. A matron, very much painted and very fat,

a striking likeness of Madame Thicrrct of the Palais
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]{oyal, seemed to liave the cliarge of tliem as duenna.

She is imprudent enough to he shocked at tlie direc-

tion of my e}'e-glass ;
and I must own it is not always

that of the })rocession. She accordingly places herself

before the door so as to prevent these young ladiijs

from seeing or being seen. From thence, as by an

electric wire, communications are established directly

with the foreign devil
;
a formal order to the duenna

to allow their glances to have free course and for me
full liberty to contemplate this scene of Chinese hir/h

life. Old gentlemen approach these ladi(\'^, bow pro-

foundly, showing their fists, ol)tain in return a

gracious smile, order tea for them, and then retire

very resi)ectfullv. The vouno; ladies meanwhile,

seated on little stools, talk, laugh, }>lay with their

fans, and enjoy the fun of teasing and plaguing the

duenna.

An order from the viceroy opens to us the doors of

the great prison. It is an oblong building divided

into several courts and surrounded by a doublt^ gallery.

The inside one is composed of cells occupied l>y men ;

the external one, which a narrow', uncovered passage

separates from the great outer wall of the inclosure,

is reserved for the women.

In the courts, those who are detained before or

after their sentence push against one another. The

greater ])ortion will b(.' executed at the coming

term. Save in exceptional cases, executions in

diina take place oidy twice a ye.ir, in s])ring and

autumn. At Canton it is a re;d carnage. Amongst

these ])risi>nei-s one set wen' painfully (b-agging their
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heavy chains, the others wore them with revolting in-

difference . To judge by their countenances, which

were the most impudent and abject imaginable, these

poor wretches were not innocents, or alas 1 they are no

longer so. This infected atmosphere, this permanent
contact with vice, must stifle the last remains of the

honourable or human feelings which they may have

brought with them into this cursed place. One of

them said to me :

"
I am accused of murder, but I deny

it." The warder answered by a sardonic smile, which

meant to say, ''Torture will make you own it." A
young man comes up to us with a half-idiotic look.

At fifteen he had poisoned his schoolmaster, a crime

which the Chinese law ranks with parricide. His

youth alone saved him from a horrible death. Every

year his father, who is of good family, implores his

pardon of the viceroy. The viceroy sends it to the

Tsungli-yamen, who submits the question to the

empress regent. The request is always rejected.

We went into a room leading out of the gallery.

It is meal-time. The half-famished wretches throw

themselves on their miserable pittance and devour

it like wild beasts. The click of their chains re-

places the music at table. To compare this scene

with that in the Zoological Gardens would be doing
an injustice to the beasts.

In one great room without windows, and of which

the profound darkness is only relieved by a few feeble

rays of light from the sombre hall, we guess rather

than see, behind a massive iron grating, the men con-

demned to the terrible torture of the cangue. They
^roan, they cry, they sigh. Some are lying on the bare
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grouiul, others are standiuu^, Icaiiiuij; against the waH.

A good many are crouched down on their herls
;

a few-

are walking round in a circh.'. All are incessantly

moving and striving to lind, what they never can, poor
creatures !

—a little comparative ease. On seeing us,

they all crowded towards the grating, cast upon us

looks of hatred, vengeance, and despair
—real looks of

the damned I Then thev crawled away again into the

darkness.

There are other dungeons perfectly dark, from

whenee we hear the most agonizing cries and howls

accompanied by the clicking of chains and the

dull thud of the bamboo. In one room, which

was comjjaratively cleaji and well kept, some

yeiitlemen prisoners were smoking their pipes and

taking their meals sei'Ved l)y their own domestics.

These are privileged mortals, condemned to death,

perhaps, but who, l)y paying an exorljitant price,

have obtained the use of a separate room. The letting

of these cells is one of the ])er(|uisites of the mandarin

director of the house. Other rooms are transformed

into o-amblinij-halls,
—an exe(dlent wav of makinoj

monev, and getting custom out of the j)risoners.

We next went into the exterior gallery, reserved to

the women, and separated, as I said, by a narrow, un-

covered passage from the high wall round the prison.

it is the sublime of the horrible, or, rather, it is the

abyss of abomination—the inuigination of Dante can

alone I'isc s(j high or dese(Mid so low. ^\ hat he oidy

})artially imagined with the help of his genius, 1 have

seen with my own eyes, in llesh and blood. Every-

where a fallen woman is more degraded than a man in
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the same position. Made of a finer and more delicate

stuff, she falls from a higher pinnacle, and, therefore,

falls lower. One finds oneself here face to face with

all kinds of physical horrors and moral degradation.

And in this infamous den are shut up as hostages,

pell-mell with the condemned, honest wives and

young innocent daughters, whose husbands or fathers

have fled from the pursuit of justice. Let us fly from

this terrible spot since flight is possible to us ! Before

the door a certain number of living skeletons are

chained, wdio are compelled to keep in certain atti-

tudes. On their breasts is placed a notice in writing
that they are there exposed to

"
public derision !

"

What a subject for mirth !

At the moment we crossed the great court which

precedes the prison, a touching spectacle was presented
to us. About thirty men, just arri"S'ed, were resting

under the shade of a sycamore. There are men in the

prime of life, others quite young, some few old;

several of them seem to' belong to the respectable

classes. They are sorcerers or recruiters : their trade

has been to furnish involuntary emigrants to the

harrancoes of Macao. These unhappy creatures are

bound by fours, their tails being fastened to strong

cords. Sitting on their heels, or lying on the ground

quite close to one another, they are like a flock of

sheep. Death awaits them, and before death, torture.

They know it. Every Chinaman knows his code by
heart. The expression of their faces tells it plainly

enough : some are crying in silence
; others sigh

deeply ;
a few seem to be the prey of abject terror

;

no one speaks. Passing by them an hour later, we
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foiiiul them smoking some cigarettes, wliicli a £^ood

Samaritan had o-ivcu them. For a moment thev forget

their awful fate in this quit-t enjoyment. A kind of

apathetic indifference had relaxed the faces which we

had seen contracted and set in sheer despair.

The pretorium or judgment hall, a little oblong

court, is close to the great prison. The judge is seated

in an open gallery, with a tahle Ijefore him loaded

with Ijriefs. On his riulit is a clerk, and on his left

an interpreter, Ijoth of wliom are standing. At a few

steps in front of the table is th(i place reserved for the

accused. On botli sides are fi\x' or six subaltern agents

of tlie tribunal. The executioner and his assistants,

leaninff a^'ainst the wall alonsiside of their instruments

of torture, stained and rusty with Ijlood, await the

sio-nal to make use of them. The arehdeacon and I

])lace ourselves ])v the side f)f the interpreter. Speaking
in a low voice, which is the only concession he makes

to the majesty of the court, my guide ra})idly trans-

lates for me tli<' essential parts of the interrogatory,

'i'hc court is (piite empty. There is not a single s}»ec-

tator save the two strangers, i.e., ourseh'cs. Neither

the judge noi- his assistants take the smallest notice of

us ; thev pretend not even to perceive our presence.

The judge is a man of about forty years of age,

pe]-ha})S fifty. A pale face, cat's eyes, adorned with a

pair of enormous glasses, a re})ulsive expression, his

dress simple but cared for, his nails like bird's elaws,

on his thumb a great jade' ring
—his whole person

respectable, imposing, and hideous to the last degree.

This Chinese Minos bends over the table, and never
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takes his eyes ofif tlie two sets of papers, one of which

is written in bhick ink, and the other in red. Behind

his seat stand his servants. From time to time one

of them passes a long pipe under his arm, and with-

draws it quickly, his master contenting himself with

one or two puffs. Although the judge understands

and speaks the southern dialect perfectly, he is sup-

posed to know nothing but the mandarin, the language
of the north

;
hence the necessity of the interpreter.

He never himself takes any part in the interrogatory.

That is the business of the clerk and the interpreter ;

but he directs them by saying a few words from time

to time in a low voice. There is the most profound
silence throughout the audience. Shall I own it ?

The look of the judge freezes me with terror. There

is nothing human in that bronze face—not a trace of

mercy or of charity. I look around me, and I see the

same expression on all these different countenances. I

try and put myself in the place of the accused, and

feel a cold perspiration mounting to my brow.

They brought in the first prisoner, or rather they
carried him in in a basket. Here, on this very spot,

yesterday, he was put to the torture. They broke his

ankle-bones. To-day he is simply a packet of bones

and flesh, incapable of answering a word. His life

is ebbing fast. On a sign from the judge he is

carried off.

A young man of the lower orders is now brought in,

loaded with chains. He kneels in the place set apart
for the accused

; they always kneel before the tribunal.

Fear and craft are combined on his ignoble face,

where crime and vice have left indelible traces. After
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the usual questions as to the family of the accused, his

parents and grandparents, the interpreter says to him :

" You stole thirteen dollars ?
"

The accused denies it

obstinately. On a slight movement from the hand of

the judge the executioner advances. At the sight of

him abject terror seizes the unhappy culprit. He
hastens to own it.

"
Yes, he stole the money, but it

was from hunger, to buy rice."
" In what shop ? Was

it in such or such a street ?
"

(The scene, probably, of

some other crime—a murder perhaps, committed by
this very man.) Here the accused turns pale, hesitates,

sobs, implores the mercy of the judge, and denies the

crime again. The interpreter, who till now has tried

to intimidate him, takes, all of a sudden, a soft, insinu-

ating voice.
"
Why deny it, my child ?

"
he says ;

" own
it

;
and you will then only have to praise our tender

mercies. Come along ;
take off his chains." This to

the executioner, who obeys.
" And now, my child,

speak." But "
my child

"
is not so easily taken in.

Here begins a strufjffle between these two men of

audacity, lying, and ruse ; the one knowing that his

life is at stake
;
the other, his reputation as inquisitor.

The coaxiuGf tone of the latter contrasts with the look

of hatred and ever-growing terror which may be read

on the face of the accused. At last the jDOor wretch

persists in his denial, upon which the judge, in a low-

voice, speaks to the executioner, who, with his assist-

ants, throw him down, stretch him on the ground, strip

off his clothes, and then, squatted on his heels, the

executioner, counting each stroke in a loud voice,

applies at least a hundred blows on his l)ody with a

long bamboo. I own I almost fainted at the horrible

VOL. II. " O
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sight, and my excellent archdeacon was very nearly as

bad. The assistants looked at us with disdainful sur-

prise. Never, as long as I live, shall I forget the

screams and howls of this poor fellow. After some

minutes, however, the roars ceased. He was only an

inert bleeding mass—impossible to proceed to-day

with the second part of the question
—that is, to break

his legs. They drag him off, therefore, or rather, he is

carried away.
The young thief is replaced by two gentlemen of

respectable appearance
—a merchant and his head

clerk
;
the latter, a young man elegantly dressed

; the

former, a man of a certain age. They are accused of

having passed contraband salt. After having bowed

profoundly to the judge they knelt as usual. Neither

the one nor the other seemed much moved. The old

man began by pleading guilty ; the clerk tried to

defend himself.
" He had only obeyed the orders given

to him. He did not know that he was acting contrary
to law. It was true that he had given some rice to the

customhouse officers. But was it a crime to feed the

hungry?" Whilst he was speaking, his master, evidently
anxious as to his revelations, never took his eyes off

him, and tried by signs to impose silence upon him.

This scene is suddenly interrupted by the judge. He
takes a huge English watch out of his pocket, consults

it attentively, and then suddenly rises, and closes the

sitting. They carry off the two merchants, w^ho have

evidently bribed some one in court. The judge, followed

by his suite, without deigning to honour us with so

much as a look, takes his solemn departure ;
the clerk

and the interpreter shut up their ink-bottles, and fold
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up their briefs
;
the executioner and his assistants put

away their horrible instruments into a recess. Every-

thing is clone in perfect silence, but with orch^r and

system. This pretorium is a real liell, but a liell which

is well oro-anized.

Mr. lluo'lics, the Eno-Hsh consul a<l interim, is fjood

enough to accompany me to the yamen. A discharge
of litth.' cannon, arranged on steps in the court, fire a

salute, and thus give notice of our arrival. The vice-

roy comes to met^t us, and takes us into a prettily-

sculptured and lacrpiered summer-house, which opens
into the garden. The suu, which is already low%

shines through some exotic plants into the little apart-

ment wliere, seated round a square table, we give our-

selves u}) to the enjoyment of a regular Chinese meal.

The viceroy never ceases loading my plate with all

the tit-]>itft he can find in tlie little saucers with which

tlie talth' is covered. I return the civility in a like

manner. The champagne is served in tea-cups. The

servants are numerous, and well dressed. The scene,

as a wliole, might have been Ijori'owed fi'om an old

lac(|uei"<'(l
sci'cen.

Th(> ])ei'sonal friend of the late (Mn[)eror, and for

nine vears in tlie most important government of

China, as it embraces the two great provinces of

Ivwano'-tuno- and Kwan2:-si, and also the most difiicult

to administer, owing to the necessary intercourse with

foreigners, Yue is one of the most remarkable men in

the em[»ire, thought highly of at court, and likely very

soon to form pai't of tlie ministry. Everyone praises

his intellii<-enec :ind sweetness. lie is sixty-two, and

I) D 1^
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has the exterior appearance of a statesman grown old

in the management of important affairs. He has a

noble and clever face
;
a clear, frank eye ;

and a fine

and caustic smile. He wore his official costume, which is

a dark-blue tunic, with the lining of a lighter blue, and

the front above the breast richly embroidered in gold.

Round his neck hung a huge rosary. A magnificent

peacock's plume hung from his cap, which was orna-

mented with a crystal button. The conversation turned

on difierent subjects. There was a great interchange

of compliments, but few commonplace phrases.

At our departure we had to cross a variety of rooms

and passages. The viceroy accompanied us to our

sedan-chairs. At each door we had to do chin-chin.

There is nothing so ridiculous as to see a European

perform this ceremony. You raise your two fists to

the height of your forehead and give them a rotatory

movement ; whilst, slightly bending forward towards

one another, you look at your friend fixedly between

the eyes. But the viceroy acquitted himself of this

grotesque duty with such grace and dignity that it

gave me quite a new insight into the chin-chin. In

fact, ever since my visit to liis yamen, when I see

Chinese gentlemen executing these gymnastics, I am
no longer inclined to laugh. As an antidote to the too

great familiarity of manners which we have borrowed

from the Americans and which is invadinof our own

country, I would venture humbly to recommend to

those who give the '

ton
'

to our European salons,

that the chin-chin should be acclimatized.

Tn the village of Fati (field of flowers) we went to
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see the large inirseiy-gardeiis of the llorists who pro-
vide Canton with these hixuries. AVhat a .strangi- and

perverted taste they disphiy ! The singuhir pleasure
of metamorphosing oi-ange-trees into vases, ])ox-

bushes nito dragons with poreelain eyes, and oleanders

into monsters, cypresses into junks and pheasants!
and all these plants grow and flourish ami are repro-
duced

; painfully, it is true, and awkwardly, just as the

women walk }»ainfully and awkwardly on their muti-

hited feet. The principle is the same. The genius of

this nation, which in everything is both cruel and

subtle, delights in mutilating without killing.

While descending' one of the numerous streams

which throw themselves into the Pearl Ivivi'r, we

heard tlic^ sound of a gong, mingled with piteous cries

of pain. It is a thief whom they are marching through
the o'lvat street of a villao'e which has a bad reiiuta-

tion. TIk; man with the tum-tum ])recedes the

})enite'nt ;
the executioner follows, showeriug blows

on his naked bodv. The villagers look ou with open

mouths. This sight seems to amuse them : 1 should

doubt if it would correct them.

It is nearly night. We are in the xmlh-east

(piarter of the town, in th<' C((i/ of tlic Bead Fancy

a whole town full of coi-pses I Here are provisionally

deposited the bodies of Ched^iang natives who ha\-e

died at Canton, waiting for their relations, who come

to fet(di them and transport them into their own

province. Each cotHn is ]ilace(l
in a cliii in^'rc

(irdente which is preceded by a Utile hall. it is
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the system of corporations, so essentially Chinese,

applied to the dead. The greatest cleanliness reigns

in this necropolis. Not the slightest smell betrays the

fact of decomposition. One passes from catafalque to

catafalque. A man with a lighted torch precedes us.

What a melancholy walk !

We have just passed through a little street lined on

one side with shops where pottery is made, and on

the other by a brick wall. Fortunately they are not

at work on that side. But we see all along the wall

the instruments which are made use of: the tables on

which a man is stretched when he is to he hacked

in pieces, crosses for crucifixions, little cages where

the heads are exposed, vases filled with a kind of

paste to take the flesh ofi" the heads, &c., &c. All these

utensils, as one sees but too plainly, have recently

been used. At the time of the public executions the

soil in this street is literally soaking with blood. Let

us hurry our steps and pass on.

Dece^nher 2.—For my voyage to Macao the vice-

roy has been gracious enough to place at my disposal

the Peng-cJiao-Jioy, a steamboat belonging to the state,

used for the customhouse service. It is a magnificent

steamer, commanded by an old ofiicer of the Austrian

navy. Captain Vasallo, a native of Prague. At five

o'clock in the morning he comes to fetch me in his gig ;

and after having woke the peaceable inhabitants of

Shamien l)y a noisy salute of guns, the red and white

Austrian flag flying, I think, for the first time along-
side of the dragon of the Celestial Empire, the Peng
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descends the Pearl Eiver, making about twelve knots

an hour. ]\[. Bowra, inspector of the imperial custom-

houses at Canton, and JMr. Thomas, one of the resi-

dents in that town, are good enough to accompany me.

He who has not visited Canton has not seen Cliina.

Pekin is central Asia—the town of the Bible
;
aljove

all, a camp—the nomad tent durhig a halt. Canton

rei)resents Cliina
; Pekin, Mongolia. Canton is the

centre of a huge population, civilized and yet per-

verted. In its crowded streets one sees the whole life

of the Chinese people. At every step the eye is sur-

prised, pleased, and disgusted.

At breakfast we meet in our amiable captain's caljin.

Here we are in Austria. Furniture, curtains, carpets—all come from Vienna. On the walls are portraits

of the emperor and empress, of the Archduke

Maximilian, and various views of our common but

-distant country. At our meal we are served witli

"
Gumpoldskirchen," a wine well known and much

appreciated in Vienna.

At two o'clock in the afternoon tlie steamer doul>Ies

the Port da Barra, on which floats the venerable flag

of Portugal. A quart tn' of an hour later we land at

INIacao.



CHAPTER VII.

MACAO}—FROM THE 2^'d tO THE 4™ qF DECEMBER.

Its decay.
—The question of the coolies.—Progress of the Chinese

element.—Camoes.

It is a feast day. Mixed with a group of young dan-

dies, who are dressed in that exaggerated style and

bad taste which characterizes the Iberians in their
*'

Sunday best," I see arriving in sedan-chairs on the

steps of the church, which they painfully climb, a

number of Macao beauties, all covered up in their

black capas. They have dark skins, slits of eyes,

and look like great packets of flesh. Followed by their

duennas and Malay servants, they go into the church,

and do as they do in Portugal
—that is, they squat

indolently on their heels, murmur a few prayers, and

play with their fans. If the servants, like all the

women of the lower classes, have a darker skin and eyes
more slit than their mistresses, it is that they have more

^ Macao is a little peninsula formed by three little hills united

in a kind of plateau which is entirely covered with houses. An
isthmus connects it with the continent. In this reppect the

analogy with Cadiz is very striking.
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Chinese or ^lalay blood in their veins
; thev are not

quite so fat, and wear capas of calico of the most bril-

liant colours possible. There are not a dozen families

of j5?/r sang left in ^lacao. In this number I do

not include the doctors or the civil and military func-

tionaries, whom the 2:overnment sends here at certain

seasons, and who, being miserably paid, when they
have served their time, return to their own country.
The days when Portuguese merchants came here to

make their fortunes belong to history or rather to the

age of myths. No one prospers here except the coolie-

brokers and tlie proprietors of the gaml)ling-houses.

Shut these up (they told me), suppress the coolie trade,

and you will see the grass grow in the streets of

]\[acao. Besides th(^ Portuguese, ther(3 are three

English residents and five Germans—both one and the

other merchants without any Ijusiness. Sometimes,

though very rarely, the governor invites them to meet

one another at an evening party. This is the only

place, in fact, where the Germanic and Lusitanian

races meet, saving in the streets, which are always de-

serted, and contrast wonderfully, in tliis respect, with

the Chinese quarter, which is full of life and activity.

There you find a succession of tempting shops (full of

customers), fianked by huge signboards; restaurants

full of consumers, and gam])ling-liouses, which arc al-

ways crammed. IJetween a double row of low houses

built in the native style, you meet porters stumbling

against one another, hawking their goods in sharp

cries or songs, coolies bearing heavy cases or sedan-

cliairs, and innumerable foot-passengers, men, women,

and children. It is real China. Put turn round tiiat
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corner and you find yourself in a country-town in

Portugal. No one is in the streets, unless it be some

soldiers who are lounging about, smoking their

cheroots, or, very rarely, a sedan-chair, filled to over-

flowing by one of those ladies with whom we made

acquaintance under the church porch. The houses,

which are of stone, whitewashed, or coloured red or

yellow, bear the stamp of the mother-country.
One may say that not one of these is older than the

year 1622, and that very few are later than 1650.

Behind the houses, and on each side, above walls

ornamented with vases, or crowned with massive stone

balustrades, we perceive cedars, banian-trees, and

exotic shrubs with shiny leaves. The magnificent
cathedral of St. Paul, built by the Jesuits at the end

of the sixteenth century and transformed into a

barrack under the Pombal ministry, was entirely

destroyed by fire a few years ago. Only the fa§ade

remains, which, though overdone with ornament, is

very fine. The other churches are of strange shapes,

and without any artistic pretensions. The flights of

stairs and heavy balustrades remind you of Abrantes,

Santarem, and Viseu. At every step one comes upon

imposing buildings. They are old convents of monks
and nuns, now transformed into barracks without

soldiers, museums without any of the treasures which

they are destined to hold, and public ofiices full of

clei'ks who are dying of hunger. The pixiya grande, or

quay, is a suite of houses turned towards the sea and

looking to the south—it reminds one of the Junqueira
of Lisbon. By a strong hyperbole, the people of Macao

compare it to the Cliinja of Naples. Here they enjoy
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in summer the soutli-wcstern monsoon
; and in all

seasons a very fine view of the coast of ferra fuinn

and the archipelago which surrounds it. These islands,

deprived of all vegetation, saving some shrubs burnt

up by the sun, arrest your attention by their fantastic

shapes and by the shifting effects of light which this

sky, although less beautiful than that of the south of

Europe, does not cease to })roduce.

The Chinese element gains ground continuallv.

Nothing can l)e more natural. The Chinese represent

life, the Portuguese, sleep, if not dcatli. One sees in

coiisiMjucncc tlie Chinese settled in some of the finest

an<l oldest Portuguese houses. I have visited some of

them. The metamorphosis is complete. The image
of the ]\Iadonna. which certainly was not wanting in

any one of these houses, is I'cplaced by the altars of

the ancestors. There is no longer a trace of that sim-

plicity of furniture, that -lisdain for the conveniences

of life which charactei'ixes the homes of peo})le of the

Ibe]-ia]i race. ^'ou find, on the conti'ary. a thousand

little useless things which ai'e the delight of all Cliinese

in ea-v circumstances : toys, I'olls of stuff or paiiite(l

pa})er. sti'ange pots and pans, porcelain vases, and all

those little nick-nacks and china moustfrs which

we call Chih<>'isi'ri<'-^. W'hilsc tli<^ Knglish and (brman

residents are leaving Macao because tluMr business is

at a standstill, and whilst the J*ortuguese element, by

the continual infusion of Asiatic bh^od, becomes

\itiatc(l. ;iiid finally dies out. the Cliinese, thanks

to their extraordinaiy acti\ity and mar\cll(.us sobriety,

are accomplishing what theii" go\ci-niuenl tried in

vain to obtain, cithei' bv fu'ce or artilice : under the
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very shadow of the Portuguese flag they are retaking

possession of the territory which formerly was con-

quered by Lusitanian heroes.^

The increase of the Chinese element, which is so

odious to the Portuguese, has given rise to a law which

reminds one of those by w^hich California tries to

defend herself from the invasion of the yellow race.

At Macao, the Chinese are prohibited from building
houses in the native style on the praya grande or

the adjoining streets— a measure which is as unjust

as it is powerless and impolitic. The result is simply
that the Chinese buy Portuguese houses. When these

pass into native hands their value is doubled. I am

living now in a magnificent and spacious mansion

surrounded by a fine garden close to the praya
grande. The proprietor, who has his own reasons

for not selling it, has let it to a Canton merchant,

whose family pass the summer here, for the ridi-

culously small sum of forty dollars a month ! If sold

to the Chinese, it would represent at least double its

actual value.

The causes of the decay of trade in this place are :

the competition of the Chinese, and the opening of

the treaty ports.

Everything, in fact, conspires to ruin Macao. Yet

it was the great emporium of the first Portuguese
merchants

;
and since the last half of the sixteenth

century, the centre of Catholic science in the extreme

east. It is even to-day the link which binds this

branch of the Portuguese race to faith and civilization.

^ The Chinese government would never recognize the occupation

by the Portuguese of the Macao peninsula.
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I have received several visits to-day. The governor,
Vice-Admiral Sergio de Souza, seems to me to deserve

his popularity. The streets are clean and the roads

well kept; everything whicli relates to the administra-

tion is perfect ;
that is ]iis gi-eat merit. The coolies

give him a great deal of anxiety. He uAd me he did

all he possibly could to regulate and humanize this

shive-trade of the vellow race. The foreio-n mercliants

who came to see me, spoke Ijittcrly of the increasing

stagnation of trade.
'"

Canton," they exclaimed,
"

is

no longer what it was
;
and Macao was onlv a kind

of supplement to Canton. The vessels Avhich had

shipped their black tea at the latter port used to come

here to complete their cargoes. l>ut the tea arrives

no lono-er either at Canton or llacao ! It is sent to

the ports on the Yang-tse-kiang. Consequently there

are neither ships iior business. It is only the coolie

trade wliich brings in any profits, and men wlio have

anv ]'e<iard for their own ]-ei)utation, like the Enoli.sli

and Germans, will not embark in this infamous

tratlic. These aj'e the results of tlie pusilhiuimity of

the English go\eriinicnt. W hat we want is a more

energetic })olicy.'" Thus, the moi'c th(y sutfer, the

moi'e warlike they bi-conic In tlie eyes of these

mercliants, the only panacea for all these e\ils,

is war !

1 liave ^•isited the harrancoes in great detail. It is

a large building ]>ainted Ijlood-colour, and coiitaiiiiiig

some good-sized halls. On the walls are }ilacai'<N in

large Chinese characters telling the conditions on

which coolies ai'e enuau'ed ;
either for Teru or the
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Havanas. On their landing, they are shut up in the

hnrr^ancoes : then they collect them together, read to

them the conditions of their engagement, and ask

them, three or four times over, if they are really

determined to^ start ? When they have given their

definitive and final assent, which is done by a formal

act before a notary, they are considered bound. It

often happens that at the last moment they declare

that they wish to go home again. One day out

of 800 coolies, 300 demanded to be sent back again.

As they had not made any formal engagement, they
were put back on Chinese territory. Those who are

really engaged are taken on board ship. These em-

barkations take place three times a week. A number

of fine sailing-ships, anchored in the roadstead,

weigh anchor the moment their human cargo is com-

pleted. According to their destination and the season,

they either double Cape Horn or the Cape of Good

Hope, and generally take three months on the voyage.
At this moment they are building some large steamers

to replace the sailing- ships. The duty of the governor
is to see that the number of emigrants in each ship,

which is fixed by certain rules and regulations, shall

never be exceeded. Impartial witnesses have assured

me that Admiral Souza has the best will in the world

to provide for the well-being of the emigrants, and

especially to prevent that any of them should be put
on board contrary to their own will. He also strives

to insure that they shall be well treated during the

passage. For this purpose he fiivours a practice

which gives to the captains a premium of ll. sterling

and the first officer a premium of 5s. for each coolie
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who shall be disembarked in good condition either at

(*allao or Havana. Ikit the benevolent efforts of the

Portuguese governor, although energctieally supported

by the Chinese authorities, who put the recruiters to

death \vitho\it mercy, are very often paralysed by the

venality of subaltern agents, by the connivance and

cupidity of the brokers (Spanish or Portuguese), and

by the captains themselves, who, after having taken

in at Macao their complete cargo of human fiesli,

huddle together at the bottom of the hold many
other [)0or creatures, who, by the contrivance of the

brokers and the Chinese recruiters, have been put on

board from some solitary bay or creek on the coast.

Lastly, one must bear in mind the thousand

artifices wdiicli the recruiting bodies make use of to

entrap their victims. Here is one which is most

frequently employed : the agent goes from village to

village, declaring that he is going to exchange his

present miserable condition for the brilliant lot which

awaits him in America. They believe him on his

word
;
he makes du[)es, leads them to Macao, and

goes through all the re(piired formalities. Then conies

the moment of delinitive engagement. The emigrants

go in single file before the notary's table, passing

through a narrow, boarded passage like those one sees

l)efore our theatres or at railway stations. The

reci"uiter, by an excess of civility, begs his victims to

pass on before him. While they are signing their

agreements, lie takes care to make otf and disap-

pear.

To sum up all T ha\e said, I believe the coolie slave
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trade to be as bad as that of the negroes. During the

passage, which is always horrible, the latter perhaps
suffered rather more. But once arrived at their

destination, the slaves found, in the very interest of

their proprietor, who was anxious to preserve his

capital, a guarantee of comparative well-being. The

coolies have not even this advantage ; and they tell

me that their fate is the more lamentable because

they belong to a race which is more civilized and more

intelligent than the negroes.

At Macao, Camoes composed his poem. In a

garden, which is badly kept, but of an indescribable

beauty, between natural rocks and fine old trees, they
still point out on a hill the poet's grotto. A pro-

found solitude reigns there
;

the silence is only

interrupted by the rustling of the leaves ;
the eye

revels in an enchanting view over the town, the sea,

the opposite coast, and the archipelago. Involuntarily

it brought back my thoughts to Tasso's oak at St.

Onofrio. A last and melancholy analogy between

these two great and unhappy contemporaries !

On a stone some verses of the Lusiades are

inscribed : complaints of royal ingratitude. They

might have chosen better. Why remind everyone of

this poor gentleman's miseries ? Why not rather fol-

low the bard into those ethereal regions of Parnassus,

where, surrounded by his peers, he is now celebrating

his greatest triumphs ? Inspiration, that necessity for

singing which belongs to the nightingale, patriotism

and devotion to his king, vibrated in the chords of

his lyre, and not the hope of obtaining court favours,
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a little gold, or a ribbon ! At a few steps from the

grotto is a cavern, where, according to the legend,

Camoes observed the stars through a fent in the

rocks. Poor Camoiis ! thy star was then being

eclipsed, but it has reappeared on the horizon, and

Avill shine there to the end of time !

vol. II.
' ''



CHAPTER VI 11.

HOMEWARD BOUND.—FROM THE 6?^^ OF DECEMBER
TO THE 13™ OF JANUARY.

Departure from Hong-Kong.—The missionary question.
—State of

China as regards its relations with European powers.
—Arrival

at Marseilles.

At twelve o'clock precisely, the Tigre of the French

Messageries Maritimes left the port of Hong-Kong.
With the help of the north-east monsoon, which pushes

us on, we may hope to arrive in thirty-eight days at

Marseilles.

On leaving the extreme East I feel myself over-

whelmed with pleasant recollections—with grateful

ones
; especially for the cordial welcome which every-

where awaited me. Would you believe it ? Saving the

first few days at Yokohama, and whilst I was travelling

in the interior, where there are no Europeans, I have not

slept in an inn one single night since I left America.

In Europe, I prefer an hotel. But here, it is a

different thing. Your friends discover your itinerary,

and give notice of your approaching arrival to their

correspondents in the towns you are about to visit.
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The steamer wliicli brings you comes into harbour.

A ^Yhole fleet of sampans, little boats and skiff's of all

kinds, surround it immediately. In a gig, rowed by
men in livery, you perceive a young gentleman dressed

in white from head to foot, with his hand on the

rudder and a cheroot in his mouth. He jumps on

board, hunts you out, guesses who you are, and carries

you off. His ''

boys
"
take charge of your luggage.

Here you are on shore, installed in a charming room,

slightly shaded by a veranda. Your bath is all

ready, your toilet made, and dinner announced. You

go into the drawing-room, where the mistress of the

house, beautifully dressed, welcomes you in the most

cordial manner. Generally a charming person herself,

she is ecjually charmed to see you. Everybody is
; for

you are going to break the monoton}'
—the ennui—

which is the o-nawino; worm of colonial life. A Euro-

pean, a fresh arrival, who is come to amuse himself

and not to be a rival—this vara avis is always wel-

come. I do not dwell upon material enjoyments,

though they arc not to be despised ;
1 am only speak-

\\\£f of the intellectual and social advantao'cs which

you derive fi'om this generous and often princely

hospitality. You become, for the time, one of the

family ;
and at the same moment you find yourself, as

it were, in a new world. Every liour is rich with

fresh knowledge. Count the many hours lost vis-d-vls

to one's self in European hotels I llcj'e, from morning
till night, }oii only hear people talk of local affairs.

AYhilst your host is at his office, you chatter with his

wife, you jilay with the babies, or you take lessons in
'*

pigeon
"
English from their good Chinese nurse. In

E E 2
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fact, you see and hear of nothing else but China and

Japan. At all hours you are in the midst of it.

I am going to take advantage of this leisure time to

sum up my impressions. Let us see what it is which

at this moment engrosses the attention of all foreigners

living in the
"
ports." Two questions are uppermost

in men's minds : that of the missionaries, and the future

relations of China with Europe.

In spite of all the efforts which the French govern-
ments had made, through the intervention of M. de

Lagrenee, to obtain an edict of toleration in favour of

the Christians, our religion remained for a long time

severely prohibited throughout the Celestial Empire.
The missionaries who taught, and the natives who
embraced that faith, were -exposed to periodical perse-

cutions and continual vexations. Their fate, their

property, their very lives, depended on the good plea-

sure of the mandarin. The utmost and the best thing

they could obtain was, that he would deign to ignore
their existence.

The treaties of Tien-tsin and the convention of

Pekin,^ concluded by China with England and France,

put an end to this state of things.

The eighth article of the English treaty runs as

follows :
—

"The Christian religion, as it is professed by the

1 The English treaty was signed at Tien-tsin, on the 26th of June,

1858, and an additional convention at Pekin, on the 24th of

October, 1860. The French Trijaty of Tien-tsin is dated 27th June,

1858, and the convention, or treaty of peace of Pekin, on the 25th

October, 1860.
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Protestants and the Roman Catholics, inculcates the

practice of virtue, and teaches men that they should

treat others as they wish to be treated themselves. In

consequence, those wlio teach this religion will have

an equal right to the protection of the Chinese

authorities, and may not be pursued or contravened,

provided that they keep to their own affairs, and are

not guilty of any infraction of the laws."

The thirteenth article of the French treaty, which

is much more explicit, is thus conceived :
—

" The Christian religion, liavino; for its essential

object to bring men to the knowledge and practice of

virtue, members of all Christian communions shall

enjoy entire security for their persons and their pro-

perty, and the free exercise of their religious practices ;

and an efficacious protection shall be given to ail

missionaries who desire to enter peaceably into the

interior of the kingdom, furnished with regular pass-

ports. No hindrance shall be placed by the autho-

rities of the Chinese empire to the right, which is

recognized in China, of every individual to embrace,

if he wishes it, the Christian faith and to follow its

practices, and he shall not be subject to any pains or

penalties for such an act,"

The sixth article of the supplementary convention

concluded with France, at Pekin, adds an important
clause :

—
"The religious and charitable establishments which

were confiscated and taken from the Christians durino;

the recent persecutions, shall be restored to their

owners, with the cemeteries and all other edifices

bclonu-ino- to them."
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The total number of Catholic Chinese Christians is

reckoned (though somewhat arbitrarily) at 500,000

by some people; by others, at 1,000,000 or 2,000,000.

The largest Christian missions are in the provinces of

Sze-chuen, Kiang-su, Ngan-hwci, and Chi-li. In this

vast empire, about 500 European missionaries, three

parts of whom are French, and from 160 to 200

Chinese priests, divide among one another the cure

of souls.

Here is the detail :
—

French priests from the Paris *' Missions Etran-

g^res," in the provinces of Kwang-tung and Kwang-si

(they can hardly yet be said to have a regular footing
in Kwang-si), in Sze-chuen, Yu-nan and Kwei-chow ;

also in Mandjouria, in the Corea (from whence they
have lately been expelled), and in Thibet.

The Dominicans (Spanish) : in Fuh-kien, Hunan,
and the Island of Formosa.

The priests (French) of the congregation of the

Lazarist mission : in Che-kiang, Chi-li (the northern

part, Pekin), Western Chi-li, and Kiang-si.
The Jesuits (French, and some few Italians), in

Kiang-su, Southern Chi-li, and Ngan-hwci.
The Franciscans (Italians) in Shan-si, Shen-si, Kang-

su, and Hu-peh.
The priests (Italians) of the Propagation of the

Faith at Rome : in Honan, where the hostile spirit of

the population is such that they have hardly been

able to go into it, in the island of Hong-Kong, and
in the district of Se-non (Kwang-tung).
The priests of the Belgian congregation (for the

Foreign Mifsions of China), in Mongolia.
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The Sisters of St. Viucciit de Paul (Si.stirs of

Cliarity, Frencli) : at Pekin, Xing-po, Sliaiigliai,

Hang-chow (Che-kiang), and in the islands of Cliusan.

The Carmelites, at Shangliai.

The Sisters
"
Auxiliatriccs dcs Ames dn Purgatoire,"

(French), at Sil-kia-wei.

The Sisters of St. Paul de Chartres (French), at

Canton, and (since the Tien-tsin massacres of the

Sisters of Charity), at Hong-Kong.
The Sisters (Italian) of the jMilanese community,

called of Canossa, at Hono'-Kong;.

In each province there is a vicar-general. Szc-chuen

and C*hi-li reckon three. Each vicariate is subdivided

into districts, according to the number of priests and

missions in each.

The congregation of the Propagation of the Faith at

Rome is the link between the Holy See and the mis-

sions. His procurator-general, who is to-day the Very
Rev. P. Raimondi, and who resides at Hono'-Kono;,

is his organ and mouthpiece to the various apostolic

vicariates. It is he who by circulars makes known to

them the Po[)e's orders and wishes
;
and tliis service

is so well organized, that the letters of the procurator-

o;eneral arrive at the most distant vicariates in less

than two months and a half.

The Chinese priests all belong to families converted

for the last two or three centuries. No recent convert

or neo})hyte is admitted to the priesthood except with

a special dispensation, which is rarely asked for, and

still more rarely granted. The native priests are firm

believers, studious, and zealous ;
but they are not

energetic ; they are timid and incapable of direction.
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They eagerly seek theological discussions ;
but more

subtle than profound, they rarely go beyond a certain

point in science. Vis-d-vis European missionaries,

they feel and sometimes resent their inferiority ;
but

if treated with gentleness and discernment, they be-

come excellent fellow-labourers. With regard to

morals, they leave nothing to be desired. They have

never yet been promoted to the higher grades of the

hierarchy.

The native Sisters are very holy, and do a great deal

of good, but they need constant direction.

To enable a mission really to flourish, the missionaries

ought to be able to have frequent and regular commu-

nications with each other. But in many of the pro-

vinces the enormous distances place an insurmountable

obstacle to this continual and personal intercourse,

which is nevertheless so desirable among the members

of the same mission. But in the creation of fresh ones

they always strive so to arrange the stations as that

they might touch
;
and that the priests might be able

to see one another once or twice a month. The

pioneers of Christianity are the catechumens. Going
from village to village, they awaken curiosity, answer

all the questions which may be addressed to them, and

often leave behind them the seeds of conversion. Then
the native priests come ; and it is only after the

ground has been duly prepared that the European
missionaries arrive to complete the work by opening a

mission. As regards the women, the first duties of the

apostolate arc confided to the native Sisters. They
proceed like the catechumens, gathering together the

women and young girls in some friendly house, ex-
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plaining to tlieni the fundamental dogmas of our

faith, and awakening in their minds a desire for con-

version. That is the moment for the missionary to

step in to com2)lete the instruction and confer baptism.

The Chinese neophytes are rarely fervent
;
but they

remain faithful, especially as long as they stay in their

native villages. Those who travel a great deal, and

remain a long time absent from home or settled in

pagan towns, lose their faith very often, without, how-

ever, puljlicly apostatizing.

The old Chinese Christians are devoted to their

religion. In Sze-ehuen, where they are very numerous,

they have a sense of their own strength and import-

ance, and defend themselves vigorously, sometimes

with arms in their hands, against the persecutions of

the
"
literates."

The inherent dangers of the apostolate in China

are wtII known. The miserable existence of the

Sisters and missionaries is less so. The ranks of these

nol)le and devoted men and women are thinned, in

consequence, witli fearful rapidity.
" We left Europe

ten years ago," said one missionary to me. "
Counting

the six Sisters, we were twenty-four in all. AVith the

exception of four, includhig myself, all the rest have

died. The diplomats and consuls," he continued,

"bear their residence in China well enough. The

great mortality among the missionaries cannot, there-

fore, be attrilmted to the climate. It is to be ex-

plained l)y the very hard lives we are compelled to

live
; especially from the Chinese food, the want of

medical help, and the privations of every kind to

which we are necessarily exposed."
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During my journey in China the question of the

missionaries was a constant subject of conversation.

The memorandum of Prince Kung
^ and the massacres

of Tien-tsin had brought the topic prominently for-

ward. Everyone was discussing the "
missionary

question." Let us listen to the foreigners established

in the ports, to the Chinese government, to the mis-

sionaries themselves, and lastly, to the representatives

of the Christian powers in China.

I cannot better reproduce the opinion of the trade

ports than by borrowing again from the book of the

English consul at Shanghai.^ Mr. Medhurst is both

Eno;lish and Protestant :
—

"
It is the fashion now," he writes,

"
to complain of

the Protestant missionaries, and to compare them in an

unfavourable manner with their Roman colleagues. . . .

I shall avoid this kind of parallel, and content myself
with considerino; both one and the other as regards

their missionary activity in China One sees

very little of the Catholic missionaries, although
their number, compared to the Protestants, is legion.

Their system is, from the first moment of their arrival,

to advance as far as possible into the interior, carefully

to avoid all contact with European merchants, to dis-

guise themselves as Chinese, and to work in the dark

and with indefatigable ardour in the different stations

1 Annexed to the circular of the Tsungli-yamen, of the 9th

February, 1871.

2 <• The Foreigner in Far Cathay." My reader must forgive

the anachronism which I am committing by inserting in the

text of my journal of 1871 passages from a book only published
in 1872.
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occupied by their l)rethren for many years, if not for

centuries. Their devotion is remarkable—their suc-

cess astonishino- ;
and I am amono- those who tliink

that they have done, and are doing, a great deal

of good. They strive to gain proselytes by means of

education, a process necessarily slow, but of which the

result, as reo-ards the numljeu and the solid nature of

the conversions, is all the more satisfactory. In any
t(jwn or villao-e where there is a Catholic mission one

is sure to find a kernel of Christian families, in whom
the faith has been transmitted from o-cneration to

generation ;
and I have been often struck by the peace

and look of respectability which one sees in these

communities, especially when compared with the pagan
inhabitants around them

;
as also at the obedience and

attaclmient which the converts show to their
'

spiri-

tual father,' hj which name they habitually call the

priests.

]\Ir. Medhurst, however, regrets the clauses which

have been inserted in tlie French treat}'. According
to his view, the Catholic priests, who had hitherto been

oljliged to live hidden lives, have been emboldened, in

consequence of these concessions, to demand a restitu-

tion of their property, wliich had been confiscated

from political motives, and lately to arrogate to them-

selves a kind of jurisdiction over the native members

of their Churcli, which may infringe on tlieir duties

as Chinese sul)jects. He also thinks that the Catholic

and Protestant missionaries commit a fault in erecting

^ I have not the book in question : so that ^Mr. ]MeJhurst must

excuse the translation if it be not altogether an accurate one,

(Xote of Translator),
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magnificent churches with spires, without the least

deference for Chinese prejudices.

Lastly, the author blames the Sisters of Charity for

admitting children into their orphanages, thereby, as

he imagines, furnishing their enemies with a pretext

for spreading calumnious reports.

Others, less moderate than Mr. Medhurst, lift up
their voices against missions in general, and dispute

their practical utility. Like all the world, however,

or, at any rate, like all those w^ho have spoken to me
on this matter, they admit the superiority of the

Catholic missionaries over the Protestant ones.

The Catholic missions date back 200 or 300 years.

The teaching and propagation of the faith have never

been interrupted, and among the numerous Christian

missions scattered over the surface of this ffreat

country, there are some of considerable importance.
The Roman Catholic missionaries know China better

than anyone ;
and it is from them that the diplomatic

bodies receive the best and most certain information as

to what is going on in the most distant, and most inac-

cessible points of the empire.' All this they are

willing to allow
; but they are afraid that the mis-

sionaries may become too exacting, and, by exciting the

opposition of the mandarins, thereby hinder their

trade.
" What is the use," these men say,

"
of preaching

the Gospel ? The Chinese do not understand it.

^ When transmitting to Lord Granville Prince Kung's procla-

mation on the massacres of Tien-tsin, ^fr. Wade adds :
—" We

shall learn from the Roman missionaries how far this proclamation
will have heen spread in the interior." Blue- Book, China, T. p. 222.
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They are not yet ripe for the dogmas and truths of

Christianity. Allow tlie action of time, and you will

see. Civilize men first before you convert them.

Already the great wall which surrounded China may
he said to have ceased to exist. Our cannons have

made breaches in it, and a new element has been

introduced into this country, formerly so hermetically

closed, and to-day opening moi'c and more. This new

element is ourselves. We bring them new ideas, give

them a feeling of security, of cleanliness, of well-

cleaned, well-swept, well-lit streets, railroads, and tele-

graphs. Add to this the influence of those Chinese

who return from America, Australia, and the Straits

of ]\Ialacca. They have adopted, to a certain degree,

the tastes, ideas, and habits of Europeans. These are

the real missionaries. When the Chinese shall be suffi-

ciently enlightened to laugh at their superstitions,

they will perhaps become Christians. If the Catholic

priests, instead of preaching, if the English, German,
and American parsons, instead of selling bibles, were

to spread little pamj^hlets on useful knowledge, or

illustrated newspapers, or popular treatises on phy-
sics and mechanics, they would bring about the

transformation of this country.''

AVhen you answer,
" But the emigrants come back

from California, Australia, and Singapore, more Chinese

and more hostile to foreigners than they were when

they went," they only smile and hold their tongues.

However, everyone does not share in these illusions :
—

"
I have constantly found," writes INIr. INIedhurst,^

" that tlie Chines(^ do not improve by contact with

^ "The Foreigner in Far Catliay," p. 176.
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foreigners The dominant classes tolerate us
;

but they would welcome the day when they saw the

last factory demolished and the last ship leave their

shores. The emigrants, when they return, fall in-

stinctively back into their old grooves, and look upon
their sojourn among foreigners as atrial which has had

to be borne, but which is happily over. Even Chinese of

a certain rank, who have lately visited the West with

a quasi-diplomatic character, do not appear to have

been in the least touched or impressed by what they
have seen, and are in no way disj)osed to second the

progress of civilization."

The author cites Chung-how as an example, the com-

missioner of the three ports at Tien-tsin. He saw him

when he embarked for Europe on board a magnificent
steamer of the Messageries Francaises, and he visited

him in London at the fashionable Grosvenor Hotel. On
both these occasions the luxury which surrounded him

seemed in no way to awaken the attention of this

great personage, or to strike him more than if he had

been miserably installed in a junk, or in a dirty

Chinese inn. Mr. Medhurst thinks that the spirit

of this nation is incapable of ridding itself of its

traditional ideas and customs.

Thus the public of the ports wishes for the civili-

zation of China, but doubts the efficacy of any
missions. It has a very high opinion of the personal

qualities of the Catholic missionaries, but considers them

rather as a source of embarrassment. As to the Sisters,

they blame what they call their
"
imprudence," but

they speak of them with immense admiration. Such

is, in China, saving some rare exceptions, the state of
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feeling as regards tlie Catliolic missions in tlie European
factories.

The Protestant missionaries arc even less popular
than their Catholic brethren. They are accused of

being traders
;

of occupying themselves too much
with the goods and aftairs of this world, and of their

families
;
and of troubling the consuls incessantly by

their reclamations : as, for example, they cite that

after the massacres of last year, they insisted not only
on indemnities for the reparation of their chapels, but

for the profits which they derived from the sale of

their bibles, which was necessarily interrupted by the

Tien-tsin troubles.

Let us listen again to ]\Ir. Mt-dhurst, who is less

prejudiced against them than the greater part of the

European residents :
—

'• The Protestant missionaries are almost all married,

settle in the open ports, Ijuild for themselves C(jm-

fortal)le houses in the European style in the

concessions, and live almost entirely in the society of

foreigners. Although thuy profess to abstain from

all commercial transactions, the natives think that

they take part in them. I have said that they are

married. Certainly, I have nothing to say against

tlie conjugal state, and I do not wish to plead that of

celil'acy ;
all the less Ijecause 1 know more than one

devoted cou})le whose united efforts have done a great

deal of good. Nevertheless, I think that, as reo-ards

China, men and women who are unmarried arc more

alile to fulfd the duties of missiunaries. Their time

and attention should lie consecrated to the work of

the a}Hj,>tolate ;
and it would be then far easier for
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them to avoid contact with a European entourage and

to live quietly amidst the native population. They
would thus more easily gain the respect and bene-

volence of the Chinese, who look upon celibacy as the

principal element of real self-sacrifice."

The author recognizes the success, which is only

relatively important, obtained by the members of the

different bible societies. As for me, I have met very
few Protestant missionaries. Those I have seen

seemed to me to deserve the consideration which they

enjoy among their co-religionists. The number of

native conversions to Protestantism, however, seems

to be infinitesimally small. But, if the English,

American, and German missionaries bring but few

sheep into the fold, they have, during the last four

years, contributed a good deal to spread the knowledge
of China in Europe.

I think I have in the preceding pages given an

exact, or, at any rate, a conscientious summary of the

judgment of the factories on the missions of the

different Christian communions. The merchants come

here to make their fortunes ;
the priests and Sisters,

to save souls. They live in totally different worlds,

and cannot understand each other. That is the

simple fact.

Now we come to the complaints of the Chinese

government, as they have been drawn up in their

famous memorandum.^

The result of the treaties as regards trade, they say,

1 Of the 9th February, 1871. Ah-eady on the 26th of June,

1869, the Tvsungli-yamen had addressed a note to Sir R Alcock on

the same subject, then English minister at Pekin,
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has been very satisfactory. The stipulations regard-

ing the miissionaries, on the other hand, have missed

their aim, and compromised the good rehatioiis with

fureigners. The missionaries have conferred baptism
on good and l)ad alike—even on rebels. They sup-

port the petitions of l)ad men. Hence the unpopu-

laiity of the Christian religion. Tlui nation makes

no distinction l^etwcen Catholics and Protestants,

nor between one foreigner and another. Vainly has

the government tried to enlighten the public mind I

China is a vast empire.

xVhvady, before the Tien-tsin massacres, the growing

animosity against the propagation of the Christian

fjiith had fixed the attention of the government. At

tlie conclusion of those events mandarins have been

sent into exile, murderers executed, and indemnities

paid. But if explosions of this nature should be

repeated, the employment of measures of repression

Would l)e more difiicult.

In past times, the functi(jnaries of China and the

representatives of foreign nations committed the fault

of employing palbatives. Foreigners demanded, and

China conceded the adoption of, measures intended

to smooth down the diliiculties of the moment. The

exigencies of foreigners are often inadmissiljle, and

seem to 1)C put forward in order to place China in a

false position. The Cliine.-^e government desi]-es that

the missi()naries should submit to ihe same rules as in

other countries
;
that they should ol)sorve the laws of

the state
;
and that it should be forliidden tliem to

arrogate to themselves rijilits and autlioritv which do

n»»t belojiii to them
;

or to 'Ave scandal and surround

vol.. II. y V
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their works with mystery
—

(this is an allusion to the

orphanages). In all respects their conduct should be

in conformity with their teaching. So far from that,

they oppress the non-Christians and exasperate the

people by despising Confucius. They encourage the

Christians to escape from their obligations as subjects

of the empire, and to refuse payment of the taxes
;

they plead the cause of the refractory before the

courts, annul promises of marriage, and consequently

provoke dissensions in families. They importune the

authorities, demanding in certain cases exorbitant

indemnities, and do not hesitate to shelter Christians

from the action of justice. Some of them, likewise, in

their correspondence, have made use of titles and seals

to which they have no right. Lastly, they abuse the

sixth article of the convention with France, in demand-

ing the restitution of the property of the Church,

without having respect to the sympathies and pre-

judices of the people, or to the increased value of the

ground they claim.

To-day they constitute a distinct power within the

state. Seeing with what severity the men implicated
in the Tien-tsin massacres were punished, they will

become more and more bold. The result will be a

rising among the people which the authorities will

find themselves powerless to restrain. Grave would

be the responsibility of the European governments if

they hesitated to take, in concert with China, measures

of precaution against such eventualities.

In consequence, the Tsungli-yamen propose :
—

1. The entire suppression of the orphanages ; or, if

that be impossible, the exclusion of all non-Christian
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children. In every case a registration to l^e made of

the children, and a free admission for all persons

hclonofino- to their fjimilies who wish to visit them.

The secrecy at present maintained gives rise to sus-

picions. The poor people are persuaded that the Sisters

tear out the eyes and the hearts of the children. Be-

sides, similar institutions abound in China, so that

Christian orphanages have no need to exist at all.

2. It should be forbidden to women to frequent the

same churches as men. Women cannot be missionaries.

3. The Christians known as bad people should be

expelled. It is also required that lists, periodically

revised, should 1)e sent in, containing the names of

all the members of each Christian community. Like-

wise new regulations as to the passports of the mis-

sionaries.

Finally, the missionaries are accused, especially

those livino- in the interior, of claimins; a semi-official

position equal to that of the mandarin of the pro-

vince ;
of contesting the authority of the latter with

roo-ard to the native Christians : of shelterinof these

from the operations of justice, and consequently

attracting evil-livers to their community, and of

recruiting children for their orphanages, contrary to

the wish of tlieir parents. In this latter accusation

the Legations and Consulates of France are in-

directly included, as they are suspected of supporting

secretly, if not opeidy, the pretensions of the Catho-

lic priests.

In answer to these accusations, the missionaries do

not attempt to deny the popularity they enjoy, nor

the moral authority which they exercise in the

F F 2
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Christian districts. The mandarins are few. There

are some districts of 2,000,000 of inhabitants ad-

ministered by only two or three mandarins. These

last are very often ignorant of what passes in the

bosom of these populations, and care very little.

Personally they are not always hostile to Christianity.

Some of them throw no obstacle whatever in the way
of the propagation of the faith. They administer

justice with tolerable impartiality and receive the

taxes. There are both good and bad mandarins ;
but

as a rule, people avoid them as much as they can.

The governor of the province, the taotai of the dis-

trict, and the chi-fu, are personages the very sight of

whom make the people shudder. The villages have

a very free municipal constitution. They govern
themselves. Wherever Christianity takes root, the

missionaries, whether they will or no, have a great

ascendency. The Chinese like to be directed. They
love authority, for they feel the want of it

; and

prefer that of the missionary, who has never done

them anything but good, to that of the mandarin,
who never shows himself but with followers whose

only object is to extort and carry off as much money
as possible.

The missionaries deny that they ever excite any sub-

jects to rebellion
; but they allow that they encourage

them not to take part in pagan ceremonies, and not

to contribute to the expenses of such rites.

They own that tliey often plead with the mandarins

tlie cause of Christians who are being persecuted for

tlicir religion ;
and they declare that they cannot

refuse to admit into tlie bosom of the Church men who
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may be considered l)ad by the mandarins, provided
tlieir conversion Ijc sincere

;
the object of the Cliristian

religion being to save souls, and consequently to cor-

rect the bad.

The treaty between France and Ciiina having ex-

pressly stipulated tlie restitution of the former pro})erty

of the Church, the missionaries are only making use of

tlieir undou].)ted right in claiming such restitution

througli the intervention of tlie consuls or minister of

Franct'. If these latter consider the demand inadmis-

sil)le or inopportune, they either abandon or adjourn
their claim. In all ways, if anyone had a right to

complain of their importunity, it would be tlie dip-

lomatic and consular authorities of France, and not

the mandarins.

As to what coiicerjis the fact of havino' assumed

titles and seals to which they had no right, that is

simply a question of individual appreciation and obe-

dience to superior authority. The missionary is 1jound

aljove everything to give an cxanq)le of humility.

l]ut the vicars-apostolic are l)ishops, princes of the

Church, and in making use of their serds as bishops

they in no way whatever infringe upon the jurisdiction

of the mandarins. In China, a Ji-al is a, symbol of

ofHcial aulliority exercised by t'losc holding high ollice

in the state. The seal of tlie vicar-apostolic or bishop

constitutes, in the eyes of the native Christians, the

[)roof of liis position as cliief pastor or bishop. Long-

before the treaties, even tlie vicars-general always made

use of their seals. Besides which, as the Tsungli-

yamen is well aware, contests on questions of etiquette

or precedetiee are extremely rare.
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As to the orphanages, everyone knows how things

really are. On no occasion have either priests or Sis-

ters purchased children. The moment an orphanage
is begun, the children flock from all parts. They are

brought either by their parents, or by Christian or

pagan travellers to whom their parents have intrusted

them for this purpose. They never expose male

children, unless utter misery or the absolute impos-

sibility of feeding them compels the father to aban-

don them. The girls, on the other hand, being only

considered as a burden, are thrown into the street or

into the river, or else buried alive. There are even

some people in good circumstances who get rid of

their girls in this way. But when they know that

there is an orphanage in the neighbourhood the voice

of nature makes itself heard, and the parents bring
their children to the missionaries. The mortality

among the young boys is very great, from the reason

that their parents cannot bear to part with them till

reduced to the last extremity ; the children have then

suffered terribly from hunger. When admitted into the

orphanages, they get fat and appear to be in good
health

; but after a few months they fall away sud-

denly and a very large number of them perish and
die. Among the young girls, the mortality, although
also very great, is less than with the boys ; because

they have been exposed or carried to the Sisters im-

mediately or a few days after their birth. They have
not had time to contract the diseases which arise

from want and privation. It is true that many, even
of these children, die

; but many, on the other hand,
become liealthy and strong. All these poor little
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a])andoncd creatures would have perislied miserably
but for the intervention of the missionaries and the

nuns. In the "
treaty ports

"
they accuse the Sisters

of imprudence. They say to them : "The number of

children whom you save is too few to make up for the

harm you do to yourselves and indirectly to us all, by

giving rise to suspicions and calumnious rumours

against all Europeans." To this reproach we, mission-

aries and Sisters, answer. That, in the first place, we

deny the fact. The Sisters everywhere are surrounded

by the affectionate veneration of the people. At

Ning-po, for instance, natives of all classes salute

them respectfully wherever they aj)pear, and the poor
boatmen at the great ferry refuse to accept money
from them.^ We might quote hundreds of such

proofs. It is only in these last times that the lite-

rates have succeeded in setting the people against us.

And do not forget that we are missionaries : that we

wish to save not only the lives of these poor little

ones, but their souls. As soon as they are brought to

us, if they have not attained to the age of reason, we

l)aptize tliem
;
those who are above seven years old

are first instructed and then baptized. You smile 1

Very well, everyone from his own point of view.

Let each man do his duty according to his conscience.

As lono; as no o-rave inconvenience results for others,

no one has a right to complain of us. You remind

us of Tien-tsin. We do not admit that the mortality

among our orphans was the cause of the massacres.

It was only the pretext and an arm in the ]iands of

^ This fact was confirmed to me hy a I'rotestant Euglish resident

at ^Ning-po.
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those who provoked, prepared, and directed the move-

ment. The object of these men was and is, the ex-

termination or expulsion not only of the missionaries

but of all foreigners.

As to the complaints of the Tsungli-yamen, they

are not sincere. They bring them forward only to

strive to deprive us of our exterritorial rights ;
to

subject us to the laws of the country, that is, to torture

and the bamboo ;
to come back to the state of things

which existed previous to the war and the treaties :

and that with the consent of the very powers with

whom they concluded them.

A good many of these arguments may be found in

the answers which the English and United States

ministers made to the circular of the Tsungli-yamen
and which have been communicated to the English
Parliament. The note of the French Charge

tVAJfaires, inspired by his government, has not

been officially published ;
but one knows the context

of it.

"
If the ideas which dictated the memorandum

were to prevail," writes M. le Comtc de Eochechouart

to the Tsungli-yamen,^
" our relations with the

Celestial Empire would be profoundly troubled, if

not nltogether broken." The eight articles are then

repeated one by one in energetic language.
" Not

one of them," the note says, in conclusion,
"

is accept-
able to the French government, and not one appears
to have Ijeen seriously proposed. If the French

government thinks that the Christians cause any
anxiety to the Chinese government, they believe still

'

Pekin, Mth November, 1871.
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more strongly that the Chinese only make use of them

as a i)retext." It would be superfluous to reproduce

the notes of the En2;lish and United States ministers.

I will allude to only one or two passages. Mr. Wade
takes occasion to recommend anew the creation of an

international code applicable to mixed cases, and to

exhort the Chinese government to admit loyally the

principle of otlicial relations with foreign powers ;
in

other words, to establish permanent Legations at the

ditlerent foreign c()urts.
"

It is not a panacea for all

ills," he says,
"
but it would l)e the means of pre-

venting frccj^uent wars, and l)e the sole efheacious

o-uarantee auainst a renewal of international differ-

ences. In this way they would put an end to those

incessant recriminations between the yamen and the

Foreign Legatiojis, wliicli makes life at Pekin so hard

to diplomatic agents. China ought to make herself

heard, iind to know what passes beyond her own

frontiers."

^Ir. Low dwells upon the fact, that almost all the

com})laints of the Chinese government relate to

Cliristians and }>riests living in the Sze-chuen and

Jvwei-chow }»r(j\"inces, that is to say, very far from

the sjiots iidial)ited by the consuls, merchants, and

foreigners in general Hence the impossilulity of

ol)taining im})arlial witnesses. The best way to

})revent these troul»les would be, according to the

American representative, to estal)lish consulships in

the interior and to o})en these same provinces to

fi)reign trade.

Lord CiMiiviUe in his despatch to ^Nlr. ^A^ade, which

w;is an answer to the ( '!iine>e memoranLlum. recom-
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mends, like Mr. Low, the opening of the interior of

China to foreign commerce.

The real interest of this diplomatic correspondence

is centred in the reports sent by Messrs. Wade and

Low to their respective governments.
" The Chinese memorandum," writes Mr. Wade,

"
is

badly written. It contains, alongside of some affirma-

tions which are easily refuted, accusations which

they know cannot be maintained. But looking at

them as a whole, and comparing them with what I

have learned in conversation during these last eight

years, these articles confirm me in my conviction

that, to protect the missionaries against the hostility

of the literate classes, we must have one of two things :

either the protecting powers must, sword in hand, sup-

port the missionaries out and out ;
or else, the latter

must be subject to certain restrictions. These restric-

tions, on the one hand, should leave to the missionaries

all that latitude of action which they can desire, if

their object be simply to christianize China
; and on

the other hand, to furnish the Chinese government
with the means of declaring to the native con-

servatives, who are wounded by the pretensions of

the missionaries, that these pretensions are not

authorized by the protecting powers. . . .

"
It is but just to add, that, according to the unani-

mous testimony of the Koman missionaries, the govern-
mcDt does what it can to prevent collisions with the

Christians. Three parts of the Catholic missionaries,

in all 400 or 500, are French ; and the non-Christian

Chinese call the Roman Catholic religion, the * French

religion,' or
'

the religion of the Saviour of Heaven.'
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I have very often heard them express a dread here on

the subject of the ascendency of Eomanism.^ Also, I

think, that the fear of seeing the Komanists recruited

from among their enemies, and by degrees exceeding

in numbers their well-disposed subjects, or of seeing

the Christian missions throw themselves completely

into the arms of France, this fear, though they would

not own it, is, I believe, what really inspired the

memorandum."

Mr. Lowe, United States minister, says in his

despatch to Mr. Fish :
—"

I do not believe that the

complaints against the Catholic missionaries are either

true, reasonable, or just ;
but I fancy that some few

of the complaints against them are not altogether

destitute of foundation. And although I am per-

fectly aware of their difficulties and dangers, candour

compels me to say that I do not think the remedy lies

in diplomacy, but is beyond its action. A healthy

policy, as much as the religious and moral duties

of Christian nations, precludes one's retracing one's

steps, however great might be the advantage which

such a conduct would insure to trade or commerce.

Considerations of humanity likewise necessitate the

assertion of the riii'lit that all foreii>'ners should be

governed and punished according to the laws of their

respective countries. On the other hand, the govern-
ments must watch that their officers, ao;ents, and sub-

iects should not infrino-o on Chinese rio-hts, and that

' Mr. AVadc constantly makes use of the words liomanizing and

lioiiianist in his despatclics
—words used by English Protestant

missionaries in a hostile sense, ])ut not usual in diplomatic

correspondence.
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the stipulations of the treaties should be equally

observed. That a riscorous abstention from all inter-

vention between native Christians and the Chinese

authorities would entail sufferings and persecutions

on the former is more than probable ;
but perhaps

such conduct would result in helping the cause of the

missionaries. . . . The remedy, if remedy there be,

France alone is called upon to employ. It is to this

power, in her own interest as well as in that of all

the foreign residents, that we must look for remov-

ing all just cause of complaint from the Chinese

government."
To sum up the whole, Mr. Wade and Mr. Low are

agreed in their conviction that diplomacy is powerless
to solve what is called the "missionary question."

Ooly, they arrive at opposite conclusions. The Eng-
lish minister insinuates, indirectly, that the mission-

aries should be left to their fate. This
^
advice is not

necessarily insjoired by a hostile feeling or a want of

sympathy for the work of the apostolate. I am far

from accusing him of this, A certain number even

of fervent Catholics share in Mr. Wade's opinion,
and beg for tlie cessation of the whole protectorate.

By and bye I will examine this theory. Mr. Low, on

the other hand, with a liberality of spirit and an ele-

vation of feeling which are equally remarkable, claims

for the priests the maintenance of all those rights and

l)rivileges which the treaties guarantee to all foreign
residents in China.

In Europe, the Chinese memorandum gave rise to

an ex(,'hange of ideas l)ctween the great powers.^ The
^ ]n June and July, 1871.
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French cabinet had expressed the wish that the answer

to the Tsuno-li-yamen shouhl be a collective one. The

Ih'itisli government declined this proposal, basing
their refusal on the ditFercnce wliicli existed between

the French and English treaties relating to the

Catholic and Protestant missionaries in China. In

consequence, each of the envoys presented his note

separately, but each answered in the same sense as

to their non-acceptance of the proposed conditions.

For the moment things remain as they were.^

Tlie tragedy of Tien-tsin and the recent reverses in

France for a moment compromised the protectorate

exercised l)y her over the missionaries and tlie native

Clu'istians. Suggestions were made f(jr a new kind of

arrangement, which at first sight recommends itself by
its simplicity.

" The Catholic missionaries," 2:)eople said,
"
are simple foreigners, like the merchants residing in

tlie ports. These priests sliould then be under the

protection of the ministers and consuls of their re-

spective nations ; tlie French priests, of the French

agents, the Spanish Dominicans, of the Spanish

government ;
the Italians (Franciscans and priests

fnjm the Propagation of the Fjiith at Pome), of the

minister and consuls of the king of Italy, and so on ;

or else, if the 1 [oly See objected to this solution of

the diffi(;ulty, could not all the missionaries be })laced

under the collective' protectorate of the powers re-

pi'i
seiited at Pekin ? A council might be formed,

^ III XuvcmLer, 1^71, the incident of tlie mcmoran<hnn Avas

C'lusiilert-d at an end. " We made cei-tain piojiosal.s ti.^ you," said

Trince Kuiil; to the ministers
;

''

you don't like them. Well, don't

'.vi us sjicak of them a.^aiu.''
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consisting of the Russian, English, German, and

Italian ministers, as well as of the representative of

Catholic France, and this council should be the judge

and the last resort of all questions concerning the

missions."

This plan was seriously discussed at Pekin, and

communicated confidentially to the Chinese minis-

ters, who entertained it favourably. It was not, how-

ever, the same with the missionaries. All—French,

Spanish, Italian, and Belgian
—

unanimously rejected

the proposal, and declared that they infinitely preferred

to remain under the protectorate of France.
^

Other voices have been raised in favour of the

cessation of all protectorates. The flourishing state of

the Church in China under the great emperors of the

present dynasty would seem to recommend a return to

the old state of things. The protectorate entails end-

less inconveniences : first (and it is not the least

among them), the intermeddling of those who exercise

it, in the name of France, in purely ecclesiastical affairs.

The envoy at Pekin and the consuls in the ports
—

obliged to watch over the interests of the Church,

responsible, within certain limits, for the safety of the

missionaries, and called upon likewise to support their

demands—have they not the right to exact in return

that their proteges should keep them informed of

their proceedings ? And in those delicate cases where

spiritual and temporal interests meet, or in critical

1 I have learnt, since my return to Europe, that the Holy See
had forbidden the Dominicans and Franciscans, under pain of

excommunication, to have any relations, whether private or official,

with the representatives of the Spanish and Italian governments.
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moments, slioukl tliey not listen to the advice of the

official representatives of the protecting powers ?

Theoretically, this pretention is both logical and just.

But in practice it results in grave inconveniences, in-

extricable difficulties, and a painful clashing of the

interests of both parties, which become scandalous-

if rumoured abroad, and sometimes extremely compro-

mising. Remember tlie misfortunes of Tien-tsin : a

consul who meddles in the affairs of the mission
; who

will settle everything and direct everything, even to

the orphanage of the Sisters
;
who shuts his doors on

the Fathers because they venture to make remon-

strances ; who, from a spirit of opposition, entirely

mistakes the gravity of the situation, and that pre-

cisely because the Fathers try to make him understand

it. In the time of China's grandeur, the Jesuits pro-

tected themselves—that is, they knew how to obtain

the sole efficacious protection, that of the emperors.

Doubtless bad days are come—the days of trouble and

persecution. So much the worse for the missionaries ;

or rather so mucli the l)ettcr. It is an opportunity
for tlicm to o-ain tlie crown of martyrdom. And after

all what was the protection of France worth at

Tien-tsin ?

This kind of reasoning
—

wliich, after all, I have

heai'd from no missionary, but from certain of the laity—seems to me altosfcther untenable. One cannot

compare tlie China of to-day with the China of Kang-
hi. The arrival and establishment of Europeans in

the })oi'ts and of the Legations at Pekiii has entirely

chanoed the face of aifairs. The Jesuits of former

days knew Ikjw to conciliate the favour of the court,
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and that during nearly two centuries. Nobody then

suspected them of political after-thoughts. To-day

every single Catholic missionary passes for being a

French agent, and in consequence, is suspected. As to

the doctrines professed by the priests and Sisters in

their schools and orphanages, the Chinese ministers do
'

not trouble their heads about them. What does dis-

please them, and what irritates public opinion, is the

presence of the missionaries in the interior of the

empire ;
their want of respect for Confucius ;

and the

introduction of foreign rites. To this we must add

the enormous increase of conversions. Persons whose

veracity on this point cannot be questioned have

assured me that since 1860 the number of Catholic

Christians in China is enormously increased. Hence

the increase of hatred and dread on the part of the

literates, and the obligation, on the part of the

Chinese government, to take restrictive measures, or at

least to have the appearance of so doing. Some of the

most enlightened members of the Chinese apostolate

have said to me : "To withdraw all diplomatic pro-

tection from the missionaries would be to annul the

benefits of the French treaty ; to put them beyond the

pale of the law
;
to give them up to the persecutions

and hatred of the mandarins
;

to compromise, and
that gravely, the very existence of the Christian

missions. Doubtless, conflicts will sometimes arise

between the protectors and the protected. No legisla-

tor has yet succeeded in drawing the line of demarca-

tion between the spiritual and temporal power ; for the

separation of church and state is a chimera, or else it

is the divorce l)etween the churcli and the state; and
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ill its last stage, the dissolution of Christian society.

One must, then, give up the hope of finding a solution

as a general rule. But in all the difficulties ^Yhich

may arise, priests and diplomats or consuls ought to try

and act toorether. Besides, when have such conflicts

arisen ? We do not know a sing-le instance in which

the missionaries have not yielded to the opinion or

decision of the French minister at Pekin. If our

demands seem to him just and not inopportune,

he supports tliem
;

in a contrary case, he refuses

or adjourns his consent, and all is said and done.
"
To-day we see, residing in Pekin, the representa-

tives of great countries who are not Catholic— Russia,

England, and the United States. We have only to

praise their conduct and thank them for their sympa-

thy. But we must have, alongside of these anti-Catholic

powers, an advocate who will defend the interests of

our holy religion ;
and who, thanks to the treaties, shall

have authorit}' to speak in our f^ivour. Now, such a

mission as this, Austria being absent, can only be fulfilled

officially ])y very-Catholic France —at least in China."

What is the interior position of the empire ?

What happens at the court, in the bosom of the

Tsuugli-yamcii, in the heads and hearts of those

innumerable "literates" who exercise so great an

influence on the destinies of their country ? One

can understand how difficult it is, even for diplomats,

living at the very seat of the central government,
to penetrate through the veil which shrouds all these

mysteries. Now the following is what I have been

able to gather from dilierent sources on this head :
—

VOL. IT. GO
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Whilst tlie foreign powers are resolved, I am told, to

maintain their acquired positions, to ensure to their

fellow-countrymen all the advantages guaranteed to

them by the treaties, and to watch that the imperial

government should fuliil her engagements to the

letter, the Cliinese, on the contrary, have but one

wish, and that is to withdraw themselves as much as

possible from the obUgations imposed upon them by
the treaties, and to work in the dark so as to bring

about, if possible, the expulsion of the foreigners.

This vow, or determination, more or less ardent accord-

ing to individual character, lies deep in the heart of

every Chinaman. It is specially the dream of that

very influential class of literates or little mandarins.

The masses, absorbed by the miseries of daily life,

have not the time to occupy themselves with political

questions. But antipathies against foreigners do

not the less exist in the heart of this people ;
and

tlie literates take good care to feed it by sinister

rumours, carefully-spread calumnies, innumerable

libels, and constant prophecies of massacres and

pillages.

Now what is the conduct of the central govern-
ment in the face of these dispositions '?

The reigning dynasty is undergoing the fate of

tliose which have preceded it
;

it is degenerating : a

natural consequence of the omnipotence with which

the sons of heaven are invested, and of the cloistered

life they arc compelled to lead. The founder of this

dynasty and his immediate successors were men of

note—men of action
; Ijut hardly had they arrived

at the summit of their power than they began to
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deteriorate. These races of despots become very

quickly enervated and enfeebled. After a cliildliood

surrounded with too much care, a precocious youth,

[thanks to the courtesans] hlasc, 1)efore their time,

comes the age of manhood which, with them, is the

age of decay, of imljecility, and of moral and physical

powerlessness. Now the Chinese government is

eminently a personal government. All the wheels of

the administration revolve round the emperor and are

set in motion bv him. When this will is wantino- oro

weak, the machinery stops. China, therefore, cannot

stand the existenc(i of a slothful or idiotic sovereim.

This cxj^lains the fall of the dynasty and the pre-

carious state of the reigning royal family.

As to Tung-chi, the present emperor, he has not

yet had the opportunity of showing what lie can do.

All that is known is, that he is impatient to escape

from the tutelage and somewhat pedantic authority
of the empress-regent, and to seize the reins of

government. Also, tliat he is suiTounded by ambitious

confidants. These men, who are equally anxious to

have their share of the supreme power, hope to arrive

at it 1)V hoistin(x the national ilao; of hatred au'ainst

the foreigners.

The most iniluential personages in this camarilla

are the empress-mother and the seventh prince, the

younger brother of Kung, who is the sixth. In this

coterie they are persuaded, and they try to persuade
the emperor, that the defeats suffered by the Chinese

had no other cause than the inferiority of the Chinese

arms and ammunition
;
that to-day the imperial troops

are equipped and armed in a manner to be able to

c; G 2
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repel all aggressors and defeat the enemy ;
that a

word from his majesty would suffice to bring into the

field an innumerable and irresistible force. Unfortu-

nately, the members of the present ministry (they add)

are incapable cowards ;
or rather, they are traitors

;

they are the authors of these humiliating treaties
;
of

the installation of foreigners in the trade ports ;
of all

the evils, in fact, which for the last twelve years have

fallen upon China. The attitude of these courtiers,

who lean on the authority of the mother of the

emperor, on a close alliance with the literates and

little mandarins and on the patriotic feelings of the

country, fill the Tsungli-yamen with consternation.

And this may be easily understood : for in China,

statesmen, on losing their places, lose likewise their

lives. The conduct of ministers proves their trouble

of mind. Instead of accepting the struggle and

proving to the young emperor the falsehood of

the accusations heaped upon them, the folly of the

dreams with which the court is deceived, and the

powerlessness of China to come out victoriously from

a second war with one or more of the great European

powers. Prince Kung, the most enlightened and

courageous member of the great council, and his col-

leagues, fall into the trap prepared for them. They
accept the position of accused persons, protest their

innocence, and give in to the measures proposed by
the war party. Thus they have consented to send

away the greater part of the naval instructors and

foreign commanders of the Chinese navy ; with their

knowledge, if not with their concurrence, the troops
are systematically excited against foreigners ;

and
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tlic fortifications and builJiiig of men-of-war aro

vigorously pushed forward. As to tlio obligations im-

posed by the treaties, the ministry, in the vain hope
of disarmino- their adversaries and vieldincr to i)ul)lic

opinion, study to i-cstrain as much as possible the

application of the stipulations, to throw every diffi-

culty in the way of the just demands of the diplo-

matic corps, and to make inadmissible proposals to

the foreign powers. The famous memorandum on

the missionaries (of the 9th February, 1871) had no

other ol)je('t l»ut to try and stop the mouths of the

anti-foreign cabal.

The carnao-e of Tien-tsin and the indio-nation it

I'oused in the European concessions aggravated the

position. The polemic of the English newspapers,

published in the ports, and the al)use which they con-

stantly pour on the Chinese government, are no secret

to the great mandarins, who see in these articles and

pamphlets a determination on the }>art of the foreign

merchants to bring about a fresh war. Thanks to the

pamphlets which the English and American mis-

sionaries publish in the Chinese language, the

camarilla, th(^ Tsungli-yamen, the literates, and the

lilth^ mandarins have a tolerably correct notion of

the state of Europe, of the late French disasters, of

the increase of the power of Germany, and of the

difficulties of England with America and Russia.

There is consequently a struggle between the two

parties in the highest government circles
;
a dangerous,

but ex])lainable, hesitation on the ])art of the ministry,
and throughout the countrv a deep but silent agita-

tion, tlie result of the active ])ro])aganda carried oji
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ao-ainst the foreigners. From north to south, from

the borders of the Yellow Sea to the frontiers of

Thibet, combustible elements are accumulating with

the patient activity which distinguishes the Chinese.

The ministers do their best to maintain tranquillity.

Instructions in this sense, and an order to stifle diffi-

culties and avoid conflicts with foreigners, have been

duly given to the governors of the different provinces ;

but in the actual state of ^jublic opinion a spark

would be sufficient to bring about an explosion.

Such is the position of China as regards its interior

state and policy. Let us cast a glance on its relations

with foreign powers.

All the great powers, in the last eleven years, have

concluded treaties with China
;

but Russia and

England alone in this empire have to protect and

save the permanent interests of their countrymen ;

and in that sense, it does not depend on the will of

these governments to sacrifice them to other con-

siderations. A grave reverse at Pekin would destroy
the iwestige of Russia in Central Asia

;
and a similar

disaster to England would comj^romise her dominion

in India.

France protects the missionaries and ensures to the

native Christians, within the limits of the treaties and

of her power, the free exercise of Catholic worship.
It is a grand and noble mission which she has under-

taken ;
but were sJie compelled to give it up

—which
God forl)id !

—she might abandon it without losing
her position as one of the great powers of Europe.
In a commercial point of view, the French govern-
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ment asks very little of China. All Frencli articles

of eoiisuniptioii for foreigners iu the treaty ports,

saving silk, enter free of dues. Some of their pro-
ductions—perfumery, for instance—begin to be highly

appreciated by the Chinese, and on this head the

importation has greatly increased during the last

few years.

The United States draw nearer in proportion as

their steam communications witli California are mul-

tiplied. Nevertheless, the immljer of American

merchants estal)lislied in China is very small, and

some of tliese employ Chinese capital. Steam navi-

gation, and the intt'rests attached to it, form, tlien,

the only link which unites the Celestial Empire with

North America, The ])rincipal object of the latter

is to discover some coal mines, and to work them

for the profit of their steamers. In a military point

of view, their basis of operations
—their Atlantic

ai'senals—are further off even than Portsm()utli or

Cherl)Ourg, It is also well kn(nvn that her war navy
is not in }»r()})ortion to the vastness of her territory,

and that [»u1)lic opinioji in the United States is not in

favour of distant expeditions. The merchant-shi[»s of

Ccrmany, whi(^h are always iiumerous, have rather

diminished in the List few years. The vessels bearing

the Hag of the North Gei'man Confederation were,

during the war, blockaded in the Chinese and

.)a])ancse ])orts by tlie ships of the French naval

station, which were veiy strong at that time. But

tlie Chinese, in consecpience, ac(piired tlie liabit of

making use of the Eiiglish and American steamei's,

whidi do the coasting- trade : and it will be some
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time before the German flag will regain the importance

it formerly possessed. The merchants of this nation,

established in the far East, claim, then, from their

government a more efficacious protection : the creation

of a navy strong enough to defend them in case of

war : and the seizure of a portion of Chinese territory,

to which part of the emigration stream from the
" Vaterland

"
might be directed, and which might

become a kind of German Australia. They first

thought of Formosa, but the unhealthy climate of this

island made them give up the idea. During my stay

there they were talking of the Corea. Such are the

aspirations of the German colony in the trade ports,

who are few in number, it is true, but active and

enterprising. Austria, at the present moment, has

no motive for sending men-of-war to the extreme

East. No political or serious commercial interest calls

upon her to take such a step. Its flourishing trade,

w^hich provides for the wants of the empire, and in

certain articles enters into competition with foreign

industry in the markets of Europe and the Levant, is

not yet in a condition or obliged to seek an outlet in

the antipodes. In signing, in concert with all the

other great powers, a treaty with China, the Austrian

government has assured for herself a place in Asia for

any future eventualities. She has established a Con-

sulate in the most important port of the Celestial

Empire ;
and in order to enable her consul to proceed

Avith an exchange of the ratifications of the treaty,

she has conferred upon him a diplomatic character.

This temporary mission, which has, I think, answered

its end, will, I suppose, be suppressed. Complications
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Oil questions foreign to the monarcliy may arise on

tliese distant shores. To refuse all concurrence with

her allies, as long as she is represented there, would

be impossible ;
to co-operate on a great scale for the

defence of interests which are not her own, would

appear, from the point of view of a healthy policy,

absolutely inadmissible. To limit herself, as Spain

does, for instance, to hoisting her flag in the suite of

the Angio-French fleet, would be unworthy of her

position as one of the first powers in Europe. The

absence of any diplomatic representative would seem

then be pointed out to her.

Russia touches the Celestial Empire on points

extending over many thousands of miles. All fresh

progress made by her towards the centre of this vast

continent brings her nearer to China, and indirectly

adds to the ascendency she enjoys. Her first rela-

tions with the Celestial Empire, of which the motives

were mainly based on religious grounds, and con-

secpicntly were not of a strictly oflicial character, go
l)ack to the reign of Peter the Great. Some Russian

prisoners, l)rought to Pekin towards the end of the

seventeenth century, had formed a kind of colony there.

Although married to Chinese women, they had pre-

served and transmitted the Christian faith to their

children. In \irtue of a convention between the two

courts, jii'iests of tlie Greek rite came to settle in

Pekin. They were the curates of the Russian colony.

This ecclesiastical mission, directed by an archiman-

drite, and renewed every ten years, exists to this day.

It has always abstained from attempting any propa-

gation of tlie fait]], and on several important occasions
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has acted as interpreter between the two governments.

The official relations of the Chinese empire with

England and France, which were the consequence of

the late disastrous war, only date from the year 1860.

The Russian mission, on the other hand, goes back

more than two centuries.

The Russian residents are few. Established at

Tien-tsin, and near Hankow, on the Yang-tse-kiang,

their principal trade is tea. Almost all are from

Siberia. The chief among them were born at Kiachta,

that is, on the frontiers of China. They learn and

speak Chinese. The Tartar blood wdiicli flows in their

veins establishes a certain affinity between them and

the mandarins, who, in China, are the dominant race.

They have known one another, therefore, for some

time, and understand each other easily. Also, the

Chinese people always make a distinction between

"Russians
"
and other "foreigners." Under the latter

denomination they include all other nations represented

in the open ports.

The position of the Russian minister towards his

fellow-countrymen is that of a father of a family.

In cases of difl"erences between Russian subjects,

or discussions between Russian and Chinese, he suc-

ceeds easily in making his counsels followed. He

supports their claims, but he chooses his own time
; and,

if necessary, without any commotion, he subordinates

the interests of individuals to the interests of the

country he represents. He has not got to deal with

the passionate public opinion of the "
ports," or with

the Shanghai and other factory newspapers, with the

pamphlets of the American missionaries, or with the
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interpellations of the English parliament and the Times

articles. r>ut as all that he does is known to every-

one, his conduct is sufficiently controlled
; only he is

at liberty to act according to the instructions of

his court and the dictates of reason and of his own

conscience. The result is, that his position is a far

less difficult one than that of his principal colleagues ;

and that his relations with the Chinese government
are courteous and almost cordial.

The Kussian consular body, which is reduced to

what is strictly necessary, is composed of a consul-

general, established at Tien-tsin, who holds the exe-

quatur for all the Chinese ports; an agent at

Shanghai, and another at Hankow, both of whom are

merchants. The Chinese are a sceptical race, and

onlv believe what they see
;

and they sec Russia :

they see her, because they meet her on their frontiers :

to the north, north-east, north-west, they touch her,

as it were, with their linger. They believe, then, in

Pvussia. They cannot doubt, either, of the existence

of England and France. The 2)ainful reminiscences

attached to the way in which they fii'st made their

acquaintance are too recent to be already or easily

effiiced. As to other states, they only know them by

hearsay.
"
Austria,"' I was asked one day by the

^i( eroy of Canton, a great scholar, and one of the

mo.st rfniarka])le of Chinese statesmen, "Austria: is

it to the north or the south of Russia ? Enoland, I

know, is to the west." To him also, as one sees,

Russia was his point of departure for all knowledge
of llic globe.

.Such are the advantages of this power in China.
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They rest mainly on lier geographical position, on a

certain affinity of race, and on the force of circum-

stances—that is, on the decrees of Providence, which

no statesman, unless he be blind, can do otherwise

than admit, even if he should be unable to understand

its designs. Russia, I need not say, is closely

watched. On both sides of the Pacific, clear-sighted

eyes are fixed upon her. As for her steady progress

in the interior of this continent, it is she herself who

makes it known. The St. Petersburg papers, and

the communications of the Russian savans, give in-

formation from time to time of the march and success

of the forces which are operating in the centre of Asia.

I do not fancy that the government seeks to withdraw

such knowledge from the world. The news arrives

late in consequence of the distance and the absence of

rapid communications. But, sooner or later, the truth

is known. Everyone is aware that, with regard to the

territory and ports of the Amour, which are frozen up

during six months of the year, Russia entertains no

chimerical projects : that she does not dream of

establishing a naval antagonism with the other powers.
Rut everyone sees and knows that on the high levels

which divide Siberia from India and China from the

basin of Aral and the Caspian Sea, Russia is continu-

ally marching onwards
; obeying, like the English in

India, imperious necessities, and fulfilling, like her, a

mission which cannot be otherwise than beneficial to a

large portion of the human race. I was struck to find

in the United States, and in Japan and China, among
the English residents, a large number of serious-minded

men, who, althougli foreseeing complications, if the
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Russian armies draw too near to the Indies, yet judge
that nation with fairness and impartiality.

At Pekin, the task of Russian diplomaey is reduced

to watching over the interests whicli I have just

pointed out. Commercially speaking, Russia asks

nothing of China. Politically, the frontier question

having been settled, all she asks is, that they should

not raise diliiculties to her occupation of Central

Asia.

The position of England is entirely different. Enor-

mous commercial interests claim her care and pro-

tection. Her annual exchanges with the Celestial

Em})ire mount up to tlie prodigious sum of forty-two

millions of pounds sterling. They would assume still

larger proportions if the whole empire were opened to

British manufactures, which are now only admitted at

the sixteen ports, and hampered
—

contrary to the

spirit of the treaties, the English say ; legally and

regularly, according to the Chinese—by transit dues,

which are received by the custom-houses of the

interior. Thus, the o})eiiing of the whole empire to

the productions of European industry, the admission

of foreign trading-ships into the rivers, the establish-

ment (jf free and direct connnunications between the

provinces of the west, Sze-chuen, Ydnan^ and the

indies (by Irawad dy), the abolition of custom-house

duties, or the free transit of European goods : these

are the i()n(piests aimed at by England. I say Eng-
land : jNIanchcster, Leeds, Liverpool,

— all those great

manufacturing centres of the mother-country, whicli I

distinguish here from her children established at Hong-

Kong, Shanghai, and the other open ports of China.
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English commerce, then, exacts the opening of the

empire, and a free transit for their manufactures ; and

the Queen's government could not, if it would, refuse

to follow any other course. To attain this end, she

employs all the means of persuasion at her disposal;

and will redouble her efforts on the occasion of the

revision of the treaties. But from financial and

political considerations, from motives of humanity,
and a thousand other reasons, she will draw back as

long as possible from employing force. She knows

also that, if commercial necessities exacted a second

Chinese war, she could hardly reckon on the armed

concurrence of the other great powers, looking to the

immense disproportion of the interests at stake. And
here let me touch, in passing, on a subject which I

have frequently heard discussed. It is the question of

the solidarity between the powers represented at

Pekin, in the event of grave complications arising,

which might trouble the relations of one or other of

these powers with China. This solidarity, so much
wished and hoped for, is the great argument brought
to bear against the obstinacy of the Chinese authori-

ties.
" You find yourselves," they say,

"
confronted,

not by England alone, nor by Kussia, nor by France,

nor by the United States, but by us all." It is this

argument which Mr. Hart uses several times over in

his memorandum. Is it necessary to prove its fallacy '?

Can one seriously expect that the powers who take

little or no interest in the commercial movements

of the open ports should draw their swords to support
the pretensions of England ? That England, on the

other hand, should fight for the political interests of
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Russia in Central Asia ? or for a more efficient pro-

tection of the Catholic missionaries ? That Russia

should break with China to maintain the English

jyrestige in India ? And yet these illusions exist. So

true it is that man is always inclined to believe what

he wishes. Without a doubt there is community of

interests
;

and in defence of these interests, it will

perhaps be possible to establish an accordance between

the powers, and an analagous and even identical

language between their representatives at Pekin. But

from this entente cordials to a common military

action—that is, war—there is a long way. The

foreio-n o^overnments are well aware of this, and so is

the Tsungli-yamen. It is only in the foreign conces-

sions that this delusion exists.

I have already spoken of the position, less pros-

perous than formerly, though still satisfactory, of

the European merchants in the trade ports. We
have seen that individual j)rofits have diminished,

although the importation of English goods has in-

creased. I have given the explanation of this state

of things. The result is in the "
settlements,"

or
"
concessions," I will not say universal dis-

content, but a moral uneasiness, and, in conse-

quence, a certain agitation, a disposition to criticize

the Englisli government and her principal agents
in China, a growing animosity against the Tsungli-

yamen and tlic mandarins in general : in a word, the

very natural wish to come to a crisis and by
tliat crisis to return to the "good old times" with

its great and ra})i(I profits. Two ditferent currents

consequently How tlirougli the Legation and Consulates
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of her Britannic Majesty : that which comes from the

mother country ;
which wishes for a gradual and

peaceful development of her commercial relations

with China for the profit of all
;
and that which

emanates from the ports, and which consists of indi-

vidual complaints, interpretations of the treaty in the

sense of each one's pretensions, menaces, acts of

reprisal, and, if necessary, cannon-balls. The English

government is accused of weakness, the minister at

Pekin of yielding to, and almost sympathizing with,

the Chinese. The imperial authorities are reproached
with falseness and insolence

; they demand of the

consuls and commanders of the men-of-war the im-

mediate punishment of the offenders. Many examples
and good reasons may be alleged in favour of this

method recommended by the factories. It is by

acting in this way, that is, by his direct and

spontaneous consular intervention, supported by a

naval force, that Mr. Medhurst, in 1868, squared
accounts with the viceroy of Nankin, and Consul

Gibson with the mandarins of Formosa. The trade

ports were loud in their praises ; but a disavowal of

this policy came from London. "
It does not belong

to consuls," wrote the Foreign Office,
"
to proceed to

acts of reprisal, nor to the captains of men-of-war to

give them a helping-hand. It is to the central

government, through its organ at the Pekin Legation,
that complaints and demands must be addressed."

The Shanghai consul was blamed, the consul of

Formosa was sent away, and the officers severely

reprimanded. The English community responded by
a fruitless outbreak of anger. On all sides they pro-
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tested against what the}' ealled an entire abandon-

ment of J]riti.sli interests. A deputation of merehants

of the city <»f T.ondon en^-aged in the China trade

waited upon Lord Granville and thns expressed them-

selves :
—

"Th.e anxiety of our friends, which we fully share,

has been not a little augmented, we cannot hide it from

your Excellency, 1.)y
the policy of concession and com-

plaisance which her Majesty's government has recently

adopted towards the Chinese authorities
;
while we,

on the contrary, consider it more necessary than ever

to insist on the observance of the treaty, and to hold

ourselves ready to demand satisfaction in case of

injustice and injury. We cannot forget the prompt
settlement of the ditiiculties which arose in the island

of Formosa, thanks to the energetic intervention of

Consul Gibson. Instead of rewarding- and thankino;

him for the sio;nal service rendered to us on that

occasion, this functionary has been severely blamed

and deprived of his post. We learn also, to our

great regret, that the Admiralty has forbidden the

officers at the Chinese naval stations to disembark

their men in any case, even if it were a question

of protecting and saving the lives of British sub-

jects, &e.''

I (juote these words of the China merchants in

the City because they are the faithful, through tem-

perate, echo of the com|)Liints of their Chinese

friends.

1'lie iniperi;d government and its principal man-

darins give occasion for other complaints. Mr. Hart

has >ummed them all up in his memorial. Accused

vol. II. H n
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of Chinese sympathies, the inspector-general of the

custom-house enjoyed a doubtful popularity in the

European community. He atoned for his fault, if

fault there were, by laying at the feet of the Chinese

emperor a petition, or rather a lecture, drawn up
with a sincerity and, seeing the position of the

author, who is in the pay of the Chinese govern-

ment, with a boldness, or I should rather say, a

temerity, which is without example. To this coura-

geous act on the part of Mr. Hart, Prince Kung and

his colleagues replied by a longanimity or rather,

a proud disdain, which was equally remarkable. In

Europe, in the freest states, the dismissal of the

author would have followed closely on the heels of

the presentation of a similar memorandum.

In the Celestial Empire things go on differently.

On the receipt of the bitter criticisms which their

subordinate addressed to them in the face of China

and the whole world, the emperor's ministers quickly

passed on to the order of the day. Mr. Hart kept his

place and China her abuses. The statu quo was

maintained. Certainly no European is more capable
than Mr. Hart of knowing all the wheels within

wheels of the imperial government, its vices and

virtues
;
and on this ground alone, if on no other,

the memorandum of this high English functionary in

the service of the Celestial Empire would deserve our

serious attention.
" Jn China," he sa}'s,

"
the western races have

f(jund an abyss of weakness. What is the use of

an admirable code when the laws arc not observed ?

The administration, excellent in principle, is become a
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miserable machine. The functionaries retain their

places a very short time. The result is the number
of agents who act rightly is very limited, and the

number of those who have recourse to dishonest

practices is legion.
" The war taxes are enormous

;
but the payments

of the troops is always in arrears of several months ;

sometimes even of more than a year. On paper the

soldiers may be reckoned by millions
;
but in reality

the army is a collection of valetudinarians or ignorant

fools, who, in time of peace, instead of being drilled,

gain their livelihood as coolies. When it comes to

fighting a battle, a razzia is made on the people who
have come to market, and they are armed with spades

suddenly transformed into sabres and lances. The

Tartar troops that one sees, in times of peace, prac-

tising at bows and arrows or slings and stones, only
do it for form's sake. They are worthless as troops,

and only clever in taming birds. As to the apparition

of the rebels, they succeeded happily in avoiding an

encounter ;
but a man will kill himself with his whole

family to ol)tain a claim on imperial compassion. Fancy
the two forces in ])Osition against each other ! If the

rebels retire the otliers will advance in a mass
;
but

if the rebels do not retire at once, the emperor's

soldiers will be the first to run away. The officers

will naturally represent the whole affair as a victory,

and in confirmation of their statement will kill one

or two peaceal)le individuals; or if some wretched

villager, who has not had his head shaved, falls into

their hands, they will kill hira, on the i)retext that

he is one of the Jo ikj-haired rebels. This will be a

11 II 12
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fine opportunity for the officers to ask for a reward of

merit.

"The study of books is, in theory, a means of

acquiring knowledge, and the literates, nowadays,
know how to make verses and to write essays. In

this way the door is opened to them for official em-

ployments. But of useful or practical knowledge

they have not the remotest idea. How is it possible

with such administrators to remedy evils, root out

abuses, or make regulations which shall inspire

respect ? The people are only subjected by them to

incessant exactions. Thus, laws which are good in

themselves, produce incalculable evils and to such a

degree that even men, who by nature are sub-

missive and excellent, are driven to desperation, and

throw themselves into opposition and every kind of

disorder.
"
Everything, both in civil and military administra-

tion, is founded on a lie. Those whose business it is

to see to the execution of the laws only look to their

own profit. The guardians of the public purse think

of nothing but of making their fortunes, and the men
in power make believe to shut their eyes. The real

interests and condition of the lower orders cannot
therefore come to the knowledge of those in high
position ; and the orders of the government do not
reach the people. How, then, can one answer for the
latter ? or how prevent their contempt of the govern-
ing classes from breaking out some day into open
rebellion ?

"

The author then goes on to speak of foreign affairs.

The treaties have settled the frontier question with
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Eussia, the question of the Catholic missionaries with

France, and the questions of foreign trade with all

three powers, hut especially with England. AVliat

would happen if China were to violate her engage-
ments with Russia ? ]\Ir. Hart is silent on that point.

If China is wantino- in her eno;ao;ements with reo-ard

to the missionaries, all the Catholic powers would

(according to Mr. Hart) defend this, to them, common

cause. If, again, the Chinese government were guilty

of an infraction of the privileges granted to com-

merce, this would be an offence which would implicate

her with all the foreign powers. If the emperor

persists in refusing audiences to foreign ministers, it

will not he the cause of immediate war
;
but it is

to be feared that they will pick a quarrel with him

on some other pretext. Finally, the author of the

memorandum claims the establishment of permanent

Legations in Europe ;
and the permission for foreign

merchants to associate with the Chinese for the

(•(instruction of railroads and steamers, and the laying
down of telegraphic wires.

I will sum up the English position in China. The

(•u(.)rmous importance of the British trade in this part

of the world, and the hope of seeing it attain a still

greater develo}»mcnt, would not allow the English

government, even if it wished it, to abandon its

})osition in the East. But if it be impossible to

abandon this position, it is equally difficult to

maintain the status quo. AVe have seen why. On the

one liaiid, the residents, dissatisfied with their position,

willingly identify their individual interests with the

piit)lic interests of England, niulti])ly, in conse(jUence.
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irritating discussions with the Chinese government,

take a high tone, and demand of the mother-country

a
"
firm and energetic policy," which in plain terms

means a policy of threats and war. On the other

hand, the Queen's government, obeying the inspira-

tions of a healthy policy, and consequently not being

willing or able to follow such a line of conduct, has, in

hopes of diminishing the danger of unexpected compli-

cations, withdrawn from her consuls and ofiicers at the

naval stations the power of making reprisals, on their

own responsibility, against the local authorities. But in

insisting that all demands should be addressed through

diplomatic channels to the central governments at

Pekin, has she not given herself up to dangerous
illusions "? Does she not picture to herself (I have

heard it said at Tien-tsin, Shanghai, and Canton) an

imaginary China—a civilized country, in fact—very
different from what exists in reality ? In the Celestial

Empire all is different to what it is with us—ideas,

belief, laws, traditions, usages, and notions of right

and wrong, or honour. The relations of China with

foreign powers need the common basis of international

right. Its interior organization is opposed to that

which governs civilized states in Europe : or rather,

this organization is entirely wanting. If the Euro-

pean States resemble a human body, each portion of

which exercises certain functions, of which the blood

circulates according to fixed rules, and the muscles

obey the will, China is an immense polypus, or rather,

an agglomeration of dificrent bodies having nothing
in common between them but ihc origin of race, the

hatred of the foreigner, pride and presumption, those
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two fatal enemies of all amelioration, the strength of

inertia and the arms of cunning and treachery.

How, to give an example, could one ask of the central

government the free transit of European goods ? as

that would suppose the abolition (at least, a partial one)
of the lines of custom-houses wdiich surround each pro-

vince, and the produce of which furnishes in a large

measure to the provincial government the means of

carrying on the workino- of it, and of vieldino; to the

im2:)erial treasure the annual tribute, which is the sole

moral link existinsf between the heart and the rest of

this polypus. How recommend the creation of an

international code—so indispensable in trials between

Chinese and foreigners, and for what are called mixed

cases—when the ideas of justice in China are so

different from ours ? How delude oneself with the

idea that it will be possible to arrive at a modus

vivendi which shall be, at least, tolerable ? It would

be wiser, then, to renounce such vain attempts, which

only serve to expose our entire powerlessness. Let

us have the cournge to look at the position as it really

is. Let us own frankly that we are placed in this

dilemma : either to leave China, or to take a portion

of it—other powers can do the same—and govern
the country so occupied according to the laws and

principles of civilized states. Li fact, in a logical

point of view, this is the only radical solution pos-

sil)le. ^hdy, })olitics will not always bear sucli

solutions, and the Eno-lish o;overnment is too

enligliteneil to second such projects.

There is, in the life of individuals as of nations,

nKjments when one must learn to temporize, to live
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from day to day, all tlie while preparing the means

of attaining the desired end when the propitious

moment shall present itself. This is the case of the

foreign governments in China. In the actual state of

things it would be better, it seems to me, to give up
the hope of settling, by any general principles, the

differences which are every day arising. Each case

must be judged of, and treated separately, within the

limits of what is possible, and according to given

circumstances, and to the men with whom one has to

deal. If the central government be powerless to impose

upon its distant satraps the strict observance of its

international engagements, it is evident that foreign

powers should take it upon themselves to open the

obtuse understandings of these prevaricating func-

tionaries ; or should they be wanting in goodwill, to

inflict upon them that chastisement which their own

government is powerless to apply ; only these acts of

intervention can only be justified by an imperious

necessity ;
and the diplomatic representative at Pekin

should be the judge as to when such intervention is

necessary, and not the consular agents of the trade

ports. Not that I doubt the least in the world the

intelligence of the distinguished and honourable men
whose business it is to watch over the commerce, and,

in many cases, the lives and properties of British

subjects. But every one of us has only the horizon

of his own position, and that of the consuls is neces-

sarily more limited than the horizon of the minister

at Pekin. It is for him, therefore, in each given case,

to weigh the different elements, to decide if coercive

measures be necessary, if the political situation in
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China and Europe will bear them, and in what

measure and at what moment it would be better to

proceed to carry out active operations.

This reference to Pekin, considering the great distance,

and during winter the extreme difficulty of communi-

cation, is, of course, open to grave inconveniences ;
but

for the consuls to act on their own responsibility would

be a still more serious matter. It would expose

England to see herself suddenly, and, as it w^ere, with-

out her knowledge, plunged into a regular Chinese

war. It is probably on this account, and not under

tlie erroneous supposition that China could be treated

on the footing of a civilized state, that the late Lord

Clarendon withdrew from the consuls and centred

in the hands of the Pekin representative the necessary

powers to employ, in case of danger, coercive mea-

sures. If that be so, all impartial minds must

acknowledge the wisdom of this precaution.

A last word on the efibrts which are being made or

attempted to spread the benefits of civilization in China.

It is a grand and noble feeling; and if foreign travel-

lers feel the wish, at their own peril and risk, to preach
to the Chinese the gospel of useful knowledge

—tele-

graphs, railroads, and the like—no one can say any-

thing against it. But I would venture to submit that

this is neither the task of the diplomats nor the consuls.

What Mr. Low said on the subject of the missionaries

and the native Christians applies, it appears to me,
still more strongly to the propagandism of civilization.

Tliis work is jilaced, to repeat the wise words of the

envoy of the Ignited States, beyond the pale or

mis^-ion ot (liplonuic}'. The task of botli missionaries
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and consuls is to guard the interests of their country,

and not to mix themselves up with the interior affairs

of the empire in which they have to exercise their

functions. The wisest counsels they might offer would

be received with distrust if it were thought that they

had therein ulterior or interested motives. I have alw^ays

seen that ambassadors who take too keen an interest

in the country where they reside end by coming to

grief, and, what is worse, compromise the interests of

their own country. Besides, the Chinese are not so

obtuse as people choose to imagine. If the}''will not hear

of railroads or telegraphs, it is not that they undervalue

the advantage accruing from this conquest over space

and time, but probably because, far from wishing to

multiply and accelerate their relations with Europe,
their intention is, on the contrary, to isolate them-

selves as far as possible from it, and to render com-

munications difficult, or, better still, impossible. The

proof that they appreciate thoroughly the progress

made by us in certain sciences (wherever it suits them),
is the work going on in their arsenals, which they have

reorganized on the European system, the war-steamers

they are building in these arsenals, their anxiety for

improving their arms and ammunition, and the

European forts they are building, not in the interior or

on their northern frontiers, but on the Bar of Taku

and in the open ports, in front of the European
concessions.

To persuade the Chinese to accept our civilization,

we must act on their hearts more than on their

minds, which are far more open than people generally
think. We must know how to influence their wills.
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The Cliinesc arc not like the Japanese
—those

charming children, governed by enfuns terrihles. They
are serious-thinking men. Tliey will adopt our civili-

zation when they begin to understand it
;

but they
will not understand it till the day arrives when they
choose to do so.

Alas ! ^\y dear Journal ! I have many things still

which I should like to inscril)e on your pages ;
but

you would swell to an unreasonable size. Let us be

modest and not ])resume too much on the patience of

our readers. Already, will not j)Gople say :

" How
can this tourist dare to lift up his voice on matters

which he has not had the time to study thoroughly I
"

To this we will answer :

" The extreme East is still an

unknown land. We leave to masters in science the

glory of great discoveries
;
to us, humble workmen,

the minor merit of having shared in the work in pro-

portion to our powers."

IIa],)py those, who, in fine weather, have the good
luck to take their })assage on 1)oard the Tigre, to

have (,\iptain l>oilevc for a commander and such

charming fcUow-voyagers as my daily companions at

tabic ! These have been rrally six weeks of vilUgia-

tnra. The monotony of the passage is relieved by
those briglit pictures which Ave come across in the

ocean : ^^aVgon, Singapore, Ceylon, the rocks of

tScotora, Aden
;
and further on, or to speak more

corrcctl}', nearer to our dear home, the Isthmus of

Sue/, the summit of Mount Ida covered with snow,

Eina, (Njrsica, and the coasts of Italy!
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January 13, 1872.—"We are before Marseilles.

Twilight bathes us in its pale, mysterious light. The

land is hidden from our gaze under a white curtain :

but its confused noises reach our ears, as in a theatre

one sometimes hears the noise of the actors in the

scene before the curtain rises. Now the first rays of

the sun, the pale sun of winter, rend the mist, and

amid a sudden gleam of light, on the peak of her rock,

glitters the spire of Notre Dame de la Garde.
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Si'TiiiDa/'j/ of (he events v:liieli liapimied in Japan from the

month uf September 1871, to the month of September 1872.

At the end of September 1871 a plan was put into execu-

tion which had been secretly fostered for a number of years

by the political reformers. This was the publication of a

decree changing the lian into Icen. Henceforward the han
—that is to say, the semi-independent territories under the

atlministration of hereditary governors as were the claimios—
iire incorporated witli tlie hen, or imperial domains, the

governors of which are nominated by the central government,
and chosen from amongst the srt//iH?Yu'6', two-sworded warriors,

and from the hi/a::uJais, or noblemen.

All the hereditary governors were dismissed the same day.

Their subordinates were ordered to fullil their respective

functions as usual until new arrangements concerning them

sliould be made. Another decree commanded the nobles to

return to Yedo in the course of the month of October, under

the false pretext that they had originally been sent from the

capital into the different provinces; — a measure which

naturally met Mith resistance in various parts of the empire.
In sninc of ihc provhiccs, the people, urged on by leaders

beloimini;- to the two-sworded class of men, w]\o were irritated
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at the loss of their own power and importance, rose up on the

day fixed for the departure of the ex-daimios and proceeded
even to threats in order to prevent them from leaving.

The movement was, however, so badly organized that

nowhere had it the slightest chance of success. It was soon

put down by the troops belonging to the party commissioned

to carry out the new reforms.

At the end of December all the ex-daimios had returned

to Yedo, and since that time they have no longer any political

importance.

In consequence of the transformation of the daimiats into

imperial domains, the government was necessarily obliged to

take upon itself the pecuniary obligations of the princes.

The latter were in the habit of circulating great quantities of

inconvertible paper-money, only current in their own domains.

In several provinces this paper had fallen 9 per cent. To

meet this difficulty the government decided that the paper-

money of the daimiats should be exchanged according to the

rate of August 29th. In addition to this, the princes were

in debt to the foreign and native merchants. The latter could

be compelled to wait, but amongst the foreign merchants

there were some to whom this sudden interruption of mer-

cantile transactions was a serious loss. Demands for redress

poured in daily from the various seaports. Attention was

paid to most of them, and before the end of the month of

January 1872 the imperial treasury had spent more than

two millions and a half of dollars in their liquidation. A
trifling portion only of these debts had been contracted at

Yokohama, the largest open port, and the one where there is

the most commercial activity.

This is a curious fact to note, as it proves that the mer-

chants of that town are less disposed than the inhabitants of

more recent establishments to abandon the tea and silk and

what is called the
"
importation" trade, to devote themselves

to that of guns and steamboats, in the hopes of more rapid
afains.
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The atliiiiiiistrative system has also undergone some im-

portant changes. Towards the end of April the office of

censorship and that for the infliction of penalties were united

in one. At the commencement of September the whole of

the interior administration (which until then had been divided

between the ^Minister of tlie Interior and the ]\Iinister of

Finance) was given over to the latter. It is he alone who

has now the management of the receipts and accounts of the

State, the encouragement of manufactures, the publication of

the acts of the government, the coinage, the posts, and the

census of the population. The council of state will hence-

foi'th undertake the superintendence of all tlie affairs formerly
under the cognizance of the legislative council and of the

eight departments, to be called in future the left and right

chandjers. The ancient council of state is to bear the name
of the principal chamber. The right chamber was to be

composed of the ministers
;
and of the vice-ministers of the

eight departments. Its members were to assemble six times

a month. Little by little, however, this project was given

up ;
and at present it exists only on paper.

The duties of the legislative council arc but slightly de-

fined
;
but this is, in point of fact, in perfect accordance with

the turn of mind of its members, who are, for the most part,

political theorists. It is said to be charged with the prepara-

tion of legislative measures
;
but it can neither vote nor pro-

mulgate them
;
this being the office of the principal chamber,

composed of the first minister and of the four councillors of

state. The latter are chosen out of the powerful clans of

Satsuma, Chdshiu, Ilizen, and Tosa. In the budget, the

nomination of one or two under-secretaries of state is more-

over pi'ovided for. This is what would be called in Europe
the government of Il.M. the ^Mikado. Of all absolute sove-

reigns he possesses the least authority. Hence the origin of

the report that the time may perhaps not be far distant, M'hen

he will find himself compelled to abdicate in order to give

|i|;tce tn till' president of a republic. At all events, he has

vol.. II. \ \
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been more and more despoiled of his pretended divine claims.

The first step in this downward course was the decree of the

27th September, 1871, enjoining the functionaries no longer

to appear before his Majesty in the national court costume,

except on occasions of grand official solemnities. This cos-

tume was finally abolished in the month of February 1872,

to be replaced by a European dress according to individual

taste. Now as the Japanese tailors, shoemakers, and hatters

are incapable of manufacturing clothes bearing the remotest

resemblance to our own, the only habiliments to be seen are

such as would put a Sandwich Islander to the blush.

On the 1st October, 1871, another decree announced that

in future the Mikado would go out frequently, either in a

carriage or on horseback
;
and that the public must, on these

occasions, abstain from the demonstrations of respect which

had hitherto prevailed (!). Accordingly, the following day,

the Mikado proceeded to the private residences of the prime
minister and the minister of foreign affairs, Iwakura, and gave
a breakfast in the palace of Hamagot^n, to all the great officers

of state.

On the 1st of January, 1872, he went to inspect the

arsenal at Yokosuka, some miles from Yokohama. It is re-

lated by eyewitnesses that his suite wore European costumes

of the most extraordinary description, and that the people
were allowed to approach his Majesty during the whole

course of the visit. Hitherto, in writing, when certain

Chinese signs were used which express a portion of the names
of the Mikado, or of his father and grandfather, it had been

obligatory, as a mark of respect, to omit one of these signs ;

but this usage was abolished by a declaration of the month
of March 1872. It deserves to be made mention of here,

inasmuch as it shows the political tone of the men who are

actually in power. The Mikado was also taken to visit the

offices of the different departments and the civil and naval

schools, under the pretext of making him acquainted with

the working of the administration and with the means em-
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])loyed for the intellectual development of his people. At

the end of June 1872, he left Yedo to make a cruise along

the western coast of Japan, The squadron was composed of

eight men-of-war. lie returned the beginning of July.

During the whole voyage he wore a European costume made

by a native tailor of Yedo. The coat was so overloaded with

gold and embroidery that the cloth could hardly be seen.

The grotesque appearance which this garb gave to his

Majesty was no doubt the cause of the remonstrances of

Siiimadzu Saburo at Kagoshima, against the rapid progress

o f dcnatu ra / isa t io ii.

But it is not the sovereign alone who has suffered from

the levelling spirit which animates his ministers. The two-

sworded warriors have been authorized or rather ordered

to give up the wearing of arms. Happily, they take

advantage of this permission
—which is a great gain for

the jjublic safety. As a compensation, they have been de-

prived of the right of passing the toll-bars without paying !

In future, the samurais are to abstain from murdering

persons belonging to inferior classes, unless there be some

serious provocation ;
hitherto they might indulge in similar

feats without undergoing the smallest punishment. Hence-

forth marriages are permitted between the three classes, i.e.

of the nobles, the samurais, and tlie people. The latter may,
iu future, wear trousers and cloaks, a privilege hitherto con-

lined to the samurais—they may also ride on horseback.

In order to destroy all distinction of class, a semi-official

j(turnal published, in May last, the project of a decree abo-

lishing iKjbles and gentlemen ! Let us complete this picture

by adding that beggars and workers in leather, who, from

time innnemorial, were 'pariaJis, were last year enfranchised

i'rom every civil disability and put on an equality with the

people. It will, however, be difficult to do away with the

prejudices existing against them.

In addition to the adnnnistrativc changes mentioned above,

there were also others during the past year (1871). The
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depaitinent cliarged with the propagation of the state

religion, called Shinto, formerly held the same rank as the

state council, and a superior rank to all the other depart-

ments of the administration. By a decree of the month
of September it was assimilated with the others. From

the nature of its functions it was especially calculated to

aid the attacks recently made on Buddhism, which were con-

sidered necessary to secure the stability of the Mikado's

authority. These measures gave great dissatisfaction.

Early in the morning of the 26th March, 1872, ten

Buddhist fanatics tried to force their way into the palace,

with the intention—such is the official version—of laying

a petition at the feet of the Mikado. They were all

massacred on the spot. If these unhappy people had really

no other design than that of presenting a request, the

manner of rejecting it might be considered somewhat severe.

But possibly they came with other intentions known to the

government, but of which its organs do not choose to inform

us. However this may be, shortly afterwards, in order to

conciliate the feelings of the Buddhists, the Shinto office

was abolished, and in its place a department of religious

instruction was instituted, charged equally with the interests

of Shinto and of Buddhism, New grades and new titles were

created and conferred indiscriminately on priests of every
creed—the greater portion of them even falling to the share

of the Buddhists. Great attention is paid to religious

questions. Many of the Japanese are of opinion that their

only possible solution is in the liberty of all religions,

including the Christian. At the end of last year a remark-

able pamphlet appeared in this sense. It was written in

Chinese, and endeavoured to prove that the civilization of

the West—the one thing coveted by the whole of Japan—
was everywhere the result of the Christian religion; and
that consequently it was egregious folly to admire the fruit

and condemn the tree.

The author had even tlie boldness to advise the Mikado
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to be baptized and to place himself at the head of tlie

Church of Japan. Christianity becoming thus, if one may
so say, the director of Japanese progress, Japan might,

under its shield, become by degrees a little Europe in Asia.

The efl'ect which this pamphlet is likely to produce on native

statesmen is difficult to foresee
;

but it must at any rate

be better than the cowardly invectives put forth in the

anti-Christian pamphlet published four or five years ago.

The whole nation appears to have become more tolerant, and

one has a right to hope that the time of persecution is at

an end {{).

In October, 1871, the division of the country into pre-

fectures of equal dimensions was begun. The difference in

e.xtent of the districts governed by the daimios varied to

any amount. The largest had a hundred times more culti-

vated and taxed land than the smaller, whilst each district

had an equal number of officials
;
besides which several of

the daimios were in possession of estates lying out of their

provinces and far distant from their seat of government.
Four or five months were spent in completing this new

organization. An official list was then published contain-

ing the names of the new prefectures, the towns, the taxed

estates, the provinces and the departments, as well as those

of the former daimiats and of the imperial domains recently

amalgamated. There are three towns: Tokai (Yedo), Kiyoto,

and Osaka. There are seventy-two prefectures, each of which

is in proi)orti()n rather smaller than a province.

The principal island called by the Europeans Niphon,

Kiushiu, and Shikoku, contains sixty-eight. The island of

Yezo being called a colony, is not comprised in the new
administrative circonscription ;

but the name of Hokkaido

has been given to it. It is important to observe that hardly

any change has been made in the districts formerly governed

by the independent daimios (Jcol-ushi), even when it was in

opposition to the newly-established principle, i.e. that a

prefecture shall not extend beyond the limits of a i)rovince.
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The most difficult problem for the government to solve at

the present moment is the question as to tlie extent to

which (without danger) the samurais may be deprived of

the hereditary pension they have enjoyed for nearly three

centuries. From a European point of view, they have as much

right to retain these pensions as a merchant has to keep a

fortune made in commerce. But in a country where the

word "right" does not even exist, everything is decided by
the law of the greatest strength,

"
le droit du plus fort." The

samurais are descendants of peasants who more than eight

hundred years ago were taken from the plough in order to

form a distinct class, The lands which had hitherto been

cultivated by them were given up to men who were less

robust and who from that time had to do double work and

pay double taxes. The samurais, the greater number of them,

at least, are indolent
;
but at the same time they are the

most intelligent class in the country, and if they be deprived
of their hereditary pensions, it is thought that by means of

commerce and agriculture they will be able to keep themselves

in the same position ;
on the other hand, not having been

brought up to trade, it is probable that many of these men
will fall into misery. To meet this difficulty various

projects have been suggested and partly carried out. One

is, that the state should pay down out of its funds a round

sum, equivalent to five years' income, to all who ask per-

mission to return ta the merchant and farmer class. The

government has not succeeded in inducing the body of

samurais to agree to this arrangement, and probably the

want of funds prevented its being made compulsory. It

is believed that the recent mission of the assistant vice-

minister of finance to Europe had for its aim the effecting

of a loan for this purpose, and that the project will shortly
be put into execution. It is difficult to understand the

benefit which the nation will derive from it; for there is

no question of diminishing the burdens of the peasants,

although the hereditary pensions, now to be abolished, were
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the urigiiuil cause of the over-taxation with wliich they ave

oppressed.

I'ut the government spends a great deal and its wants

are many. This is also the cause of the enormous and

liithertu unlimited issue of non-convertible bank-notes.

"Without mentioning the facility of imitating Lank-notes

printed in Japan, there are numbers in circulation which

were manuiactured at Frankfort, and latterly fresh orders

have been issued there. The mint has been in great requisi-

tion since the month of April 1871 ;
but coin is, at present,

only to b(; seen within the precincts of the exchange.

The government is nnich occupied with foreign politics.

Last year a mission was sent to Tekin to negotiate a treaty

with China after the model of those which the Celestial

Empire concluded with the ^^'estern Powers. The Chinese

government, although apparently indifferent to these over-

lares, did not reject them
;
and succeeded, by means of a

clever change in the wording, in essentially modifying the

sense of an article on mediation, in order that this article

should Ite identical with a clause inserted in the treaty with

China and the United States. Xo sooner did the cabinet of

the ^likad(j hear uf this, than a messenger was despatched in

all haste t') Tien-tsin to desire the Japanese envoy to return

at once. The order arrived too late. The treaty had just

been signed. On his return to Yedo, the negotiator was dis-

graced, and the Chinese guvernment indignant at such pro-

ceedings, showed its displeasure by refusing to resume the

negotiations.

The Ja[)anese government was not happier in its negotia-

tions with the Corea. It des])atched thither letters and

messengers extolling the advantages of European civiliza-

tion
;
liut without ever receiving any answer. More recently,

a cleric from the Foreign CHice was sent in a man-of-war to

make a last attem})t ;
but the success of his mission appears

to be veiy doubtful. Corea seems in short resolved to retain

lirr ancient instilulions.
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All the treaties of Japan with foreign countries contain

a clause by virtue of which these treaties can be revised,

on the demand made by one of the contracting parties to

this effect, a year in advance, dating from July 1st, 1872.

And the near approach of this date was indeed a subject of

great anxiety to the Japanese government. Their fear was,

that liberty of religious worship should be demanded, in

favour of Europeans, as well as the permission of travelling

over the whole extent of the empire. It was under the

influence of this fear that the idea was conceived of

sending an embassy to all the courts of Europe which had

treaties with Japan.

This embassy composed of Iwakura, vice-minister of state,

Kido, counsellor of state
; Okubo, minister of finance

; Ito,

vice-minister of public works, and Yamaguchi, assistant

vice-minister of foreign affairs, embarked at the end of

December 1871, on board an American packet-boat bound

for San Francisco. It was at Washington that Iwdkura

formed the project of revising the treaties in Europe ;
whereas

the revision was not to have taken place until after the

return of the embassy to Japan.

Consequently three of the ambassadors remained in the

United States, whilst Okubo and Ito were sent to Yedo to

ask for plenary powers. The request did not, however,

meet with the approbation of the minister and vice-minister

of foreign affairs. Both of them opposed it, hoping them-

selves to negotiate the revision after the return of the

ambassadors, and having no desire to give up to others the

rewards which they expected to obtain from it. The minister

even went so far as to send in his resignation ;
but as the

vice-minister did not follow his example he soon recalled it.

The post of resident minister in London was then offered

to the' latter, and he was given to understand that if the

treaties were revised in Europe he would be appointed one

of the ministers plenipotentiary. Upon this, plenary powers
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were granted ;
and at the end of June, Okubo and Itu started

again for Washington.
The telegraphic line from Nagasaki to Yedo is finished, and

the positive opening of the railway from Yedo to Yokohama

is announced for the 11th October.

The greater part of this line had been open for traffic, or

at least for the transport of travellers, at the beginning
of June. In the month of August the average number of

passengers was at the rate of 2,300 a day. This number will

probably be doubled when the whole line is finished, and

when the more timid portion of the population have become

accustomed to this new mode of locomotion. Besides this

line, another one is actually in construction between Kiyoto
and Osaka. Other railways are also projected : one is to go
from Osaka by Kiyoto and Tsuruga, along the western coast

;

a second from Kiyoto to Yedo interlaced with a branch for Xii-

gata by Shinano
;
another again from Yedo to the straits of

Tsuguru, opposite the port of Hakodate. It will, of course,

be years before this network of railways can be completed,
as European engineers and workmen have to be engaged at

an enormous expense, to say nothing of the rolling stock

which cannot be manufactured in the country.

Extract from a L'.ficr from Vokoliama, dated April 29, 1S72.

'
If you were here I do not think that the actual state

of affairs would give you much hoj)e for the future of this

tunntry. Those who are in power seem but to have one aim :

to dniationalizc Japan as quickly as possible and make it

liku a European state. They press forward matters too much,
antl it is impossible to foresee what will be the result. The

first i)robable consequence of such a policy will be the ruin

of the ]iublic funds. The inevitable impoverishment of the

luiuitry will bring on a reaction. The great panacea of those

\'oL. II. K K
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in power is the confiscation of estates
;
thus they have taken

possession of all the estates belonging to the religious estab-

lishments of the Buddhists and the Shintoites, and recently

compelled all the landowners of Yedo to buy title-deeds to

their estates, thus paying over again the price of their own

property.
" The rations of rice allowed to the two-sworded warriors

have been reduced to a mere nothing, without, however, the

taxes of the peasants being lightened. The samurais have

been forced to give up their swords, and the last project of

the most advanced among the reformers is that of abolishing

entirely the class of nobles. They pretend that all these

things are done for the benefit of the Mikado, but his whole

establishment is as insignificant as ever. There are still to

be found some good old Japanese ;
but I must confess that

the more I see of this nation the less I like it. Notwith-

standing their mania for imitating the Europeans and the os-

tentation with which they seek for information of every kind,

I am convinced that, in reality, they look upon us with the

same contempt and insolence as they ever did. The soldiers,

for instance, although dressed and exercised like the French,

have no greater pleasure than that of insulting foreigners.

It is the same with the sailors, who affect to be turned out

after the English fashion. Those who are foremost in the

government seem even to think themselves strong and wise

enough to set on one side the principle of exterritoriality

{exterritoriality), and I should not be surprised if, when the

treaties come to be revised, they were to propose to us to

put Europeans under their jurisdiction, offering us in ex-

change permission to travel in the interior of the country.
" This idea is entertained also by some Europeans in the

Japanese service, and by a petty little newspaper edited by
a European lawyer. Who will undertake to bring these pre-

sumptuous reformers to reason ?"
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Ej'irti.ft of (I Ldtcr from YoloJiama, dated October 3, 1872.

" There is no important news to send you, except a slight

revolt at Kiushiu, situated at about a hundred English miles

iVom Yedo. It was caused by a decree of the finance

department raising the measure (which had been in use for

three centuries) by which the taxes on rice were calculated.

It is said that the sanivrais, driven to desperation by the loss

of their hereditary pensions, have joined the insurgents,"

TIIF. END.

I.AV, S(|\-;, AXn TAVI.OR, nuXTKRS.
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